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PREFACE 

I was inspired to undertake the present project of 
translating SaiigltaratnUkara into English by two factors viz. 
the inadequacy of the available English translation of the 1st 
chapter by C. Kunhan Raja, and the education and training 
that I received from Dr. (Miss) Premlata Sharma, Head of 
the Department of Musicology, Banaras Hindu University, 
while I was her student for Diploma in Music Appreciation 
during 1967-69. Even though the textual study of Sahgita- 
ratnikara was not, strictly speaking, a part of the curriculum, 

she was kind and generous enough to recognise the special 
position of some of tlie students, who were also the members 
of the staff of the department, and to extend to them the 

beneht-of-her wide learning and research experience by way 
of (mtiating^em into the art of interpreting original Sanskrit 
texts^irnTusic with the help of available commentaries, and 
luckily 1 was one of them. So, even though I had been 
working as Research Assistant in tlie Department of Musico¬ 
logy and in the College of Music & Fine Arts prior to the 
formation of the department in 1966, for about ten years or 

so, Sanskrit texts on music could become meaningful to and 

enjoyable for me only after I could avail of this opportunity 
of learning the intricacies, the technicalities and the symbo¬ 

lism of the language of SafisUa-sSslra from Dr. Sharma. 

Hence, the need for a music-oriented, topic-wis^ technically 

precise English translation of SahgUa-ratndkara written in a 
flowing prose style unhindered by frequent Sanskrit inter¬ 
jections and accompanied by an elaborate and lucid com¬ 
mentary, was felt by me not as a scholar of Sanskrit but as a 

student of Musicology. A detailed note on the method and 
the manner of the translation has been written separately 
pointing out the peculiarities of the execution of the work. 

In 1970, the University Grants Commission introduced 
a scheme of writing university level books and monographs. 
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and I took the earliest opportunity of putting forth a proposal 
of writing an English translation of Sahgita-ratndkara in three 

parts related to music (i. e. excluding the chapter on dancing) 
under the expert guidance and supervision of Dr. (Miss) 
Rem Lata Sharma who readily agreed to sponsor the 
proposal. And the U. G. C. too was kind and gracious 

to grant me a Research Fellowship for three years to 

widertake this project. 

V ' lam happy to say that as the result of the combined 

^orts of the U.G.C., which provided me the material means 
tbpufsuemy. researches and writing unhindered, the autho¬ 

rities of ^^anaras Hindu University who granted me leave 

to work on the project, and Dr. Prem Lata Sharma who has 
very affectionately, very carefully and very meticulously 
nursed the whole product, and Messrs. Motilal Banarsidass, 

who readily agreed to publish this work, it has become 
possible for me to present this first volume comprising 
Chapter I related to the treatment of svara, in the service of 
the learned scholars and the learning students; and I hope it 

will be found to be of greater help in understanding Sarhga- 
deva, whose work SabgUa-ratnUkara is a landmark in the 

history o( SafigUa-sistra. 

Though tlie translation was originally planned and 

written out witli an elaborate commentary and critical as 

well as literary annotations with a view to making it self- 

sufficient, it has been considered necessary, convenient and 
useful to give the Sanskrit text as well along with it. This 

was considered necessary firstly because the translation is 

presented in a topic-wise order dealing with homogeneous 
ideas and concepts in convenient paragraphs in order to 
make the reading more intelligible and easy to grasp, and 
secondly because it was found unavoidable to modify some 

of the readings of the text as published by the Adyar Library 
in view of the technical accuracy of the readings available 
in the AnandSlrama edition or other comparable texts like 
Sohattaraia of Rina Kumbha and so on. Thus, the Sanskrit 
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text has also been partly re-edited in so far as the arrange¬ 
ment of some of the verses has been modified to correspond 

with the paragraphs as arranged in the translation and also 
in so far as some modifications have also been made in the 

text here and there, though very sparingly. 

The present project envisages the translation of six out 
of the seven chapters of Safigita-ratnakara divided as follows : 

Volume I : Chapter I 

Volume II : Chapters II to IV 
Volume III : Chapters V & VI 

I am happy to disclose that the Ms. of Vol. II is also 

almost ready. It will not be before long that it is presented 
for publication, while work on Volume Ill as well is in 

progress. 

It is not for me to say that the task of translating 
SaiigMa-ratnUkara (Vol. I), that 1 had set to myself quite 
unwittingly in my enthusiasm for doing something worth¬ 

while, could hardly be accomplished by me single-handed, 
since it not only demands great proficiency in Sanskrit and 
English languages but also an insight into the musical con¬ 

cepts of S'«ft5fto-iar/ra,'^nU besides the publication ol suchT 
work natui^y involves co-operation of many able workera. 

I am, therefore, greatly indebted to ray seniors and friends 

who have lovingly rendered every possible help in bringing 
the work upto the mark, though here I can make notable 

mention only of those few but for whose contribution this 
work could not have been published in its present form. 

I do not find any words indeed to adequately acknow¬ 
ledge the contribution of Dr. (Miss) Premlata Sharma under 
whose expert advice and able supervision the whole work has 
been executed and who, out of her love for learning, volun¬ 
tarily offered to write an introduction to the translation. In 

fact^ whatever I have been able to do is primarily because 
of her, since without her initiation and continued co-ope¬ 
ration, nothing could have been finally accomplished. I am 



also greatly thankful to Mr. N. Ramanathan, Research 
Scholar of the Deptt. of Musicology, B. H. U. and presently. 
Lecturer in Musicology, Indira Sangita Vishvavidyalaya, 
Khairagarh, who has been kind enough to go through my 
press-copy including the index, and has offered many 
valuable comments and suggestions to improve the translation 
in its form and content. He has also been kind enough to 

go through the printed file and much of the credit for (he 

preparation of errata goes to him. 

Since SafigUa-ratnUkara incorporates a chapter on human 

embodiment {Pittdotpatti)y which indeed is a unique feature 
of ^arngadeva’s work, (and he could possibly attempt it 

because he was himself a medical man as stated by him), 
special care has been taken in preparing the translation and 
the commentary as well as the notes of this chapter; and I 
am extremely grateful to Prof. Priyavrata Sharma, Head of 

the Deptt. of Dravyaguna in the Instt. of Medical Sciences, 
B. H. U., who has been kind enough to go through the Ms. 

of the whole chapter and suggest some technical modifi¬ 
cations. I am also thankful to Dr. K. C. Gangrade, formerly 
Reader in Anatomy in the Institute of Medical Sciences and 
presently Reader in Sitar in the Department of Instrumental 

Music, B. H. U., who has also been kind enough to glance 
through this chapter and to offer some technical suggestions 

for the improvement of the draft translation. 

My thanks are due to Shri Ritwik Sanyal, a research 

scholar of the Deptt. of Musicology, for assisting in the pre¬ 
paration of the Press-copy of the Ms. Many thanks are 
due to Shri Gopal Lai Bhatt and Pandit Maheshwar Jha, 
Assistants of the Research Section of the Deptt. of Musico¬ 

logy for assisting in proof-reading and the preparation of the 
l^loka-index respectively. Also I am thankful to Shri Kapildeo 
Giri for assisting in writing the Ms. of the Sanskrit text and 
Shri Chhannulal, Senior Clerk of the Deptt. for typing the 
Ms. and the Press-copy of the work neatly. I am also 
thankful to Shmt. Vimla Musalgaonkar, the Sanskrit teacher 
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of the Deptt. of Musicology, for her constant moral support 
and encouragement in the accomplishment of the difficult 

task. 

Above all, I am grateful to the University Grants 
Commission for granting a Research Fellowship for this 
project and thus providing the initial impetus to this 

publication. 

Our thanks are also due to the publishers of this book, 
Motilal Banarsidass for readily accepting the work of publi¬ 

cation and for seeing it through the press expeditiously. Last 
but not the least, I am thankful to Tara Printing Works, 
Varanasi, for providing every facility for printing the work in 

the desired manner and in a short period of time. 

Dated 17.11.1977 R. K, Shrmgy 

Deptt. of Musicology, 

Banaras Hindu University, 

Varanasi—221005 



A NOTE ON translation 

The present English translation of SahgUa-ratiakara of 
Sarngadeva is based on the Adyar edition of the Sanskrit 
text published by the Adyar Library and Research Centre of 
the Theosophical Society, Madras in 1943. The text has 
almost entirely been adopted from that edition excepting a 
fty, places where the readings were not found to be techni¬ 
cally significant and relevant to the context, and where some¬ 
times the readings of Uie AnandSshrama l(Poona) edition 
(edited by Shri Mangesh Ramakrishna Telanga) are found 

to be more meaningful; though, that edition has been refer¬ 
red to only in very exceptional cases only and not as a gene¬ 

ral rule. Apart from these two editions of Sahglta-ratn&kara 
no other edition or Ms. has been consulted in preparing 
this translation, probably because it was not considered with¬ 
in the scope of a translator’s work to do so. 

When the project of translating tliis monumental work 
of Saitgltd^s^tfa was taken up in 1972, there were quite a few 
translations available in English, Hindi, Telugu, Kannada 

and so on, most of them fiagmentary. However, even though 
they were available, none of them was noticed by the 

author till the first draft of the work was nearly completed so 

far as this volume is concerned. But by and by the follow¬ 
ing works were noticed. 

(i) Sahglta-ratttikara (Part—I), Hindi translation by 

Shri Laksminarayana Garg, Sa6glta-k&ryalaya 
Hathras, 1964 (consists of Chapter I only) 

(ii) Telugu translation of the first chapter with that of 
Kalhn&tha’s commentary in an appendix, by 

Gandam Sri Ramamurti published by the Sahgit 
N&tak Akademi, Andhra Pradesh, KalftBhawan, 
Hyderabad—4, in 1966. 

(iii) Kannaija translation of the first three sections of 
Chapter—I with a commentary (also in Kanna^) 

called NibiaAka-hrdaya by Prof. R. Sathyanarayana, 
published by Prasaranga, Mysore University, 1968. 

(iv) English translation of Chapter I by C. Kunhan 
Raja from Adyar Library, Madras, 1945. 

( v) English translation of Chapter VII on Dancing by 
K. Kunjunni Raja and Radha Burnier, first pub¬ 

lished in Vol. XXIII parts 3 & 4 of Adyar Library 
Bulletin, Brahma Vidya, 1959. This has been 

reprinted in 1976. 

Excepting C. Kunhan Raja’s English translation, no 

other work could possibly be consulted by the author (i. e. 
the present translator). It has been beneficial to consult 
tliis translation since some of tJie charts have been adopted 
from it with some modification. Another work published in 

1975 was noticed as under. 

(vi) Marathi translation of chapters 1 to IV along with 
the translation of Kallinatha’s commentary by 
G. H. Tarlekar published by Maharastra Rajya 
Sahitya Sanskriti Mandal, Bombay—32 in 1975. 

The author of this work plans to complete the Maratlii 
translation of the entire SaiigUa~ratnSkara in his 2nd and 3rd 
Volumes on which he is presently working. Any other 
translations of this work, if available, have not yet been 

noticed. 

The present English translation is executed in quite a 
different manner. First of all, the translation does not follow 
the traditional sloka-wtse order, rather it is presented in con¬ 
venient paragraphs tliat naturally comprehend a complete 
idea or expound it conceptually. The i/oLi-wise translations 

may be suitable for literature but so far as technical works, 
as this, are concerned, they hardly make any clear and 
lucid presentation so that, more ofren than not, the subject 
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matter is either confused or distorted. Therefor^ in order 

to make the translation more intelligible to the modem in* 
tellect^ the entire work has been further classified into many 
subdivisions according to the different topics. Thus, it is 
probably for the first time that the Sanskrit text as well as its 
English translation are being presented in the modern lite¬ 
rary format Accordingly the Sanskrit text has also been 
provided with suitable headings and sub-headings. 

The general order of presentation is such that the text 

in Sanskrit is immediately followed by translation which in 
its turn is followed by the comments, and the comments are 

followed by notes, all of which run concurrently as far as 

possible. The substance of the two Sanskrit commentaries of 
K^nStha and Simhabhupala as printed in the Adyar edition 
of Saiiglta-ratnskara has generally been incorporated in 
comments as much as it has been found possible in conso¬ 
nance with the modern style of presentation. However, the 
purpose of writing the comments is not merely to represent 

all that is useful in the Sanskrit commentaries, but to make 

the translation and the subject matter of the text easily in¬ 

telligible and accessible to an average reader of a musicologi- 

cal text. The comments, in other words, actually constitute 
a running commentary on the text, comprehending most of 

the developments in the field since the Sanskrit commentaries 

were written. The notes are written mostly on the English 
rendering of the text and are more of a literary nature, while 

the comments are generally more concerned widi the techni¬ 
cal exposition of the subject matter. 

The Sloka^s of the text have been divided into four 
parts called a, b, c & d, roughly representing the four quar¬ 

ters of a verse, and since the translation presented here follows 
a topic-wise arrangement, the paragraph and other topic 
headings are indicated in terms otSloka numbers suffixed 
ivi& a, b, c and d (as the case may be) to cover the entire 
range of the topic or the paragraph. 

While writing Sanskrit words in Roman script, inter¬ 

national diacritical marks are applied. These symbols are 

indicated here in a separate transliteration code. 
With regards to translating technical terms from Sans¬ 

krit to English, as a matter of principle, every effort has been 
made to translate or to give English equivalents whenever 
possible, but exception is made with respect to certain con¬ 
cepts that have no parallel in Western music e. g. grama, 

marcchana, tala and so on, that are retained in their original 
form. However, even in such cases, an approximate English 

equivalent has been provided into brackets, at least for the 
first time, if not every time the word is used, e. g.jati {melo¬ 
dic type). Sometimes the English equivalents are thought 
to be unconventional, and in such cases the original Sanskrit 
terms are similarly provided into parenthesis e. g. tone- 
pattern (var^a). This policy has been c.xecuted as far as it 

has been possible to do so intelligently. 

The translation presented here is quite autJientic, as 
near in interpretation to the original text as the English 
idiom makes it possible. Even thougli a sloka-wise presenta¬ 
tion is not made, every paragraph is truly represented by the 

verse Nos. indicated at the end of the paras, while the range 
of the topic is indicated by the verse Nos. at the end of the 
topic-headings. The words that have been supplied due to 

gramatical necessity of the English expression have generally 
been put into brackets, so much so that expository or comple¬ 
mentary phrases implied in the original text are also similarly 
indicated. However, every care has been taken not to make 
the translation too literal, at the cost of presentable diction, 
lucidity of expression, or technical meaning. Plurals made 
out of Skt. words are distinctly indicated by a hyphen e. g. 

gramas. So, in short an attempt has been made to present a 
faithful, authentic, liberal and a clear English translation of 
the original Sanskrit text couched in a language that can be 
easily understood by the students as well as the scholars of 
saftgtta-iastra alike. 
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Tbe transladoo is accompanied by three appendices 
for different specialists; and abo a glossary-cum-index is 
provided wherin the vaiious technical terms are very briefly 
elucidated. A half verse line index too b added to provide a 
guide to the text. 

It is hoped that thb work will prove to be a useful aid 
to those scholars and students who are not so well conversant 

with Sanskrit as to approach the text directly. 

TRANSLITERATION CODE 

DevanSgarl script | Roman script 

1. Voweb : 

(a) short—^ q a» >» u» L *r 

(b) long—35 a, 1,0, 

(c) dipthongs—q ^ aft aft e, ai, o, au 

(d) anusv&ra— • & visatga-: ih & h 

2. Consonants : 

1 (i) Gutturab—H ^ K Jsh, g, gh, A 

H1 (ii) Palatab—^ c, ch, j, jh, fl 

‘ (iii) linguab—3 ^ ^ t, th, 4, 4h, 9 

(iv) Dentab— ^ ^ t, th, d, dh, n 

1“ (v) Labiab— p, ph, b, bh, m 

Semivoweb— ^^ y» r, 1, v 

Sibilants— it s 

Sonant aspirate-^ h 

Metrical symbob ; Tonal symbob : 

(i) laght—l short sa Ma&yama ma 

(ii) guru —S long ri PaUcama pa 

(iii) pluta—§ prolonged Ggndlaira ga Dbaivata dha 

or elongated MfSda ni 

UST OF ABBREVIATIONS* 

Abh. Bb. Abhinava-bhSratl, Abbinavagupta’s commentary 
on N. S. 

Ad. ed. Adyar edition of Sahglta^ratn&kara 

Bb. G. BhagavadgUU 

Br. D. Bthaddeil of MataAga 

Caraka Caroka raiftAtVs 

Cbap. Chapter 

Eng. English 

Eng. trans. English translation of N. S. by Shri Manmoban Ghosh 
M. Ghosh 

G. O. S. Gayakwad Oriental Series, Baroda 

I. M. J. Indian Music Journal 

J. R. A. S. Journal of Royal Asiatic Society 

«K' Kallinatha 

Kashi or K ed. Kashi (Chowkhambha) edition of N. S. 

K. K. Kaviraj Kunjala Bbishagratna, the English translator 
of Sulruta 

K. R. Kunban Raja, author of the Eng. translation of S. R. 
Cbapt I published from Adyar, Madras. 

Lit. Literally. 

N. S. /fiijaisstra of Bharata 

N, S., G. O. S. Gayakwad Oriental Series, Baroda 
EdiUon 

P. Im S. Dr. (Miss) Prem Lata Sbarma 

Rv. ^gveda 

*S* SidthabhOpSla 

Skt. Sanskrit 

S. R* Sakglta~rattttlikara of Sari'igadeva 

S. Raj Sakglta'rija of Rana Kumbha 

Sulruta &tiruta SadUutA 

Tt, Translation 

•For the translation. 



INTRODUCTION 

Remarks 

•“ If one were to name a single text of SahgUa-sSstra which 
embodies the earlier tradition (lakfot^a, body of terms and 
concepts) in remarkable detail and at the same time incor* 
porates contemporary developments, which has been cons> 
tantly referred to in musical and literary texts in the 
subsequent centuries, which has been commented upon 
profusely^, which has not only been looked upon with awe 
and reverence, but has also occasionally been tlie target of 

reproach born of frustration, which wielded great influence 
ovpr later tradition, one would undoubtedly name the 
Sadglta-ratnOkara (hereafter referred to as S. R.) of Sarhga- 

S. R. has been known as sapt&dkyiyl* on tlie model of 

Paqini’s Af(adhyapl and has for at least six centuries symboli* 
sed the ancient tradition of lakfa^. Earlier texts do not 
appear to have been directly studied by most of the auhtors 

of lakfa^ in die subsequent centuries. Keen interest in the 
direct studies of earlier works like Bharata’s PfsfpasHstray 

Dattila’s Dattilam, Matanga’s Bjhaddesi, Abhinavagupta*s 
Abhimvabharati, Some^vara’s Manasollasa and Nanyadeva’s 
Bharatabhaspa, has emerged only in the latter half of the 20th. 
century and S. R. has served as a constant frame of reference 
in this study. Hence S. R. has re-emerged as a landmark 

in Satiglta-sastroy illuminating its ancient and medieval tradi¬ 
tion like a Dehall-pradlpa^. 

1. The latest commentary, 'Setu‘ of GaugarSma was composed as 
recently as the I9tb century. 

2. cf. S. Sud, p. 152 si. 407. Suhasras (a compilation, made in 
the 17th. century of dirupad texts ascribed to Bakshoo ofthe 
15th. century), song-text no 188, 400, 479,958. 

3. A lamp on the threshold of a room illuminadog both inside 
and outside. 

2* Date and Identity of the Author 

Ssrhgadeva introduces himself as belonging to a fainily 

which hailed from Kashmir. Kashmiris the glorious land 

of Sanskrit learning that dominated for centuries the various 
laches of stud^the land that gave birtoto a versatile \ 

genius like'TiBRmavagupta preceded by a host of commen¬ 

tators* on N.S. and Anandavardhana, Matrgupta, Mammata 
etc. Sarhgadeva must have inherited from his father and 

grandfather the rich tradition of various disciplines. He 

must also have been acquainted with the laktya ofKashmir 
indirectly and with that of the Deccan, where the fainily 

settled, directly. In a way the entire iastra (source of 
theoretical knowledge) and sampradaya (practical tradition) 

of the earlier periods must have been accessible to him. 

In Deccan, the fainily lived under the patronage of the 

Yadava dynasty at Devagiri (present Daulatabad).* This 

dynasty was formally established by King Bhillama in 1145 
A. D. It is during his reign that ^Sriigadeva’s grandfather 
Bhaskara appears to have shifted from Kashmir to Devagiri. 

One wonders what could have prompted Bhaskara to leave 
his motherland and move to a distant foreign region. Was 

it the political persecution which forced him to flee and seek 
refuge in the other end of the land ? Or was it the spec^ 
patronage extended by the prince of a distant land to him 
because of his fame that attracted him to the Yadava court ? 
p. V. Sharma feels that although there is no conclusive 
evidence, it may be that the King of Devagiri, impressed by 

Bhaskara*s scholarship in Ayurveday invited him to his court as 

1. Their works are lost today. 
2. Sources for the historical details are J— 

(a) Bharatiya Vidyabhavan’s The History and Culture of the 

Indian People, Vol. V. 
(b) San'igadeva's own account regarding his genealogy and 

other details in the first pr^cara^a of the first chapt« of 
S. R. 

(c) P. V. Sharma’s paper in Hindi—'‘Yadava Kings, the 
Great Patrons of Ajtmtda in the Medieval Tlnies.f 
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l-physidao. Besides, BhSskara’s^son So^hala was also 
i^the Accountant General (Srikara^fagra^l) in King 

court 
k M H r ► U 

Kiiig Bhillama died ^ 1193 A. D« His son Jaitrapala 
or'Jaitu^ ascended the throne and ruled for a short period. 
I^'was siiccedeed by SiAghapa in 1200^ A. D. who was not 
jwily a very powerful king but alsoal;reat patron of arts, 
itnaturi^ and science. It is during his reign that ^SrAgadeva j 

'^who continued in his father’s (Sodhala’s) post as the Royal 
Accountant, seems to have composed his works. Having 

^ad great scholars for his ancestors, Ssrngadeva’s heredity 
inust have provided him with a very rich *saihskSra~pu^a* 

(cultural heritage) combining the northern or north>western 
and southern traditions in learning and arts. Along with 
hil study of Sa^lta he appears to have carried on the family 
profession of Ajmrveda. He had also written a book on 
Ayurveda entitled *AdfylUmavweka* to which he himself refers.' 
This work is not available. Besides this and fs. R. po other 

work of SarAgadeva is known. 

^arAgadeva refers to himself as one who has removed 
distress of the Brahmins through gifts of large wealth, of those 
desirous of learning through knowledge, and of the sick 
through medicines*. 

This verse in a way sums tip the three facets of ^ArAga* 
deva’s life viz. the accountant, the scholar, and the 
physician. 

Some of the verses* in the introductory Section of 

S. R. giving an account of the genealogy seem to be lavishing 
praises on the author himself and his ancestors which to 

a modem reader may appear immodest But that was, 

1. S.R. 1^119. 
2. Ibid. l,l,12ed<lSab. 
8. ibid.1,1, 2>14. 

i 
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however, part of the culture of his period and was not regard* 
ed improper then. On the other hand, the verses at the 
conclusion of the work* are full of humility and modesty. 

3* Patronage of Ayurveda in Yadava Dynasty 

Scholarship in Ayurveda was confined not only to 

^SrAgadeva’s family. History reveals a host of Ayurvedic 
scholars who lived under the patronage of the Yadava Kings. 

Furthermore, these scholars were also intimately connected 

with ^SrAgadeva’s family, for many of them were students 
of Bhaskara, SSrAgadeva’s grandfather. In fact it is only 

through the works of some of these scholars that we come to 
know of Bhaskara as a great name in Ayurveda\ Sarngadeva 
himself does not give any clear indication P. V. Sharma 
has ably brought out in his paper*, the role of the Y&dava 

Kings in the promotion of Ayurveda and the contribution 
of BhSskara and other scholars. 

Nagarjuna, the author of Togaratnamala commences his 
work with a salutation to his guru Bhaskara. Keiava, in the 
concluding verses of his work Siddhamantra^ describes himself 
as the disciple of Bhaskara in Ayurveda and as the recipient of 

SiihharAja’s (SiAghaija’s) patronage. Though Bhaskara him* 
self lived during King Bhillama’s reign, his students continued 
upto King SiAghapa’s reign. It is the reign of King Sing- 
hai^a which seems to have been the golden period in which 
not only Ayurveda but also all the arts and literature flouri¬ 

shed. Many of the Ayurvedic preparations were named after 
SiAgha^a, e. g. Sihgha^-car^ SiAghaoa himself seems to have 
had knowledge of Ayurveda since a few of the preparations 
are credited to him. 

So^hala, the autlior of two works on Ayurveda—Gadanu 

gyaha and SodhalanighagfUt might be the same So^hala mention- 

1. ibid. 7, 1672-1678. 
2. See footnote 2. (c) on p, xiii. regarding P, V, Sharma's paper. 
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ed by SSrAgadeva as his father.^ He also lived in (he time 
ofSihghaoa. Since ^^gadeva mentions the names of (he 
Yfidava Kings only upto Sihgha^a, it appears that he too 
compiled his works Adhjatmaviveka and S. R., during the reign 
ofKingSiAghaQa. 

SihghaQa*s death saw some scuffle between the des¬ 
cendants for the tlirone. The Vadava rule itself lasted only 
70 years after Sihghaoa died, after which the Muslims took 
over. In this period Kfsna, Mahadeva, and RSmacandra 

were the successors to the throne. Bopadeva, another illus¬ 
trious figure in the Ysdava rule lived in this period. He was 
the son of Ke^va, the author of Siddhamantra. Bopadeva 
Was^a versatile genius and had to his credit a number of 

books on such diverse subjects as, Sabitja, Vyakara^a, Ayurveda^ 
JyoH^Ot Bhagavata, including a commentary, ^Prakaia* on his 
father’s work *Siddhamntra\ His contemporary and a close 
friend was Hemadri who was the chief minister during this 
period; he too was a great scholar of Ayurveda and had 
several books and commentaries to his credit 

Thus we see that tlie Yadava rule in the Deccan patro¬ 
nised enunent scholars from various fields and in particular 
from Ayurveda. Some of the rulers themselves, we have seen, 

were adepts in Ayurveda and other subjects. All this gives 
us a picture of the time, place and tlie environment in wliich 
^arhgadeva lived and produced his monumental work. 

4. Varions Editions of S. R. 

Three printed editions of S. R, have been published 
till now. 

(i) The earliest edition of S. R. was brought out in 
1879 by Kallvara VedUntavagiia and 4arada Prasada Ghosa 
firom Calcutta. This was printed at the New Arya Press, 

1. There is however, an element of doubt regarding the two 

Sodhalas being identical, for Sodhala of the ^urvtda-nigk(in{tt 
mentions his Gotra as Vatsa whereas ^Srhgadeva belongs to 

* the Vffagaga Gotra. See introduction to Gada^nigraka adXted, 
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Calcutta. This volume contained only the Svaradkyaya and 

is accompanied by the commentary of SiihhabhQpala.^ 

Since we have not had access to this edition, we cannot 

say whether this is a critical one or not. 

(ii) In 1896, S. R. was published in the AnandHsrama 
Series (No. 35). Edited by Mangesli Ramakrishna Telanga, 
this was brought out in two volumes. The second volume 

appeared in 1897. The first volume consisted of the 
chapters I to V. The remaining two chapters comprised the 
second volume. Kallinatha’s commentary to the entire text 

accompanied this edition. Thus, this is the first printed 

edition incorporating the full text of S. R.. Tius is a critical 

edition in so far as the various available manuscripts and the 
reading of the commentator have been collated. 

(ii) The Adyar Library and Research Centre, Madras, 
has brought out the latest edition of S. R. TJic entire text 
along willt the two commentaries of Kallinatha and Siihha- 
bhOpala is edited by Pandit S. Subrahmanya Sastri and is 
published in four volumes. The first volume contains the 
first chapter; the second volume—the second, the third and 

the fourth chapters; the third volume—tlie fiftli and the sixth 
chapters; and the fourth volume—the seventh chapter. The 
first volume appeared in 1943 and tltc last one in 1953, while 
the second volume was revised by Pandit V. Krisimama* 
charya and published again in 1959. 

Even though Kunhan Rnja^ in Itis introduction to the 
first volume, states that both the earlier editions of S. R. and 
other manuscripts Jiave been compared in the preparation 

of the Adyar edition, it fails to be a critical one. Variant 

readings, excepting those found in the commentary of 
SiihhabhQp^ have not been indicated. 

1. See p. vi, Kunhan Raja's introduction to S. R. Vol. I, 

Adyar ed. 
9. n. vi! Kunhan Raia's introduction to S. R. vol. I. Advar ed. 
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5. Coiiuiii»twri«ii on $• R. 

S. R. is the only work on SahgltaiHstra that has to its 

credit more than one commentary. The editors of the 
Calcutta edition are reported*’ to speak of seven commenta¬ 
ries, of which four are in Sanskrit, one in Hindi and two in 
Telugu. M. Krishnamachariar in his ‘History of aassical 

Sanskrit Literature*, also mentions seven commentaries. The 
authors for six are mentioned as SiihhabhQpila, Ke^ava, 
iTaillinflthaj HaihsabhQp&Ia, Kumbhakar^a and GahgS- 

r§ma.* Of these, the commentaries of only Siihhabhupala, 
Kallinatha and Gaftgarama are available today. Reference 

to the commentary of Keiava is also found in S. Sud.® 
M, Krishnamachariar mentions the name of this commentary 
as Kaustubha * ‘HaihsabhQpala’ seems to be a mistake for 

'Siifahabhupala**. The name of the seventh commentary is 
Candrik& but the author is not known.® No details regard¬ 
ing the CandrikH commentary or the commentary attributed 

to Kumbhakar^a are known. 
\ 

(i) SithhabhOpala’s SaUgltasudbikara is the earliest 

commentary and is seldom critical; it almost paraphrase 
text. In the introductory verse, SiihliabhQpala explaining 

the need for such a commentary, stated ; 

(a) The whole system of music expounded by Bharata 
and others had been shattered before the advent 

of ^arhgadeva and it was ^Srftgadcva who consoli¬ 
dated and now he (SiihhabhQpala) himself is 
trying to make it understandable, out of considera¬ 

tion for the people.’ 

t. ibid. p. X. 
2. History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, p. 853. 

S, S. Sud., p. 15-. »!• 40®* 
4. History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, p. 853. 

5. Kunhan Raja’s Introduction to S. R. Vol. I, p. xi. 

6. History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, p. 853. 
7. Introductory $L 5-7 pf SiriihabhQpala’s commentary on S. R. 

p. 6, 
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(b) The text of S. R. is profound (gambhlra) and 
complex (vifama) and is intelligible to very few 

persons; he alone is competent to write a commen¬ 

tary on it.* 

(c) It is difficult for one to be adept at both lak^ya and 
lakfaga and hence this commentary (which relates 
/alifapa to lakjya) is nothing short of an original 
work.® 

(ii) KallinStha’s commentary ‘Kalanidhi* is somewhat 

critical. Valuable references to contemporaneous practice 
are found in the rSga chapter. At the same time he leaves 

many sections uncommented, implying either that the 
sections are irrelevant or are too clear to need any com¬ 
mentary; however, what may have been clear enough to him 
is seldom so to the present day scholar. 

Kallinatha also refers to himself as lakfya-lakfa^-kovida 
(well-versed). He claims that he has tried to reconcile 

lak^ya and lak^a^a and remove the contradictions {virodha).^ 

It is obvious that both SiihhabhQp^a and Kallinitha 
feel that it is a big responsibility to connect the lakfa^a of 
S. R. with their contemporary lakfya. This appears to be a 
subtle way of indicating the cleavage, that had become 
conspicuous in their time, between the two. Though they 
have tned their best to reconcile the cleavage it becomes 

more obvious by the time of Ramamatya, the author of 
Svara-mela'kalJtnWti. 

Some pertinent questions arise in connection with 
Kallin&tha and his commentary. 

(a) In the chapter on rUga^ Kallinatha cites a number 
of examples from the practice {lak^ya) of his time to 
bring out the non-conformity of the contemporary 

1. ibid. si. 11. 
2. ibid. sL 12. 
3. Kallinatha’s introductory verses to his commentary on S. R. 

si. 13-14. 
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lakf)a to the lakfaga of the grUma^ragas etc. describ¬ 
ed in S. R.' In this context it is strange that he 
does not refer to Vidyara^iya* whose system of 
mela-s had already been propounded. This is all 

the more surprising since Vidyarapya too had 
belonged to the same Vijayanagaram empire of 

which Kallin&tha was a citizen. 

(b) R&makfspa Kavi in his Bharata Kosa states that 
R&mamatya is the grandson (dauhitra) of KaIIi> 
nStha.* One does not know the source from which 
Sri Kavi obtained this information, but it is very 

curious that RlUii&matya does not refer to Kalli¬ 

n&tha at all in his entire work. Again, while 
Kallinatha frequently asserts his familiarity with 

the musical tradition handed down by Bharata, 
Matanga, Sarngadeva etc., i. e., the knowledge of 
the *sampradQya*^y Ram&matya seems to reveal 
a lack of understanding of ^ar&gadeva*s work 
and his svara system in particular. Students of 
history of music wonder how within the time of 

Kallin&tha and R&m&m&tya the tradition of S. R. 

became unfamiliar. 

(c) Equally strange is the fact that the author of S. 
Sud. sliould find Vidy&ra^ya accessible but 

Kallin&tha obscure.' 

(iii) Kumbhakar^a is now established as the author of 
SahgltarSja. It is indeed strange that Kumbhakar^a should 
have been noticed as a commentator of S. R. SaAgltar&ja 
is. an independent work, the scope of which is larger than 

1. K. on S. R., 2. 2. 159*160, vol. II, p. 114-116 (Revised edition) 

2* VidySraoya is the author of SaAgltasSra, known to be the first 

work on iR«/<i<systein and which is no more available. 

3* Bharata Koia, p. SSO. 

4. cf. KonS. R. 1,4, 15ab-16, vol. I, p. 108; K on S. R. 

5.237-238 vol. III. p. 135 In. 1213. 

5. S. Sud., p. 152. 

that of S. R. in some respects. However, the bulk of its 
contents is an elaboration of S. R. and hence it may be called 
a commentary in an informal sense. It is, however, not known 
on what source this reference was based. 

4. A manuscript of Gang&r&ma’s Hindi commentary 
‘Sahg1ta*setu* is deposited in the library of the palace of the 
former Prince of Kashi, in Ramnagar, Varanasi.* The work 

is more of a translation, though some independent obser¬ 
vations or explanations of the commentator are found here 
and there'. Indication of the verse or group of verses 

forming a unit of translation is also given with the initial 
word {pratlka)y e. g., Brahmeti for the opening verse of the 

work. 

The order of VlLdj^&dhyUya and NartandtUyBya having 

been reversed, the commentary ends with the V&dy&dhy&ya*. 
The last colophon reads : 

?rr«rr«*iR: ?) 

aft dq |d qr? 1 wi^rr f^rad 
qraiwiiq ddi5 II 

The colophon gives the following information :— 

(a) The date of the work is Saihvat 1903, i. e., 1903- 
57*1846 A^D. 

1 . A transcript of the same has been prepared by the Researdi 

Section of the Department of Musicology, B. H. U. 

2. There is reference to Kenopani$ad in the commentary to 

S. R. 1. 2, verse 18-20 

*Attihata’ is explained as that which is not the product of an 

attack or striking anywhere. 

In the context of .fadAarapn there are references to ^glta^ 
purijita and Jifliradlj)tdikf& - 

3. This could have been the mistake of the copyist. 
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(b) Visvanath Singh is the name of the commentator's 
patroh, obviously the prince of Rewan, who was a 
gftat Scholar and patron of literature and arts. 

(c) The author hails from Mathura. 

(d) The language of the commentary is Brajabb&$&. 

(e) The scribe appears to be Lala Daulat. 

Critical approach seems to be wanting in this commen* 
taryi There appears to have been no attempt to interpret 
^e concepts in the light of current practice. 

& . Oenei^al ficbeme and Style of the Work 

(a) Objective :—^Srhgadeva states the following four 
reasons for writing S. R.^ 

{i ) AkhilalokinUm tspatrqyajiklrsqyS—to liberate every¬ 
one from the three kinds of pain, idkibhauHka 

(physical), ndhy&tmUai (psychological), and idhidai- 
vika (natural calamities). 

(ii) iiUvattya-dharmtya^to uphold the eternal dhama 

(virtue). 

(iii) KlTtyai—ioT obtaining fame. 

(iv) niksTtyasupu^e—for achieving liberation. 

(b) Scheme :—S. R. is devoted to the delineation of 
stthglta—a composite of glta, vU^a and nftta. ^Srhgadeva 
has consolidated and arranged in seven chapters the exposi- 
titni of the entire MHglta. Six chapters are devoted to music 

and the last one to dance. Music, independent of drama, 

had apparently become crystallised by the time of^firnga- 
deva. 

Following is the list of the various chapters and their 
contents. Since the present volume of the translation includes 

only the first cliapter, the others will be discussed in the 

introduction to the respective volumes. 

1. S. R. 1.1.13cd-14. 
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CHAPTER I : SVARAGATADHTATA, 

. The first chapter is confined to the treatment of amOt 

i. e., the tonal aspect. It is further divided into eight sections 
(prakarana-s). They are : 

(i) PadMhasahgrahtt prakara^a :—Genealogy of the 
author, the ancient authorities {Hciiya-s) to whom the author 
is indebted, and table of contents. 

(ii) Pi^otpatti-prakaraifa : Genesis of the human body 

combining the Vedantic, Ayurvedic and Fla^hayogic views. 

(iii) Mada • sthSna - sruti-svara - jSii-kula-daivata-fsi-cehand~ 

rasa-prakaratfa : PfadopasanHy the production of nada in the 
human body according to ^iksS-s; 22 srulhs; sara^S*; ssara 

and its definition; sruti-jaii-s* : names of 22 sruti-s*; suddha- 

vikfta svara-s; association of animal-cries with svara-s; four 
kinds of svara-s—vadi-samvadi-vivadi-anuvadi; assignment' of 
kula, varij.a (caste), var^a {colour)^janmabhUmi (birthplace), r/i 
(seers', devata (gods), chandas (metres) and rasa (sentiments) to 

svara-s. 

(iv) Grama-mUrcchana-krama-tana prakara^a: Threegrama-s; 

mUrcehana’s; krama-s; suddba-tana-s; kuta-tanv-s;prastara; kha^f^- 
meru and the mode of computing n<2f(a and uddiffa; names of 

suddha-tana-s 

(v) Sadharatia-prakarat^a: svara-sadhararyx'^ its four varie¬ 
ties—kakali, anlara^ madhyama—and the process of 
obtaining the 12 vikfia svara-s; jati-sadharaxfa. 

(vi) Var^a-alahkara-prakaratfa : four var^a-s; alaiikara-s. 

The number of alahkara-s in S. R. is more than those 
mentioned in earlier treatises. However in S. R. the term 
ala^ara has a restricted usage and refers only to the melodic 
motif, whereas in N. S. the term comprehended *kampa* also. 

• marked on topics implies that either the author provides the 

first available record of the respective tradition or has bis own 

way of treatment. 

1. This body of takfa^a combines the influence of vedic and 
tantric tradition. 
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By ^ftrAgadeva*s time kampa and its varietcs had acquired 

tiie-name jornohi. 

*' (vii) JaH-pfokaraga : SuddJa^jaH-s; vikftn-juH-s; vikjtJi- 
sapuargajp-jkU’s; characteristics (lakfaga) of iati-s; treatment 

eit^^vitinal jiti-s and their respective prastara-s. 

One may ask why jati-s should have been treated in 

ttie chapter on svara while treatment of rdga has been taken 
up in a separate chapter. This is because rSga had become 

fully developed by the time of Sarngadeva and its laige 

number demanded a separate chapter. 

(viii) (^H‘prakarat}a : Kapala^s and kambala; gUi-s. 

GHAFTER II : RAGAVlVEKADHTArA 

This chapter is divided into two prakara^ors. 

(i) Gramaraga - uparUga - rSga-bhSfS - vibha^a -antarabkafS- 

vioeka^prakara^a. 

(ii) Ragaiigadinirttaya-prakarat^a. 

CHAPTER III : PRAKlRjyAKADHYArA 

Lakfa^-sof vagg<yakara'St giyana-bheda: sabda-bheda etc,; 

iatita-lakfaipi etc.; gatnaka; sthuya; alapti. 

Most of the material included in this chapter represents 

developments of the post^Bharata period. 

CHAPTER IV : PRABANDHADHTATA 

Definition of and its division into gandharva and 

gana; constituents of prabandha; description of individual 

prabandka^St gwfo and dofa of glta. 

Prabandka-s definitely represented music independent of 

drama. 

GHAFTER V : TALADHTAYA 

Marea tala~s; gUaka- 
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CHAPTER VI : VADYADHYAYA 

Structure, modes of playing and the compositions 
pertaining to tata^ susira, avanaddkoy and ghana vadya-s. 

S. R.’s treatment of all the vadya-s in one single chapter 

is a distinct departure from Bharata’s scheme where the 
fata and sufira are taken along with the chapters pertaining 
to svara and the others treated separately. 

CHAPTER VII : J/ARTAMDHYAYA 

Elements of njlta; dance forms; treatment of nine rasa-s 

(c) Style : ^arhgadeva presents tlic subject in a concise 
and precise manner. His treatment is devoid of any *sastrartka* 
style, i. e., there is no argumentative approach. Very rarely 
do we come across some sort of discussion. For instance, 
after describing sruti and svara, the author himself raises a 
doubt—“if joara-j are effected only on the 4th. (7ih, 9th.) 
and other sruti-s, then how could the previous sruti-s, i. e., 
3rd. (2nd., 1st. or 6th., 5th.) etc. be said to contribute to it 

(svara) The author then answers the question himself. 
Similarly, while pointing out die exceptional case of pahcaml 
jati with regard to the observance of die rule relating to the 

weak notes and the fadava-auiluva formations, he brings in the 

concepts of parisahkhya and vidki of the Mimatiisa school of 
Philosophy.® 

In conciseness of expression and as regards consolida¬ 
tion of earlier lakfa^a, ^arhgadeva can be compared with 
Mammata, the audior of Kavyaprakasa. 

7. Consolidation and Supplementation of lak^a^a from 
earlier and contemporary sources 

S&rhgadeva in die introductory section of the first 
chapter of S. R. lists a number of earlier authorities, the 

essence of whose views, he states, he is presenting in Jus 

work.® A detailed and a comparative study of S. R. and the 

1. S. R. 1. 3. 25c-27ab. 
2. ibid. 1. 7. 57 cd 59ab. 
3. ibid. 1. 1. l5-2Iab 
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earlier texts bears this out. Of the earlier authorities listed 
by him, works of only some are available today; they are— 

Bharata, Dattila, Matahga, Bhoja, Abhinavagupta, 
Some^ara, NSnyadeva and Jagadekamalla. 

It is, however, not to be surmised that S&rAgadeva has 
consolidated all that has been stated in the earlier works. He 

has been extremely judicious, discriminating, and selective 
in incorporating the lakiat^a from the earlier sources. He 
has leflc out some portions from the works of Bharata and 
others. For instance, the entire section on dhruvS*s dealt with 

in N. S. has been omitted in S. R. Details regarding the 
reportoire of drums described by Bharata have been left out 
and instead we have the delineation of vUdya^prabatidha’S. 
S&rAgadeva has also chosen not to include the polemic dis* 
cussion on the relation between svara and sruti given in 
Bfhaddell and has ignored the reference to the twelve svara- 

m&rcchanlL-s mentioned in it. 

We shall also state here some of tlie points on which 

Sarhgadeva seems to have been influenced by the earlier 

writers or incomporated the current tradition of lakfa^^a lakfjfa. 

(i) Bharata and Dattila : Svara, sruti, grama, mnrcchma, 

jati, gUi, tala {marga-tala), gltaka-s. 

Much of tlie material in die Nartonadl^aya has been 
based on N. S. but very little from it is reflected in the 

VadfO^aya, 
(ii) MataAga : (i) Names of suddba^tOna-s, 

(ii) Vittiyoga of the mentioning of 
mUrccAana'S in diem and the prastaro'S 
for diem. 

(iii) /{a^u-classificadon and the lakfa^-s 
of individual raga^s, 

(iii) Abhinavagupta : Abhinavagupta’s influence on 

SsrAgadeva has been enormous. Mosdy the influence has 
been very subde but sometimes it becomes obvious also. 
Unlike in the case of other sources the influence is not so 

« 
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much in terms of information but in terms of elucidation of 
concepts. For instance, Sarngadeva’s definition of svara^ is 
clearly seen to be based on that of Abhinavagupta. 

(iv) Somesvara ; Some of the topics dealt within 
the praklrt^aka chapter could have been taken from the Gita- 
OMwrfd section of MOnasollOsa. e. g. gamaka-s, gapa and dofa 
of musicians. 

(v) Nanyadeva : The verbal texts accompanying 
the jati-prostara-s, details of Kapala-gana^s etc. are for the 

first time seen in Bharatabha^ya. Thus it could have been 
the source for ^Srngadeva. 

(vi) Contemporary tradition of iWfapa—both written 
and oral. 

Information on slhaya-s and gamaka-s must have also 
been obtained from some contemporary oral tradidon. We 
come across certain desl names in the sthOya-s, Contempo¬ 
rary works like Sahgllasamayosara of PSr^vadeva also list these 
names. So these names must have been current at that 
time in laksya. 

Details of deH tala-s too must have come from some 
oral tradition (if not from SahgUocadama^i of Jogadekamall). 

(e) Incorporation from current laksya 

In the svara chapter very little from current lakm has 
been incorporated. In die description of the characterisdes 
of aihsa in Jati-s SSrAgadeva adds that die abisa can be its 
own saOwOdl, anuvadl etc.*, implying that raga-s where the 
earff has no saitivodl (like our contemporary pariya, marova 

and sohani, where neither suddha-mad^ama nor paheama are 
present), the vadi is its own samvadl. In the description of 

sthaya~s and raga-s also ^arAgadeva lists some which he raiu 

*adhma-prasiddha* probably indicating their use in the 
current laksya. 

1. S. R. 1, 3, 24cd-25ab. 
2. ibid. 1, 7, 33. 
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8. Constant References in and Influence on Later 
Literature 

Very soon after it was written, S. R. appears to have 
.attracted the attention of the scholars all over the country, 
.and within a century the commentary (by Simhabhup&la) 
on the entire work had been completed. Even in this century 
scholars like V.N. Bhatkhande* had accepted the importance 
of serious study of S. R. Thus almost from the time it was 

composed upto the present day S. R. has commanded 
continuous attention of scliolars. 

The one point on which most of the subsequent authors 
have cited S. R. as an authority is the importance of lak^ya 

in comparison to lakfatfa. This is understandably so because, 
to the scholars of the post-^&rngadeva period who found it 
difficult to reconcile the widening cleavage between lakfa^a 

of S. R. and the contemporary lakfya, the statement by 
$arngadeva himself asserting the primacy of lak^ya was 
gready welcome.* 

Sometimes S. R. has also been the target of reproach 
for the same reason diat the lakfa^a did not satisfy the lakfya 
of the medieval period. The author of S. Sud.* found the 
lak^at^a-s of r^ga-s described in S. R. quite obscure and not 
pertaining to the rUgars of his time. S. Sud. declares that it 
had to discard the delineation of rJlga^s in S. R. because of 
their obscurity and neither did the commentaries of Kelava 
and KalUn&tha make the delineation more accessible. In 
recent times too S. R. has not been spared. Pt. Omkarnath 
Thakur in his SattgUinjali* attacks S. R.*s method of descri¬ 
bing the catufy sSra^ experiment on the grounds of its not 
being lucid, clear, scientific, and practical. S. R.’s approach 
has, however, been defended by K. C. D. B^haspati in his 

SakgltacintHmaffU * 

1. p. 789 Hindustani Sangit Paddhati Vol. IV. edition, Hathras. 
2. cf S. M. K., 2, 12; R. V., 1.33; ^ajrmgacttndrodqfa, 10. 
3. S. Sud. p. 152,81. 407-409 
4. Sangitanjali Vol. V, p. 94. 
5. SangXtaeintimaiflt p. 134-148. 

% 
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One aspect in which S. R.*s influence is seen to be the 
greatest is the scheme that some of the authors of the post- 

Ssrhgadeva period adopted in composing their treatises. 
Sahgltadarpai^ai Saiiglta-sSramria, Sahglta-s&ra (from Jaipur), 
and even S. Sud. which is quite critical of S. R., follow the 
arrangement of tlie subject set by S. 6. But these works are 
often brief and leave out many of the details given in S. R. 

9. References to S. R. in non-musical texts 

Many of the writers of non-musical texts have also 

acknowledged S. R.’s authority in music and allied subjects 
and have referred to it in their works. Few examples may 
be noted here. 

(a) Jagannatha in his Rasa-gahgSdhara, while discussing 
the problem of rasas being eight or nine, quotes a verse 
from the rara-section of tlie last chapter in S. R.^ Again 
while explaining how the st/tSyi’bh&va-s become vyabhic&ri- 
bh&oa^s, he quotes a verse from S. R. to support his state¬ 
ment.* Thus it is seen that S. R.’s contribution to (he treat* 
ment of rasa was noticed in the literature on poetics. 

(b) Mallinatha the commentator on the play Sisupula- 
vadha of Magha, quotes a number of verses relating to sruH 

and svara from S. R.* 

(c) RanganUtha quotes S. R. on the characteristics of 
rSga valantika, in his commentary Trak^ikSi’ on KalidHsa's 

play *Vikramorvaslyam*.^ 

Thus it is very clearly seen that S. R. had made a 

tremendous impact on die field of music literature and esta¬ 
blished for itself a status next only to Bharata’s N. S. 

1. Rasa.gaAgSdhara p. 37 (quoting S. R. 7.1360} 

2. ibid. p. 38 (quoting S. R. 7, I519cd-I520ab} 
3. Mallinatha's commentary on .Magha's iUupilaoadhat Canto 

1, si. 10. 
4. Prakaiika on Vikramorvailfam, Act 4, si. 25 quotes S. R. 2.2. 

i47-148. S. R. however gives the name of the riga as valUta. 
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10. Some Observations on Svarftdhy&ya )i9d General 

A« stated before, this chapter is largely a consolidation 
and reorganisation of the lakfa^ found in the earlier texts. 
A few relevant points, however, have to be stated here regard- 

J^g 6ftrA^deva*s treatnient of certain topics. 

Svar^sOtihSraf^a : Svara-sSdhSra^a as treated in S. II.. is 
already latent in N. S. On the basis of Abhinavagupta*s 

^Srhgadeva has spelt it out and his 12 vikfta- 
W nothing but the renaming of the svara-s bom out 

^ (|ie process of sdtdhara^a. 

SodhSra^ belongs to a context where svara-s are basi* 
Only two vikrta-svara-Sy antara {gandhara) and kakall 

iffM) 4r(B accepted as regular notes as far as they are also 
Jgpt) on any instrument, especially of the harp type.* On 

t^a pth^ hand the kaisika-sadhara^a is meant only for cover¬ 
ing the consequenUal changes in intervals that are not to be 

regularly foced on the strings of a vl^a. Texts of the post- 
SatiOkara period equated all sadhara^a^Sy and tried to fix all 
the soara-s on the frets of vlifia. Further, this was not in 

accordance with the grSma-system. Misconception on the 
part of later authors regarding the treatment inS.R. arose 
because it was wrongly surmised that both the sadlarat^asy 

(miara and kaiHka were meant to co-exist. In fact the jati^s 
in which the svarorsadhira^ occurred are clearly prescribed. 

Moreover, when ^arhgadeva lists the seven suddha-svara-s and 
tw4va vikfta~svara~Sy he is merely consolidating the lakfaQO 
i^^ed down. Unfortunately the writers of the later period 

seem to have been confused by the enumeration of the 19 
svara-s in one sequence and thought that the soara-s should 

occur one after another. Consequently they tried to fix these 

1. A. fi. on N. S. 28. 34-36, p. 31-34* 

2. NSnyadeva states that in the VipaM cftia which had nine 

strings, the two extra strings were tuned to atOara and kikall 

wara^y dl Bhaiata-bhBsya, foJio 368 & 371. 
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svara-s on the frets of the nfgd. They had not apparently 

tried to relate the sadhUrm^a prakara^ with the enumeration 
of vikfta soara-s. Otherwise such confusion might not have 
arisen. S. R.’s description of the raga-s too follows the same 
svara system and hence there too there is no need for the 
kaiiika and other svara~s to be mentioned. Only kakall and 

antara need be mentioned in raga~s. 

Jati’S : Some questions arise in connection with the 

delineation of jaH-s in S. R. 

( i) Did jaH-s have any practical relevance when the 

raga-s had emerged ? 

(ii) Each jatiy fadji etc. was conceived as a 'class* 

combining different individual melodies having 

certain common characteristics. But we find that 
each jati is illustrated at the end by means of a 
single prastara. How could the tradition of speci¬ 
fic prastara of jati-s be compatible with the generic 
nature of jati which could be conceived as a very 
broad melodic entity encompassing numerous 
varieties ? Or, is it indicative of the fact that jati 

had become obsolete in Matai^ga’s time and the 

prastara-s were composed just to retain its rough 
outlines ? These questions need to be seriously 
investigated. 

Ssrhgadeva belonged to that period of Indian history 
when most of the disciplines, especially Sahglta^sastray were 
trying to consolidate the original contribution of earlier tradi¬ 
tion. Talking of sahglta-iastra in particular, the history of 

its texts can be divided into four periods.' 

1. These periods have been treated in some detail in my paper 

entitled “A Historical Note on Musical Research in India** 

presented at a seminar in M. S. University, Baroda in 

Novj 77. 
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Period I :—Primary and Formative—^2000 B. C. 
to 500 A. D. 

Period II :—^Expository and Expansive—600 A. D. 

to 1200 A. D. 

Period III :—Reconciliatory and Revaluadve—1300 
A. D. to 1750 A. D. 

Period IV :—Critical and Interpretative—1750 A. D. 
onwards. 

^^riigadeva occupies a very important position in the 
second period. The basic diflerence in the approach of the 

first and the second periods is that whereas the approach of 
the former was direct, that is to say, lakfa^a was evolved out 
of a direct study of lak^ya; and intuitive knowledge and ex¬ 

perience was communicated keeping in view the totality of 
human expression through sound at all levels, the approach 
of the latter was mainly indirect, that is to say, through 
lakfa^a and only to some extent direct (taking into account 
lakiya). It is not intended liere to degrade the latter appro¬ 
ach. But it is the Mfo^a-orienled approach which is res* 
ponsible for the separation of the composite concept of svara^ 

sruti-gmm'ftnUrcchanU found in N. S . In the arrangement 
of topics in S. R., griima does not appear in the same praka- 

tana as sruti and sSra^S. Again sSdhSra^a is separated from 
the description of vikfta-svara-s. A serious student of today 

must bear this difference of approach in mind while studying 
the texts of the first period and those of the second. 
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Chapter 1 

THE TREATMENT OF SVARA 

’Ri^srafw sRT^onr 

lc<rf% 

^lonwg iftsir i 

;TT?5R 5T593^*I?»ftcf ^ ^Xft \\\u 

Section I 

Introductory 

(i) Propitiation : 1 

Foi?;3^gHt*^ do I worship Lord f^iva * in 

form^of Vaadh^ pre-eminently adored by the entire world, 

the sourced order inherent in the division of domains*, the 

I. The author m oiferin); his prayers without any ulterior motive, 
i. e., for th^ycryjieiight that accompanies the act of worship, 
and so his prayers are immediately answered “ 

2 The word used is ^aAkara, which is capable of double meaning, 
viz. the name of Lord Siva, and etymologically, one who 
causes comfort or well-being. 

Jiada^ primordial sound, Ihnaanlfbst (Quality bl'th^first of\ 
I the five elements of creation, dksia (space) in its unmodified ] 
I **»*»_r----—■—I 

4. The word graiaa is capable of double meaning, viz. the diffe* 
rent loka-s{i. e. wor|d-vlew8) such as Bhdl^, Bhuoaff, etc., and 
the three basic scales-^fadja-grima, madfyama-grSma and 
gllndkAra-grima spoken of in ancient music. 
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organisation of castes* and the distinction of species*; who, 
being manifest in the heart-lotus’' of yogins as ohkira^ in the 
contempladon of mind united to the movement of 
originating from the root^ * of the navel, shines in its own 

lustre.^^ (1). 

Interpretation with reference to music: 

I take pleasure in paying my homage to gltarn^^^ the 
embodiment of the cause of comfort^* in thejrestlc^^ 
world, the source of die system comprising the division of 

5. Varna implies the four castes, viz. Brfihmana^ K^atrija, Vaiiya 
and in which the ancient Hindu society was divided; 
and in the context of music it signifies types of tonal move- 
mentj viz. sihnyi^ etrohl, avarohl and i/nlcdrl 

6. Various species of animal kingdom; in music ihe word (^<1//) 
stands for arche-types ofr<J^/jj, viz. iifft/Wd, etc. The 
word alahk^ta is taken by in combination with jdii. 
Accordingly, this word has been bracketed with ‘species* 
(juti) in our translation of the text, in the context of Siva. 
The etymological meaning of ilie word is atam*karoti^ili alah* 
k^raf^f i. e., which delineates the optimum, such us that of 
beauty etc. and Is, therefore, also us.hI in the seiisu* orVima- 
iiient or embellishinent. Mere it lia^ been interpreted in the 
simple meaning of delineating the ojitiinum of the species. 

7. Hfipahkaja is the heart-lotus, the seat of an^haia-cakra of twelve 
petals in the system of iiutululhtl*Toga 

8. J^rutipadarn is the source of Vedas i« e. oiikara and in music iruti 
signilies a inicrotone 

9. IVdtui is the vital breath spoken of us mtiruia (air) in the text; 
and the movement ofpriim is necessary for the articulation of 
sound. 

Brahmjgranthi is the knot in which the piycliic currents of iVd- 
and pihgala join with the central canal of psychic energy, viz. 
ittfttiiiRfl, near about the root of the navel. 

The supreme Being is self-luminous and cannot be enlightened 
by any modilicatiun of the mind. This self-luminosity of 
pure Being is suggestive, in the musical coatexr, of the etymo* 

tsarn-- 

Gltam (singing) also implies vUdyum (instrumental music) and 
(iTttam (dancing). As gitam is directly related to the process 
oTVoIC^pruduttion in the body, and also because it is consi¬ 
dered to be the main organ ofraiigtlu, it represents the entire 

13* The etymological meaning of the word Safikara. 
14* A free rendering of the word uddhura^ meaning ‘unrestrained*’ 
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the composition of the alatiknra-s^^ and 
thejaft-r'*, the self-manifest''^ locus ofirwft-r** that delights 
the masters of music in the lower*' register, aided by the 
mind attuned to the movement of prat^a originating from the 
root of the navel. 

Comments : _ 

It is customary, in the Indian tradition, Ao offer worship to one's 
favourite god as a mark of auspiciousness and for the successful comple* 

tion of the work being undertaken. Here, the author opens his mahgaia* 

carana (a benedictory verse) with the word Brahnian as a mark of 

auspiciousness, and offers worship to Lord ^iva, his i^tadevatix (favourite 

god I who, incidentally, is the presiding deity^f SahgUa, The concept 

of t^{ad€vatit is peculiar to Indian culture, and is/iSffj^ and seems to 

have its origin in, what is known as 'Henotheism' oftfie vedic pantheon. 

There are various leligioas, dogmas cind sects who have their own supreme 

deity. The concept of i^tadevatu implies the understanding that, although 

there is one God in the absolute sense, yet it is known and worshipped 

in a particular form and under a particular name that is r4»levAnt m a 

particular sect. It is also implied in the puranic mythology, to which this 

concept truly belongs, that whatever be the description of the supreme 

deity in a particular sect, the gods of other sects would be related to it 

in some way or the other.^|T^hus, every Hindu is free to have his own 

supr^c deity. Faith is, therefore, largely an individual affair. Diflerenl 

members of a family can and do quite often have different i^tadeoatli*%. 

This concept seems^ be supported by the Bhagavad-gltH Lord 

Kr$QA declares : 

“Whatsoever form (of the supreme deity) a devotee wishes to 

worship earnestly, 1 strengthen his faith in that deity and make it 

unflinching/’ (Bh. G. VII.2I) I IS* Grfliiut is a specific group of iivzm-x (tones), and three gramaJ 
are accepted, viz. ^adja^ madhyama and gUndh^ra. ' 

16. Varna is ‘type of tonal movement’, the act of singing, such as 
sihdyl etc. 

17. AlaiJknra is a specific combination of svara-s* 

18. Js/i is a virtual archetype of rnga, e.g. fdc/;!, nr^ab/U, etc. 

19* Svayatii rdjaie, suggests the etymological defliiition of svara^ 
i e., the sound that is perceptible and delightful by itself. 

20. iruii signifies a perceptible constituent unit-factor of lone. 

21. The heart is identified with the region of voice-production for 
the lower register, which implies the other two here. 
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Incidentally this shows that, since the benedictory verse is offered 

to hvd ^Agadeva belongs to the iaiva cult. This gives bis 

religious orientation, though as it would be clear in the subsequent 

passages of the text, he seems to belong philosophically to the Bhcdibheda 

system of Vedanta Philosophy. It is in this context that the concept 

of a personal God as ijtadevati becomes all the more significant. 

Apart from serving the purpose of ntahgal&carana, this verse figura¬ 

tively also points out the salient features or the main topics of the 

subject matter of this chapter. The figure of speech employed is known 

as samisokti by which, such qualifying words are used that are capable 

of double meaning and are so composed in a verse or a sentence as 

briefly to indicate some other purport not directly implied by the pri¬ 

mary meaning of the words (cf. Ktnyaprakdia 10.97). Hence the verse 

is differently interpreted above with reference to music. 

11^ 11 

3151^ uvn 

aw sRfiqraHt 

(owaigqrq u^n 
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51 aam gfoa grofoog i 
at fasTTga^rtwtgaa iivsii 

a a f«P oRft a aa1 w a i 
^ ^ aa a aat nt;ii 

There' is a family line, an abode of beneficence, 
founded by the sage Vrsagaija in the beautiful (valley of) 
Kashmir, which has spread its fame in all the quarters of the 

world tJarough the descendant dignitaries representing 
Brahmi’’ on the earth as it were, the best among the brahmins, 
the masters of the vedic lore, the upholders of religious order 
and the presiding priests of vedic sacrilices, who have 
enriched its lineage. (2-3) 

In that family was born a treasure-house® of extraor¬ 

dinary excellences bearing the name Bhaskara* (lit. the sun) 

who, with a view to grace the southern* direction by his 
presence, migrated to the south. (4) 

1. ‘S' informs that V^agap.! is the name of a sage (i. e., ffi) as 
well as a surname (i. e., golra). 

2. ITbe creative aspect of pure being, one of the gods of the 
Hindu trinity Brahma, Visou and Siva. The significance of 

Hnis metaplior is brought out by the words bh&-d«oa 
bhU-sura which are the synonyms of irs/una^a. The brahmins 
are accordingly considered to be the gods of earth, gods in 
the sense of beings of extraordinary religious spirit. 

3. The receptacle of divine glory or spiritual pre-eminence result¬ 
ing from a sacred knowledge, as per one of the interpretations 
of‘S’. 

4. That is, to mention one of the pioneers of the family line. 

5. ‘S' puts forward two other interesting interpretations, viz. i) 
‘he set out in search of a generous patron', ii) ‘he set out to 
answer the call, to meet the demand of the experts'. The word 
dtttfipa in Sanskrit has three different meanings, viz. right (as 
opposed to left) or south, cflicient or clever, and favourable. 
The word is actually loaded with all the three connotations, 
as its meaning as ‘right* is suggestive of his sectarian affilia¬ 
tions, since there are two paths dakfinicira and vnmicira, the 
positive and the negative approaches to the fulfilment of life. 
Besides, in Indian tradition, charity and gifts are given by the 
right hand and that is how the word dakfifia is suggestive of the 
meaning that he set out in the search of a generous patron. 



He begot a son ^rl So^liala by name; who, modest and 
mature of intellect as he was, attained the glory of alleviating 
the misery of the entire populace by endearing himself to 
king Bhillama whose fortune was fast-growing by the grace 
of Lak§m!*. Also for Jaitra’, he established a column of 
victory in the majesty of king ^rl Siiighaiia. (5) 

The king Sri Singhaiiadeva was the only victorious 
monarch of tlie entire world, the emperor whose line of toe¬ 

nails was picturesque by the reflection of the brilliant streak 
of light issuing forth from tlte garland of the crown-gems of 
die (other) kings (of his time) falling at his feet; and the 
pervasive® fire of whose victorious prowess burned the hearts 

of his foes only. (6) 

Foremost among the intellectuals, he (So^hala) by his 
various accomplishments pleased the emperor, a mine of 

merit by himself and a lover of merit® (in others); and 

satisfied the host of brahmins by affording generous gifts. 
Indeed, what did he not give away, what did he not know 
and what wealth did he not acquire*®. In fact he possessed 
every virtue and good quality of character. (7-8) 

'S' interprets the entire verse taking Dhiskara as a proper 
nffttto and also as referring to the sun, and thereby brings out 
the poetic beauty of the verse. 

6. Goddess of wealth. It is implied tliat Sotjihala having pleased 
the king Bhillama of immense treasures, obtained enormous 
riches from him which he distributed among the needy out 
ot his generosity. 

7. Jaitra was the son of king Bhillama who succeeded him, 'S' 
however says that it is a name of a city. 

8. Viivaoyipx of the text literally means 'pervading the entire 
universe'. ‘S’ points out the figure of speech known as Viiefokti 
whereby, despite the presence of the cause* the effect is not 
fully manifest; since here the fire of his prowess pervades the 
whole world, yet it burns the hearts of his enemies only. 

9. 'S' points out the use of porikaro alciikin (a figure of speet^) 
sine** the expression gunaro^jana is an adjective loaded with 
meaningful intention. 

10. The purport is that, he could and did part with every valuable 
thing, i. e. he generously gave in charity and gifts, he was 
proficient in every branch of knowledge, and he did not lack 
in any kind of wealth; and thus he was prosperous in every 
way. 

: I 

ii^ou 

«|qi«r5iqi HUH 

fqsiiqmifjl HUH 

^ fq?nfqiT5Tc!f?lt ^IR: I 

3ifqis%?r?i>qjTqt ciiqqqFai^'Wiri huh 

HUH 

(iii) Author’s personality and the purpose of his under¬ 
taking : 9-14 

From the heavenly ocean of milk* (^rl So^ala) was 
born the producer of nectar (the moon) named ^arhgadeva 

^e author), the rays® of whose righteous generositylpreaa* 
vdde upon ad. (9) 

In serving his preceptor, endearing himself to all the 

gods, studying all the sciences, adoring the worshipful, 

h Moon was one of the precious gems that were churned out of 
the mythological milk-ocean by the gods and the demons 
together (by a mythological convention). 

2. The Skt. word kara means a ray^ as well as a hand. So, since 
the poet is presenting a metaphor^ the word is quite signi* 
ficant in both of its connotations. 
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^Srngadeva of widespread fame, with a majestic personality 
comparable to cupid and endowed with clever wit and sharp 
discrimination, is unique by himself in this world. (10) 

Bewildered and tired of roaming around various places, 
and desirous of his (S^gadeva*s) association, Sarasvatl, the 
goddess of learning, has found a permanent rest-house in his 
residence. (11) 

The incomparable reveller of amusements, the deserving 
candidate of good luck and skill, having mitigated the eternal 

poverty” of the brahmins by generous distribution of his 
wealth among them, having satisfied the inquisitive scholars 
by his learning, and having cured the sick by his drugs, he 
the high-minded one now commences his work Sahgita-ratnSkara 

for emancipating* the entire populace from the threefold 
misery* of the worldly life, serving the cause of eternal 
dharma*y obtaining glory and for achieving liberation’. (12-14) 

C*») 
firaj «flT W: gfl: < 

HUM 

3. Since the biabmins are entirely devoted to the pursuit of 
knowledge they are always in the need of money. 

4. Liberation is the ultimate end of the art of music as understood 
in India. 'S' points out prakara^ songs such as mdraka etc., 
that ate mentioned subsequently in the text for this very 
purpose. 

5. Threefold misery is suffering pertaining to the physical, 
mental and spiritual being. 

6. Dhama is moral law, religion and duty appropriate to one's 
station in life. 

7. Sahglttt is also a medium of attaining liberation, through the 
vocal compositions known as prakaru^^s to be sung in the 

praise of Lord ^iva. 
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Tlfvi: 

qr: \\xm\ 

3!5ii ai|5r: 5# ^ i 

qaqqtfafw 1o n 

anteirM ®q«na i 

(iv) The predecessors of the author : 15-2lb 

Sarngadeva, having churned, by the churning rod of 
his deep understanding, the ocean of the manifold viewpoints 
of previous music experts such as—Sadiisiva, §iva, Brahmil, 
Bharata, sage Kasyapa, MataAga, Yas^ika, Durg^akd, 
^SrdOla, Kohala, Vis&khila, Dattila, Kambala, Aivatara, 
Vayu, Vi^vSvasu, Rambha, Arjuna, Narada, TumburO, 
Aajaneya, M&tfgupta, Rava^a, Nandike^vara, Svati, Bindu- 

rSja, KfetrarUja, Rghula”, Rudra^a, King NSnyadeva, King 

Bhoja, (Paramardi”), Some^a the vanquislter of his foes, king 
Jagadeka and the interpreters of Bharata such as Lollata, 
Udbhata, ^ankuka, Abhinavagupta and Klrtidhara—has 
brought out the cream^*’ of knowledge in the form of this book. 

(15-21b)_ 

8. Ad. ed. of S. R. reads Rabaia. See Dr. V. Raghavan's article 
on "Some Names in Early Sangeet Literature", Sangeet 
Natak Academy Bulletin No. 6, May 1957. 

9. ParamardI—cf. G. O. S. No. 45—BhSvaprakiiana p. 73, of 
Introduction, conjecturing ParamardI, to be a man of letters 
and a king. ParamardI can also be an epithet ofSomela. 

10. 'K' suggests that, by describing his work as the acme of the 
works of his predecessors, the author is pointing out the 
superiority of his work. However ‘S* poses the question, 
"Since so many works do exist on the subject what then is the 
need for the author to write a new book ?", to which he 
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sna cwi 5|^ 5iii ?rn>5f5«q& ii;;^ii 

mnf ^5ritfe gR tm wf: ^ I 

at nrfhfit sjg^ ii^^ii 

5^: I 

^ ^ RJnSTt TO'BirT f^lRSR^IT IR^Il 

*ft«i R ^ erfI 

(v) The definiuon of^an^i/a.’its classilicatioii as mUrga and 

desl : 21c-24b 

Gitam (vocal melody), vUdjam (playing on insiruincnts) 

and nrttam (dancing), all the tlirec together' are known as 

sahello wJiicli is twofold, viz. mlirga^ txixdde^^ TJiat wliich 

was discovered by Brahma and (first) practised by Bharata 

and others in the audience of lord ^iva is known as mirga 
(MAgf/a), which definitely bestows prosperity; while the safiglta 
comprising gltanit vSdyam and afttam, that entertains people 
according to their taste in Utc diflTerent regions, is known as 

deH. (21c-24b) 

replies that, ‘*alt these ancient works are too numerous and 
intelligible witli great dilliculty and therefore the author's 
attempt to present the essence of these works in a nutshell is 
worthwhile and creditable". Another purpose of the author 
in having referred to bis predecessors as suggested by *S' is 
that, Ssriigadeva, by having claimed to iiave taken the views 
of all these authorities into consideration, wants to prove the 
authenticity of his own work. 

1. All the three are comprehended as different constituents of 
ithe same art, called saAgHa. Etymologically the word sgitglta 

—/means singing along with accompaniments and embellishments. 
1 Thelerm sahella is also use The term sahgUa ts also use _ 

figurative us^ taiting container 
tt^inir the part for the whole. 

tat IS a 

2» The term mirga is etymologically explained by ‘K* as derived 
from the Skt, root mrg,to seek. Thus mirga is the way, the 
technique or practice based on the findings of the investigation 

.Section I : Introductory 11 

(v«) ntavi at«n«w 

Sfri ^ ^ WR'dW 

airft I 

(vi) The predominance of gltow : 24c-25b 

^Dancing is guided by instrumental music which, in its 

( own turn, foUows the vocal practice. Therefore, the vocal 
ntelodyju e. gitow), being the main constituent- (oHa^tia) 

-irSicpou^ed in the first instance. (24b-25c) 

(vii) 

\\W\ 

IRvail 

gsqt MWW 

_ 

carried out by Brahma, the creator in the subject mattw of 
the four Vedas (cf. ai2<l4aftta llRwi^ «c>a^) as quoted by 
*K'. So, by implication mirga means classical while 
means regional practice. 
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(vii) The importance and significance of gitam (melody): 
25C-30 

GiUvn^ (the vocal music) was extracted from the 
S&maoeda and collected^ by Brahma. Omniscient God, the 
husband of Psrvatl (i. e., ^iva) is propitiated by gitam (i. e., 

singing); Kf^oa, the lord of gopi^s, in spite of being infinite, 
was enamoured’ of the sound of the bamboo flute. When 
Brahm& (the creator) is devoted to simagiti (i e., the hymns 
of the Somaveda sung in a particular style), and Sarasvatl is 
attached^ to the lute (vlifS^ what to speak, then, of other 

creatures, such as the and of gandharva-s, the gods 
and the demons, and the human beings. An infant, crying 
in cradle, unaware cf the enjoyment of objects, on tasting 
the nectar of a song, knows no bounds of joy. Even a fawn, 
an animal feeding on grass and moving in the forest, attract¬ 

ed by the song of a hunter, is ready to sacrifice its life. 
Who indeed can describe the grandeur* of melody, for 
in fact, it is the only^ means for the realisation of the four 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

As suggested by *K' the hymns of the SUtnaoeda are sung in 
seven tones, viz. krufta, firathama, doHiya, tfitlya, eaturUia, mandra 
and atisoUi^a, and so is the present music based on seven tones 
of a different nomenclature. 

suggests that since the creator himseif has extracted satielta 
from the Snmaveda it is open to all the four pastas —■ 
Lit. entrapped, charmed, conflneiSr ' ' 

That is, fond of Sarasvatl, the goddess of learning, who, in the 
Hindu mythology, is contemplated with a olni in two of her ibur 
hands and is considered to be the presiding deity of fine arts. 

Takfa^s and gandhanas are semi*divine beings of mythological 
origin that have also found a place in poetic convention in 
Sanskrit literature. Takfa-^s as demigods are considered to be 
the attendants of Kubera, the god of wealth, and guard lus 
gardens and treasures; vihSAd^gandharva'S are celestial singers. | 

Lit. the significance and importance. 

Though there are definite means for the attainment of these 
values, music is a delightful medium of achieving the same 
ends. Vocal music is employed in the worship of the Divine 
almost universally. Thus it earns spiritual merit. ‘S* further 
points out that, as mentioned in the text in the context of 

jnti-Sf the proper use otjati-s is instrumenul to the attainment 
otdkanmu 

That music is a means of earning one’s livelihood and 
wealth needs no explanation, and similarly it also serves as a 

13 Section 1 : Introductory 

primary values of human life, viz. righteousness {dharma) 
wealth (artha)y enjoyment (idma) and emancipation (moifa) 

(25C-30) 

(viii) tiwiwticeisiraRt 

«rcw?cf«n »i^?M C\ « ^ • 

Her: H«cr fHfHT SRHlcinf^ 1 

fvnf?r snHHt ftqpaw H 

SRFHIT: I 

qjWFEHHTat: HwwaaiWt i 

hh: 

qjqiHlfJT H I 

3r«r hwihI awia i 
fanrOwn: 

hh: aqitoNnema gefta i 

medium of entertainment apart from affording aesthetic 
delight; o* g., music is employed to heighten the sentiment of 
love. So, music serves as means to the realisation of the two 
other values, viz., wealth and enjoyment. Finally, music is 
a means to spiritual emancipation when it is practised in the 
spirit of dedication, c. g. in the case of songs like madraka 
given in the text subsequently (Chap, V,)* 
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gq^9i jns^w 5i5g«fR?i«n nvon 

mw: an5ri^g53r5iw»nf i 

g!f: 5wg*nmiq g sn^: iiv^ii 

fem ws^ajinirnwa^n i 

9n^«nT9«i?m97 anf^^wr: uv^ii 

<^i5>nf?ci5iTO{ram*ig^»nftiRn: i 

goR^arw iiv^ii 

Hivnnn^ qs^H «nnm^i: q>5n«rqT i 

qrai *nqfer Hmq>5iis«5qw i \'ii'€\ \ 

gqgigqifeanq ^qificqwqt ftwi: i 

qiqwnrowi qicRJ^nrqfe: n'asiu 

aigqgftqt ir fjraqt ^RT gwiTq«r?cl«?T I 

5W1?^qf ^ 

g|gqq>w1fir 5n?rT^iW?5iqT i 

qr 5lfq«l: IIVV9H 

mciRt q?qqT^m i 

qC5 qRlfeq qraqsqiq qsqfqcq^ \\'<i^\\ 

9«ci% q«N qwiTqqiqi: ^ \ 

/viii^^vnopsis of the work: 31-49b 

Now in the first chapter concerning svara^ (tone) etc., 

the topics of study arc ; ■ 

(i) human embodiment*, — 

J, explains svaragata in svaragatUdhyUya as fTO^*ra^l 
^jfOTnn—etc , i. e the topics pertaining to svara such as iruti^ 
grlkma^ ndlfcchan^ and so on dealt with in this chapter, 

2, Human embodiment is discussed in this context because 
human body is tKeriostrument of voice production^ i. e, the 

■ 
maoifestaiion omSaS 
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(ii) Ute process of sound production (in tlie body), 

(iii) the places (of sound production, i. e., the three 

registers), 
(iv) the rra/j-s® j(ajici;o-tones), 

(v) the seven^W</Aav(standard) svara-s (notes or tones) 
along witn'twfive vikrta^ (modified forms), 

(vi) the family, caste, colour, terrestrial region, origi¬ 
nator sage, presiding deity, metre and the proper 

application* of each of the svara-s^ 

(vii) the generic groups of sruti-s, 

(viii) the grUmas (basic scales), 

(ix) the mRrccItana-s’’ (modified prototype scales), 

(x) the suddha** and kafa tanas (specific combinational 
and permulalional note-series) with their number, 

(xi) theprastUra^ (sequential permutation), 

(xii) the AV/atJc/awtTW^* (perniulaiiou indicator), 

3. Sruti-s are the/ Cwenlylwo^ivisions of the scale of seven notes, 
(o be dehned uikd deiuuTIstratcd laier in the text. 

4» Suddha wara s are the seven tones of a definite pitch compre¬ 
hend —I 

5, VikUa^svara^s cotTiptUQ these very seven tones with more or 
less modilied pitch in the terms uf iV/d/ iiiiervals, explained 
later in the text. 

6, Viniyoga indicates the proper context in the terim of drama* 
turgy and aesthetic delight, i c , rasa for which a particular 
melody is employed. See Uagadhyayu (Chapter II) for 
illustrations. 

7, Series of seven notes in ascending and descending order, 
commencing with different notes. 

8« In the ancient sense, when one or two notes are omitted from 
a scale, in the act of singing, it becomes a tiSna ; and if such 
omission does not alter the order of the rest of the notes, it is 
called a while is related to the permu* 
tat ion of notes in groups of two to seven. 

9. Prastnra represents an actual working out of these various 
permutation and combinatioii patterns. 

10. Khandatneru is the name of a mathematical device in the form 
of a numerical graph which indicates na^ta and uddi^ta^ where 
the former points out the particular permutation fora given 
number and the latter gives the number of a given permutation, 
to be explained subsequently in the text, (63*70 of Sec* iV) 
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(xiii) the soara^sSdkara^a*^ (overlapping in note-inter¬ 

vals), 

(xiv) thcjati-sSdharaga^^ (overlapping in/fl/t-r), 

(xv) the proper use of kOkall-nifSda}^ and antara-gUndhUrOf 

(xvi) the definition of rarpa'* (colour or pattern of tonal 

movement), 

(xvii) sixty three alahkSra-s^* (patterns of tonal phrases), 

(xviii) the thirteen characteristic features of 
(melodic types), graha (initial note), aihsa}^ (funda¬ 
mental note) etc., 

(xix) the kapala and kambala songs, and 

(xx) the various types ofgl/i-r*". 

These form the collection of topics under study. (31-36) 

In the chapter entitled ^Ragaviveka* (lit. the discernment 

of rSga-s) we shall respectively speak of :— 

GrSmarSga-s, upardga-Sy rSga-s, bhSfU-Sy vtbhdfS-Sy antara- 
bhUiU’S and rigihga-s in full detail and the bhafSkga-Sy upabga~s 
and the kriyahga-Sy in their essentials. (37-38). 

11. .^oarcuStMidrana is d(‘fined later in the text; but here it would 
suffice to SUV that it comprehends a pitch interval that is 
commonly incorporated by both tlic tones involved. 

12. Among the of the same having the same tone as 
the fundamental note, the identical melodic presentation that 
obtains between them is called jiti'Sidkdrana (See 10-11 b of 
Sec. V). 

13. AtttaragindAiira and k&kall'nifSda are the pitch-intervals 
obtaining in the spara-sidhura^a, located at the distance of 
2 /ndt-r from gindhira and nifida respectively. 

~14. Varfia signifies *type of tonal movement’, viz, ascending. 
descending, etc. 

13. dfitAiAra signifies a melodic phrase, a definite arrangement of 
var^a^s. - 

16. Jtti represents the first written record of a scientific study 
of the melodic patterns that later on developed into riga- 
struclures therefore, is conceived as an archetype of 

—^ melodic patterns, the mother of rtgC'S, 

17. Gnha ahd mid are sp^bc UOUS bf'a rsga-structure which are 
defined later in the text. 

18. GUi signifies the act of singing, comprehending the tonal, 
rhythidc and verbal structure of a musical composition. 
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Then in the chapter entitled *Praklr^faka* (lit. miscella¬ 
neous) will be described :— 

(i) Vaggejfokaro?'^ (master composer), 

(ii) Gandharvay*° 
(iii) SvarUdi*^ 

(iv) Songster, 
(v) Songstress and 

(vi) the good and bad characteristics of the two (i. e., 
iv & v), 

(vii) the classification of voice and 

(viii) the good and bad qualities of voice, 

(ix) 5arlrfl*® and its 

(x) good and bad qualities, 

(xi) Gamaka^^ (shaking on tones), i. e., grace, 

(vii) Sthaya** (specific features of tonal rendering), 

(xiii) Alapti'^^ and 

(xiv) the nature of group performance. (39-41 b) 

The following topics will be dealt witli by tiie learned 
^arhgadeva in tJic fourth chapter entitled ^Probaiidha'^^ 

(musical composition) : 

19. Vlggeyakira, a master composer, is capable of_ composing not 
only the tonal structure of a mufical composition but also the 
verbal structure, i. e., the text of the melt^y. 

21. 
22. 

One who is proficient in mirga as well as deil, music, is called 
harva. 

SoarSdi is the performer ofar/i music only. 

kirlra is peculiarly an Indieifconcept and has no counterpart 
in western terminology. The author elsewhere defines it as 
‘'the built-in capacity of voice (or the entire organism respon¬ 
sible for the production of voice) for musical application (or 
for the delineation of a raga etc.) without any training” (cf. 
S.R. III. 82). 

23. Gamaka is a graceful shake. 

24. Slhiya is an organic part (avayava) of riga. (See S.K. Ill 
97C-98). 

25. Alapti is the delineation of riga. 
26. Pr^andha is a musical composition, but in this chapter, the 

author deals with only vocal compositions and their classi¬ 
fications. 
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(i) Dtattt-s*'‘ ^sections) ^ 
(ii) Ahga-s*^ (integral parts) [ of vocal composition 

(iii) (dasses) I 

(iv) the twofold sU^a, viz. iuddha and ehtyglaga^ and 

(v) J^anui'compositions rooted in the sfJ4a and 

depending on Uli 

(vi) Vipratirffa^ ** compositions, depending on CbSjfSlaga 
sQ4a, followed by 

(vii) the good and bad qualities inherent in vocal 
performance (41c“43). 

In the fifth chapter entitled (the cyclic time- 

figure) we shall essentially speak of— 

(i) The narga-tala-s 

(ii) Kala-s^^ (inaudible movements of the hand) 

(iii) Pata-s^^ (audible movements of the hand) 

27. DhntUt literally means a basic element and this expression 
seems to have been borrowed froiii Ayurveda (cf. verse 71 of 
Section 2)^^^^cre it signilles ‘s<>cii<>n' of a musical compo¬ 
sition whiclrbasirally refers to its tonal aspect in contrast witli 
its syllabic content or the non-tonal aspect called mittu. Thu 
constitution of prabandha has been conceived on the analogy 
of an organic body like that of a human beiiig \ A prabandha 
may have 2 to 5 dh^tu-s, the average being i. e. udgriha 
dhruoa, melipaka and sbhoga, the fifth being anlard, 

-- 28. Ahga, literally means a part of an organic body; here, an 
of ^ musical composition. Prabandha is said to 

^ have six limbs (i.c , organs;, viz. two feet, i e., svara and tala’, 
two eyes, ua.,pada and/raa; and two hands, ia., pHa and 
biruda. We can have two to six of these in a piece. 

29. That is, generic classes of vocal compositions, viz. medini etc, 
five in number, based on the number of ahga-s used in a 
composition. 

30. Ki^diHrfia-misceilancous, i.e., apart from those enumerated 
above. 

31. Tila signifies cyclic movement in time and is popularly known 
as ihe 'lltne beat’r'~ the author TtlSSStfies riut as marga and' 
dell and'sjItiialfS oTfive mtirga-thla^s and 120 dr/l lA/a-r. 

Tala literally is derived from the Skt. root /a/—to esta¬ 
blish. So, in tila are established (i.e., based) the three arts 
of singing, playing on musical instruments and dancing. 7*a/a_ 
is the measure of time that regulates action in music. 

.Kali, in this context is defined as nifflabda-kriyn, i.e., soundless 
act fbeatl. 
Patah defined as saiabda-kriyU, i.e., act, accompanied with 
sound (beat). 
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(iv) Marga-s** (styles) 

(v) the eight margakala-s (i. e., matrorSt viz. dhrmaka 
etc.) 

(vi) the standard measure of guru (long) and laghu*^ 

(short) 

(vii) the varieties beginning with ekakala etc. 

(viii) the padabbaga~s** 

(ix) the matra-s^'* (fixed units of time) 

(x) the technique of j&a/a*® and kala in tala 

(xi) the regulation of fingering 

(xii) Uie varieties such usjugma etc. 

(xiii) Parivarla^^ (the repetition of pada divisions) 

(xiv) (tempo or musical speedy 

(xv) and their(orders of laya) 

(xvi) Gllaka-s*^ I_ 

(xvii) Citandaka glta-s*^ vO 

(xviii) the group of talatiga^s, and 
UJUU i \o' 
ck'k»>^ 

31. Mlkrga^s in this conlexi signify the f<mr ways, viz. dkniva eic^ 
__^ in which a particular time-beat cycte^an be executed. 

35. Laghu and guru signify, primarUy; effort in pronouncing a 
Tylf^le. In metres regulated^y the number of syllabic 
instances^one instance or maIrrL. is allotted to a_short vowel tand two to a long one. A syllable is that part of a word that 
can be pronounced at once, i.e., a vowel with or without one 
or more consonants. 

36. A unit of two or four ^urti-x. 
37. MuirU signifies a unit, a standard time-measure of a beat- 

cycle. “ ““ ' 
roughly signifies a beat that sounds and a beat that^N 

(/^oes not sound. " ^ ^ 

39. Parioarta signifies repetition o£p^dabhdga etc._ 

/lya is tempo, j. e. space in* between defines it 
as the time interval in the act of beatings while yati signifies a 

_scheme of sequence in /qyg-j. J 

41 & 42. Seven (or fourteen) song-patterns known as madraka etc. 
are called prakan^oKhya gtla-s which are predominently^ based 
on tnla and are said to be sung in the praise of lord Siva for 
obtaining Ispiritual) emancipation* 
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(xiv) gitaihga-^r 

(jDc) Deii tala-s*^ 

(xxi) the pratyaya-s (tabular formulas for finding out 

the serial number and the structural form oStnla-s 
(44-48b) 

In the sixth chapter will be described numerous musi¬ 
cal instruments, while in the seventh chapter, we shall deal 
with dancing and the various rasas (types of aesthetic 
delight) and bh&vas (modes of being) in due order. (48c- 
49b). 

43. 120 (USt-Hla’S such as Sdi^tSla etc. have been enumerated by 
^rhgadeva. 

(i) 

jfta !n?K«w ^ iiRawfin soreuft • 

crfsmptf ii % u 
5ilwir% vh: ^ I 

5itRi ii ^ ii 

Section 2 

The Genesis of the Human Embodiment 

A. Introduction ; 

(i) The importance of nSda : 1-2 

JV'arfa* is the very* essence of vocal music. Instrumental 

music is enjoyable*, as it manifests nSda. MfUa (dance) 

Having presented a synoptical view of the proposed woric, the 

author proceeds to describe the genesis of human embodiment. What 

is the relevance of such a topic in a music treatise ? It is indeed ex¬ 

ceptional that ^arftgadeva has considered it necessary to deal with this 

subject matter which concerns embryology and physiology of human 

body. He could do so, for he was himself a physician; and he thought 

1,1 jysde, as already stated, is primordial sound considered by 
some of the schools of Indian Philosophy, specially Tbga and 
Tantra, to be the primary cause of the phenomenal world. Of 
the live basic elements, earth, water, fire, air and ether, per¬ 
ceived correspondingly by the senses of smell, taste, vjaion, 
touch and heagg^, ether is the most pervasive and the cause 
of the rest, t^ound it considered to be the manifestation of 
jtida, which is oescnbed as ftnda-braftman and is thus equated 
wiili the absolute of the Upanifads, 

2. That is, the intangible substance which manifests itself through 
the articulate sound. The manifest refers to the unmanifest 
by implication. 

3. Literally praiatyate means, ‘is praised*; but,‘Sprightly inter¬ 
prets it as *ramantyatHm upaiti*, i e., attains the excellence 
of beauty, becomes enjoyable as beautifuL 
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follows^ boUi (i.e., vocal and instrumental music); therefore, 
all the Uiree® together depend on nJida. (1) 

r . 
it fit to Ho so becausel^uman body provides the required circumstance 

and instrumentation ibr the production of voice and vocal melod/^^ 

Just ns some study of physiology is necessary for understanding the 

process of voice production in the science of voice culture, so also, our 

author finds it necessary to investigate the genesis of human embodi- 

ment» This is indicated by him in the first few verses of this section. 

However, ^rAgadeva does not seem to be the only writer on music 

of his times, who has considered it worthwhile to deal with the subject 

of human embodimenU ^&radfltanaya, who is almost a contemporary 
of Sarngadeva (cf. Introduction to BhUvapraknianam^ G.O.S. No. XLV, 

Baroda, p. 76, wherein he is placed between 1175*1250 A.D.), and whose 

work mainly concerns poetics and deals with music as a subsidiary art 

to dramatics, also mentions in the beginning of the seventh Chapter the 

process of creation according to tUe-^Xashinir Saivisiu and Tantra, the 

process of human embodiment (^beiy very briefly as compared to S.R. 

and rather somewhat differenUyT'^d voice production in the body. 

Attention would be drawn to some of l>is theories in Section 3 of tins 

Chapter, and a note pointing the salient features of bis account of the 

embodiment b given at the end of thb topic (vide comments on 119). 

It is, however, interesting to note that he designates the subject 
matter significantly as geya^samulpalti (the creation of vocal music). 

IS the technic^word for meiodic structurj. Therefore, his treat- 

ment of the subject b quite differently oriented. With him the 

description of the phenomenal world or of the physical body is inciden¬ 

tal to what he calls geya-samipaltu And he describes it because giya 

(in the sense of music) is a means of realising the four values of life, viz. 

dharma, artha^ khma and mok^a—i.e. social and moral good, economic 

prosperity, enjoyment and spiritual emancipation (cf. p. 182 BhUPa- 

prakuiamm). 

4. In the ancient Indian aesthetic concept of rare and beauty, 
schgUa^ comprbes the three arts of vocal and instrumental 
music and dance. The statement is, therefore, to be under¬ 
stood in that context. quotes, ahgtniLlambayed glUan^ i. e., 
^song should be supported by the gesture*, to support and to 
elucidate the statement, which becomes intelligible if 
b considered to be a composite art of singing, playing on 
instruments and dancingr" ^ ^ 

Sm word trayam of the text brings out the composite nature of 
tahgUa* 
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manifests the letters (of alphabet), letters consti¬ 

tute the word,*' and words make a sentence; so, the entire 
business of life is carried on, through language*; and there¬ 

fore, the wliole phenonteiton (i. e., the worM) is based on 

(2) j-1—--" 

Jfida is the basb, not only for music and dance, though specially 

related to it, but of the entire business of life; since it constitutes the 

very substance of speech which is the only means of communication. The 

implication, as derived by ‘K’ is that, the fact that naia is the very 

basis of all manifest life, makes it more important and relevant for the 

author to deal with the subject of the genesis of the human embodiment. 

fern \ 

(ii) Twofold nida : 3 

JV’arfa is said to be twofold, viz., produced* and unpro¬ 
duced. Since it manifests itself in the human body, the 
(process of) embodiment is being described. (3) 

ruda, here^ ^ ■ ■ i. e., nrtiriilarion of eonisypant 

_in conjunction with vowels; ’S' interprets in this 
contextT^iTVAvd/ii’ and explains it as the sound which is not 
distinguished in terms of var^a-s, i n., the particular arttcula* 
tions of sound sypxb^ised by the letters of alphabet, but which 
is heard frony^sfa^and is responsible for the perception of 
high and low pttolriiuociated with letters. 

Pada in Sanskrit it a meaningful word, i. e., a word with a 
relational value. 
Lit. sentence which is accepted to be the unit of language. 

Cf. Br. D. verses 16-20, quoted by ‘S', for similar import. 

1. Ahala of the text literally means 'struck' and anihata literally 
means ‘unstruefc.' The idea is that n>xda has two forms, viz., 
the created and the uncreated, the former being an object of 
sense perception and the latter a matter of mysdc experience 
of Toga in which sound and light are fused together and there 
is direct perception. 
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(i) 

3lfef ^ r^<(i«i«9 I 

II II 

^ra^pTfe ^ 

B. Genesis : The metaphysical viewpoint. 

(i) The nature of Brahman : 4-5c 

Brahman is existence*, blissful* awareness, the self-lumi¬ 
nous* and taintless* supreme* deity, said to be the ulti- 

Human body is a part and parcel of the manifesi phenomenon. 

To trace the process of the genesis of human embodiment, the author 

begins with the unmanifest, unconditioned, timeless reality; and explains 

the emergence of numberless individuals, their re'ationship with the 

reality, and the principle determining the dUTereoces inherent in the 
individual manifestations of that pure existence. 

^<t Brahman of the text literally rendered would mean, ‘there 
ia Brahman*; but the word 'there* has to be used for the conve¬ 
nience of the syntax of English language, there being no 
corresponding idea implied in the text " So Br^at^k the 
essence of all existence, the is-ness. - 

The concept of Brahman, best expounded in the Advaitie school 
of the oedatUa system of Indian philosophy, visu^is^ "three 
aspects of Brahman in the well-known ^thxaao—'Saeeidananda* 
which refers to the unitary character of pure being, pure 
inteUtgence and pure bliss. Though Brahman is devoid of all 
qualities, these are the essential fbatiires in twms oF which 
the tiine-leM r^lity is comprehended through language. 
Cutananda a bliss*, as dtsunguished fiom the duality of feeling 
in terms of pain and pleasure, which is possible in awareness, 
the operation of pure intelligence. 

Seofamj^tih of the text literally means that which is a light 
unto itself, i.e., the one that requires no external power to 
manifest itself. 

4. That is without any blemish, absolutely pure, liee from igno- 
ranee* ® 

5. The word Boara of the text etymologically » derived from the 
root *«e*» to control, and literally means the controller, the 
ruler. But, since here it is used in the context of vedantic 
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mate* cause, the noii-dual’, unborn®, measureless®, unmotli- 
fied‘°, formless, imperishable, omnipotent and omniscient 

'supreme ruler***. (4-5c) 

(ii) 

, II K II 

ii % ii 

goqqiq^qfqqffqcii: i 

n q»q«rq ii vs ii 

parlance^ following in the wake of Brahman^ it is used to denote 
Saguna^Btahman^ i. e.» Braiiman qualiJied by the power of 
universal consciousness; and tliereforCi is equivalent to God or 
the personal deity* tivara is defined as one who is capable 
of doing, not doing or doing otherwise. 

6* lAhgatn is defined by as PrapaUcalayanutlihgam^ t* e*, that 
in which the dissolution of the phenomenon takes place* 
Bfohman is said to be the cause of the origination, sustenance 
and the dissolution of the creation. 

7* AdviiXya is a negative epithet, i. c., it negates duality but does 
not affirm onent^s, for any positive statement presupposes its 
opposite, e* g*, one implies many, so Bfohman is non*duaI, i* e*, 
incompatable, inconceivable* interprets it as devoid of 
internal and external differentiation* 

8* That is timeless existence* 

9* Vibhu means pervasive, unlimited. 

10* Yftska (Nirukta I* 1*1.2, p. 23) has spoken of six modifications 

of existential beings i. e., coming into being, being in existence, 
growing, disintegrating, decaying and destruction* Biokman is 
free from these modifications* 

11* That is, the God of the gods, the controller of all the natural 
forces* 

In the text this expression appears after Tormless* and 
not at the end as given in the translation for syntactic 
convenience. 
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'individual being): 5d«8a 

Its relative* manifestations called jiva-s, delimited by 
the beginningless* nescience, are like the sparks of fire, 
differentiated by the circumstances* of wood etc. (5d-6c) 

Here the author elucidates the essential nature of the individual 

beircs^ji^ their relationship with the source of all manifestation. As 

tlffi sparksure identical with fire in essence and yet have an individual 

idjentU^uin form^ so also the individual beings arc limited manifesta^^ 

tions of the unlimited Brahman^ dtstin^iiishableJwttir^cii otli^1)y the 

exigencies of existence caused by the (^naivarenes^L^f the totality of 

being, the substratum of individual existence. Thus the relationship 

between the manifest individual and the unmanifest, imconditioned 

reality is that of identity in diirerence. 'S’ admits of another inter¬ 

pretation as well. He lays emphasis on the word afiUa of the text and 

points out the fact chat, since the individuals are conceived as parts and 

are admitted to be many, their relationship with Drahmon is the one 

that subsists between the parts constituting the whole. interprets 

aihlaas md/ra, i.e., a partial manifestation. 

Howevefi amia cannot be inU^rpreted merely as a part, for the 

concept of arft/a implies an incomplete or partial manifestation of the 

whole^ i.e., it must be understood that the part in this context necessa¬ 

rily implies the whole* So the part is not essentially different from the 

whole, though a limited manifestation of the whole. 

1. An adiia as explained above, is a partial manifestation of the 
whole, i.e., a relative entity. This in fact is a unique relation, 
and when actually comprehended, transcends every form of 

^ relajionship. So each implies all. _^ 

2. J^tnme* is a relative concept, and it is only in the relative 
existence that time has significaoce; in the absolute, time has | 

Lno value, since it is timeless. Nescience is said to be begina- I 
ingless, i. e., causeless, since it has no~ real value in terms at 

''"Bchlgl Nescience is unawareness of the total being and is 
responsible for delimiting awareness in the consciousness of 
the individual, and thus bringing time into being. So being 
anterior to time, it can have no beginning in time. 

3. Fire arising out of different kinds of wood gives rise to the 
sparks of a different colour or intensity; so, the sparks are not 
different from fire in so far as heat is ihc essence of both; but, 
yet, they are different with reference to the circumstance of 
their being due to the difference in the kind of wood that is 
the material cause of the fire. Thus the individuals differ in 
the form of their conditioning; but, are the same in so far as 
all are conditioned manifestations of awareness which by itself 
is unlimited, 
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Governed by their beginningless actions^, virtuous as 
well as evil, productive of pleasure and pain, they {jloa-s) 
attain, in every® birtli, to a physical body associated witli 
appropriate genus®, life-time and enjoyment, as a conse¬ 
quence of their unfructificd'' accumulated action. (6d-8a). 

Here the author accounts for the vaiiety in the form of individual 

beings so very characteristic of our creation. Nescience being the basis 

of individuation, action proceeding fioin it is also of the same order, 

i. e., beginningless. Since the nescience is itself the cause of time, 

individual differences cannot be accounted for in time, nor the differen¬ 

ces are caused by any divine agency for God, though conceived to be 

the substratum of the nescience, is, by that very reason, unaffected by 

it. So, the diffeiences in individual beings are taken to be a given fact 

and explained by the law of karma. Karma is incomplete partial actiou 

which necessitates a process of time^space for its completion. A seed 

when sown takes time to grow into a tree and bear some fruit. Thus 

sowing of the seed is a part of the wJiole process of a fruit-bearing tree. 

Another implication of the statement is that, since the actions of the 

individuals are beginningicss, the differences characterising their being 

must ultimately be traced to the nescience, which is impersonal and 

beginningless. Thus the problem of the origination of good and evil is 
shifted from the individual level to the universal level. 

This is a unique concept which avoids the problem of the origina¬ 

tion of evil, being attributed to divine authorship and also the indivi¬ 

duals are absolved from having good or evil as their inherent quality. 

Good and evil actions alike are the product of nescience, which is 

beginningless but not endless, since it can be ended by right knowledge 
or self*awarencss Thus, nobody is eternally damned and everybody 
can hope for salvation. 

4« Since the nescience, responsible for the sense of doership in 
the individual, is beginningless, the actions proceeding from 
that mentality are also spoken of as beginningless. 

5. Many births are visualised for an individual; and this involves 
the theory of reincarnation. A thought body enduring till 
final emancipation is spoken of in the next verse. In every 
birth the individual is endowed with the suitable physical 
vehicle necessitated by his action. 

6. The individual may be born in any kingdom, viz., vegetable 
kingdom, animal kingdom, etc. in their species, i. e. various 
animals, or among human beings, in different classes, occupied 
with different vocations, since tite enjoyment of life is related 
to it. 

7. I'he Skt. word karma is dillicult to translate. The word 
is derived from the root kf meaning 'to do*, and denotes action^ 
work, vocation, etc., in general. But in the context of re¬ 
incarnation and the law of karfna associated with it, karma is 
incomplete acdoni unspent force involving a time proceaa fw 

0* * % . . 
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(iii) The subtle body : 8b-9b ___ 

They are also possessed of anotJier 
is considered to be indestructible^ 

and is known to be made of the (essence of the five great) 
elements*, the senses' (int/r/ya-s) and the vital® breaths in 
their subtle’ form. (8b-9b) 

/subtle body% which 
^ till emancipation®. 

The physical gross body is obviously subject to decay and is 

destroyed in course of time; hoiv then, is the individual reborn in 

another body ? Anticipating the question, the author declares that an 

individual, apart from his physical body, ig poss^ed of another subtle 

feodyjhat fa made up of very line matter which is not directly perceived^ 

our sens^,.,siq^ it constitutes me very essence of the five elemenu" 

etcl This|f£oughy body, so to say, is ideal and transmigrates from one 

hlClh to nnwhoTc^But even this subtle body is destroyed at the time~^ 

liberation which is the state of unconditioned intelligence or pure 
consciousness. 

1. Lihga ierlra is the subtle body which endures the death of the 
physical body and becomes responsible for a new birth. 

2. Indestructible in the relative sense; for it lasts as long as there 
form, and craving is caused by nescience 

which IS dispelled by right knowledge. When the individual 
IS free from craving, he no longer is held in this body and 
becomes one with reality. ' 

8. Ad. ed. reads ta</8 mokfid etc. instead of tad-8mkfad etc. 
4. That is earth, water, fire, air and ether. 

5. enumerates only sense-organs, while's* also includes the 
five motor organs known as karmendriya-s and the mind, under 
the import of the word indriya of the text, 

6. Five types of the vital breath spoken of later in this Section. 
7. Subtle form is that which is imperceptible by the senses. 
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(iv) 

« 3n?*iT qrmcRi ^ \ 

u^ou 

(iv) The cycle of creation and destruction : 9c-10 

/Tne one creates this world for the enjoyment® 

of the individual beings; and that MmanA the universal self,* 

Having stated what the nature of reality is, and the relationship 

of reality as a whole with the fact of individual beings, now the author 

proceeds to relate the nature of phenomenon, the fact of tlie ephemeral 

world and its relation!»hip with its substratum, the timeless being, the 

causeless which is unborn. Whereas tiie phenomenon is essentially 

transitory (that is, it comes into being, continues for a certain time and 

returns to its source^ the source, the reality is causeless, beyond time, 

eternal. Ihe phenomenon ofthe world is created out of the measureless 

eternity and is dissolved back into it. Such is the relationship of the 
untnanifest and the manifest, which is bcginningless, an eternal play 

of the Lord. 

Being eternapjiecause of creation is causeless. The Skt. word 
aja -oi tlyk^xTlkcrally means ‘unborn* and is a familiar 
^piiheX^t^rdunadm the vcdftntic texts. —- 

Why does rhe-ufeaiion take place ? For the enjoyment of the 
individual beings that constitute the creation. The creator 
has no motive; so creation is a spontaneous movement. The 
Skt. word bhoga is neutral and includes all e.Kpericnce, pleasant 
as well as painful* Thus, it is the individual beings who are 
involved in the duality of opposites in experience, for the 
creator, creation is sportive action. 

That Atman, refers to//ro/rma//, the untiotn. The word Atman, 
by itself stands for reality behind all experience; and is in this 
sense synonymous with tiie word Brahman. However, when/ 
the word jiva is prefixed to it, it refers to the individual being,/ 
and when the word parama is prefixed to it, it means the! 
universal being, God- ^--^__I 

Paramtt/man is the super-self* Atman with reference to the 
individual beings that arc conditioned by nescience indicates 
the substratum of reality that sustains the illusion of individu-* 
ality; while with reference to the creator it indicates the sub* 
stratum of reality supporting the entire phenomenon. Thus, 
Paramtttman is the supreme self, t. e., the self of all the beings. 
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wijlhdraws it for the sake^f rest®: jwas the order of creation 

and dissolution is believeo^to-bo^n incessant flow.® (9c*10) 

(v) 

^ ^ snra i 

^RcOT ^3Rrf^S?ft fOggllF^ 11^ ^11 

IWT T5g4«l^-HH I 

(v) The relation of jiva and Brahman : ll>12b 

These individual beings are not different^ from the 
Atman, neither is the world® different from it; for, creating 

by its own power®, it is non-diflerent (from its creation). 

5. su{{gests that, since creation takes place for the enjoyment 
of the individual beinus, it is withdrawn by the creator also 
for the rest of the individual beings. .Since the creator^ being 
the substratum of the phenomenon, is net alTected by the 
duality of pain and pleasure and for him creation is sportive, 
he needs no rest, 

6- Anadi of the text means beginningless. The idea is that crea* 
tion and dissolution do not take |>lace in lime, since time 
itself is a part of creation. 7'he world proce>8 is thus conceiv¬ 
ed to be an incessant flow. suggests that the world has 
a beginning with reference to the particular, i. e,, individual 
manifestations only, viz a son is born and has a beginning 
but the universal^ i e., the process of regeneration has no 
beginning. 

I, The individuals are considered here in the relationshi{M)f the 
constituents and the constituced>. i e., aditathiibhltvi^nd are 
thus essentially non-diflerent from^. e., identical wim Atman 
reality. 

The world too is conceived to be non-diflerent from Atman, 
sinceihg^eator and the creation are underctood to be in the 
celsftionsh^of cause and effect, i, e., kniyakUranobhnva. This 

^elationshipXas well as the above one i< accepted by the 
^ Bhednbheda smool of the udhnta system of Indian philosophy. 

^^CCQldiair^m the- phlloSO juiXWfiTTi creator 
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is non-different from (its products such as) 
^ar-iing/^tc.; ac^pnding to others, however, it creates through 
^hcsoi^nce as thg^rope^ives rise to) the snake.® (ll-12b) 

Now the autnoris presenting the whole picture of the creator and 

the creation; the relationship of the creator, the created beings and the 

world is that of identity in difference—identity with reference to 
substance and diversity with reference to form, just as ornaments made 

of gold are gold in substance and are yet called by different names such 
as ear-ring, bracelet, etc. The visible differences belong to the pheno¬ 

menon and not to the reality manifested through it. However, as it I 

would be clear from the analogy of gold and ornaments, creation in this I 

view involves a transformation of reality. 

The other view regarding the relationship of the creator and the 

creation docs not accept the phenomenon to be a transformation of 

reality, rather it conceives it as an illusion based on individual nescience. 

According to this view the nature of phenomenon is cstcnUally illusory. 

*t!Vgrrthough the substratum of the phenomenon is real .So phenomenon 

is only an ajipaarance of the real caused by the limitations of individua¬ 

lity. Thefstock oxample of, *thc snake appearing in a piece of a rope 
due to darkness^ is a popular analogy to explain this particular relation- 

slpp. Here, the non-existence of the snake is realised in the existence 

of the rope; similarly the true significance of appearance is realised only 

in the experience of reality. 

(vi) 

lit^11 

4, Gold is not different from the ornaments made out of it, as 
far as the substance is concerned, and yet, they are different 
in form with reference to each other. So the creation is not 
different with reference to the creator, the perceptible diffe¬ 
rence being relative in the manifest world. 

5. As the rope, acting as the substratum gives rise to the illusion 
of the snake appearing in it; so also, through ignorance and 
the power of illusion, Atman, acting as the substratum, gives 
rise to the illusion of the phenomenon of duality. 
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(vi) The physical manifestation : 12c-15 

From Atman^ emanated, ether^, first** of all, followed^ 
by air, fire, water and earth in their respective order. These 

are the great elements**, and they constitute the body of 
Brahmatif then called (12c-13) 

Having elucidated the metaphysical basis of reality and appe* 

arance^ the creator and the creation and their mutual relationship, now 

the author proceeds to describe the order of physical emanation and 

the manifestation of nature etc. In Indian philosophy^ the manifest 

phenomenon as perceived through the five senses is classiGed into the 

Gve basic elements, called mahtbhfktn^s^ which term is translated here 

as *great elements\ These elements arc not necessarily the equivalents 

of the English words ether etc. used here; but.^jince thereJs roughly 

^i^ilar tradition philosophy, these terms have tentatively been 

However, in essence Qlaiu means that objective 

K That^s .because a/mon^as been spoken of as being the cause 
of the phenoinenoiid^^h/ia« is obviously taken as synonymous 
with Brahnian,^^^ ' ' ^ 

2. /f Akuia is translated as ether, because that is the general prac* 
M lice; aird"alsn becau?ill”There is no other proper word for it in 
11 the English language. 

3. Ether is the first evolute from which other elements evolve 
later in their respective order. 

4. The word Uaiak* of the text, means ‘thereafter*. The doctrine 
of the physical evolution, represented here, holds that from 
Alnian or Brahmati emanates ether, from ether air, from air fire, 
from fire water and from water is evolved earth; and accor¬ 
dingly, they are dissolved back one by one unto Brahman* 

5. MahnbMta-s^ the great elements represent the gi^ manifes¬ 
tation of Brahman before paUdkara^a (amalgamation). 

6. Brahman^ as conditioned by these universal elements is known 
as trfVdJ. The word tiidj literally means luminous, splendour. 
It is held in this doctrine that Brahman^ having created the 
five universal elements, entered into them The physical 
world has no existence apart from the intelligent principle; 
and thus, no real difference is conceived between the creator 

fhtt rr«»arinn. 
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--Brahman^ created BrahmA and having handed over the 
veda^s^ to him, it caused^ him to create the physical world 

reality, which is the substratum of sound perceived by the ear; gayi 

denotes the element through which the perceptira of touch takes place; 

anala (also called a^ni or Ujas etc.) is the element that is responsible for 

the perception of colour; jala is the element that is responsible for the 

perception of taste; and pxihivl is the element that produces the per¬ 

ception of odour. Thus these elements are conceived on the basis of 

five types of perception to which they respectively correspond. These 

elements are quite different from the elements of modern science. 

Then, these elements produce the physical universe, which is 

essentially perceptive and has consciousness as its basts, by the process 

of permutation nnd combination in various proportions, known as 

paSUdkarana in veddntic parlance. That, however, involves too great a 

divergence from the subject of this text. 

This physical universe is conceived to constitute a body, a form, 

to Brahman^ the formless; who therefore is given a different name viz., 

Viraj to distinguish it from the unconditioned Brahman. 

Brahman, conditioned by the five universal elements, called Viraj 

is not yet in the position to create the physical world; since the elements 

are in the state of equilibrium before the process of Paiidkaratiia takes 

place, i.e., before they intermingle in ratio and proportion. But the 

act of creation is possible through Brahman only while it is conditioned 

by the universal elements in terms of physical manifestation, and by the 

universal nescience, in terms of psychological manifestation. Thus, 

even though the author has not clearly stated in the text, it is implied 

7. ‘K* identifies Virtij with the four faced Brahma of the puratia^s 
and thus attributes the act of creation directly to the 
unconditioned Brahman^ * Brahma inra4rupam iirahmanam caiur- 
mukham astjat\ However, this does not accord well with the 
metaphysical doctrine of BhedabhiJa system. 

8. Brahma is a symbolic figure of the puranic mythology, having 
four faces. Each of his faces is supposed to give expression to 
each of the four vedas. He is considered to symbolise the 
creative aspect of Brahman in the trinity of Brahma^ 

and &iva^ the last two being responsible for the maintenance 
of the creation and the dissolution of the phenomenon. 
Obviously, the author is presenting a synthesis of the vedic 
and the puranic traditions. 

9. That is how Brahman is the final cause, though it is Brahma 
who actually creates, yet he is inspired by Brahman to do so. 

3 
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through** the words of the veda-s. (14) 

By his'* ^c^Mm^^and Brahma created through** his 
the ^japaH^t and from them the seminal** 

creation of bodferisHSeing expounded.** 

in the context that Brahman, as conditioned by the five universal 

elements created BrahmS, the progenitor of all the beings and *he 

physical world inhabited by them. However, the Veda proclaims Firaj 

to be the first progeny of Pmufa; TasmUd Viri4ajiJ>ala (Rv. 10-90-5)- 

But then in vedic mythology, BrahmS possibly has no such place. Thus 

obviously, our author has synthesised the concept of VtrUj and BnAma 
in this doctrine. In thU context Btahman U not d ilTcrentiated from 

Firflj. which has been spoken of as Sagu^ brahman in the puranic 

parlance. Indeed, perhaps that is why ‘S* has equated Brahman of this 

verse with liuota of the vidanta philosophy. 

10 The creation takes place through the ivord, as codified in the 
vedas. The vedas in the Indian tradition are consider^ to 
be •apouruseya', i.e., literally, beyond human auihorslup. Since 
creation and dissolution in the author’s view form a uni ary 
movement, the creation takes place ihrougli the word of the 
uedas which, through the process of association give rise t 
the form as ideas in the universal mind, which then creates 
the world according to those ideas, the latent seeds. 

11. That is, Firaj; it is notable that here ‘K’ also interprets it as 

such. 

12. That is, by his will power. 

IS Literally, the word prajapall means the lord of creatures, 
* • of all Se seated bein^.'^ There have been many 

and their number differs from seven to twenty-one, 
to different accounts. Proj a/w/i originally seems to . ?. 
of the vedic hymns who was later raised to the status similar 

to that of Brahm^ in the sUra-s. But later in * 
w^rd prajapali became more dr l«s 
foundenof the great dynasties such ’ 

etc. Hovawer^ in the prment *°»***^-&y - ■— 
as thTmcntal progeny of the creator. BrahmV. 

14]leto, literally means ‘semen*, but the expression is ra***^*"**! 
aS signifiJ the product of copulation, i. e.. *»«at 
takes place as a result of the opposites coming together. 
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(vii) 

^piTssfer: 5Rnssfe?i; 

(viii) tg: 

(vii) Types of physical bodies : 16-17b 

The(bod)[ is o^lourTyp^ depending on tJie nature of 

its cause^ viz., sweat, sprout, womb^ and egg; such as louse 
etc., from sweat, creeper etc., from the sprout, human being 
etCs, from the womb and birds etc., from the egg.* (16-17b) 

(viii) The purpose of dealing with the human body: 17cd 

Of the above (four), the huenan body^, being suitable 
for (the manifestation of) nUda is dealt with (here). (17cd) 

The Ayurvedic classification of the manifestation of life is substaii* . 

tially different and quite comprehensive. It comprehends life under j 
three main heads, viz., jd/t^ama (animals), audbhid (plants) and pdrihioa [ 
(minerals). The jdngama (animal class) is subdivided into jardyuja, 

aft4vay svedaja (all the three given in the text) and udbhiiia, the last of 

which comprises of animals in hybernation etc. that remain unmanifest 

for a certain period of time concealed in the soil, and develop only 
during particular seasonal conditions. The author has identilied the 
vegetable kingdom witli udbheda rather than the fourth category of 

animals spoken of in the Ayurvedic tradition. The inclusion of creepers 

etc. under types of bodies docs not seem to be as scientifle as the udbh^jja 

class of Ayurveda* The authoi’s classiHcaCion, however, appears to 

follow the puranic tradition. 

1. The word of the text precisely means the outer layer 
of foetus, and technically refers to the viviparous creatures. 

2« Ad. ed of S. R. reads ^'‘anddtta*^ instead oV^atiddHu*^ wherein 
tu seems to have been u>ed as a conjunctive* 

li That is why the author has introduced this sixtion on human 
embodiment in a musical treatise. Also, this provides the 
reason for dealing with the human body only from out of the 
four types. 
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(ix) 

dhnr: INh snw aa^mugigHnw: i 
5Rriwiwran^ s^faw^ n^mi 

3n|c*n sscinfiiat ^ wgfn: i 
cnrof a nnu 

*wi af i 
aasnaafaafwa: ii^on 

aroft sfa aiaa^ a?pa: paai aaa i 
atawT faftRR ^Faraf^ ir?m 

a^w^a ^ %aaafaaaa ala i 
gftaaaiifta aa aaairal a?T 

(ix) The descent of jiaa into the womb v 18-22 

The self-aware* intelligencV~fKe resident* of ether^ 

descends into air; and from air into smoke, from smoke into 

The embodied self, i. e., llie self-aware intelligence, has already 

been spoken of as having two bodies* subtle and gross* Here the pro* 

cess of the physical^ i. e., gross embodiment is being described* and 

thereforei the thought^body is taken fur granted to be existent in the 

form of etheric vibrations as the residue of past incarnation of the 

individual self or soul who is called kfetrajha, which signhies intelligence 

involved in the self-conscious individual being. 

1« The word k^etrajiia of the text literally means the knower of 
the field, u e., the observer, the witness of the field of con¬ 
sciousness. The word kfetra also means an abode: so, by 
implication the word signifies the body. KfetrajHa thus means 
the soul or intelligence as conditioned by self-consciousness; and 
here, the word is used in this technical sense- cf. Bb. GttSl XII. 
1 & 2. *'This organism* oh! Arjuna, is named as k^elr/t (the 
field); and the one who is aware of it is called as kfitrajiia (the 
perceiver of the field) by the experts/' (13.1) 

Thus Afeira and ksetrajha may roughly be understood as 
the field of consciousness and consciousness subsisting in the 
awareness of the field. The deeper significance of these terms 
would be clear from the next verse. 

**Ob, Arjuna, understand that I am the kfeiraJHa (intelli* 
gence) in all the k^etra^s (organisms). The comprehension of 
the body and the soul is considered to be my knowledge." 

2. It is assumed that thought body is made of subde matter in 
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cloud-formation* and from the cloud-formation into the 
cloud. (18) 

The sun, being satiated* by the oblations and surround¬ 

ed by vapours drawn by its rays in the summer,* coniines 
the waters in the clouds. When the clouds release the waters, 

the self-conscious intelligent being,* descending with tiie 
showers, transfers itself imperceptibly'' to the terrestrial 
growth of trees and herbs. This* (vegetation) becomes food; 
and when eaten by men, is transformed into semen; which, 

being sprinkled in the temple* of love in the body of a young 

The process of the descent of the thought-embodied inteUigeace 

into the physical human organism follows the general pattern of the 

evolution of the five great elements, viz., from ether to air, from air to 

Ureas associated with smoke, and from hre to water as associated with 

cloud, and from water to earth, through vegetation. Having entered 

the vegetation it remains a matter of course for it to reach an appro¬ 

priate womb for its physical encasement. 

3. Abkra of the text signiHes a cloud-formation devoid of water, 
so to say, a combination of smoke, light and air, while Mtgha 
signifies the cloud proper full of water. 

4. In the Indian tradition the sun is offered obladonsin the 
sacrificial fire. The gods, in this view, have nothing to eat in 
their heavenly abode and have to be nourished through the 
sacrificial oblations offered by human beings. 

5. This is significant in the context of Indian climate. The sun 
is supposed to draw the waters of the Indian ocean in 
summer through the sun's rays that fall directly upon it and 
collect them in tlie clouds, and this is a statement of a geo¬ 
graphical fact, the phenomenon of monsoon. 

6. Jftia is conceived to be pure intelligence conditioned by self* 
consciousness. 

7. Since consciousness is not an object of sense perception, the 
the journey of the soul from the thought body to the physical 
body is imperceptible outwardly 

8. What is notable here is that the self-aware intelligence or, in 
other terms, the individual soul can never keep an identity 
without a physical vehicle. So in fact the whole journey is a 
process of the movement from a purely ideal body to a 
physical one. Thus it is also a process of evolution or mani¬ 
festation from the subtle to the gross. Food also is a vehicle 
for the seir^enclosed consciousness and so is semen into which 
it is transformed. 

9. The temple of love spoken of here refers metaphorically to the 
vagina* 
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woman in her proper course^", on enlering the uterus, if*' 

pure, unites with ovum: and then, being** impelled by the 
accumulated residual action of the individual, it begins to 
develop into the foetus. (19*22). 

C. Genesis : The physiological viewpoint 

(i) The development of the embryo : 23-41 

In the first month a gelatinous substance (called kalala) 
comes into being; in the second a hardened mass in the form 

Now, the author goes on to describe the various stages througli which 

the embryo develops during the entire period of pregnancy and connect* 

ed matters. From a comparative study of the monumental works of 

Indian medicine and surgery by Caraka and Susruta, it appears that our 

10. Literally, iuddhirtava means pure menstrual discliarge. This 
refers to the suitable period of the monthly course, i. e., the 
particular days after the menses, considered as opportune for 
the union of the sperm and the ovum. But, more than that, 
the iuddhirtava of the text refers to the ideal physical fitness 
of a woman for conceiving a child. The test for the required 
puri^ of the blood of the menstrual flow as quoted by 'K' is 
that it should be of the colour, as red as the solution of lac or 
its spots on cloth should be capable of being washed clean. 
The word irtaoa technically means the catamenial fluid. 

11. The semen should also be of a certain standard. As, 
quotes, semen to be fit for procreating should be strong, 
heavy, viscous, sweet and profuse. 

12. According to the Hindu view of life, fertilisation of a sperm 
and an ovum is not a mechanical process, but the soul desiin* 
ed to be emoodied in the foetus is tlie intelligent force guided 
by iu residual action {Kama), without which no conception 
can materialise. 
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of a balP, a tendon* or an egg*, indicative of the prelimi¬ 
nary stage of the male, female and a eunuch respectively. 
In the third month emerge the five* organic* seedlings, viz., 
hands, feet and the head. (23-24) 

author, who is known to be a medical practitioner himself, has based 

this Section of his work mainly on these two authorities, though he also 
seems to have consulted subsequent literature on the subject. Therefore 

parallel references are offered here for a detailed and authoritative study 

1. Pififta of the text corresponds to a lump which is stated by 
to be round. 'S' connects pin4a with ptil and interprets that, 
if the pvfiot in <he sense of a lump of flesh, is like a peil, then 
it is indicative of a male issue; and consequently further he 
interprets itadghana, i.e, 'slightly in a solid condition' to be 
indicative of a female child; and arbudam, i.e., 'like a bud of 
a tamarind tree' to be indicative of neutral gender. But obvi¬ 
ously this construction does not seem to be correct, specially 
in the light of Su^ruta and Caraka. 

2. Ptil is not in so solid a condition as to form a lump. So it is 
like a muscle more or less. K.R. says, peila a square piece. 
The ytocApeil also means foetus shortly after conception. 

3. ilrWaoi:'K'asserts that ar&udam is of the shape of a bud of 
tamarind tree according to the physicians. The word literally, 
in this context, means a long round mass, tumor like; but here, 
it has been used in a technical sense. 

4. Two hands, two feet and the head, technically make the five. 
However, as suggested by 'K', the seedling of the head in- 
eludes the neck, two eyes, two nostrils, two ears, etc. as its 
parts; the seedling for hands includes, shoulders, elbow, wrist 
fingers, wrist, etc. and the seedling for feet includes thighs, 
knees, legs, ankles, toes etc. 

Ahhtra of the text literally means a sprout or a seeijKng but 
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Apart from the beard, teeth and the like, that grow 
?fter the birth, an imperceptible® and simultaneous develop¬ 
ment* takes place in all the limbs, sub-organs and their parts. 
This is the natural course®, while anything contrary to it is 

considered by the wise to be unnatural'’. (2.5-26 b) 

In the fourtli (month) these (organs) are distinctly 
developed; and so also the mental states'® come into being, 
such as valour among men, timidity among women and 

of the particular topics dealt with in this Section. Obviously, 

SarAgadeva has been not only very precise but also very brief in his 

presentation, as indeed he everywhere is, througliout his entire work. 

In the first month the sperm as united with the ovum forms into a 

jelly-like substance in a liquid condition, the five elements of which, 

under the impact of cold, heat and wind solidify in the second month 

into a mass. This mass, according to our author, forms in three shapes, 

viz. a ball-like round shape, a tendon like oblong, and an egg like oval 

shape, each of which indicates respectively the masculine, feminine and 

the neuter gender. This is the rudimentary stage and the sex of the 

embryo can, on this basis, be distinguished even in the second month. 

This view is based on Caraka and Sufruta (cf., ^9. Stha 4.9 10 and 

3.18-I9 respectively). 

In the third month five protuberances appear ;in the solidified 

mass of flesh at the five places where the five organs have to be, while 

the minor limbs and their parts are formed in the shape of very minute 

papillae (cf., Caraka ^9. Stha. 4.11 and Su^ruta Sa. Stha. 3.20). 

In the fourth month all the limbs and the organs and parts thereof 

are fully developed. Since the viscus of the heart too is developed and 

6. The process of growth is slow and uniform, that is why it is 
said to be imperceptible. 

7. That is, the entire growth takes place as soon as the seedlings 
have sprouted. 

8. Prakfti is natural disposition or tendency, so uniform develop¬ 
ment is the natural course of growth. 

9. Vikfti is deformation, any development that takes place 
contrary to the order of nature with respect to the process of 
growth in the viviparous animals. 

10. 'K' interpreU the word bhiva, here, in the sense of latent ten¬ 
dency; obviou-ly, latent in the causal body and mantfi-sting 
itself now in the physical body. Shave is si state of being, a 
subject in relationship with a situation. 
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indisdnctiveness'^ among hermaphrodites; tliat is, how it is 
said.** (26C.27) 

The heart of the embryo is a product of its mother*® 
and so it craves for enjoyment.** Therefore the wishes of the 
motlier should be respected*® for the growth** of the 
foetus. (28) 

the heart is considered to be the seat of consciousness, the embryo is 

endowed with feeling, so much so that the desire for enjoyment is 

awakened in it, which operates through the longing of the mother (cf., 

Sufruia Stha. 3.21). Our author is suggesting that the embryo is 

capable of mental states such as valour and timidity. But these are 

taken as examples, what is important to note is that it is the fourth 

month itself that endows tite embryo with consciousness and craving Ibr 
experience. 

The heart of the embryo is fashioned after the heart of the mother 

as the author tells subsequently (verse 15) in this Section and here too. 

The word heart is symbolic of the faculty of conation, of feeling and will] 

of emotion and desire. ‘K’ interprets the text to mean that the heart 

of the embryo as well as that of the mother beat in unison; they form a 

unity, analogous to that of the twins. So tlie enceinte is named twin- 

hearted. The cravings of the mother and the child are related in identity 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

The word saiJtirtfa of the text literally, in this context, means 
^“y^ur^^eveloped, dosed, i. e., devoid of manly or womanly 

Obviously, the author is not sure of the scientihe basis for 
this concept, so he attributes it to the general opinion as it 
was prevalent. « r .. 

Acci^iogto ‘K’the heart of the embryo (as well as of the 
mother, the two being one in essence) desires, craves for 
parncular sensations. Literally, .the text reads “iu heart is a 
product of ICS mother. 

Ft/oyHa of the text literally means sense objects. The embryo 
cannot possibly have a longing for the sense objecU. for he 
do« not percetve them. So it is the heart of the mother 
enjoined to that of the embryo that desires sense objects. 
But indeed, since the embryo is endowed with consciousness 
It IS supposed to have longings for particular sensations which 
the mother can relate to particular sense objects by intuition 
or the suggestions of the subconscious mind. 

Odfined ** ** possible the wishes of an enceinte should be 

16. Samtddhi of the text literally means enrichment, I. e., physic* 
and oietital growthj i, e,, development. 
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Such a woman with two hearts (as it were) is called 
twin-hearted by the wise. If the wishes of pregnancy** are 
not respected, deformity of organs may occur in the embryo; 
for whatever is denied to the enceinte becomes a cause of 

discomfort** to it ithc embryo).**' (29-30b) 

If the pregnancy wish*® pertains to royal audience, 
the child*' would be wealthy, reveller of enjoyments and 
fond of ornamentation**, if it pertains to visiting a hermit¬ 
age, the child would be of righteous disposition; if it pertains 

to visiting a temple**, Ute child would be a devotee (of 

and therefore the unfulfilled desires of the enceinte (pregnant woman) 

are likely, not only to cause mental complications i t her mind, but those 
complexes react on the consciousness of the embryo, so much so that the 
nongratificatioii of any desire for a particular sensation during gestation 

lends to adversely a fleet that particular sense organ of the child (cf, 

Sulruta Stha. 3.21). The fulfilment of such desires is conducive to 

a healthy progeny. 

There is a very close relationship between tlie mother and the foe¬ 

tus, and this relationship is not only physiological but also psychological; 

this latter aspect is sought to be demonstrated by detailing the effect of 

17. Dohada of the text technically, means the wishes of an enceinte, 
and the objects of those wishes are also called Dohada-s. 

18. The text literally interpreted would mean *By whatever (object 
of enjoyment) the mother is deprived, the child born is ill- 
formed by it (i. c., not properly developed with reference to 
that particular sense organ). 

19. Liter^ly translated, it is the 'son*, for a male issue is generally 
desired. 

20. The longings and wishes of the enceinte during the period of 
gestation have been named as 'pregnancy wishes*, i.e., the 
dohada-s of the text. 

21. Lit. the son. 
22. K.R. translates the first line of verse 3 l as—“(If she spends 

her time) in the hermitage of sage, (he ivill be) indifierent to 
ornanienu and devoted to virtue**, obviously, he construes 
'ala^karefu lalitafy* with ^dharmiftkattapasiiramt*. It is, however, 
not clear why it can be so construed. 

23. Deoatn-darsana of the text literally means a desire for being in 
direct communion with a deity. In view of the widespread 
image worship in India, obviously the desire can only pwtain 
to visiting the deity as represented by an idol in a temple. 
The word dariana, in India, is used in the most profound sense 
of communion, as well as, 'having a look at*. 
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if It pertains to seeing a snake, the cliild wonld be 

vwlent in nature; if it pertains to eating (thXh rf) 

j%a.or«, the eliild would be addicted t! deep; if it gr¬ 

ains ID eating beef, tJie cliild would be strong, it pertTins 

to eating bulfallo meat, the cltild“ would havf red eyes like 
those of a parrot and a hairy body. (30c-32) 

The consciousness awakens in dte fifth fmonth) -.nd 

diere w suffiaent addition to flesh and blood. In the sixth 

“ nails, hair on the head and^ 

energy* <• and ‘^*ere is an augtnentation of 

pleu-on of oigansTk^^L ” 

..pic dw. u„ ■„bir.f“i:rrct'..Mnr.‘'“ “i" 
the personal disposition of the mother as due to d T ^ 

the incomplete action of the child in previous 

In the fifth month, the thought body is revived ooa • . 
begin. 1. funedon lluough ih. mi„d. |„ „*« wj. 

“r!”"'"* ««in lerin. ofselfawarenc. AeZding m •*:“ 
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very significant, since ivhcat forms J^ smole^rii®*®™ *** *’* 
If** for all; and moreover it is di/rimU ^ 
this meaning. tUflicult to say how he derives 

M. ^ Ii.endly,.h...,, would 

» 'endon. sinew, 

for any tubular vessel but specificillv for generally stands 
a subtle vein Sinew hTfibrom tS.. ^ “ ' thus he means 

27. i-rz,r ^ rxr-s:.- ‘»“- 
mpecdvdy.^TwSiMj'w™do'iIliThs”"*' '“‘'f' 
indicate this diffeien^^ '^otds to 

v^u?or‘*‘ene^J irgcneral“fncTud^^ s^eni-th but also 
upon a full Woom of fhe organism. ^ ® splendour consequent 
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The embryo, with the cavities of ears covered by its 
hands held in-between the two thighs, being afUicted by its 
stay in the environment of the womb, recalls the experiences 
of past lives along with the torments of various types, and 

contemplating® ® the means of freedom, remains self-absorbed. 
(34c-36b) 

Skin and memory®^ develop in the eighth month. 
Ojas^^ the essence of vitality, pure and of yellowish red hue, 

clear that the author points out the psychological process of the revival 

of the thought body, the subtle vehicle that survives the death of the 

gross body but remains inactive till the lifih month of gestation. It is 

said> as it is implied in the text tliat, the individual soul witnesses the 

revival of the experiences, the torments and the unfullilled desires of 

past lives and slowly gains self awareness. Being self-aware, the self- 

conscious individual tired of remaining in the closed atmosphere of 

foetus, contemplates upon the means of release from the womb; and thus, 

cooperates with the mother in her mental disposition of delivering the 

child safely (cf, Caraka Su, Stha. ^.2t-23 and Su^ruta S(h^« 

3.33-37). 

Incidentally, tJie author also reveals the position of the embryo at 

tills stage of the development in the womb, which, as ‘K* points out, is 

upside down with limbs drawn in, tlie ear-cavities being covered by 

bands held in-betweeu the two thighs. 

It is worthwhile to compare this period of gestation as dealt with 

by Caraka and Susruta (cf., S5.Stli5. 4. 21-23 and 3.35-37 respectively). 

For the fifth month, Caraka agrees only as far as addition to flesh and 

blood is spoken of, and maintains that the enceinte feels languor parti¬ 

cularly in this month According to him, this process continues in the 

sixth month on a greater scale. In tlie seventh month the foetus is 

complete in all the elements physical as well as psychological, and the 

enceinte feels greatly fatigued. Susruta speaks of mental awakening ia 

the fifth month and the development of the intellect in the sixth month, 

while in the seventh, all the organs and the suborgans of the body are 

fully and distinctly developed. 

29. The line 36ab of the text has been translated with the under* 
lying idea in view. 

30. reads as tDokiruti instead of toaksmfii which ht a text 
variant The significance of this reading has been related 
above. 

31* explains ojas as an essential element, while explains at 
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residing in the heart** and considered to be the sustaining 

force of life, being unstable, fluctuates rapidly in-between the 

mother and the foetus; that is why the eighth month issue, 

being deprived of the life-force, does not survive**; and if it 

does for a while, it is due to the force of momentum, like a 

dismembered limb. (36c-38) 

Thus, the author seems to have relied on these sources put together 

at far as the physiological details of embryology are concerned* But 

he has supplemented this account with the essentials of corresponding 

purfioic tradition (cf, Srlmad’bhngavatam III. 31) as far as the psycholo¬ 

gical and the philosophical aspects of the origin and development of the 

life-principle are concerned. 

The author has already spoken of complexion in the sixth month 

and of past recollections in the seventh month; thiis^ under the circum- 

stance^ 'K* raises the question as to why he once again speaks of the skin 

And memory; and then he offers to explain that^ in the eighth month the 

skin becomes compact and thick and memory brings in the element of 

choice, i.e., the operation of will. However, *S*reads iruti instead of 

outfit. He therefore interprets that the embryo is able to listen to 

outside sounds, and he ratiu^r warns us not to identify sruti with the 

sense of hearing. 

In the &yurvedic system, ojas is considered to be the principle of 

vital warmth and action throughout the body. It is difficult to identify 

this life-principle in u-nns of modern anatomy. However, the statement 

of the author is welhsupported by Caraka and Su^ruta (cf, Stba. 

4 24 & 3.38 respectively). elucidates ojas as *bright pithy, 

substance* which is said to be pure in so for as it is not vitiated by 

the impurities of the atmosphere outside the body. It is slightly of 
yellowish tinge on a red base, and is produced by and resides in the 

heart; its function is to regulate and to support the movement of the 

vital breath in the body. *rhe purport of the text is that in the eighth 

month the life principle, i.e., the vital force that regulates the flow of 

the vital breath, becomes unsteady and alternately moves from the 

embryo. Consequently, as explained by *K*, if the child is born in the 

eighth month while the vital force is residing with the mother, the 

32. Produced by the heart in the sense that it resides in the 
heart, according to ^K*. 

33. That the eighth month issue does not live, does not necessarily 
imply the completion of the 8tb month for the child to live, 
but implies rather the death of either the child or the mother 
as explained above. 

The parturition** takes place after the ninth** month 

commences. (39 ab) 

• The Dlaccnta** of the foetus is joined to the lymphauc 

vesseJ’ of the mother by the umbilical cord, through 

• • hilt if the vital force is with the child 

p"ol.able explaaa.ion of Mill birth. To 

■L obiection that sometimes the eighth month issues are also 

“l^^ed to bralive for some time after their birth, the amhor offers 
observed to be alt 

r„“S"rorlo.i».edu. to.hc „.o,„on.uo..t.l.c 

■m ll» momeouim of lUc vital force lasu. 
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according to oor author, may normally 

So-t rX aTneJed hy -K’, that it may even tale place 
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.1 .Met. beyond winch ho „pi„ion (cf.. Sa. Stlm. 
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«.25). He say* that the nin i and that the delivery can 

day upon the ““P'''"" „„ ...eirth month, beyond which 
take place normally from Obviously all agree as to the mini* 

completed months. 

st J^iLmaroVthrt^^^^ literacy beginning with the ninth 

month (from conception). ns flattened circular 

36. Plaeenn, »mtunLu! eV^^^ i« Par.^ 

STaEltnS “ 

37. etylloglcally means the vein or artery carrying 

;i$stmilatcd food. 
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which the essence of lymph-chyle** produced from the assi¬ 
milated food of the mother enters into its organism. 

(39c-40b) 

With hands folded*® over the forehead and the limbs 

flexed**, tlie embryo slays by the mother’s back. As it is 
believed, if it is in the right side of the womb, it is a male**, 

if in the left side, a female and if in the centre, a herma¬ 

phrodite. {40e-41) 

Here, the process by which the foetus is nourished is described, 

though not in sufficient detail. The translation of this passage presenU 

the essential fact. Literally rendered the text would read:— 

**The moilier's rasavahd is joined to the that origi¬ 

nates from the navel and carries mother's assimilated food to the foetus." 

Sulruta Stha. 3.40) reads in substance as under—**Thc umbilical 

cord (na^l) of the foetus is found to be attached to the cavity oi the 

vein or artery of its maternal part through which the essence of lymph* 

chyle {rasa) produced from the assimilated food of the mother, enters 

into its organism and fastens its growth and development (a fact which 

may be understood from the analogy of percolation or transudation of 

blood). Immediately after the completion of ihe process of fecundation, 

the vessels {dhamanx) of its maternal body vvhich carry the lymph-chyle 

(rasa) and run laterally and longitudinally in all directions lend to foster 

the foetus with their own transudation all tlirougli its continuance in 

the womb."®® 

The author is describing here, the position of the embryo in the 

parturient's womb and the process of parturition. As regards the position 

of the embryo in the womb and its relationship to the sex of the child, 
it appears that the author is referring to a generally accepted idea as it 

is implied by his expression *matam*. 

38. Rasa, in this context, means the solution of the assimilated food. 

39. Reproduced from Kiig. trans. by Kaviraja Kunjalal Bhishag- 
ratna, M.R.A,S. Vol. II, pub. Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series 
Office, Varanasi, India* 

40. Folded in the posture of salutation. 
41* The limbs are not stretched but are contracted and drawn in 

together, flexed. 

42* The sense is implied in the text. 
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(ii) ^ 

Jt«t^«ra: I 

ilTvW: 

(ni) fwRn (sgBrai) 

a 

(ii) The birth of the child: 42 

As it is turned upside down by the strong force of the 
parturition*-winds it* is ejected through the vagina, its limbs 

being afflicted (through the passage). (42) 

(iii) The eternity of Jlva (inferred): 43 

Immediately (after the birth), the newborn baby has 

^ the tendency of sucking at the breast due to the psychologi- 
cal impressions of past life, and this incidentally proves, the 

Immortality ol the soul. (43) 

The author draws our attention to the inborn tendency of the 

newborn baby to suck at the mother’s breast. The question is, who 

trains or educates and informs the baby to perform this act. It is almost 

instinctive and mechanical. The author therefore infers, by deduction, 

the habit built up in the oast lives, and thereby he concludes that the 

death ot the physical organism does not mean the total annihilation of 

"th'e mdividual. ObviousIy7 the thought-b^y is iheTeralready spoken 

01 by the author, to carry over mental Impressions to the next life. It 

does not, therefore, necessarily follow for this reason, that the soul is 

timeless. It seems that, the author finds a spiritual substratum for 

psychological memory in what he calls the soulj and tlierefore, it is this 

substratum as the witness of all mental phenomenon that, he says, is 

timeless. (43) 

1. The process of parturition sets in motion the/rapo that pushes 
the embryo out. 

2. Child as per the text. 
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(iv) 

wm: f*l^3|R5roT I 

xnsif 3n9R3n: ?si?wi«n'RWf iiwn 

*r®3n *5^5^ !4^H * 
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rr: 5-^ ^ ^ 

irtfc;ii 

^ JTTJlfilcmf: »»«« ^1 
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iniW:TT?Ff5I53>»^^ § IIKoM 

^ ^ * 
;^(d<4if<afe^w fa* sHmfofir^n iix^x 

Wf: I o 
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(iv) The six substances (bhdva-s) of the (foetal) body ; 44-56b 

There arc six types of substances^ (involved) in the 
body (of the baby)) viz., maternal*, paternal*, the serologi* 
cal*, the self'created*, the mental* and the self-adap> 
ted.'» (44) 

Delicate parts such as blood, fat, marrow, spleen, liver, 
anus, heart, umbilicus, etc. are consiilered to be of motherly 
origin; while the beard, hair on the body and the head, 
nerves, veins, arteries, nails, teeth and semen etc. of tougher 

stuff are of fatherly origin. (45-46) 

Now, the author goes on to describe in some detail the various 

parts and the elements in the body of the embryo as they are contri¬ 

buted by six different principles that are apprehended as derived from 

the mother, the father, the food, the soul, the mind and the innate 

physiological conditions inherited by the foetus. This agrees in 

substance with Susruta (cf., ^5. Stha. 3.43 and Caraka Sa. Stha. 3.12-20 

who is more elaborate). 

Now, the author goes to describe in detail, though by no means 

exhaustively, the different parts and the principles of the body and the 

mind of the embryo, as they are distinctly contributed by the six sub¬ 

stances already spoken of. The entire description seems to have been 

based on Susruts (Sa. Stha. 3.43) with minor differences, Caraka (^. 

Stha. 3.12, 13) deals with this subject in greater detail. 

1. Bhiva of the text is quite difficult to render in English appro¬ 
priately, as it is used here in a very technical sense which has 
not been noted even by the lexicographers The word has 
quite different connotations e g., a mode of being, existence, 
disposition of mind, etc. Here it seems to be signifying the 
various constituent parts of the organism, classified into six 
substances according to the source from which they are 
derived. 

2. MatTja, literally means, 'derived from the mother'. 

3. Pitfjo, literally means, 'derived from the father'. 

4. Rttsaja, literally means, derived from 'rasa‘, i. e., serum in 
this context. 

5. Atmajot literally means, 'pertaining to the transmigratory self', 
i. e., the individual soul. 

6. Sattoa is used in the sense of mind. 

7. Saiatyaja implies acquired by adaptation and habit. 
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Physical development®, complexion, growth®, drowsi¬ 

ness*®, strength, stability**, non-greed and enthusiasm are 

known to be due to the serum. (47) 

Desire and aversion, pleasure and pain, virtue and 

vice, motive** and intention, endeavour, intelligence*®, 
life-span*® and the sense organs etc. are considered to be 

self-derived.*® (48-49) , -a 
Hearing, touching, seeing, tasting and smelling are said 

to be the five percepuve organs, the objects of their functions 

The rasaja elements are obviously related to the quality of nourish¬ 

ment while the Mmaja factors pertain in principle to the moral quality 

of the mind and the character of the individual. It may not be forgotten 

that itman involved in the compound fltma/Vi, refers to the transroi- 
gmtory soul which is a repository of good bad actions moral ^ 

immoral tendencies, knowledge and ignorance etc. (cf, Caraka Sa. Stha. 

3 16 and 18 agreeing to a large extent). 
Now, the author goes on to complete the picture, a, it were, by 

minting the various instruments and physical organs sviih their respec 

8. *S* defines upaeaya as fattiness. 
9. ‘S’ defines vfdditi as augmentation of volume or extent. 

10 The word iupti of the text also means sleep and laziness. 
1 r Sthiti has a text variant in dhflt. i e., fortitude; but there seems 

to be no substantial dilference in the meaning. 
12 Tlie word bhUvani signifies a unified process of motive and 

intention. Intention is neatly an activity of the conscious 
mind, but motive may be deeply related to the subconscious 
and the unconscious. Bh&vaua comprehends the total process. 

13 7«fl«emofthe text is quite dillicult ‘o translate. The word 
signifies undistorted perception. Though knowl^gc is one 
of the meanings of the word, as it is 
sense of accumulated experience and memory of ”cts, ySaiwm 
can hardly be rendered as such. In the context in which U « 
used,it can signify, what we understand 
vided it w not confused with seir*consciousness. If b> jntnam 
we understand the capacity for undistorted perception, then 
the word ‘intelligence’ used in its widest connomuon, swins 
to be the nearest equivalent. In the Vcdantic parlance, jiiawm 
signifies witness consciouseness, i.e., the consciousnew which 
is^not a modification of mind Thus intelligence, b" 
been used in ihe sense of pure consciousness, i.c., undeUmited 
consciousness 

14. Aws literally means the period of life. 
15. Amfl/a refers to the character of the individual soul as it has 
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being sound, touch, vision, taste and smell respectively* 

(49-50) 

Speech, hands, feet, anus and the genitals are the 
organs of action and their functions respectively are—speak¬ 
ing, movement, excretion and copulation. (50c-51c) 

Mind and intellect are the two internal instruments. 
Pain and pleasure are known to be the objects of mind, 
wliile memory, error and choice (out of alternatives) etc. are 
considered to be its functions, and the function of the 
intellect is determination. (51c-52) 

tive functions. The scheme of the five sense organs and the 6ve 

physical organs of action forms the common feature of most of the 

orthodox scliools of Indian philosophy. There is a difference of opinion 

regarding the mind and the intellect. Wliile some treat of both as 
anta^kara^a, i. e., the inner instrument, some consider mind to be the 

sixth sense organ. Hefe the null or follows the scheme of the VidUnia 

philosophy and treats mind and intellect as different modifications of, 

what may be called, the mind-stuff or consciousness, i. e., ciita, Th^ 

same consciousness, when it functions as the instrument of desire, i^ 

known as manas, i.c, mind; and when it functions as the instrument 

determination, it is known as buddki^ i. c., intellect. This, in principle, 

defines the connotation of these two terms. 

The word mind, in English is used in different senses, i. e., it has 

a wider connotation than perhaps the word manas which has been 

rendered here as mind. Mind may be used as synonymous with psyche 

and also in the sense of will or even desire Mind may include the 

intellect, will and reason and it may denote consciousness, either whole 

or as conscious, subconscious or unconscious. Monas stands also for the 

undivided antalikofana and in that case is synonymous with mind. But, 
here mind is that category of the psyche, that modification of conscious¬ 

ness which has pain and pleasure for its objects. Desire is rooted in 

pain and pleasure. The pursuit of pleasure and the avoidance of pain 

is the function of the mind. 

The word intellect has a more restricted connotation than the Skt. 

word buddU. Buddhi is essentially the determinative faculty of the mind 

It determines the course of ciioice and in this sense acts as the subconsci¬ 

ous. But since in determining the course of action it utilises the process 

and the fund of knowledge, it involves analysis and discursive thinking. 

So, the term buddhi has been rendered as intellect for the sake of con¬ 

venience, or may be for want of a better word. 
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The organs of sense-perception have Brahman for their 

source,** while others take them to be material (in nature). 

(53ab) . . 
The inner instrument called ‘individual nature , 

differentiated by the type of character, is considered to be 

threefold. (53 cd) 
The aolhor. according to ‘S', has enumerated memoiy. tUoaioo and 

choice a. some of the function, of the inteliect. Memory .nciudes know. 
and iilusioo is oltimntely an error of judgement or a perventon of 

permption. Choke a. reiated to action has already been explatned as 

"“'Ton“U«. which says that the mind and the inteUec. 

(i . ater and Jhi) combined together make for the apparen 
tuig” eaist'. In other words, mind and inteilect are responstbl. for 

‘““■'H^^'X.ruly the author b elucidating the principle of individual 

‘"‘“‘riSe.ncomprlsing the mind add the i„teli«t (h-i). 

nr i„rd.tte™.. 

r^f riTer t^: — « a deeper ievei. 

ifi elucidates this point as under . 
“The Vedantins consider Brahman to be the cause ^ (t 

such as earth, water, etc., which are physical. 
i I ‘wi airThM with reference to riadnw However, the elucidation ol o wun 

is tuned on «ry general ground. »“ J 

J^re»bSl^«hxE,rfe 

coiisidcrSd to be the cause of sense perception. 

,7. «», titerally ““f^S'c^nsS"^ ta IhfSS^ 

i?Ma“mKr“iriou“i“.“ Ute third aspee. of mdt*- 

har^V", the inner instrument. 
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Tiie gu^a-s arc saltra, rajas and tamas^ i.e., purity'*, 
activity and inertia. From tlie mental disposition'" of 

According to the Snhkkya system, the inner instrument is threefold 

comprising the mind, the inteliect and consciousness as the cause of self- 
awareness. is dehnecl by *8’as ivnbhavti^ i*e., individual nature 

or predisposition Three types of individual dispositions are discerned 

here on the basis of the predoininance of any one of the three 

GStfna is an ingredient or a constituent of prakfti as spoken of in the 

SUkkhya system of Indian philosophy, i^rakfti is mantfestalion and Puru^a 

is the intelligent principle involved. 11 will not be relevant to go into 

the philosophical exposition of the SUnkhya doctrine here, but it is 

perhaps necess<iry to point out that it visualises two states of being, viz,, 

the one of dissolution in which the three gma-s of prakfti are in equiii* 

brium and the intelligent principle Putufa is dissociated from it; and the 

other of Cl cation, when the e(|iiiUbriuin of the guna-s is disturbed and 

by their varied predominance in association with the intelligent prioci* 

pie Pufufa^ they create the phenomenon of names and forms. So, the 

individual nature of the individual is insirumenta! in the individual 

creation to the intelligence involved in the individual being. Thus the 

mind, conscious and unconscious, is conceived here as the inner instru¬ 

ment for the functioning ol the consciousness of the individual. There¬ 

fore, the individual consciousness as associated with the predominance 

of any one of the three guna-^ is discerned lobe of three types. The 

three gfi{ia-i seem to represent, what in our terms, we would understand 

as the two opposites and the centre of their axis, the centre being 

the satUa. 

It is interesiine to compare Susriila tSa. Stha. 1.19} on this subject, 

absence of alt-killing and hostile propensities, a judicious regimen 

of diet, forbearance, truthfulness, piety, a belief in God, spiritual know¬ 

ledge, intellect, a good retentive memory, comprehension and the doing 

of good deeds irrespective of corisef|uetices are the qualities which grace 

the mind of a person of a uUlvika temneramt nt. Feeling of much pain 

and misery, a roving spirit, non-comprehension, vanity, untruthfulness, 

nomclemency, pride, an overwinniiig coididcnce in one's own excellence. 

18. Riya^ and tamas have been rendered here as activity and inertia 
which are not only opposite in nature but are also relative 
while sattva is rendered as purity being free of the extremities. 
There are other sets of words in which too the three gu^a^s are 
rendered into English but the essenti.il point is that they imply 
the two opposites and the transcendental principle of sattoa» 

19. The three types of inner di^iposicion or consciousness have one 
of the three as its predominant factor conditioning the 
entire consciousness. ^ 
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purity*® arise faith*^, single-minded devotion to virtue etc**® 
from the disposition of activity arise affections such as crav* 
ing, anger^ arrogance^ etc*; and from the disposition of iner¬ 
tia spring sleep**, laziness**, inattention**, anguish and 
deception etc. (54-55) 

Clear sensibility, freedom from ill health and laziness* 
are contributed by self-adaptation. (56ab) 

lust, anger and hilarity are the attributes which mark a mind of a 

mjasika cast. Despondency, stupidity, disbelief in the existence of God, 

impiety, stupefaction and perversity of intellect, lethargy^ inaction and 

sleepiness are the qualities which mark a mind of a iHmasika stamp/’ 

(reproduced from Eng. tr. by K.K. Vol. II, p. 1). 

defines SMmya as cira^paricaja^^saihsknra^viiesal}, i. e., die residual 

effect of long-standing association (verse 44 ante). From the account of 

Caraka (^S. Stha. 3.7) it appears that the word Snimya is associated with 

right type of dietary habits of the parents. Thus, in all probability 

what is meant by siiimya in this context is, the habits and disposition 

acquired by adaptation. 

20* On the above basis the function of the predisposition of purity, 
predominated by sattvagut^a is fundamentally and categorically 
different from that of the other two dispositions, predominated 
by rajas and iamas. 

21* is defined by as belief in the existence of the other 
world, para*toka, while generally it is defined as belief in the 
testimony of Vedas being the means of valid knowledge* 
Thus this concept does not, in the Hindu tradition, imply 
belief in personal God* 

22. Dharma involves so many varied and yet related concepts that 
it is almost impossible to render it into English without 
compromising the meaning in some respect. Here, dharma 
may be understood with reference to adharma, Dharma^ as 
such is living in harmony with the nature of existence. 'S’ 
perceives a hint at the attainment of spiritual liberation 
through the cultivation of purity by the use of the word 'etc.’ 

23* 'S’ defines nitfrd, i* e. sleep as the withdrawal of the mind 
from the contact of the senses with the sense objects. It 
therefore includes the dreamful and the dreamless stat^ of 
consciousness. 

24. 'S* defines tklasya^ i.c., laziness as indifference or inactivity with 
reference to desired objects and the means of their attainment. 

25. 'S’ defines pramada as lack of concentration or slackness in 
attention in a particular direction* 

26* Afogya is freedom from disease. 

27* Absence of laziness is indicated. 
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(v) 
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3n^ fcRi II^CII 

aww i 

SSi?tf 3RTI^ T?T»f TfHT U^^ll 

^ ^ SW ^ ^Wf'T I 

n?Er ^ ^ mvsoh 

(v) The five great elements itmhablt&ta-s) and tJie human 
body : 56c-71b 

The body is a composite of tJie (five) great elements^ 
{mahabkata-s) and has tJierefore acquired their qualities (;is 

herein described); sound, tlie faculty of hearing, porosity 
individuation*, inteliigence* and JioJlowness from space; and 
touch, the sense organ for touch, five types of motion, viz. 

I he physical body is a conglomeration of tlje five great elements 

and as such it has inherited, as it were the qualities of those elements 

The sense organs are naturally related to their respective objects of 

perception. The objecU of perception are the five elements in dilferent 

forms and combinations Thus either we can speak of the five sense 

objects or the five dements. This is the reason why sound, for example 

18 separately mentioned from the faculty of hearing and touch is men* 

tioned as distinct from the sense of touch (cf, Caraka 6a. Stha. J.30). 

The objects such as sound etc. are known to be the sense objects 

I. e. the qualities or objecU of senses; and they in the body are indica- 
Uve of the great elemenu such as ether etc. In this context it might be 

useful tyefer to the concept of iVa/«, i. e., the individual being 
as found in Caraka (6a. Stha. 1.15), viz. (the five elemenu). Ether etc 

with consciousness as the sixth make for the individual being. Cons- 

aousness is thus the spiritual element and the five material elemenu 
compose the body. Again 6a. Stha. 5.4-5 states— 

“The macrocosm is said to be constituted of six elemenu, viz. 

earth, water, fire, air, ether and the unmanifest ‘Brahman (transcendent 

1. The five great demenu arc earth, water, fire, air and ether. 
2. Vawiktjam is separativeoess. 

I 

upwards, downwards, contraction, linear movement and 
expansion from air. (56c-58d) 

The ten modifications of air (breath in the body), viz. 
apana, vyana^ samana, uilana, na^iia, kUrma, kfkara, devadatta and 
dhanahjaya and roughnf.ss^ as well as ligliiness* are also deriv¬ 
ed from tlie air. (58d-60b) 

Of these (ten), pra^a, which is the most important one, 
is stationed below the root of the navel, and it operates 
through the mouth, the nostrils, the navel and the heart, 

tal reality); and these very six elements it is said, constitute the micro¬ 

cosm called Purufa. Of that Purufa, the earth forms the image, water 

forms the liquid, lire constitutes the heat, air acts as the vital breath, 

hollowness is caused l>y ether and Brahman is the inner .soul etc.” Com¬ 

pare this wiili Su>ruta (6a Stha. I 20) : “The properties of itktisa 

(ether) are sound, the sense of hearing, porosity and dilfereniiation, 

evolution of the veins, ligaments, etc. into their characterised sjiecies 

(oiviktath). The properties of eatw (cthcrin) are touch, the skui, all 

functional activities of the organism, throbbing of the whole body 

(spandana) and lightness. The (iropertics of Uja ((ire or heal) are form, 

the eyes, the colours, heat, illumination, digestion, anger, generation 

of instantaneous energy and valour. The properties of apa (water or 

liquidl are taste, the tongue, iluidity, heaviness, coldness, oleaginous- 

ness and semen. 'I'hc properties or modifications of pjthol (the earth 

matter or solid) are smell, the nose, embodiment and heaviness’* (repro¬ 

duced from Eng. tr. by K K. Vol. II. p. 120), 

Our author has dealt with tliis subject rather claboratelv (i.e., 

from verse No. 56cd-7lab) giving minute details of die various prapa-r 

(vital breaths) from the science of Toga (vide Verse Nos. 59-68ab). One 

is tempted to reach for the original source and reflect on the subject in 

proper detail; but obviously, that would be too great a divergence from 

the main subject of this work. It will be seen that as far as the parti¬ 

cular qualities of the gicat elements manifested in the human body are 

concerned, the author’s description is not at great variance with this 

account, though in some respects both are more elaborate with reference 

to each other. 

4. Rskfoti, as defined by ’S’ is caused by the scarcity of oily 
matter. Roughness is not here the opposite of smoothness. 

5. Weightlessness is defined by ’S’ as absence of weigbtfulness. 
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and (thereby) causes the verbalisation of speech, the inhala¬ 
tion and exhalation of the breath and also sneezing and 
coughing. (60c-61) 

Apum* is stationed in the anal region and the genitals,^ 
waist, 1^, abdomen, the root of the navel, the groin, thighs 
and the knees. Its function is to discharge urine and excre¬ 
tion etc.® (from the body). (62-62b). 

VyUna dwells in the eyes, ears, ankles, waist and the 
nose, and its function is to draw in, hold and to push out 
breath. {63c-64b) 

Sanana pervades the whole body; anti running tJirough 
the seventytwo thousand nerve-channels'** of the body accom¬ 

panied by the (digestive) hre, helps to nourish it by carrying 
essence of lymph-chyle (rasa) of the food and drink (to the 

tissues) and distributing it proportionately. (64c-65) 

UdHtia abides in the hands, tlie feet and tlie joints of 
the limbs: its function being the lifting of the body upwards 
and breathing the last, i.e., dying, etc.'® (66) 

Residing in elements such as skin, etc." are the five 
(other modifications of the vital breath) such as nSga etc.'®, 

iVSfitf, etc. are the ten modifications of the vital breath, as 

it functions through the parts of the body. These functions as appro¬ 

priate to each of the ten modifications are related in the following text. 

6. Apuna generally denotes the outgoing breath i.e. expiration; 
it also signifies one of the five life'winds (prilpa-r) in the 
body which goes downwards and finally goes out through 
the anus. 

7. Literally, anus and penis as per the text. 
8. Etc. according to 'S' indicates that the discharge of semen 

is implied. 

9. Niil is any tubular vessel including arteries, veins, etc. Here 
the word has been used in its generic sense of a tubular 
channeL 

10. 'Etc.' is indicative of hiccup etc. The use of the word ‘etc.* 
is not strictly in keeping with the English idiom but because 
of its Sanskrit counterpart. 

H. The other four being blood, flesh, fat and bones. 

12. The other four being kUmo, kfkara, devadatta and dhamRjqya, 
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performing the function of eructation etc.'®, winking etc.,'® 

.sneezing etc.'®,lassitude etc.'® and swelling respectively. 

(67-68b) 

From fire (the body acquires) sight", form'®, bile, 
digestion'®, lustre, wrath, sharpness, heat®®, vigour, splend¬ 

our, valour®' and intellectuality.®® (68c-69c) 

Likewise, from water (it derives) the sense of taste, 
relish, coolness, viscidity®®, fluidity, perspiration, urine etc. 
as well as softness: and from the earth (it acquires) the sense 
of smell, odour, stability, fortitude and heaviness (weight), 

beard, hair (on the head etc.), nails, bone and such other 
hard (materials). (69d-71b) 

According to tli^ ayurvedic Jiheory, sense perception takes place 

because of tbe fact that the senses as well as the scnse-objects are 

basically made out of the same material^ and so there is a correlation in 
J^wcen them^ 1-he seflSCS aiid iTiHrTcspe^^ sense‘6l>j"6Cls are relSTOf" 

tl^ugti tneir respective /anwia/ra-r. This is the reason why the object 

of one sense cannot be perceived through the other senses (cf, Su^ruta 

6a. stha. M5)* 

13* Such as spitting etc. is included. 

14. Any other functions of the eyelids. 

15. Blowing the nose etc. is indicated. 

16. Yawning etc. is included. 

17. The sense of seeing is meant. 

18. The object of tbe sense of seeing is implied, 

19. The pnka of the text indicates the result of the entire process 
of digestion g riitht from the undigested food to the Ibrroatioii 
of the lymiph-chyle to be assimilated into the blood system. 

20. of the text is indicative of that particular heat in the 
body which causes perspiration. 

21. Valour implies fearlessness. 

22. interprets it as the power inherent in the non-ibrgetfulness 
of the known. 

23. The oiliness in the body. interprets it as ‘sweetness of 
speech*. 
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(vi) 

jRsr i 

an^ n\9^n 

THW: ^ TTWWrim I 

anfT: ?nf5T: Md^5?5i«n «r: nvs^n 

tW ew*nfrr »f ?wt M«-’‘i(dw<+w’5it uvjvm 4\ 

(vi) The constitution of bodies : TJtrcefoId classification : 

71C-74 

The constitution is according to d/iUtu-s such as vUta 

(wind) etc.,* and elements such as space etc.* The sstlvika 

(constitution) is of seven types such as tlie bodies of BrahmS* 

Indra*, Yaina*, Varuiju®, Kubera*, fft® and gandharva*; the 

The conslituiion of the physical body of creatures is considered 

from thiee different poinis of view, viz , the medical, the physical and 

the metaphysical r<*s pec lively known in Ayuiveda as dofa-praktti, BAm- 

Itkl-prakfli and ma/t i prakfli. The first comprises of the three ayurvedic 

principles of aula, pitta and kapha, i. e., grossly manifest as wind, bile and 

phlegm; the second is purely p'.ysical, comprised of the five basic 

elements space, air, Are, water and earth, and the third is conceived 

to be threefold according to the predominance of three gunas, 

1. Wind etc. signifies the three humours of the body recognised 
as the three basic-elements of the body in the Ayurvedic system 
of medicine. The other two are bile and phlegm. 

2. Space or ether along with the other four elements air. Are, 
water and earth 

3. The creative aspect of the Hindu trinity, 
4. The chief of the gods of the Hindu pantheon, specially the 

deui'S. 

5. God of death. 

6. God of waters and morality. 

7. God of wealth. 

8. Sage. 
Q Spiniwlivina heinos associated with mUsic. 
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rSjasika (constiluiion) is of seven types such as the bodies of 
rdkfasa^^, asura'-^ sakuni'^, sarpa^* and preta^*\ and 

tSmasika (constitution) of three types such as the bodies of 
animals, fishes and trees.*® Apprehending undue elaboration 

of the work, these are not being defined by us. (71c-74) 

(vii) Six organs of liuman body : 75abc 

Tlie human organism* is said to be possessed of six organs 

The author has referred to the Arst two, i. e., dofa-prakfti and 

bhautikl-prakfti cleatly (vide Verse 71cd), but has not meiiiioned the 

general category of mahH-prakfti and has straightaway descrila d its three 

divisions. This illustrates the subtlety and the extreme brevity of the 

aphoristic style of the author's expression, which sometimes makes under¬ 

standing a laborious process 

The seven types of the siiltoika and riijasika and three types of 

timasika constitutions respectively are described metaphorically through 

the symbolic names of lirahmfl, Indra, Yama, etc. All these are in fact 

the types of hunian bodies but they have been so named as to indicate 

their chief characteristics, which are well-known in Ayurveda. Obviously 

we need not go into these details. As the author is not anxious to deal 

with the subject in greater detail, it will be too great a digression to 

deAne and elucidate the various individual types of bodies referred to in 

the text. 

10. A malevolent being, a goblin. 

11. A demon, an evil spirited being. 
12. Asura is a general name for the enemies of gods. 
13. A bird. 
14. A snake. 
15. Soul of a dead body; the word preta literally means that which 

has been sent, i.e. sent to the other world, preta-loka is the plane 
of consciousness on which the soul experiences the fruits of 
of actions done in the world during a life-time before being 
born anew. In order to do so the soul is provided with a 
subtle body. 

16. K. R. translates ahghripa as ‘elephant'. 

1. Piv4^ refers to the body, excluding the soul, i. e., 
the intelligent principle. 
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(or limbs)—two feet, two hands*, the head* and the trunk. 

(75a-c) 

(viii) Sub-organs of human body : 75c-119 

1. Author’s proposal to deal with the sub-organs : 75cd 

Now, the sub-organs will be dealt with in their entirety. 

(75cd) 

2. Skins and membraoes'TS?6-78 \ 

There are seven/ skins^nd seven nrr^mbian^/enclosed 
by fibrous tissueSr^uQou^nd membranous coverings, that 

ripen through the internal heat' of the tissues and act for 
the boundary lines to sustain in-between them the supportive 

The suborgans are described by the author at length, i. e., upto 

verse No. 119. For the enumeration of the suborgans Sufruta 5.3-5 

may be consulted. 

The sevenfolds of skin from the innermost lender one to the outer¬ 

most rough skin, are mentioned by Su^ruia (cf. 4. 3'5), though in the 

2. Legs are implied in feet. 

3. Arms are implied in hands. 

4. Cf, Caraka, Sth9. 7.5, who includes neck also along with 
the head, giving a composite expression of iirogrivam. In ^e 
text the bead is mentioned first. 

1, The expression internal heat of the tissues stands lor ioingni of 
the text. 
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tissues*, conceived on the analogy of pith. The first is 
mHihsa-dhara (i. e., the flesh-holding one).* (76-77c) ^ 

The veins, arteries, muscles (or sinews) and the 

channels* arise from the flesh as the bulbous root of the lotps 

(springs) from mire; while the other folds support jdie blood, 
ikt, mucous, excrement, bile and semen. (77c-78) 

reverse order. Our author begins with the innermost fold while be 

begins with the outermost one. The seven layers are as under : 

1. Avabhisinl...lioTaey layer 

2. LeAtVa...Stratum lucidum 

3. it«/a...Stratum granulosum 

4. Tamra... Malpighian layer 

5. Frrf/nl...Papillary layer 
6. Ai»A(iil...Rccticular layer 

7. A/ariim<//mr<)...Subcutancous tissue and Muscles 

However, Caraka speaks of only six layers, viz , udakadhari (that which 

holds water) and asfgdkari (that which holds blood), etc. in thjs order 

of outer to the inner. Modern medicine distinguishes only two skins, 

outer and inner called epidermis and dermb, the former is perceived 

in five layers and the latter in two layers. 

For greater detail regarding the various skins and skin-diseases 

associated with them, Susruia 4.3 may be referred to. The seven 

are identified by Sulruta as under (cf., Sa. Stha. 4. 4-19); 

1. MiihsadharU kali ... Fascia 

2. RaktaJhara „ ... Vascular tissue of the blood vessels, etc. 

3. Medodhari „ ... Adipose tissue 

2. Supportive tissues are dkitU'S of the text that ^e detailed in 
the next verse. 

3. The other skins are not mentioned by our author by name, 
these may be seen in the comments. 

4. Snttt-s are the channels or canals that open outwards in the 
body. 
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3. Supportive tissues : 79-80 
Serum', blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow and semen are 

the seven supportive tissues. Of these the serum and the 
blood are produced from chyme** created by the aid oi 

4. ^letmadhari „ ... Synovial tissues , . , , 
5. PnrlWAara „ ... Separates the faecal refuse in the lower 

gut 
6 Pitlcdhari „ ... Holds the chyme derived from food 

7* Uradharn .Bears semen and extends throughout the 

body 

The folds of skin and the membranes spoken of above in 

constitution are conceived on the analogy of pith, i. c., as the piih in 

the wood is grown layer after layer varying in strength so are .hey 

grown about each other. Another simile is also given, viz., as the layers 

of cream are formed over milk heated «n slow fire, so also the various 

folds of skin along with membranes are formed out of seven supportive 

tissues (JkntU‘s) of the body which are detailed in the next verse. 

The seven supportive tissues are spoken of as being sustained in- 

betsveenthevarions folds and layers of the seven *‘'"“ *"** *'‘® 
I The first layer called mUithsiidharii, holds within 

S nS: « u t *..dy ...d above. N.W .he au.hor is 

poioUog out that veins, arteries, muscles and the channe s (srtta-f) are 

^ rooted in flesh as the lotus-stalk is rooted in the mire. . .. 
Lta^s are the canals in the body, nine in number such as the 

ears, eyes, mouth, nostrils, anus and the urethra opting outwai^. 
have two mme, vie, the two breast, and the canal or the 

ohannel that catrics the menstrual blood. 
Thus the maWAnra. i.c., the flesh-holding skin is the mwt impor¬ 

tant of all and having described its function, the author merely hints at 

"" 1. rwA is used in the technical sense of rasa (serum). 
2. Chyme is the nutrient-solution made out of digested food an 

gastric fire; while the other (elements) are produced from 

blood, ripening by the internal heat of their respective 
tissues®. (79-80) 

4. The receptacles.^^ajnw-r) : 81-82b 

There are s^ven/containers^ called receptacles® for 
bloody phlegm, undigested food, bile, digested food^ bodily 
wind and urine known by their respective names®. Women 

the function of the other six folds that respectively hold or support the 

rest of the six elements. In fact our author has synthesised the descrip¬ 

tion of the skins and the membranes for the sake of brevity as it will 

be clear from our exposition of the subject matter, vide comments on 

verse Nos. 76-77 abc. 

Then the author goes on to explain how the seven supportive 

tissues are produced. He says, the skin and blood are produced directly 

from the essence of food and drink digested through the gastric fire, 

while the rest of them are produced from blood as they are ripened in 

the heat of their respective tissues. 

1 he seven receptacles {niqya^s) are identified as under : 

l» Itaktniqya for blood ... Spleen and liver 

2« ^liimnlaya „ phlegm ... Breast 

3. Amniaya „ undigested food... Stomach 

4. Pittniayc ,, bile ... Gall bladder and pancreas 

5* Pakvniaya „ digested food ... Intestines 

G» ViMUifaya ,, wind ... Lungs and colon 

7. MrUrnsaya „ urine ... Urinary bladder 

8. Garbkniaya „ embryo .. Uterus 

3. Internal heat of the tissues is the expression for koiiigni. Koia 
is that which has a capacity to retain something other than 
itself 

I • Cavi ties or viscera* 
2* Ataya-s* 
3. Respective names of blood etc* to be attached to the word 

Aiaya. roktaUyat etc. 
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have the eighth, the womb in-between the receptacles for 
bile and the digested food.^ (81•82b) 

5. Heart as the seat of intelligence : 82c-83c ^ 

The heart is hollow and in the shape of an inverted 

lotus situated in-between the liver and the spleen and is 
developed from clear' blood and phlegm. This too is tlte_^ 

abode of consciousness. (82c-83b) 

These receptacles function as the containers or the vessels. Seven 

of these are common to males and females while women have one more, 

viz*, uterus placed in*between the gall bladder and the intestines. 

That heart as an abode or the seat of consciousness in the body is 

well recognised by some schools of thought of Indian philosophy. Even 

the upani^ais proclaim that the Puru^a^ i. e.i the soul or the spirit resides 

in the heart. But this can be u inetaphoric.il expres'^ion. 

The expression cctana^sihUuamh difficult of being rendered into 

English with its philosophical implications As it is^ it means the abode 

of sentience. has laboured hard to forbid the reader from interpre¬ 

ting it as the abode of Jluiitman^ i. e , the transiiiigratory soul, and he 

therefore interprets the conjunctive ca (and) as indicative of other places 

such as space etc. which also is considered to be the abode of Brahman, 

the absolute Being. Perhaps he, being a vedUniin, identifies rr/aad with 

Brahman, and therefore feels that heart should not be considered as the 

only abode of sentience. Therefore, he iiiaintains that heart is the 

abode of the manifestation of Brahman, the absolute Being. One can, 

however, cut across the philosophical iinplicatiotis by taking into account 

the next verse along with this one. If so read, it is obvious that the 

word cetana of the text is not used here in the sense of caiianya^ i. e., pure 

intelligence, but has been used in the sense of consciousness. But this too 

must be taken metaphorically for consciousness being intangible can hard* 

ly be located anywhere in the body with justification. But nevertheless, 

consciousness works through the brain, which is controlled by the heart. 

4. Cf., Sulruta Stha. 5* 7-8. 
1. Prasanna^ nii»an« rt«>nr in fh#» Si»nsa of rlean anri niiri*. 
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6. The three states of consciousness: 83d-86b 

Thai (intelligent principle) being enveloped by dark¬ 
ness', it (the Jieari-lotus) closes (upon itself) and the Utman^ 

(the spirit) sleeps; it (Stimn) awakens, while tliat (the 
heart) opens up. (83d-81b) 

It seems that the whole expression is metaphorical. Heart is the 
centre of the physical body, and as such it is used as the symbol for the 

centre of consciousness, which is the ego or the soul. Man, here, is 

conceived to l>e the complex entity : spirit-soul-body. Spirit being the 

divine element in man, the Atman which is not different from Brahman, 
the absolute; the soul is the jimrnan, the embodied self, subject to trans¬ 

migration. The heart-lotus is the symbol of self-consciousness. There¬ 

fore, when the spirit is clouded by inertia [tamas) the heart-lotus closes 

its petals upon itself and the spirit, i.e., the intelligent principle ceases 

to operate, and is thus said to be asleep. Ck)nversely, when inertia is 
dissipated, the spirit awakens into self-consciousness and the heart-lotus 
is opened up. 

‘K* interpreu this in terms of Frdaato (absolutistic). He explains 

the phenomenon of sleep as explained In the text as follows: “The 

intelligent principle being enshrouded by the darkness of beginningless 

ignorance, when the heart-lotus closes, then the atman, the soul (i e., 

the self-conscious being, theyioa) sleeps; and when that lotus opens up, 

the jtva, the self-conscious being, awakens and feels *I am’." It is 

notable that in this verse *K’ interprets atman asjtoa. 

After giving the above interpretation, he then gives the subsUnce 

in the following manner : “In the state of self-conscious existence due to 

1. Inertia. 
2. ’K’ interorets it as itea. here. 
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Sleep is twofold, dreamful and dreamless : when the 
external senses are withdrawn into the heart and the mind 
remains awake, it is said to be dreamful; but, if the mind is 
withdrawn unto pra^a^ (the vital breath) tJien it (the sleep) 

the beginningless ignorance with regard to the real nature of one’s 

being, the individual obtains in the conditions of the waking state, the 

dreamful state and the dreamless sleep slate under the respective names 
of viioa, taijasa and prijna. 

This elucidation, enlightening as it is, is technical as well. The 

purport b that Life-essence or the absolute Being, in the state of 

individuated being lives under the influence of beginningless ignorance 

in the three conditions of consciousness technically called oiiva^ taijasa 

and prttjaa, that correspond to the waking, the dreamful and the dream¬ 

less sleeping states. Ignorance is nothing but the self-imposed limitation 

of personality complex, and the three states roughly correspond to the 

consciousi the subconscious and the unconscious mind of modern 

psychology. 

What is the dbtinction between the dreamful and the dreamless 

sleep? Because, apart from the waking state of the consciousness, these 

are the two other states. The author explains that in the dreamful 

sleep, energy or atteutiun b withdrawn only from tlie external sense, but 
the mind keeps awake, a part of the brain b actively functioning, i.e., 

the thought process keeps on going resulting in dreams. Thus, in the 

absence of the sense perception, the thoughts are the only objects of 

consciousness, and the distinction between the ideal and the actual form 

of objecu is lost to it. That is why dreams arc as real in the dieamful 
state as the physical world b during the waking state, and therefore one 

cannot be said to be more real than the other with reference to its 

consciousness. 

The dreamless sleep is caused by the mind being dissolved, i.e., 

withdrawn, unto pri^a (vital breath). One can quite understand that 

in the deep sleep the mind is withdrawn, but that it Is withdrawn unto 

pri^a is a paradox. The Vtdinta speaks of five vestures, viz., the physi¬ 

cal {atmmjiakoia), vital {pritvamqyakoJa), mental (manomapakoia), psychic 
(vyainamqyakoia) and blissful (inandamapokafa). In thb scheme the 

mind which pertains to the mental vesture b subtler than pri^ (vital 

breath). Therefore, it is not intelligible how a subtler entity can be 

dissolved in a grosser one, for usually the case b contrary. 

3. It is temporarily dissolved in pra^a which b not the physical 
breath o^y. 
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becomes dreamless or the deep sleep state of the individuated 
beings. (84c-85) 

That the aimon sleeps, is so helicved Ibr it dissolves 
itself® unto Paratman'. (86ab) 

7. The nine canals (.rr«/.j-f) : 86c-87 

The embodied human beings arc provided with nine 
canals (jroto-j) for the elimination of bodily impurities, viz.. 

The statement of the author can po^sibL be und-rslitoj in the 
sense that even while the mind is not functioning in deep sleep, the 

vital breath does function, .nnd therefore the mind can be said to dissolve 

in it. Or, alternatively, the dissolution of the mind may be understood 

in the restricted sense of self-consciousness only, which is related to 

sense perception and liody consciousness, which may not be very 
satisfactory. 

The phenomenon of sleep is elucidated in a few words here on the 

basis of semantics. I'he .Sanskrit expression for, ‘the principle of intelli¬ 

gence sleeps’, is *JMpi/r. The author raises the question as to why the 

atman b said to be sleeping, and he aaswers--‘'st>amapita^paratmaitam'*f 
i. e., because it dissolves iuclf, discards its self imposed limitaUons and 

thereby merges into the supreme Being; and thb he does by explaining 

the meaning of the word ‘saapiti', semantically. 

Apart from the semantics, the idea expressed is very simple. 

Atman freed from the limitations of jivatoa becomes one with the 

Paramatman; in other words, the spirit freed from the limitations of self- 
consciousness is united with the supreme Deity; and thb process exhi¬ 

bits itself, in the phenomenon of sleep. This however, signifies a 
temporary release. 

4. Self-conscious living organbm, i.e., jlpa. 

3. The principle of intelligence involved in a self-conscious 
being. 

6. Actually what b dbsolved is the limitation caused by self- 
consciousness. 

7. The supreme Deity, the absolute Being. 
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ears, eyes, nostrils, mouth, anus and urethra; but the females 

have three more; two breasts (milk channels) and the one 

that carries off the menstrual discharge. 

8. Plexuses, clusters, fleshy bands and sutures : 88-89 

There are in ail sixteen plexuses* situated around 
bones, ligaments, veins* and flesh; six clusters*—two in the 

hands, two in feet and one each in the neck and penis; four 
fleshy bands* on tlie two sides of the backbone; five sutures* 
in the head, one in the tongue and one in the genitals. 

(88-89) 

SufruUi speaks of four kinds of plexuses, i. c. jila-s, viz. muscular, 

vascular, ligamentous and bony. One each of the four kinds is found 

about each of tl>e wrists and the ankles. All the four kinds of plexuses 

intermingle and cross one another to form a network. The viordjila 
literally means a network and the whole body is a network of plexuses 

as It were (cf., Stha. 5.11). 

2. Siri of the text here means any tubular vessel such as vein, 
artery, nerve, etc. 

3. iffirre (lit. a brush), the clusten or groups may be made up of 
muscles, bones, vessels and ligamentous structure (cf. K« K. 
Bhishagratna, p. 162). 

4. Mitiuarajju are muscular cords originating from either side 
of the spinal column. These arc identified by Ghanekar (cf. 
Vol. 2, p 145) with Longissimus, Spinalis and Iiio>costalis. 

5. Bhishagratna defines slvanl as the central tendinous band which 
looks like a structure from which the muscles on the either side 
arise. Ghanekar names the sutures as, metopic suture, coronal 
suture, lambdoid suture, sagittal suture, squamosal suture and 

“ * - rftnhA. 

« 
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9. Bones, their number and types : 90-92b 

The group-units* of bones are believed to be fourteen 

or eighteen. The total number of bones in the body is three 
hundred and sixty. (90) 

The sages have classified the bones into five types, viz., 
valayOy* kapsla^, rucaka*y tarutfa'^ and nalaka^. (91) 

According to Hjurveda the total number of bones in the body is 

three hundred and sixty: but according to the works of surgery, i. e. 

Susruta etc. there .nre only three hundred bones in the whole body (cf. 

Su^ruta Sa. Stha. 5.17, where it is said that, "One hundred and twenty 

bones are to be found in the four extremities, one hundred and seventeen 

in pelvis, sides, back, chest and abdominal region; and sixty-three are 

located in the neck and the regions above that.'*). 

Sufiuta mentions only fourteen group-units, i. e , the collections 

of bones which arc found in the two ankles, the two knees and the two 

groins, the two wrists, two elbows, two axillas, one in cranium and the 

other in the sacral region. 

1. SafhgAata is a collection with integrity, i. e., a group working 
as a uuit. 

2. Valqya type includes Itones found in the palm, foot, sides, back, 
chest and the abdominal region. 

3. Kapsla type includes the bones situated in the knee joints, 
shoulders, hips, cheeks, palate, temples and the cranium. 

4. Teeth form the rueaka type. 

5. Taruna type includes the bones in the nose, ears, throat and 
the socket of the eyes. 

6. Nalaka type of bones, as their name implies, are all the remain¬ 
ing ones of the cylindrical shape. 

cf. Susruia Stha. 5.21 and Bhishagratna, pp. 165, 166 
for further details. 
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Dhanvantari/ however, has spoken of only three 

hundred bdnS>v(92b) 

10. Boi/e joints,/their number and types : 92c-94b^::r ^ 

AkpoinjM out by the sages, the joints are twQjmndre^ 
and ten in number, classified into eight types, vixTBfa^, 

The other four group units of bones are—one above the sacrum, one 

above the chest, one at the Junction of the thorax and abdomen, and 

one at the acromial end of the scapula (cf. Suiruta 6a. Sih4. 5.15.16. 

Also see p. 163 Bhishagratna). It is notable that Suhuta concedes that 

other authorities count four more taritghita‘S. 

Obviously the joints enumerated here refer to the joints of the 

These are divided into two classes by the modern medical 

science, viz., immovable, i.e., synarthrosis and movable, i.e., diartbrosis. 

The nnfff* of the various types such as kora etc. are indicative of the 

flhap** they resemble, and their respective signiBcations are elucidated 

in the notes. The particular joints of the body covered under each type 

are as under t 

1. Aoroka—joitt® »“ wrists, ankles, knees and elbows. 
2. iValora—joints in the neck and the spinal columns. 

S. TtouM'Simud—joints found in the kapnUt bones of pelvis and 

the forehead. 
4. Ulskbala or Udttkhala—joints in the axilla (i.e. the shoulder 

joint, in the teeth and in the hips). 

5. joints in the region of the anus, vagina, shoulders 

xmd hips. 

6. join'® eyes and kloma. 
7. iankAatwirto—joints in the bones of the ears and nosirib. 

8. Fityarn/at^a—joints on either side of the cheek bones. 

7. An ancient authority of Indian medical science. 

I. Koraka, Bt. means hinged or lap^haped. 
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pratara^, tunna-slvanl^, ulakfiala*, sHmudga^, ma^dala*, saiikha- 

varta’ and vayasatu^dof^a^. (92c-94b) 

11. The number of other joints : 94cd 

The joints of muscles, sinews and veins are considered 

to be two tliousand. (94cd) 

12. Ligaments': 95-96 

There are nine hundred ligameots* classified into fo ur 

(cf. Suiruta ^a^^SthSTl)28-'rZr"Bhi^agratni, p 167, Vol. II and 

Ghanekar, p. 168, Vol. II.) 

The eight types of the joints have been classihed by Ghanekar in 

consonance with the modern medicine as under : 

Kora.. . ... Pivot 

Saddle 

Cala, i. e. Condyled Diarthrosis 

movable 
Vnyasaiunda. 

Hinge 

... Arthrodia 

Pratara. 

UlSkhala or 

... Enarthrosis 

Aeala i. e > UdQkhala. ... Gomophoses 

immovable 
Tunna^ilvanl Sutures 

Synarthrosis 

Sdmudga. ... Amphiarthroses 

2. Ptatara, lit. means a raft. 
3. Tunna-iltanl means seam-like or dove-tailed. 
4. UKtkhala suggests the shape of ball and socket. 
5. Slimudga is like the back of the palm. 
6. Man4^, lit means a circle or circular. 

7. Sank/tivarla indicates the involutions of a conch-shell. 
Q. Vtyasatui^if^ means the crow-back. 

1, 2. Snipu is roughly translated as ligament in this context. 
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groups, viz., pratSnavatl* suftrS* ka^arH^ .ind prthulH.^ Just 
as (the planks of),a boat being tied together by many faste¬ 
nings become strong enough to bear a huge burden (floating) 
on water, so also (the joints of) the body being fastened by 
the ligaments (becomes strong), (95-96) 

The four groups of the snUyu-s correspond to ligaments, sphincter 

muscles or vnlvulor bauds of muscles, tendon > and flattened or ribbon- 

shaped tendons or aponeuroses as stated by Ghanokar (Vol. II, pp, 158, 

159) and Suiruta (Sa. Stha. 5.38*40), 

In Ajiuroeda the word snUyu also means a muscle, obviously the 

number 900 includes ligaments, tendons and aponeuroses along svith 

some of the muscles. The word generally means flbrous tissue. So 

the word sndyu has only loosely been translated as ligament. The four 

types of ligaments are elucidated as under ; 

1, Pratanavail type : The ligaments of the four extremities and 

their joints. 

2. Sttfiri „ The ligaments of stomach, intestines and the 

bladder. 

3. Ktt^arH or „ All the large ligaments. 

Fftfa 

4. Pflhul& „ The ligaments of the chest, back, sides and 

head. 

The function of the ligaments is explained by the analogy of a 

boat. The many planks by themselves cannot serve the purpose of 

a raft, but when they are joined together and tied to form a boat they 

become strong enough to carry a certain load across a river; similarly, 

the various parts of the body when fastened together by the ligaments 

render the body strong «ind movable. Such is the importance of the 

ligaments (cf, Bhishagratna, pp. 168, 169 and Suiruta Sth&. 5.30-36), 

3, Prai^MDatl lit, means ramifying or branching, 

4« Sufira lit, means hollow, 
5. lit. means a cave and is suggestive of a cylindrical 

form; however the other name for it, viz., vfUd implies a 
round or a ring shape, 

6, Pfihuta is derived from Pfihu which literally means thick or 
broad, ' 

13. 

3rf«RiT fqtifk: erq n^vsn 
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13. Muscles: 97-100 

The sages speak of five hundred muscles in the body, * 

while there are twenty more in case of women, i.e., ten in 

the two breasts that grow in youth and ten of tJie vagina, 
two spreading outwards', two inside it and three in the 
vaginal canal. (97*98) 

'I'he vaginal canal is in the shape of a concli-sliell with 

three involuted turns-, at tlie last of which lies the foetal 

Five hundred muscles in the body aIoiii> with twenty extra of 

women make five hundred and twenty which may be compared to five 

hundred and nineteen of the modern medical science. Regarding the 

twenty extra muscles of women, llhishagratna writes on Suiruta (^a. 

Stha. 5. 42-43) : “Females have twenty extra muscles; ten muscles are to 

be found about the two breasts,five in cach,which attain their full growth 

during puberty; four muscles arc present about the parturient passage; 

and of these (four) two arc about the external and two in the internal 

orifices(of the vagina), three about the region of the OS, and three about 

the passages of the ovum and tlie sperm." This makes the situation dear. 
The last three of these arc mentioned in the next two verses. 

The uterus is like a muscle resembling ro/itta fish in shape. Suiruta 

(^5. Stha. 5. 5G) says that uterus resembles the mouth of the rohila fish. 

It seems that our author too has adopted this idea from Suiruta and if 

so, then ‘maUyaiya' of the text may better be read as matsyitya, signify¬ 

ing, not “of the resemblance of" but, “resembling the mouth of " the 

1. These two constitute the spiiinctcr vagina (cf. Gbanekar on 
Suiruta ^a. SthS. 5 55, 56). 

2. Aoarta of the text literally means a whirlpool. 

• Ad. ed. reads 
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bed® resembling the fish called tohita* in-between the gall¬ 
bladder and the intestines. Three® (muscles) are known as 
the coverings (of tlie uterus) serving for the entrance of the 
ovum and the sperm. (99-100). 

14, The number of arteries and veins : 1 1 

The number of arteries and veins (in tJie body) is 29 
50, 956. (101) 

tohiUt fish. The mouth of the fohtia fish is said to be narrow at the 
mouth and expanded at the end. 

The description of the vaginal canal is compared by Ghanekar 

with the account given in Gray’s aiiaioiny “The vaginal canal like the 

shajieofa conch'Shell is constricted at iu coinmenceinent, dilated in 

the middle and narrowed nc.ir its uterine o.xircmity (Ghanekar, Vol. II 
p. 164 commenting on Susruta 5.35-56). 

He further says that there is nothing like the whirlpools in the 

constitution of the vaginal canal but its inner layer of skin is marked 
with ridges. 

The werd Jir« denotes veins, nerves, arteries and lymphatic vessels. 
Our author however is dealing with the arteiics separately in the subse- 

quent few verses. Sus'ruta (6a. Stha. 7.2) straightaway speaks of seven 

hundred s/Va-r, therefore the ten primal «>a-j are peculiar to our author 

who subsequently mentions that these ten branch off into seven 

hundred. SusVuta who also speaks of dhamanUs, i. e., arteries later, 

describes forty principal sirH‘S of four types viz., ten pij/u (wind)-carry¬ 

ing, ten pt«a (bilc)*carrying, ten conveying kabha (phlegm) and ten 

blood-carrying, which are respectively identified by Bhishagratna 
(Vol. II, p. 192) as nerves, veins, lymphatic vessels and arteries. Some 

people, however, interpret rira-j for veins and dhamanl~i for arteries. But, 

one cannot really make such a sharp distinction, for the two terms are 
sometitnes used indiscriminately* 

3* Garbhuiaya, according to Ghanekar, also means uterus, but 
here it is the foetal cavity that is indicated. 

4. Matsya^sya of the text may be read as maisyUsya sadtil in view 
of the above comments. 

5. T^ese are the three remaining out of the ten spoken of above 
(Verse 97-98 ante). 

15. qjsfotl:, 

qq qq3vi qqt llto^n 

qcqr gqqyi^q q^fq: srqm qqr i 

cnfciqTq«ci qmfq qfrqqqqr 

mg i t qrqqmq^nrq i 
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«ftqq>: qsqqrf^l mg t 1 

15. The number of major and minor vessels of vital essence: 

102-105b 

There are ten primal (blood-vessels) carrying the vital 
essence abiding in the heart. (102 ab) 

Spaced from two fingers' and a half to a barley^ corn 

and a half, when tlie capillaries spread to branch off like the 

leaf-veins, then they number seven hundred. (102c* 103) 

Of these,® two veins that cause speech and two causing 
the perception of taste are located in the tongue; two in the 
nose for the perception of smell and two in the eyes causing 
the winking (of eyelids); and two pertain to the ears, carry¬ 
ing sound (waves) as declared by Dhanvantari®. (104-I05b) 

The ten primal-tubular vessels springing from the heart are 

interspaced at the length of two fingers and a half, to begin with; and 

gradually they branch off into narrower and finer tubular veins etc,, 

spaced at the length of a barley and a half. Thus finally the sira-s are 

counted to be seven hundred in all as mentioned by Su^ruta, according 

to whom they spring from the navel region. 

1. Afigula is equal in length to eight barley corns. Twelve 
ahgula-s make a oilasli (a span) and twenty-four ahgula-s make 
for a hasta (a cubit). 

2. A measure equal to one-sixth or one-eighth of ohgula (i. e , the 
finger breadth). 

3. Perhaps, of the ten primal ones. 

4. The divine physician considered to be the father of Indian 
medicine. 
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16. The arteries carrying lymph-chyle (lasa): 105c-113 

The arteries carrying lymph-chyle (rasa) are known to 
be twentyfour and like a field nourished by cliannek of 
water, Uie body (fed by tJiem) also grows. (105c-106b) 

These (arteries) are so rooted around the umbilicus^ 
as the spokes fitted into the hub of a wheel. (106cd) 

Suiruta (§a, Siha. 91.92) refers to several authorities who empha¬ 

sise that no arbitrary distinctions should be made between siri-r (veins), 

1. This refers to the swte of embryonic body during the period 
of gestation, since the allantoic arteries and the umbilical 
veins subserve the purposes of nutrition, excretion etc. reflect¬ 
ing the rudimentary vascular system. After the birth, the 

Section 2 : The Genesis uf the Human jiinuunnucoi' ' ' 'c. 

(Of these) ten proceed upwards, ten downwards and 
laterally. The upward coursing (arteries) reaching the heart 
ramify into three (branches) each.* (Of these) two each 
respectively conduct wind, bile, phlegm, blood and lymph- 
cycle (rasa); two each respectively perceive the sensations 
of sound, form, taste and smell, two each respectively cause 
the activity of speech, hearing, sleep, awakening and crying; 
and two go to produce semen in men and milk in women 
(107-109). 

The down-coursing arteries* are also threefold and 

separately function in and around the intestines.^ The first 
ten function with respect to wind etc. on the above lines*, 
two carry digested food on liquid base, two each respectively 

release water*, urine, semen or the ovarian discharge of 
women, two are channels^ (srota-s) while two others attadied 

dhamatH'S (arteriers) and srota^s (channels) since these are all modiflea- 

tions of the original ri>a.j (tubular vessels). But, however, he does not 

agree with this opinion, bolding that these different terms denote diffe¬ 

rent functions performed by the siri-s. However, he too admits that 

signification. 

I’he up'Coursing thirty dhamanX-s perform the function of preserving 
the integrity of the organs of the upper portion of the body, i. e., above 

the umbilicus, such as stomach, the sides and the back of the chest, the 
neck, shoulders and the arms (cf. Bhishagratna, Vol. II, p. 210 on 

Sulruta ^a. Stba. 9.4). 

The blood vessels (dhamarH-s) sustain and maintain the integrity of 

the lower body, i.e., such parts as the intestines, the waist, the genera¬ 

tive organs, the anus and the bladder. 

arteries are connected to the heart (cf. Ghanekar, Vol. II. 215 
and Bhishagratna, Vol. II, p. 209). 

2. When each of the ten up-coursing arteries ramify into three, 
they make thirty in all. 

3. Again the word artery is a loose, translation of itVa which 
generally means a blood vessel. 

4. PakoHiqya of the text obviously refers to the small intestines. 

5. That is, two serve to carry flatus (wind), two carry bile^ two 
phlegm, two blood and two lymph-chyle. 

6. Toja going into the bladder becomes urine. 

7. These two channels are not clearly related to any function. 
Bhishagratna, relates them to the monthly course of women 
(cf. Vol. II, p. 211 on Sulruia aS. Stha. 9.6). 

6 
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to the lafge intestines discharge the faecal matter. Eight (of 
the arteries) exude* perspiration. (110-112c) 

The lateral-coursing vessels (arteries) are considered to 

be countless. Their external orifices open into the pores of 

the skin* for exuding perspiration, and also through them 
are entered soothing nutrients, the effects of anointment and 
unguents. (113d-113) 

17. The vital parts {mamasthUna-s). (114ab) 

The vital parts' constituting the life spots (of human 
organism) are known to be one hundred and seven. (IHab) 

18. Hair on the body, beard and the head : 114c-116a 

The hair on the body are 3,50,00,000; the hair of the 
beard and the head are 3,00,000. The combined total 

Compare this with Suiruia 8tlia. 9.8) who speaks of four 

lateral-coursiog dhanuud^s ramifying into thousands. The dhamanUs 
are porous by themselves and they transport Iymph*chyle through their 

pores to the entire body (cf. SuirutSL ^. Sthft. 9.9). 

8. According to Suiruta (as quoted above) these eight convey 
the perspiration to lateral-coursing veins. 

9 RomakUpa lit. means the root(s) of the hair on tlie body» i.e.| 
the pores into which the hair are rooted. 

1. hdama is defined ^mUrayantUi marm^ni* (Palhapa), i.e. ^Those 
parts that (tend to) cause death; in other words, those vital 
parts which when injured cause the collapse of the entire 
organism * The concept of manna is unique to Ayurvtda^ In fact 
there arc many such concepts that can hardly be rendered into 
English in terms of modern anatomy. 

19. upnj. 

3151 ^ qq 
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number of the channels, veins, hair of the beard, on the 

head and on the body is 54,67,50,000. (114c-l 16a) 

19. The measure of fluids in the human body ; 116b-l 18 

Now we are to describe (the measure of) the acqueuus 
element' (of the body). Ten ahjali-i^ of water, nine of 
lymph-chyle, eight of blood, seven of faecal matter, six of 
phlegm (or mucus), five of bile, four of urine, three of muscle 
fat, two of fat, one of bone marrow, half an ahjali each of 

head marrow*, colloidal vital* essence and seminal fluid. 

(116b-119) 

Sroia^s ordinarily signify tubular structures in the body such as 

ducts, blood vessels and capillaries. This word illustrates another such 

concept which docs not easily lend itself to be translated precisely. 
Our author dues not write much on the marma'S and the srola-s, and 

therefore, the temptation to give detailed information on these topics on 

the basis of Sufruta is well restrained. 

1. The acqueous element is found (i) associated with faecal matter, 
(iij in the outer skin, (iii) below the skin and (iv) exuding 
from hair follicles, viz., perspiration. 

2. Measure equal to the cavity formed by joining one's two hands 
in a cup'like fashion. 

3. iiromqiji of the text. Cf. Caraka Sthft. 7.15, who identifies 
it with brain (mastijka). 

4. klffmasUra of the text. 
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20. Concluding remarks: 119 

Such has been the brief treatment of the sub-organs. 

Tlje enlightened ones interested in a detailed study may refer 

to lour work entitled ^^AdhjStma'viveka**, (119) 

As it has beeastated earlier, ^n'lgadeva was hiinselfa qualified 

doctor and wrote another work referred to above on anatomy and 

medicine* But this book is probably not available today. Here he 

completes bis treatment of human embodiment. 

It has been noted (vide our comments on 1 ante) that !^&rad&« 

tanaya, a contemporary of our author has quite independently and 

very briefly dealt with human embodiment in the context of gtya^ 
samutpatii (the creation of music)* It will be interesting to take a 

comparative view of the manner of their treatment of the subject and 

to discover the difference in the point of iheir emphasis. 

^Sradatanaya deals with the following topics in his exposition of 

gg^a^samutpatti which obviously determines his approach and relative 

emphasis : 

'^Announcement for expounding giya, music—the thirtysix ele* 

ments of creation—the creation—the entry of the knowing self into the 

i^omb-*the genesis of human embodiment—description of the body 

produced from the wornb^ classification of prUna^s, their place and 

function—the ten gross nndl^s of the heart—their bifurcation into 700 

na^fr and so on/' (cf. BhUvapraknianam^ pp. l80-184«Baroda Ed.) 

A similar number of subjects related to human body is dealt with 

in conjunction with the production of sound* A list of these subjects 

will be given in Section three (8c-9}, although much of what is said by 

him is also relevant to the next topic of this Section, viz., "Genests*The 

Psvcho*physical Viewpoint'*, but all the same he does not explicitly deal 

with the psychcKphystcal centre^ of the body. 

Section 2 : *rhe Cenrsis of tlie lluinarr hiiioudimeiri 

(•) 

1. f 

sifei 

D. Genesis : The psychophysical viewpoint. 

(i) Ten (psychophysical centres): 120-145b 

1. Adhara-cakra and ku^d^^Unl : 123-122b 

Situated in-between^ tlie anus and the genitals is the 

ional -cycle* 
Tiie petals named 

Six psycho-physical centres are conceived in the astral body of 

man by certain schools of Toga, specially, the kuiiialinUyoga, the mantra- 
yoga, the rOja-yoga, etc. These function as the centres of consciousness 

at various planes and concentration and control of one or many of these 

centres bestows enormous psychic and occult powers. However, the aim 

of yoga b to train the mind to concentrate upon and penetrate through 

all these six psycho-physical centres and thereby to attain complete 

mastery over the physical and the astral body and freedom from the 
limitations of mind and matter. 

The first centre spoken of in this verse is named oaladhira, which 

literally means the basic support, the foundation. Here at thb centre 

the kinetic energy b said to be asleep in a static mood and it can be 

aroused through meditation. The four-peialled lotus spoken of in the 

text b a symbolic expression used as an aid to meditation on the centre 

when the slumbering energy b awakened, it rushes through the spinal 

cord to the next higher centre at a terrific speed, and the aspirant finds 

I. Corresponding to the sacrococeygeal plexus. 

basic psychic centre called the founda 
13 Ibur-petalled lotus as it wer^ 
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liam etc.®, are invested with the fruits of supreme bliss, 
spontaneous happiness, heroic joy, and the divine unity 
respectively. (120-121) 

In the centre of tlie foundational cycle* lies the crea¬ 
tive* power of the supreme Being* called ku^alinl^f which 

bimscif uplifted to a dilTerent plane of consciousness with a different 
perception and value judgement. 

Here the value of concentrating separately, i. e., individually upon 
the four respective petals of the symbolic lotus is expressed in different 

kinds of bliss. This concept seems to be peculiar to Sangltaralnikara and 

*K' suggests that it relates to the position of the embodied consciousness 
(the trunsuiigratury soul) in this cakra at the time of birtli. This will be 

elucidated later (vide comments on .40-141b). It is not possible, nor 

perhaps advisable to elucidate the whole symbolism of the ku^atinUjoga 
here but the underlying idea can be summarised in the following way : 

Letters of alphabet (i. e. Dtoatihgati script in inis case) are inscri¬ 

bed on the petals of the lotuses of the various centres. The letters so 

assigned represent symbolically tiie particular tmnlra and the presiding 

deity of that mantra, and thereby are the potential sources of the power 

inherent in those deities. These powers can be invoked by meditation. 

In this general background, it may now be noted that the four petals of 

the foundational cycle have the letters na, ia, and ja assigned to them. 

Furthermore there are great many details regarding the colour, the 

predominant element etc. of the various cycles with which we need not 

concern ourselves here, except in a general way. 

2. The names of the other three petals are dgitrya, naujia and 
ntyrttya. In this respect K. R. informs as under : 

“From the front clock-wise are the four points, namely 
east, south, west and north, and four intermediate points 
namely,south-east,south>wcst,north-weit,and north-east. North 
east is liAna (the position presided by Siva). The other three 
points in order of the fruiu described are south-east, south¬ 
west and north-west." 

3. The idhAra pakkaja of the text. 

4. Brahma'iakti of the text. 

5. Brahman of the text. 

6. Ktttfialini literally means coiled up, curved, zig-zag like a 
serpent; that is perhaps why Sir John WoodroflTe called it the 
serpent Power Kumaraswmiji of Tapovana, Dharwar, des¬ 
cribes kun4alml in the following words: ’*Ku^4oKtA is the 
residual power, the power left over after the production of 
the body when it coils itself around the na^mbha Hhga that 
is, the conus medullaries" (cf. Chakra Vol. Ill, 1971 p. i ij^. 

hLCllUll L' . 

2. 
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in the event of being unfolded® bestows immortality.® (121c- 
122b) 

2. SvSdbiffhSna-takra : 122c-121b 

Situated at tlic root of tlie genitals is the six-petalled 
lotus, the psycho-physical centre called ‘self-abiding cycle’ 

The creative power of the supreme Being, of Brahman, the kinetic 

energy, the iditi of ^iva and the mayd of Brahman, the power of creating 

appearances, is stationed at the root of the spinal column. Ordinarily 

this energy lies curved into a coil (i. e., three rounds and a half) and 

that is why it is called kufi4alinl. Rut by concentration and meditation 

its coils are unfolded and in that event it rushes up the spinal cord to 

the upper cerebrum and reaches the mystic cerebral aperture (brahma^ 
raadhra) and this results in enlightenment, an experience of timeless 

being which is immortality. 

Though it may be a matter of greater detail, yet in the context 

of thu verse it may be pointed out that according to the $a{cakra* 
nirOpatfa the foundational cycle is the place where the female principle 

represented by a triangle, the^nt known as traipura is located, and in 

this triangle is set the mile principle represented by the soajrambhB (lit. 
self-bom) lihga. Kun4olinl which is the creative power of the absolute 

Brahman or the energy aspect of non-relational-reality, lies coiled over 

the svajambhB ^iva-tihga (referred to above) covering the entrance to the 

with her head. It is this entrance which is technically 

known as Brakmadobra (lit. the doorway to the absolute). 

The word soi4hif{htlaa (etyomologically analysed as a>a+adhi+ 
sthUna, i. e., one's own seat) is variously interpreted. Some identify tua 

7. Literally, 'straightened* or ‘uncoiled*. 

8. Literally, 'ambrosia*. 
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(svadhii(fiSna-cakra).^ The consequent fruits* of (concentration 

on) the eastern and the other petals are respectively said to 

be courtesy®, cruelty, freedom from pride^, stupor, disrespect 

and distrust. This is the seat of passion.® (122c-124b) 

with the iwalihga^ i. e., the PtvrA liriga, the supreme one of the four 

symbolic liiiga-s of this yoga. Then the word sondhifthUna would mean 

abode of Siva. But others interpret sva etymologically with reference 

to the kundalinl power, implying this cycle to be the abode of its own 

power. However, it would be rewarding if one were to have a look at 
the result of meditating on this cakra oh given in the SatcakranirQpana 

(cf« verse 18 as translated by Sir John WoodrolTc in his 'Serpent Power\ 

p. 364). 

"He who medicates upon this stainless lotus, which is named 

svUd/tiffhitna, is freed immediately from all his erieiiiics such as the fault 

ofahadikora (ego' and so forth etc." 

The enemies referred to are k&ma, krodha^ lobha^ moha, a/iamkura, 

i, e., desire, anger, greed, delusion and ego. It is these five that are 

at the root of all self centred activity, worldliness and sin, all that turns 

man into a beast. Tbut it is obvious that this cycle is the centre, the 

abode of the illusive power of the kundalinl. 

The six petals of the lotus bear the six letters from left to right 

ba, hha^ ma^ya^ ra, and /a, with a dot above (anusvara). 

1. SvndkiiihOna literally means self-supporting. This centre 
corresponds to the sacral plexus in the physical body. The 
specific power developed through mediution on this centre is 
transcendence of the sex-consciousness. 

2. The underlying idea seems to be that specific qualities are 
developed through concentration on different petals. These 
qualities arc mental dispositions of various colours. 

3. Courtesy is thus developed by meditating on the eastern petal 
and so on. 

4. Lit. destruction of pride. 

5. When kun4alinl is released from this centre and is pushed up 
in the next higher one described subsequently, control with 
regard to sexual power is gained. 

3. 

ggfiaKsi am i 
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3. Ma^ip&raka-cakra : 124 c-126b v—^ 

ten-petalled lotus, the psychophysical centre called / 

thei ^navcj cycle** (ma^^ipUraka cakra) is located around tlxe | 

naveiJJne results flowing out of (meditation on) the eastern 
and other petals respectively are: dreamless sleep-, craving, 
jealousy, fault-finding nature, bashfulness, fear, hatred, 

stupidity®, impropriety and dejection. This centre is the 
seat of a particular prina called bhsnu*. (124c-126b) 

MaftipOra or manipuraka'cakra is also railed nibhi-padma, i. e., the 

navel lotus as it is located around the region of the root of the navel. 

That is why it has conveniently been named us the 'navel cycle'. The 

name auitipHra is explained in a round-about way. It is said in the 

Gautamlya Tantra (cf Serpent I'ower, p. 119) that owing to the presence 

of the liery tejas (brilliance) this centre is lustrous as a gem and 

so it is called mafiipQra. 

It is suggested by Sir John WoodrolTc that the gross body is evolv¬ 

ed out of the posver involved in these three centres. The higher centres 

arc concerned with mental development, i. e., the subtle body or the 

thought body etc. During the waking state attention is ordinarily 

centred on either of these three centres (cf. Serpent Power, p. 120). 

The ten petals of the lotus of this cycle bear the letters 4a, 4ha, ^a^ 

ta, tka, da, dka, na, pa and pha with a dot above (anusvUra). 

1. Ma^ip&raka of the text indicates the abdomen. This ceotrS^ 
translated as the 'navel cycle' corresponds to the solar plexus 
which forms a centie of a great function of the right and the 
I^t sympathetic chains pingali and ida; with ceiebro-spinal 
axis connected to this is the lumber plexus. 

2. 'S' defines dreamless sleep as the cessation of all sensual and 
mental activity. 

3. MoAa is defined by 'S' as a state of mind in which, even while 
awake one is unaware with regard to an object in the field of 
his normal perception. 

4. ^Aaiui literally means the sun. 
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4. An&hata^cakra : 126c>129b 

In the heart is located tlic psycJio>physical centre called 
the ‘cycle of the uuinanifcst*^ {anUltata-cakra)^ with twelve 
petals which is considered to be the place of worshipping 
lord ^iva in the form of 0«.“ (126-127b) 

The consequences meeting the mind concentrated upon 
eastern and other petals respectively are freedom from fick¬ 
leness, clear thinking*, repentance, hope, light*, worry, desire 

The anUhata^cakra is the psyciio*pliy$icaI centre wherein manifests 
^^abda^hrahmaiC a concept which can best be conveyed in English by 
the expression Uhe absolute manifested as the inarticulate word^ This 
centre is said to be the seat of the embodied consciousness^ i. c., the 

AnhhaUi nhda or Unmanifest sound is associated with this centre 
which is considered to be the pulse of life. It is said in the §a{cahranirU* 
jiami that one who meditates on this centre becomes a master of speech 
and gains the power to create and to destroy. This lotus is the seat of 
&va and the residence of kama (the Atman^ cf. verse 26), Its twelve 

1. Andhata of the text literally means unstruck, i. e.j unmanifest. 
This corresponds to cardiac plexus and controls the heart. 

2. Om, properly written as mm is the sacred syllable of mystic 
value. Every vedic chant begins with Om and every mantra 
begins with Om. The three letters, two vowels combined into 
its make, and and the consonant *m^ symbolise the 
three phases of consciousness, viz. the waking state, the dream 
state and the dreamless sleep state; while, the dot given above 
It, the Umdrabindu* denote:^ the turlj^a^ i. e., total Being. There 
are great many details about it but suffice it to note that the 
letters of Om are symbolic. 
Literallyi vUarka means deliberation. 

A defines it as ^Ihe absence of the non^perception of form\ 

bectioa 2 ^ i hc oencsis oi mu aau... 
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for warding off evil, equanimity, vanity, mental instability, 
discernment and will.® (127c-129b) 

5. Visuddhi-cakra : 129cd-131b 

The psyclio-pliysical centre with sixteen petals, called 
the ‘cycle of purity’* {visuddhi cakra) is situated in the throat- 
larynx and is known as tlie abode of Bhdratlt the goddess of 

learning. Contemplation on the eastern and other petals 
offers the following results respectively : pra^ava^. udgltha^, 

petals bear the letters; ka, kha, ga, g/ia,fta, ea, tha, Ja, jka, JHa: ta and tha 
with a dot above. 

riits centre is situated at the base of the throat. Vtiuddhi'cakra is 
so called because the ego-soul having perceived the spirit-soul, i e., the 
jlpiimn, the embodied cousciousness having discovered the aiman, the 
boundless being within, in the ‘cycle of the unmanifest’, the anihata- 
cakrc, gets ‘purified*. Thus it is endowed with the power to perceive 
the three phases of time, viz. the past, present and future. This centre is 
considered to be the gateway to the final emancipation from all limita¬ 

tions of consciousness. The sixteen petals of the lotus have sixteen 
vowels (from a to afy) for their symbols with a dot above th«»m, 

$a(cakrattir6patfa describes the results of meditating upon this centre 
as under (cf. verse 31 as translated by Sir John Woodrofife in (Serpent 
Power, p. 391): 

5. Literally, ahaikfti may be translated as ego. 
1. Viiuddhi literally means purity. This corresponds to the 

layryngeal plexus. 
2. OihkAra is prefixed to every v^ic chant. 

3. Udgltha is the second part of a Samm chant which has five 
parts in all, viz., prast&va, udgltAa, pratihura, upadraoa and 
mdhunttt in serial order. Oddeira is sdto used in the commence¬ 
ment of the udgUha as we are informed by 'K*. 
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humphaf*, vafaf*, soadhs*, svShS^, /lantal^i^f nectar**, the seven 

tones fadja^^ etc. and poison. (129c-131b) 

6. Lalan&'Cakra ; 101c-133b 

The psychophysical centre called lalans} with twelve 

petals is situated in the back of the neck. The consequences 
emerging out of (concentration upon) tlie eastern and the 

other petals respectively are—arrogance, hauglitiness, affec¬ 

tion, sorrow,® agony,® greed, disenchantment, emotional 

•‘He who has aUaioed complete knowledge of the Aiman {Bralunan) 
becomes^ by concentrating his mind {citta) on this lotus, a great sage, 

eloquent and wise, and enjoys uninterrupted peace of mind. He sees 

the three periods and becomes the benefactor of ail, free from disease 

and sorrow and long-lived, and like hathsa^ the destroyer of endless 

dangers/' 

The lalmUHokra^ though welNrecogntsed, is not counted among the 

aia main psycho*physical centres in the body demonstrated in such 

4. Humphai ^ a non-inflectional syllable uttered while pouring 
an oblation into the sacrificial fire. 

5,6,7* These loo are similar sylial^les as hun^ha{. 
8* Jiantak lit* salutation. 

9* The ambrosia. 
10. The names of the other notes are f^abha, gdin/Aaia, madhyama^ 

pancama^ dhaivata and ni^Ma as we shall come across further 
in the text. 

L This word has not been tramlated, fur it is not found worth- 
while to do so in this case The word literally means a woman, 
a wanton woman or tongue and it seems the word cannot be 
significantly interpreted in any of these terms. So the word 
has to be accepted as a technical one. 

2. *8' defines ioka (sorrow) as misery caused by known factors. 

And be (‘S') defines kheda (agony) as misery due to unknown 
causes* 

Section 4 . I 111:w* .t.'c 

7, 

excitement, the basic urge for living,® devotion,* satisfaction 

and cleverness (I31c-I33 b). 

7. AjM-cakra: 133c-134 

The psycho-physical centre called the ‘cycle of supreme 
command*' (ajnfl cakra), having three petals is located in- 
between the two eye-brows. The results of'(contemplating 
upon) tlie various petals respectively are the manifestations 
of tlie three gugfl-s—saliva, rajas and lamas'*. (133c-134b) 

standard worb as i^ltakranirapoua. Tliis centre is also called kila-cakra 
by some writers and is located at the root of the palate. 

Ajiik’Cakra is so culled because it is said that the ajiia (command) 

ofthefuru, the supreme preceptor is obtained directly by contemplating 

in the region of this centre, (cf. Rudtayamala Ch. XXVII, V. 68 cited 

by Arthur Avalon in his English translation of the ,^a{cakra-niT&pana, 
Serpent Power, p. 395—footnote 6). This cycle is (he seat of the mind, 

of maAfl/and ^r«Af/»,i.e., the raindstulT (consciousness), intellect, ego 

and will. A successful yogi, at the time of death, establishes bis vital 

breath in this centre and consequently abides in the timeless being after 

death. The two petals of this lotus bear the letters ka and kfa. This 

completes the garland of letters of fifty petals in all. 

4, Six basic urges for life are known in the Agama-s, as quoted 

by ‘S*. 
^ Pwrai ^ i 

g;iN: ^3 xim^fg^^ ii 

Hunger, thirst, sorrow, delusion, decay and death—these 
are the basic urges resident in the vital breath, the mind and 

the body. 
5. iraddhn also means faith, it is rather an attitude of reverence, 

faith and devotion combined with love. 

1. AjHi literally means 'command'. Concentration on ^is centre 
gives one the command of the body and the mind. One 
becomes the commander of one's forces. This centre corres¬ 
ponds to the cerebellum, identified by some with the pineal 
gland, the centre of the third or the spiritual eye. 

2. These three comprehend the entire nature. 
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8. Manas-cakra: (134c-135) 
Even higher than that is situated the psychophysical 

centre called the ^cyclc of the mind^^ {Tnafius^cukTo)^ having 
six petals. The consequences attendant upon the eastern 
and other petals respectively are dreams and the palatal 
enjoytnent, olfactory sensation and the perception of form, 
touch and sound. (134(>I35} 

9. Soma-cakra: (136-138) 
Over and above that* is located the psycho-physical centre 

called the ‘cycle of the moon’ (soma-cakra) with sixteen petals 

Sir John WondroiTe (cf. Serpent Power, p. 155) comprehends the 

a/Sa-cflAra and the manal-cakra joxaily as the‘sensory motor tract rela¬ 

ting their functions in the following way : 
“The ijilittthii efferent or motor nerves, communicate motor 

impulses to the periphery from this njHn-cakra, this centre of command 

over movements, and the efferent or sensory nerves of the special senses 

in pain, the gandkoDohit (olfactory sensory),the rUpavahi «a^» (optic), 

the iabdavahi ii5(/l(auditory),the rasaoahi na</l(gu$tatory), and the sparia^ 
pahi ni4i (tactile) come from the periphery (the peripheral organs of the 

special senses) to this mnai-cakra, the sensory tract at the base of the 

brain. The manai-cakra also receives the maaomhA na^l, a generic name 

for the channels along which centrally initiated presentations (as in 
dreaming and hallucination) come to the sixth lobe of the manai-eakra/* 

Sotna-cakra is not included into the scheme of the six main 

psychophysical centres. The word sottut, in this context, refers to the 

1. This comprehends consciousness. The six petals symbolise five 
senses of perception and (the sixth; the mind, and the fruits 
spoken of are the five respective perceptions and ideation, the 
activity of the mind. This cycle is not included in the scheme 
of the main six psychophysical centres and seems to be con¬ 
cerned with the subconscious and conscious mind. 

1- n^at* refers to atoiai-cokra. 

Section 2 : I he Genesis ol lae nutnait i.4iiuouti.4b.«> 
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enshrining the sixteen phases (of the moon). The consequen¬ 
ces, for the individual, attendant u|3on the eastern and other 
petals respectively are: grace®, forgiveness®, straightforward¬ 
ness, forbearance, detachment, patience, cheerfulness, mirth, 
horripilalion®, tears of fixed gaze®, stability, profundity, 
endeavour, purity of heart, generosity and one-pointedness. 
(136-138) 

10. 

10. Sakasrapatra-cakra : (139) 

The thousand-petalled lotus*’ (sakasrapatra) which is 

moon which is symbolic of a feeling of coolness when the wild fire of 

craving is finally extinguished by rising above the djiid and the manat 
cakra^tf i. e., above the world of opposites, the world of relative percep¬ 

tion and desire. 'Fhus, this cycle of the moon is a symbol of coolness^ as 

the rays of the moon are cool, refreshing and delightful, and is the 

source of altruistic sentiments and true spiritual consummation. 

The thousand petals spoken of in this lotus are symbolic of infinity. 

The sahasrUra^ or sakasrapaira i. e.^ the thousand-lobed centre has brahma^ 

2. Soma-cakra corresponds to the middle cerebrum in the physical 
body and is located above the sensorium. 

3. In the sense of favour defines kfpa as an expectation of 
favour from another. 

4* According to 'S* forgiveness is characterised by absence of 
anger despite the cause for it. 

5. Nicaya in the compound romohca^nicaya implies the idea of 
plurality. 

6. Dhyanhifu is explained by as *dhyOnli}-jManv-altu*g i. e., the 
tears caused by concentration of the mind with open eyes. 

I. SahasrapatraHakra IM. eyeXe o( thousand petals of the text 
is suggestive of the metaphor of a wheel with thousand spokes. 
The concept is essentially of the cycle but this particular 
centre cannot precisely be called a psychophysical centre, 
since it is neither physical nor psychological as it leads the 
consciousness beyond the limitations of time, space and 
causation. 
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11. 
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the source of nectar* is located in the cerebral aperture* 

{brahma-randhra). Spilling innumerable streams of ambrosia*^ 
it nourishes the body. (139) 

11. Meditation of ra^ra-r as related to the cultivation of 

music : 

The embodied soul' established in the (contemplation 
of) first, eighth, eleventh and the twelfth petals of the ‘cycle 

of the unmanifest’* (anilhata-cakra) attains proficiency in music 

fandhre^ the cerebral aperture as its location. Th*s aperture is symbolic 

ofvoidcalled^ar£i/;tdiqvo;/i<}or the highest ether or in other words, the 

subtlest space (cf. Sa[cakraniTrtpa\\a vt^rses 40-^8). The purport is as 

follows: 
^^Witfain it is the full moon, without any spot whatsoever, resplen¬ 

dent as in a clear sky. It shakes its rays in profusion, and is moist and 

cool like nectar. Inside this, shines the great void which is served in 

secret by all the gods,’" (Adapted with modifications from Arthur 

Avalon’s translation, the Serpent Power, p. 430). 

So in the void, which is identified with bindu^ parabindu or Uvara or 

called iflipa » the light which is formless (cf. To^ala Tantra, 6th Ull&sa 

as cited by Arthur Avalon; Serpent Power, p. 431), Thus consciousness, 

when established in it, transcends time. And it is this transcendental 

consciousness that obviously is variously named as immortality, ambrosia, 

nectar and so on. 

Now, first of all it may be made clear that has taken the view 

(vide bis comments on 121 ante) that at the time of birth the embodied 

2, This is obviously a metaphorical expression, for nectar when 
drunk bestows immortality, according to Indian mythology. 

3* This is the void, the space in which is projected the entire 
vision of life and action. 

4. SudhTlsUra of the text. This can be interpreted to mean the 
harmony of body, mind and soul resulting from immortality. 

K Jim generally signifies a transmigratory soul embodied in a 
physical body. 

2. The anUkata,^ lit* means unstruck. It may once again be 
noted that this centre corresponds to the cardiac plexus. 

Section 2 : 'I'he Genesis oi tuc Human i:* 111 uiiu • t«iC*i % 
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etc.*; while (by concentration on) the fourth, sixth and tenth 
of the petals one destroys one’s capacity for music etc. 
(140-141b) 

In the ‘cycle of purity’* {visuddhi-cakra) contemplation 
on eight petals from the eighth onwards leads to success in 
musical arts etc.* , while the sixteenth petal is destructive for 
this purpose. (141c-142b). 

The tenth and the eleventh petals of the psycho-physical 
centre called lalanH bestow success (in llie musical arts), while 
its first, fourth and fiftli petals are known to be detrimental. 
(142c-143b) 

The embodied soul* whose attention is focussed in the 

soul is Hxed psychologically on one of the petals of them cycles, i.e., 

the psycho-physical centres in terms of attention, and according to the 

point of attention it gains the predisposition of character as already 

described in the foi egoing pages. This particular verse seems to lend 
an indirect support to this view though if one were doginutic, one may 
not yet find enough evidence for it. 

3. Gitidi lit. means 'singing' or ‘song’ etc., but gUa or vocal 
music is basic to Indian music as it has already been mention* 
ed. Moreover, 'gUa' also is used in the general sense of music, 
so it has been translated as such. ‘S' inclurlus instrumental 
music and dance as well after the concept of sahglta. 

4. Viiuddhi lit. means purity. 
5. Gittidi lit. gita etc. implies vocal and instrumental music and 

dancing and may even include dance-drama 

6. In other words the ‘individual organism', which is sensitive to 
perception. 

7 
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aperture of the upper cerebrum’, being immersed in ambro¬ 
sia*, finds fulfilment® and should therefore cultivate the 
musical arts'® with great excellence. (143c-144b) 

The embodied soul" cannot in anyway accomplish 

anything (worthwhile) in the (field of) musical arts by concen¬ 
trating" on any other petals or psycho-physical centres. 

(144c-145b) 

(ii) Brahmargranthi : 145c-148 

Two finger-length above the base' and two finger- 
breadth below the genitak* in the space of one finger-breadth 
is the centre of the body, shining like molten® gold. (145c- 
146b) 

There is located a slender flame of fire at a distance of 
nine fingers from that centre*, and it is there that the life- 

7. The brahtm-randhra oflhe lexi. 

0. The ambrosia of immortality^ the timeless ronsciomiiess. 

9. The person concerned realm s the ^oal of individual existence 
by attaining immortality and so has nothing more to achieve 
in life and is thus free to devote hiinscir to music etc. 

10. This includes vocal and instrumental music and dance. 

11. The individual while at the time of birth, if interested in art 
should devote himself to such of the petals as are conducive; 

that teems to be the idea. 
!• The base is the foundational cycle, the mUlddhbia^cakra* 

2. Mehana of the text literally moans penis, but even so the word 
is used in the general sense of sexual organ. 

3. Tapta literally means—heated, but the author is using a simile 
in order to give an idea of the abstract. I'he llame itself is a 
symbolic expression for the creative power of life. 

4. It is not clear if nine fingers is the distance from the mfi/ad/rdfa- 
cakra or the centre of the body just spoken of. ‘K^ does not 
comment and ‘S* olfers both the alternative interpretations 
without a Judgement. But it seems that the centre of the body 
should be the point of rtiference, for otherwbe there will be no 
relevance for describing it 
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source of the body is found, four fingers in elevation as well 
as in extension, riiis* lias been called 'brahina-graHthi'* by 
the ancients. (14Gc-147) 

Right in its’ centre is situated the ‘cycle of tiie umbi¬ 
licus’® {«aA/i/raira) with twelve spokes, and like the spider 
caught in (its own) net, yonder there wanders the self-consci¬ 

ous being." (148) 

(iii) 

(iii) Suium^S and other : 149-163b 

Mounted upon the vital breath', the self-conscious 
entity®, tlirough the sufum^n keeps on ascending to die 
cerebral apetture® and descending back*, moving like a 
tight rope* dancer. (149) 

5. ‘This' refers m the life-source of the body. 

6. Literally, the knot of Brahman^ i. e,, the root of life force. 

7. That is, in the centre of the brahma-^tanlhi, 

8. The nlibhi-cakra, perhaps the same as mattipuraka with the 
diirercncc that it has been said to have only ten petals, where* 
as this one is described as having twelve spokes. 

9. The self-conscious being is the this idea or concept is 
not native to European culture and therefore is foreign to 
English tongue; that is why it is being elucidated in dilferent 
ways on different occasions. 

1. A metaphor is used, the rope of a dancer is compared io prana^ 
as the dancer ascends by the rope; so the jioa ascends J>y 
prana. 

2. That is, j\va 
3. This is lechnically known as brahtna-randhra. 
4. Descending back to the base, i.e., the foundational cycle, the 

mdladhara^ 
5. This rope seems to be vertical rather than lioriaontaL Perhaps 

it has an allusion to the Indian rope trick. This simile can 
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From the life-centre® to the cerebral aperture* the 
na{ft-f*, surrounding the rapiwpa* and enmeshing the life- 
centre by their network, enlarge the body by developing 
their branches. (150) 

These nS^i-s are in a large number; but fourteen out 

of them are important, viz., sitfum^a, piiigalS, i^S, kuhn, 

sarasvatt, gandharl, luistijihva^ vSru^l, yasasvinit visoodarS, sattkAini, 
pUfS, payasvinl and alambttsn. The first three* ® of tliese again 
are considered to be most significant. (151-153b) 

From verse No. 151 to lj9(a) the relative position of nli4l'S is 

described. 

also have an allegorical signilicance. I'he self-consciousness 
of the individual attains various levels of psychological being, 
which in ordinary people are never held steadily and there¬ 
fore give rise to various emotions and sentiments in their 
behaviour Through the prac tice of Au^^oiml-yoga the mind 
is trained to concentrate on a partciuiar psychophysical centre 
and thereby master a particular level of consciousness. But 
this again is a very delicate practice, which can be well 
compared with light rope dancing, requiring a perfect balance 
between the opposites. 

6. The life-centre is the life-source spoken of in verse No. 147 
ante. It is the same as brahma granthi. 

7. That is the brahma raadhra. 

8. J4b41‘S, as already explained, are the tubular vessels. The 
whole body is a network of the att^t-r. But the na^t-r spoken 
of in this context have a special significance in the science of 
yoga. 

9. Su/uflitia is the name given to the central-most na^t that 
proceeds from the end of the spinal column and opens into 
the cerebral aperture The dormant creative energy, when 
awakened in the foundational cycle, rises up along this na^i. 

10. The first three are jupimpa, pihgata and t^S. PihgalB is to 
the right and t^a to the left of sufum^i. PrB^a generally 
flows &ough these two. 
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Sufum^a is the supreme among these three; with Vi50U 
as its presiding deity, it leads to the pathway of liberation. 
It is established in tJie centre of the life-source^ ‘ and is flank¬ 
ed by i</a on the left and pihgais on the right. The vital 

breath moving through i^a and pifigalS is called moon** and 
the sun*®, for they determine iJie movement of time**; but, 
supiin^S destroys*® time. (153 c-155b) 

Sarasvatl'^ and kuha are on the either sides of sufum^S. 
GindhSri and kastijihvU are respectively situated behind and 

in front of/^S; while j&flfa ^nd yasasvinl are similarly*’ situated 
with respect to pihgala. (155c-156) 

Vnvodard, lies in the midst of kuhu and hastijihv^y and 

vUru^l likewise is in the midst of ktJiU SLndyaiasvinl. Payasvinl 

The psychophysical view of genesis presented by the au ihor, point¬ 

ing out the different psychophysical centres and their relation to music 

ends here. An analytical study of this relationship is presented in 

appendix II. It may, however, be observed that ^radStanaya, a con¬ 

temporary of, but somewhat anterior to Sarogadeva, provides us the 

rudiments of the hypothesis incorporating this relationship. He relates 

the seven tones to seven different places located in the body (cf. our 

comments on 8-9 of Section 3) right from the lirakmagranlhi. These 

places roughly correspond to tlie psychophysical centres. It can, therefore, 

be concluded that the line of thought linking musical sound {ihaia nida) 

tp the yogic experience of anihata'nUda already existed in his time. 

11. That is, the brahma-granthi ivi the centre of the body. 

12. Candra of the text. 

13. Bh&skara of the text. 

14. Just as the sun and the moon serve as tlie standards for time, or 
just as time is measured in terms of their movement, so is time 
measured in terms of the movement of the vital breath through 

iad pihgati respectively; for it has been found by yogic 
observation that the breathing process goes on alternatively 
through the right or the left nostril for specihe periods of time. 

15. Sufumni destroys the sense of time (kiU) for when the creative 
power is aroused in the foundational cycle and rises upto the 
thousand-petolled cerebral aperture {bTokma-randhra), all 
duality ceases and there is only oneness in consciousness. 
Time is transcended in eternity. 

16. Cf Arthur Avalon (John Woodroffe): The Serpent Power, 
pp. 113 and 114 for a detailed account of this topic in terms 
of modern anatomy. 

17. That is,/Sfa is located behind and in the front of 
pikgala. 

lies, in between /•Ofa and sanisifati, while sahkhinl exists bet¬ 
ween gUndhUrl and sarasvatl and alambusi is in the midst of 

the life-centre**. (157-159a) 

Now*®, and pingala (extend) upto the tips of the 

left and the right nostrils respectively, and kuhU to the front 
of the genitals.*® Sarasvatl extends upto the tongue, while 
gSndharl is set by the back (of the body). Hastijihvn runs from 
the left eye to the toes** of the left foot; while vdru^l pervades 
the entire body; on the other hand, yasasvinl extends from 
the toe** upto tlie right foot; wJiile visvodarH pervades the 
whole body. Sahkhinl extends upto the left ear and /rflfa upto 

the right eye, while payasvinl is extended to the extremity of 
the right ear. Alambnsa stands coiled around the root of the 

anus. (159b-163b) 

E. Conclusion ; The value of music for enjoyment 
(bhukti) and for enlightenment {mukti). (163c-168ab) 

Such is tlie body, a heap of filtli surrounded by impuri¬ 

ties of all sorts; and yet intelligent people utilise it as a means 
for worldly enjoyment and for salvation (163c-164b) 

The purport of the au Ihor seems to point out that the physical 

body Is so full of impurities and is a breeding ground for disease and 

decay, yet intelligent people do not discard it on that account; the 

18. The same as the life-source, called brakmagranthi. 

19. From verse No. 159 (bed) to 163 »ab) the extension of the 
respective nhdl-s is described. 20 Literally, penis. 

21. AhguftM of the text refers to the thumb. 
22. As hastijihoA runs from the left eye to the toe in the left foot, 

one might well expect in keeping with the law of symmetry in 
natuie, that corresponding to it, ITaiasvinl should run from 
the right eye to the toe in the right foot; the present descrip¬ 
tion, at any rate, sounds cryptic. 
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5T gsinc i 

«Th?9rR<ni^n| 

ift sfq »RhC3:«Rirt qom? 

cR«ii<<i^nniq«M ^cmfcigKdi sf^vPT | 

’W fepqcft ll^^vsll 

^rqfeqfimifunntfm gr^ginfe|gdiH i 

The pursuit of the manifest' (sagui/a) leads to worldly 
enjoyment and the meditation of the unmanifest” {nirgu^a) 
leads to salvation. (164cd). 

wise do not, due lo the imperfections of the body, hate it and grow 

indiiTereiit to its proper upkeep and care ; on the contrary, they find 

in it a suitable means, not only for enjoying life in' this world, but also 

foe saving their souls in the other world as well, io., for gaining 

immortality,~the final beatitude. —-- 

The author further makes it clear that Life or Divinity may be 

conceived either as manifest and conditioned from the indi^idu .1 view¬ 

point, i.e, delimited in time-space, or as absolute, non-dual reality from 
the universal point of view. 

He further informs that the individuars point of view, delimited 

in time-space as it is, leads to worldly enjoyment. The word, 

'enjoyment’, i. e., b/mkli is neutral and comprehends both pleasure and 

pain, delight and sorrow, all the pairs of opposites in feeling, knowing 

and willing; bhtilai in fact is experience. Thu he calls the pursuit of 

the manifest, i e., conditioned reality which implies the unmanifest, the 

unconditioned. Meditation of the unconditioned, the unmanifest 

Brahman without any attributes, without any specific conditions ti»»ids to 
freedom, to perfection, to spiritual emancipation. 

A reference may, in this context, be invited to BhaUa NSyaka's 
concept of bkoga, explaining aesthetic experience being subjectively 

as well as objectively true and yet free from the limitations of individu- 

ality. Thus, in his view, the efiective operation of the media lies 

1. Literally, Brahman with attributes implying conditioned 
existence. 

Brahman imolvine unconditioned 

Contemplation attainable through one-pointed concen¬ 
tration of attention is not conveniently within the reach of 
people®; therefore, under the circumstances®, the sages take 
resort to the easier means of worshipping the unmanifest 
natfe®, by tlie procedure laid down by the preceptors. Even 
that, being devoid of emotional colour®, does not interest the 
(common) people. (165-166) 

in their efficiency to liberate the subjective self well as the object 

presented from the limitations of personality. From this ooint of view 

music being an auditory an, has greater advanta(>es than other art 

media. Music is truly a universal language and therefore is capable of 

being used as a medium not only of aesthetic experience but also of 

spiritual experience. Indeed, music has been used as a powerful instru¬ 

ment for spiritual and religious awakening, specially in India. The 

author is stressing the point (as also in the next \erse) that even though 

all human endeavour may culminate in the awakening of the unmanifest 
{annkata) iid^/a within, it can best be achieved through the pursuit of the 

manifest i.e,, through the cultivation of musical arts 

which cater to the individual, the social and the spiritual good of 

humanity at the inutorial and the spiritual levels at the same lime. 

Now» it has been stated in the previous verse that devotion to tlie 

manifestation of deity or the manifest deity leads to worldly experience; 

while, one-pointed aileiiiion hxed upon ibc unmanifest, the atuibuteless, 

unconditioned Brahman leads lo linal ein incipatioti. With regard to 

worldly experience as well, the goal ultimately is to rise above need for 

further experience and be iVee from limitations of every sort. The 

intelligent people as it has been said, make use of the body as a means 

of gaining experience as well as salvation. Experiencing the sense 

objects and their pursuit is open to all and is aUu within the reach of 

almost all the human beings, but salvation is attained, as far as our 

text is concerned, by contemplating the formless, the limitless reality; 

and that is not approachable by all, even though that is the accepted 

goal of all human existence. It is not possible for everybody to meditate 

upon the attributelcss Brahman, because it requires one-pointed cooceaN 

ration of mind to be held without the aid of a visible object. It requires 

a code of self-discipIinc without any external stimulus or any other 
source of inspiration. 

3* Ordinary people are meant»i. e., the average human being. 
4. Since the direct approach is beyond the reach of an average 

human being» in such a case. 
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Now, therefore, we shall tloscribe the creative process^ 
of the manifest sound, which (expoun^ through (tJic concept 
of) smti elc.“, the entire subj^t matter'•* of music wliich is 
the means of peoples’ amusement as well as of attaining 

Considering Uiese diflicuiiies, ii:t* sagt^s haw discovered a technique 

of attaining liberation through the tneclitaiioii of the iininanirest n&i///, 

t. e.^ the primordial sound which is h*>ard inside the head if carcAilIy 

listened to with an unburdened inind. 'Phis sound is produced without 

any contant of matter^ i. without any frietton; it is natural and 

spontaneous and that is why it is called annhata (nastruck). 

But even this is found to be of little interest by corntnon people 

because this sound is pure and iintinged by (nnotional colour and there¬ 

fore uninteresting to tJiem. That is precisely why music iiecoines more 

useful and a treatise on the science of music necessary, so that people 

can easily cultivate both the ends of life, vi'4», experience ol the world 

and salvation from its limitations chrougli a pleasant and a convenient 

means like music which is universally approved and considered 

attractive. 

In the preceding verse (I6C) iIk* author has elucidated the insur* 

mountable difficulties involved in approaching the formless absolute 

reality by one-pointed concentration ol attention; and also in worshipping 

the tmmanifest nUda by the technique o(nt^ddnusandhum. Therefore, the 

utility of music as a mass-entertainer of the people and as a means of 

salvation approachable by the common folks without effort is brought 

out by the author as the prominent characteristic feature of the manifest 

sound, i.e., ^hata ndda; it serves as a means of enjoyment in this world 

and of liberation from the limitations of wordly existence which is 

burdened with limitations of personality and the interplay of the oppo* 

sites. In short, that is bow the author introduces the subject proper 

and Justifies his attempt at expounding the science of music. 

Furthermore, iha manner of bis exposition, he assures his readers 

al the very outset^ is to be such as to include the elucidation of such 

7, The word uipaiti of the text generally means creation, it does 
not mean production* It does not necessarily involve perso¬ 
nal will. 

8. Etc* refers to other important concepts such as jitii, iUrta, 
kQtat^my svara, mUreckand^ grnma and so on. 

9« The word ge^am of the text literally means all that is worthy 
of being sung, but it comprehends all music by implicationi 
as is obvious from the context. 

freedom from the limitations of existence^®, and also we 
shall investigate into its'^ being the origin of sruti etc* (167- 

I68b)* 

10* The word existence has been used here in the sense of 'worldly 
life% i.e., everyday existence of an average human being 
which is limited by innumerable factors of environment and 
complicated by the interplay of the opposites, as compared to 
the life of full comprehension, of unlimited freedom and 
tranquillity. 

11. *Its' refers to manifest sound* 
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^ p" Section 3 I 

N&da, Sraci and Svara / 

A, Mda --- 

(i) Muda-brahman-^a^ its worship (upSsani) : (1-2) 

We' (^rship^^a</a-4rflAma/i, that incomparable^ bliss 
which is immahehr in all the creatures as intelligenceW(^ 

The/ benediciory vend is addressed appropriately to f^a<fa»^raAmaB. 

The author, having described tiic genesis and the structu^^ir human 

embodiment, wliicb is the instrument of voice production, now turns to 

give a detailed treatment of voice, its cunstituent elements and other 

s^liss 

1. The use of plural is signilicant. ‘We^ includes the author and 
the readers, and the construction is suggestive of the expres¬ 
sion, Met us worship^ Jfada^brohman. 

2. The bliss which is one without the second, which is incompara¬ 
ble, absolute, i. e., not relative. takes *adoU\yam* as directly 
qualifying /f&da-brahman. 

3* CcitOfffam sarvabhQt&nUm literally means the sentience in all the 
creatures* It has already been explained that Nada-brahman 
refers to the undifferentiated state of manifestation and as such 
it is all-pervading, without any limitations of individuation. 
CsfCoit^ is the essence of *being^ without implying any 
opposite. Sentience,^ for example, implies inert matter as 
noo*senti^ce« It is in this light that Caiiat^a has been trans¬ 
lated as intelligence. Caitoiffa is the life-essence inherent in 
-.11 #tMb -«rAatiirei. 

Seciion 3 : l^ada, ::>ruti aau 

is manifest^ in the phenomenon of this universe. (1) 

Indeed, through the worship of n^da* are worshipped 
gods (like) Brahma, Vis^u and ^iva, since essentially they 
are one® with it’. (2) 

related matters; in the words of having dealt with the producer, 

the author now proposes to deal with the product. 

We have already come across the concepts of fiajfl[^(LI.I & 1.2. 

1-3 ante) and Brahman (12 4-5)i and here we are confronted with the 

concept otNiida brahman. The commentacors explain it grammatically 

as *nlida toa Brahman\ i e ^ n^da is itself Brahman^ or it may also be inter¬ 

preted as *ndida is Brahman-Wk^^, If nhda is taken as an adjective to 

Brahman, then it will qualify the word Brahman^ in which sense inter¬ 

prets nUda as an object of superimposition of Brahman which takes place 

due to the common character of both, viz , sentience. How is it that 

nhda is taken to be sentient ? *K* would say, as he actually does, that 

nUda is the object to which the sentience of Brahman is lent by superim¬ 

position. But, the grammatical approac*« is likely to be misleading; 

for, though n^ida and Brahman are two words representing two different 

concepts,jho-^ordMjrfl</a'i7T7/rwi5^^ is a compound word representing^ 

a single concept, viz.. Brahman manifest as nada* I'hus Uiada tva Brahman* ^ 

may be understood in this light. __^ 

The commentators have offered a double interpretation, i. e., from 

the point of view of Brahman and n^da. But obviously such an endea¬ 

vour does not seem to be necessary. 

4. As intelligence and bliss, Nikda^brahman is immanent in all the 
beings. 'I'liis iminaneiice indic.ites the st:iie of tion-diflferentia- 
tion, which is manifest in the differentiated consciousness as 
the universe in the ndationship of the seer and the seen, the 
subject and the object Moreover, nada as the primordial 
sound having space or ether as its base is the subtlest of all the 
elements and precedes them in the order of manifestation. 
Thus Kada-brahman is the cause of the manifest universe. 
rightly points out tliat n ida is the source of frali-r, letters and 
words, etc., on which is based the conduct of worldly affairs* 
The world and the events taking place in it are perceived in 
the consciousness as name and form only; there is no wonder 
therefore, ifit inJida) is credited, erroneously though in the ulti¬ 
mate analysis to be the very substratum of the manifest universe. 
But, such an interpretation becomes unnecessary if Nuda- 
brahman is taken to be a single concept and is not split into 
nUda and Brahman. 

5. /fuda implies Nnda*hrahman in this context. 
6. The word Uadbimaknb* of the text literally would mean that 

gods Brahmft, Vi^on and Siva have nada as their essence. 
7. implies nada. 
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*K* brings out the purport as under : **nUda^ which is synonymous 

with adjr, being the energy of Brdiman^ is inseparably close to it and 

therefore propitiation of niida leads to the attainment of Brahman as one 

desirous of obtaining the lustre of a jewel attains the jewel along with 
it/* The main burden of his comments is shared by two of his 

considerations! viz , his interpretation from the non*dualistic Vedantic 

point of view and his anxiety to show that devotion to nUda can also 

lead to the spiritual emancipation of the soul, i e.» the pursuit of music 
not only has economic and aesthetic value but also spiritual value^ viz, 
mok^Q^ the highest endeavour {ptiTU$tifiha) of mankind; the argument 
being that scientific knowledge of iruti etc. leading to the understanding 
of the phenomenon of music, bestows the insight necessary for the 
attainment of the absolute. 

-"tficidt-ntally, nUda may be drfil^renuateldlro^ ^The concept f 

of sound is purely objective, but nnda is not merely an object of the* 

sense of hearing. The concept of nUda refers to the perception in which 

the su^ect and the object is not differentiated. In other words, Nuda- 

brahman implies the undifferentiated state of manifestation, which 

cannot be translated into the terms of the differentiated consciouiness* 

This point of view can also be approached in a different way. Names 

generally are considered to refer to objects of perception perceived by 

or perceivable by a subject-thus implying a subject object relationship. 

But the r<^erend of names may not be an object, for according to some, 
what we perceive is the modifications in our consciousness ; we have no 

access to the objects except through tlie thought-forms of the mind. 

'1 hus names ultimately refer to forin> of consciousness and therefore 

every word implies in its meaning not only the form perceived by the 

senses but also the substance which finally is consciousness. Thus the 
word nJida also implies consciousness, for otherwise it cannot be 
meaningful. .Accordingly, the function of the tyord is to awaken a 
particular form in the consciousness and N^da^brahman signifies 
undifferentiated consciousness. 

Worship is an act of devotion, and the incomparable bliss of nnda 

is the ultimate source of all such inspiration, ^'he gods iimhma, Vi^ouV 

“and iiva in the puranic mythology represent the three aspects of the \ 

manifestation of Brahman into the phenomenon of the universej viz., 

creation, preservation and destruction;, the three being the part and 
parcel of a single movement, called &akti or the energy or th^ greajiue 

^wer of This enemy is also called^i^or iabda^ i. e., the 

Word, or the para vnk as puts it. In the first stage of manifestation 
the energy involved in Brahman evolves into undifferentiated conscious¬ 
ness which is called Nada-brahman in our text and accordingly the three 
gods named above are the three aspects in which the energy separates 
in the manifestation. Nnda*brahman is also known ^ 

—So, emntidily the gods Brahma, Vi^ou and iSiva, being the aspects 
of the same deity, are one with itdia. 

Section ^ : l^iada, brui> ana .^Vitra 

(ii) ^ 

(ii) The process of the irianifestation of sound in thp human 
body. (3-4) ---- 7 

Desirous of speech ^he individuated being' impels the 

mind» and the mind activates the battery of power* stationed 
in the body, which in its turn stiijuilatcs the vital force*. The 
vital force stationed around the root of tjje'^vel, rising 

upwards^ gradually manifestsW/rtV iu the the heart, 
the throat, the cerebrum and^e cavity oTTtlie mouth as it 
passes through them. (3-4) 

Now, the author proceeds to describe tlie process of voice produc¬ 

tion (i. c., the manifestation of ihata^nitla). Desire for self-expression 

is the motive power that initiates the process into action. Why there 

is the desire for self-expression is a metaphysical qui-siioii and one can 

probably look for its answer to the beiiediclt»ry vers**; but, the author h 

not, at the monietii, concerned with that. As lar as the individual, 

which is the iiiediuin of voice production is concerned, desire for self- 

expression is discerned to be the cause olspi.-ech; and therefore of singing 

i. e., music and even dance as it is included in the concept of 

It is notable thai uptil now the word nitJa was signilying unmanifest 

sound; but, herefrom it obviously sigiiilics manifest sound. It has 

already been said that nada is twofold, viz., uniiunifest and manifest 

(cf S. R. i.2.1-3 ante). Fuihennore, the word is now being detined in 

the context of music. 

1. The word tUmau is dillicult to translate into English due to the 
various shades of meaning attaclied to it in the different 
schools of Indian philosophy and cultural strata of soci ety. 
In the present context the word Oltnan is used as a dimuniiive 
for ./tr.i/ma, i. c., individuated being or differentiated cons¬ 
ciousness. a • • 

2. K«A«ioftbeiext literally means lire, but that is fagurative in 
the present context. 

3. Pr&va is translated as vital force. 
4. The region below the navel pertains to anihata^nada, i. e., the 

uninanifest sound (cf ‘.S* on 1 3-6). ^ 
5. Now, since the concept of nada has been clearly explained, it 

will be misleading to translate it as sound. 
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(Hi) 

gcjtsjBZW i 

?fef ^ win?! lun 

(iii) Fivefold tadn (5) 

Stationed in these five places^ nada takes on five difiTer* 
ent names as associated with them respectively, viz., 
extremely^su^e*, subtle*, loud®, not-so-loud* and artifi* 

(5) -- 

‘S' quotes Mataiiga who gives slightly a difTerent set of nomenria* 

ture, viz., subtle, very subtle, manifest, unroanifest and ariiHcial. It is 

signiiicant that our author has reversed the order of the first two; and 

the reason is not far to seek. Maiai'iga says that the Mda called subtle 

resides in the cave (i.e., the navel), very subtle in the heart, manifest in 

the throat, unmanifest in the the cerebrum and artificial in the mouth. 

It is not clear why Matai'iga should locate the very-subtle nida in the 
heart: for the natural order of manifestation upto the throat is such 

that the lower the place the less manifest the nida must be ‘I he progress 

should be from the subtlest to the gross. Accordingly our author seems 

to have represented the correct notion (cf. S. Raj. II. I.l 17 which 

follows SR). 
‘S' would like us to follow the order indicated by .Vlatanga, but 

he does not assign any reasons for that; neither he seems to perceive any 

controversy or a difference of opinion between the two authors. It may 

therefore be inferred that, he takes the difference of the order in question 

as caused by the poetic convenience and not worthy of an) serious atten* 

tion. That is why he innocently suggests Matai'iga's order to be the 
true one. 

Incidentally, cerebrum is the highest point of Ra<fa*manifestation; 

and just as it (nida) is very subtle at the lowest point; so also it is diffi» 

cult of perception at the highest point, being at the other extremity of 

the producing instrument; that is why it is characterised as ‘ not>so>Ioud' 

or unmanifest. 

Atisikpna of the text. 
Sftkftaa of the text. 
Puf ^ of the text is suggestive of strength, in other words that 
which has gained in volume. 
Apttf(a of the text. —i 
Kftnma of the text. It is so named because sound, after being I 
produced through the vocal chords, is modified in the mouth r 
by the tongue, the teeth, the lips, etc., and thereby loses its \ 
natural texture. —O 

113 Section 3 : Nsda, &rutl and Svara 

(iv) 

sfisr: n^n 

(iv) The derivation of tada 

is understood* that the syllable* na (of nada) repre¬ 

sents the vital force and d<t* represents fire; thus being 
produced^ by the interaction® of the vital force and fire it is 

. called nada. (6) ^.-' 
r'" 

Tlii*^ verse gives the derivation of the world nUda* In Sanskrit two 

types of derivations are offered^ viz. (i) grammaticalicalled vjnUpaiii and 

(ii) what may be called in English ^8emantic^ u Cn, nimkii; and here what 

we are oflTered is a semantic derivation^ which is partly related^to 

the tantfic system. points out that according to the science of tanira, 

every seed-syllable thxjhk^ara) of a mantra has a presiding deity« and in 

that context the letters it and d refer to Prttna and Agni, i. the vital 

force and fire. The word ntLda is derived grammatically by ‘S' as that 

which is produced by the consonants n and d put together. 

Thu8» the word nUda is signifleant^ both grammatically and seman* 

tically and is indicative of signifying the consequence of the intgeacUon 

of vital force and fire^ which is Ihe 'consciousness of sound', ^ 

Maiahga derives the word nde/e from the root [naiyrto sounjiHn 

addition to the semantic derivation given by our auaitK whoiw pre¬ 

ferred to give the latter alone as it explains the process of voice pro¬ 

duction. 

I. If literally translated, it would read, ''(they) knew^', 'they' 
being implied in the nunkber and the person of the verb^ 
form used. They refer, as perceived by 'K', to tantric 
experts. 

2« Literally, "the letter n and the letter dV 

3* The idea of representation is not explicit in the text but is 
definitely implied in the context. 

4. Produced as a consequence of the union of the vital-force and 
fire. 

5, Literally it would read as 'union*| but the union is an action. 

a 
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(v) ftvn 

tfi«s TfS^ ^ cIT^ IIVSII 

(v) The|threefbld nSda in music, j __ _ _ _ 

However, in actual practice* it* is threefold, called 
mandra^ in the heart, madhya* in the throat, and /arc* in the 

head and is successively double (in pitch). (7) 

The author has already spoken of a fivefold classification of n(kda 
based on ibe location spots in the l)ody in verse 3 (ante)* Here^ he 

opens the verse with 'however^ indicating that the threefold classified* 

tion ofnadn into the Mow*, the ^medium* and the *high* is presented 

notwithstanding the earlier classification, as this one is devised from 

la purely practical point of view. As the coinoientators have pointciT 

out^ the practical point of view relates to the practice of singing etc., 

i* e., to musical performance; and therefore, the function of this 

classification is to be clearly distinguished from the earlier one^ which 

i^more or less of a theoretical value. 

The same nada, when produced from the heart is called mandta^ 
when produced from the throat is called madhja and tvhen produced 

through the head, i* e., the cerebrtiin, it is known tdra, and each 

successive nddtt is double (in pitch) than the preceding one, i. e., the 

three aspects stand in the ratio of 1:2:4. ‘K* gives another significant 

interpretation for this idea. According to him, if the effort involved 

in the articulation of fadja and the other notes of the lower register 

{mandra) is taken as the standard unit measure, then the effort involved 

in producing iadja and the other notes of the middle register is twice as 

much and the effort required for producing the same notes of the high 

register (tura) is double than that (i. e., that of the middle). That is 

how madhya is double the mandra and fflra is double the madhya* 

1. Vyarmh^ra is conduct, i. o., actual practice; in this context 
i. e., the tonal aspect of music. 

2. ^It* refers to nd^da. 

3. Mandra literally means Mow*. 

4. Madhya literally means ^medium* in this context. 

5. Thra literally means *htgh^ 

SecUon 3 : Nada, ^nid and Svara 

’a. 

(i) « ft:, q 

qcir: 1 

Iiqii 

sj^ewt <nscn^: i 
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^ fWT ?fWr yfegtrqillld4dl I 
6. Sruti 

(i) SruU and its number (8-lOb) 

IS differentiated into twentytwo grades which 
^ecause of their audibility^, are known as sruti-s*. (Sab) 

It IS believed* tha^ closely associated with the two 

upward nSdl-s‘ in thefheartjthereare twentytwo nadhs placed 
By this time It would have been clear that the term niJa is 

increasingly being used In a specific sense. Whereas nada slKnilics in thP" 

general sense, the consciousness of sound, here Urmeaning has been 

rwtricted to musical sound. In this sense, it has been said in the pre-" 

vibrnr wtiserOiat nAda is of tbree_typ^, with reference to the place of 

say. Now.l^^Ta is’ 
nifther dpameuished into twentytwo varieties, produced by itveiuyiwo 
upwar^atl^each of the heart, the throat and the cerebrum. 

WfiSrts important to note is that tt^tytwo variations, grades or 

J*®®® "cognised in tbe/scdj) The twentytwo nadt-s,, 

/ ^ “ dealing with the manifest (aAala) 
^ (H—therefore nada means music^ sound. 

hearing of the text literally means ‘on account of 

3* JnatTS literally could be rendered as *audibles‘. 

4. The word*mfl/^* of the text has been literally translated here 
as It s.-eins to have been so used. But sometimes it is not 
necessarily so used, it is otherwise used in the sense of “it is 

__ known” or "it u considered." 

lX 5. *K* interprets the word nadl of the text as indicative of dual 
^ accofdwgly names them aa 

singular and accordingly identifies jt 
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obliquely*, and twentytwo’ sruti-s successively higher and 
higher in pitch, are produced by the force of wind acting 

"up^ them. (8c«9) x 

Similarly, twentytwo stuti-s are discerned in the throatf 

as well as in the cerebrum*. (lOab) 

however, have not as yet been identified in terms of modern physiology 

or anatomy. Nevertheless, the concept of relating twentytwo /mli-r to 

twentytwo nBdl*t is not confined to ^Sri'igadeva but is shared by at least 

one more author known to us, viz., ^Srad&tanaya who is a conterapo* 

rary of ihe author. He not only relates twentytwo iruti-s with twentytwo 
na^t-s branching off from the central «a^», viz., sufumpa in the region of 

the heart but he further relates them to thejeyen place^of pronouncing 

letters of alphabet, viz., the throat, palate, lips, cerebrum and teeth 

MtEeFlndependently or from more than one place put together. "I'hus 

he goes on to relate the seven tones to these places of pronunciation 

assigning to them the number of cqual^o_thcjJumberjifjheir 

fru/i-r. The whole theory is illustrated in the following chart: 

svara^s and varna^sih^fws 

Place of pronun- 1 No. of 1 Name of No. 
cialion the note o( 

jattached' produced /m/i-jr 

“ \2 3 4 5 

Remarks 

fhroat Sadja 4 Compare SaiigUamaka* 

fftabha 3 randa (1.11*12) fur the 

GendhSra 2 relatiomliip of col. 2 

and 4 

Madhjama _4_^ 

Pancama ^ 

Being produced from 

five places it is called 
pancama 

Dhaimta 3 

Mifada 2 Total no of initf-r 22 

(Chart—1) 

it as 'crosswise*. Literally it also*means 

^the palate 

The centre of 4 
cerebrum 

Teeth, throat, cere* 4 

brum* palate & lips 
Throat & palate 3 

Throat & lips 2 

horizontal. 
The number twentytwo is not repeated here in the text, but 
the expression ^ofthc same number* is used. 
The throat and the cerebrum are the other two places from 
which nada finds voice; along with the heart these three refer 
to the three registers, 

Section 3 : Nada, ^ruti^and Svara U # 

In other words, he relates not only the iruti^s but also the svata^s to 
the And alternatively, he also presents another theory according 

to which the seven soara^s (notes) are related to the seven supportive 

tissues (Jidfii-r) in the body, viz., serum, blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow 

and semen. The theory seems to rest on the contention that the internal 

heat (i}|ind) of the tissues in conjunction with prdna gives rise to the 

seven tones through different dkamanUs (arteries) that are associated Co 

the particular tissues in the same number as that of the/ruti-r of the 

particular tones which they produce. Thus the number of dhamanUs 
associated with the production of the seven notes through the seven 

supportive tissues is also twentytwo. 

In this way both the theories seek to present physiological evidence 

to support the^ view that tlie total number of Jruti^s is 22 cmly (cf. 

Bhnvaprakiiiattamt pp. I84*188). The following detail of the topics dealt 

with gives an idea of the subject matter; 

**The creation of nilda and the letters of alphabet—the places of 

pronouncing the IctterS'^22 nnijil-s as related to these places—the seriatim 

production of n^da^ sruti and soara^xhe rise of seven notes from seven 

places—the smra-s and the supporting tissues 22 dhamanl^s etc/* The 

following chart shows the relation of itrara-r and the supportive tissues 

according to the above theory. ^ 

Spara^s as related to dhaiu-s (supportive tissues) 

S.No. Dkaitt 1 
1 No. , of supporting! Location of the 

1 ' Svara dhanumUs j substratum 

• f 3
 

Semen $a4ja 4 Brahma-gra^hi 
(centre of the body) 

Marrow Iffabha 3 Navel 
3 Bone Gdndltdita 2 Heart 
4 Fat Madhyama 4 Throat 
5 Flesh Pancama 4 Root of palate 
0 Blood Dhaivata 3 Cerebrum 
7 Skin Jfi^nda 2 Stthttsrira 

(Chart— 2) 

It may be kept in mind that these tones are related to the beat 
(resident fire) of the above tissues and not the tissues themselves. The 
related dhamanUs arc supposed to feed the tissues concerned and the 

tones produced are the modifications of nitda thst is produced primarily 

in the sufum^U. 

Thus it will be seen that the relation of 22 and the seven 

tones with the nal^^s is not without a scientific basis. However, the 
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fundamental basis of this theory b to be found in the intimate knowledge 

/ of the kun4(dinl*yo^a and ianira. But it b clear that the nhaia*nUda {the 

nmnifest sound) b conceived here to be a modification of the nuda 

residing in the centrabmost na(/l, vii^ m/umeid and is manifested through / 

the tban>ranch off fromTt. 

This perspective^ifords greater understanding of the releyance 

of the entire spectrum of subjects dealt with in the Section entitled—*the 

Human Embodiment.' --- j 

The word iruii is derived from the root to hear; iblis iruit b ’ 

that which b *heard\ In other words, intti is the name given to that 
range of sound which is audible Since twentytwo such sounds are 

perceived in each of the three registers, it is also implied that an audible 

sound in order to be called a iruti should also be capable of individual 

perception and recognition, and therefore of being reproduced. 

opines th^ audibility is~common to tones as well as /nih'-r; so, that b 

not sulBcient to characterise it properly. He, therefore, suggests that 

when the sound breaks on the first StroW it is free from resonance in the ] 

^fint insist. Thus according to is that audible sound whichJs / 

ntee IronTresonance. The point that he seems to be making b that / 

-ittdiJsLesseiUia^ly This view is obviously base^ 

on the distinction drawn between Iruifand ^vara by the author (vide 

24c-25b) while defining the latter. However, this characteristic of Jruli 

that categoricaUv disUnKUishS^ from soara was first (pointTd by 

Abhinavagupta_jyh^defines as, ^‘the sound that is (produced) by 

the influenced the sound arising as a result of striking (:^ vibrating 

string) at a iruti^sthUna (the—postion of a iruti) and is (thus< essentially 

resonating, sweet and (Vqyam tu irutisthnnubhighMaprablmaiab* 

daprabhUvito anurananJltnnmgdlMJi madhufa!^ iobda eva svara ili uakf^^maL |_ 

(cf. Abh. Bh, on N. S., G. O. S. IV, p. 11). 

In this definition it be observed that when iruti is referred^ to as 

having a sthana (a particular position in the scale) it implies a certain 

pitch relation and the word no longer is used in its literal sense of audi» 

ble sound. This sound which b^^uced by striking a vibrating string 

at a ^ven point b not resonatingpn tne first tnstan^ but is capaUejof, 

^eating resonance in that string. * ihat tne word Trw/i^ad a reference 

to pitch relation from very^^ly times, b indicated by an aphorism of i 

PaoinI (500 B. C.), ^^Ekairuti d&rUt satnbudd/iau^* (1.2.33), i. e.^^a ^1_ 1— 
?from a dbtance {in vocative) b (perceived as) ekairuti. The word ekafruii I 
b defined by Patafijali as the non-distinction of the tone-triad (traisvi^iya, 

u e.,udatta, anudnUa and swita) in perception. Thus, Abhinavagupta 

'iMde the distinction between the general and the particular meaning of 

the iruti both at the conceptual and the perceptual leveb. ^GonceptuSl^ 

Section 3 : Nada, i^ruii^and Svara 

tile sruii*s are twentytwo as twentytwo definite positions in the scale 
of seven notes, but (perceptually the iruti s are non«rcsonant primary 

manifestations of musicilhsotiM, antecedent to the production of tones. 

It is this sort of thinking that is abridged by Sariigadeva in his definition ^ 

otsvara referred to above, which KallinStha has expounded. 

In this context it is wortbwhiltj^ t^ point outfthat in the hbtory of 

the concept of /ni/t, we come across discussions regarding the number of 

iruti-s and one of the views is that the number of iruti^s js infinite, and 

in that case audibility seems to bo the only characteristic of irutu But 

if the number is limited then other characteristics are relevant. 

*S^ quotes Matafiga who has discussed this topic at some length. 

He derives the word iruti, grammatically from the root Vm* to hear^ 

and speaks of imti as the audible sound, and therefore essentially one. 

Pie (Matafiga) further quotes Vi^vavasu who declares the same 

one iruti to be twofold, i. e , the one pertaining to the normal tones of 

the scale and the other pertaining to the intervening tones (i. e., 

antara-gandhara and kukall-ni^Hdat lo be explained later). However, 

this distinction is not of any value, what is notable is that he also defines 

iruti as the audible sound. He (Matafiga) also mentions the view 

according to which iruti is considered to be (threefold/ and he describes 

two such sclioolsi viz., those who base their argument on the three 

places^f voice, i e.,|the-ihrce“T5gtSTe^ and those who base their view 

on the threefold percepluaFlasensirivity {indriyavaigun^)^ Such uben-^ 

sitivity is explained in these terms : (a) that which is presented as the 

natural response of the organism to the situation ; (b) that which b 

caused by the emotional imbalance of ovcr-actjvity or dullness ; and 

(c) that which is consequent upon taking improper food and drink. 

Then he alscfpoimT^t the view according to which iruti is /fourftj^ 

and this view is based on the fourfold condition of the body, vizlT^lhe 

respective predominance of wind, bile and phlegm and the combined 

derangement of the three (cf. S. R. I. 2.71c ante). However, as 

points out, these varieties are spoken of with reference to the over-alt 

quality of voice which includes timbre, volume and pitch-range. Thu 

classification is primarily applicable to the jtroduction of voice in the \ 
himuin organ bm._ ____—-_c 

The only classification based on the pitch of the notes, divides 

them into three categories (i) having 4 iruti-interval, (ii) with 3 iruti- I 

interyaLand (tit) wjth 2 /riifi-interval. ' As we shair have dicT occasion 

to see later, there are three notes in the first category comprbing 

12 ini/t-r, two in the second comprbing 6 /niti-x and two in the third 

comprbing 4 /nih-x, making 22 in all in the scale of seven notes known 

ned 

‘K> , 

-alt 
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(ii) 

met Orwi u^om 

*wi «n?: ^n%!f I 

craW^^ifd^'^u: n?^, ?nf mum 
(ii) The fourfold string movement {catul^-sirQt^d)\ lOc-22 

^ “For their clear' exposition we are to demonstrate them 
\ on a pair of vl^U-s. Two vl^a-s with twcntytwo strings each^ 

may be produced similar^ in every respect to sound^ alike> 

""as fadja^grUma^ Thus, there are 9 iruti^s in ibis view whichji^ attributed 

to the flutists who are required to provide appropriatefor pro¬ 

ducing all the notes by partial and full openings. Mataug^lso quotes 
Bharata to support the threefold classifleation of notes on which is based 

the ninelpld iruiL The concept of 9 iruti^s is related to the triad of 

notes and not the heptad. Then he puts forward some other views 

along with Kohala who says, *'somc maintain twcntytwo as the number 

of while others, (in view of three registers) consider it to be 

sixtysix, but others think it to be infinite/* 

We have already dealt with the view of the infinity of iruti-s as 

untenable. The number sixtysix is admitted on the ground that there 

is a diflTerence in the pitch of the notes of the three registers ; and 

therefore their Jruti^s should also be considered to De different. However, 

as 'S* argues, this is not a fundamental or categorical difference as the 

notes of the three registers as well as their iruii^s are recognised to be 

the same, ^hus the view holding twentytwo as tnc number of ^^-7^ 

hold good and ^ftrAgadeva seems to have settled this question once for i 

all, since after him this number is taken for granted* ^ —-j 

^ To sum up, is that audible sound which at the conceptual 

level is capable of being individually perceived, recognised and repro¬ 

duced and at the perceptual level is|frge~‘fl^rarfesonanc^ such fru/t-i are 

-twentytwo in number, and arMbtfsame in all the three registers/* This 

is the twofold technical mflHnng of the word iruii apart from Which, 

the word simply means—*that which is heard*, i e., 'the audible*. The 

Sanskrit word Iruii is rendered into English by some as 'microtone*. 

1. The minute iruii intervals are not easily discernible withoutj 
being systematically demonstrated; and aincA it U difficult tpjt 
do so vocally, plna-r are presfled-intn 

2. Similar in every detail of manufacture, and the test of their 
similarity lies in the resulting identity of the sound produced 
by them. 

sir: I 

3reai|1?rt fgdhiraT, qeuiftsq | 

ii^Jtii 

fqqr^ 11^^lI 

fecftqrat, fsr^qr i 

g cRUT |lt(»H 

fq: I 

q?rmt ^ Midi 

wxm i 

«r/d5q9W[iqfqt q^q1qilld1 HUM 

l5qE| l 

^rrrqiqr qqqt ii^ou 

fqqirq § fqqfNr fnWT: 5PiIR | 

qirqtqr II^III 

rftqnnfqimf srn^ i 

anr: qr 5 q q»iqqq»'qq*l ll^^ll 

The first* string may be so fixed as to produce the lowest® 
possible sound, and the second one in order to sound a little 

4. 'K* thinks that the string fixed so as to be the nearest in the 
the approach of the plaver is^e-^t string. 

5. r Here we arc concerned with mtrt^Hound and not merely with 
I sound Therefore, the lo^W-pomble sound implies that the 
I string should be stretchednot only to make an audible sound 
\ but to make the somidwhich is the lowest and also capable of 
jjesoujiding.^M^S^puts it, the sound thus produced should be 

n deligEn^ -- 
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bit* higher than that, maintaining continuity in between the 
two iruti’S and disallowing any intervening audible sound. 
Thus, the strings fixed one below the other are successively' 
of higher and higher pitch, and the sound produced by them 
is known as ‘iru/i” (10c-13b) ' 

To establish the notes on the two vlffS^s let fa^je whicfi~ 
is of four iruti - measure, be fixed on the fourth string; ffabha 
of three imh-measure on the third string as counted from tlie 
fifth*; gSndhSra o( two rVutt-measure on the second string 
from the eighth*'; tnadhyama of four iru/i-measure on the 
fourth string from the tenth^®; pancama also of four sru/i- 
measure on the fourth string from the fourteenth''; dhaivata 
of three iru/t*>measure on the third string from the eighteenth'* 

. and niflUbi of two rn</z*measure on the second string from the 
twenty^rst.'® (13c-17a) _ 

Let one of these two be kept invariable'* and 
the other one as variable'*; and in the latter, one may 
move'* the strings. (17b-d) 

In the first movement, the seven notes of the variable 
have to be brought over'* by the experts'* to the 

6. The expression 'a little bit' is explained forthwith in the text 
that follows inuoediately, i. e. to the extent that no other 
sound intervenes and the continuity in hearing Is maintained. 

7. The twentytwo strings fixed in this manner, when plucked will 
sound in twentytwo irutis. This number is further to be 
verified and proved beyond doubt. But in the meanwhile, 
every sound produced by these is called iruti. 

8. The seventh string if counted from the first. 
The ninth ,, ,, ,, ,, 

10. The thirteenth „ „ „ „ 
11. The seventeenth „ „ „ „ 
12. The twentieth „ „ „ „ 
13. The twenty second „ ti » » 
14. Literally, dhruva means immutable, constant. 
15. Literally, eala implies adjustability in this context. 
16. The precise meaning of this term is elucidated in the next 

verse. 
17. This expression is implicit in 'nuyam* of the text which is 

related to 17d above. 
18. This is more or less a literal translation of an^a^ of the text, 

whi< h has been preferred in order to preserve the underlying 
feeling that an experiment is being conducted; for otherwise 
the purport is that the notes have to he shifted from their 
original strings. 

dCCiiUll ^ 

immediately preceding*® strings; and tliereby its notes are 
lowered by one iruti each with reference to those of the 
invariable pfgfl. The remaining** movements may as well 
be similarly carried out. (18-19b) 

In tlie second** movement, due to the fmion** of two 

iruti-s the ga and ni of the variable alpd have been absorbed** 
by ri and dha respectively of the invariable t/igd. (Similarly) 
in the third movement ri and dha have merged into sa and 
pa respectively; while in the fourth movement ra, ma and jto 

have fused with ni, ga and ma respectively.** (19c-2lb) 

The concept of/r«'/and the number of twentytwo, is 

not based merely on subjective experience of thejj^ift^ but as clearly 

degnet^^-e different iruti-s can be produced |at willpTSfognised as indi- 

<^al entities and so demonstrated. Thus, the concept of irutHTl 

objective and scientific in so far as it is demonstfable. 

The procedure for this demonstration is^lte simgjje and is said to 

have been attempted successfully with langtbhrTesults. This topic is 

dealt with in the text extending from verse no. lOc to 22 and the whole 

process is technically called •<atub-^ltrat,H’, which will be explained latet..Cp 

However, the technique of demonstration is open to soatLSerious 

objections; for example, Pt. Omkamatli Thakur points out the following 
difiicultiei in the process (cf. PranmabhUratl, pp. 64, 65 and SaAgltanjall 

pt.V,p.9|^): 

j9. The experiment has to be conducted very carefully and under 
expert guidance. 

20. The original strings are the 4th, 7th, 9th, 17th, 20th and 
22nd; and now, the notes have to be placed respectively on 
the 3rd, 6th, 8th, 12th, I6th and the 21st suings. 

21. That is, the second, third and the fourth movements may also 
be carried out by lowering the pitch of the notes by one iruti 
each with reference to their standard pitch in the invariable 

and the lowering is effected by moving to the proximate 
strings. 

22. Literally, in 'this* with reference to the previous line. 

23. Lqya is indicative of the loss of distinction of individuality. 

24. Vii<Ualf lit enter, is the most appropriate expression whereby 
the note that merges is absorbed by the one with which it 
merges. 

25. It may be borne in mind that this fusion is svith reference to 
the invariable Sa, ri, go, nut, pa, dha, and ai, it may be 
noted, arc the diminutive forms of the seven notes called 
fodja, rjabha, gtlndkira, nuuUffanui, paHcama, diaioata and aiftda. 
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Thus, the exact number** of sruti-s is clearly evidenced 
by their fusion with the twentytwo iruti-s of the invariable 

brought about by the process of fourfold string move* 
ment. The retrograde movement*’ may not be carried 
beyond this**, as that would mar the beauty.** (21c-22). 

( i ) Though it is possible to fix 22 strings on elpS, yet it is diffi¬ 

cult to do so; and it is even more »linicult to establish the 
different notes on them by tonal consonance. 

(ii) It has been suggested that the first string should be fixed so 

as to produce the lowest possible sound. This is, at best, a 
vague direction. 

(**•) Taking it for granted that the lowest sound as suggested 

refen to the pitch below which sound does not produce any 

resonance and thus ceases to be musical, the problem yet is 

j how to fix the second string in order to sound a little bit 
/ higher than the lowest and so on. That, he s.tys. is to be 

/ determined by ensuring that continuity in-between the two 

IS maintained and any intervening sound is eliminated or 

ditollowed to intrude. This leads to the question whether 

it is practicable not to listen to the intervening pitch-points ' 
or musical microtones. Obviously such subUe musical 

sounds are discernible by trained ears. Therefore, the 

procedure suggested by the author does not seem to be 
satisfactory. 

**** *bitement that, "the sound produced by them (the 
22 strmgs fixed by the above procedure) is known as /ni/i", is technically 

unsound, for ituli-s that ate also called microtones, are very narrow 

pitcb—relations. perceived by trained ears with great difficulty; they 

thus be determined so easily by fixing the strings a litUe bit 

mg^M^ively since it does not involve a definitely measured pitch. 

While Pt. Offikarnath Thakur suggests his own procedure for 

demonstrating 22 ImUs (cf. /*ra{iapaMara/i, pp. 65-66), Dr. K. C. D. 

Bri^patlwgg^t^uite a difierent interpretation of the text which 

^ies hin^ to stee^ar of some of the difficulties mentioned above 

26. The ij/attn of the text has the sense of numerical extent. 
27. Apakarftt is the lowering of the notes in pitch. 
28; This refets to the Iburth movement* 

29. Bak/i of the text literally means delightfulness which is beauty. 

Secliuu 3 * XScicia. oruti 

(cf. Sah^tacininmwiflt PP- 191,192) the purport of which is presented 
as under: 

(i) The procedure of the fourfold string movement described 

above is a preliminary exercise to fix the strings approximately 

in order to establish the seven notes later on the basis of the 

consonance of notes without much difficulty. 

(ii) ^arhgadeva has adapted this procedure from Matahga for the 

above purpose. The above contention is demonstrated to be 
true by the second line of the verse 13 searil^ 
sthapytistatra fa(ljaicatuhirulih). He clearly states that the notes 

have (yet) to be established on the two strings. 

(iii) He has used the word iruti in its primary meaning of an 

audible sound, and not in the technical sense, for otherwise 

he ought to have named the iruli-s there and then thus rende¬ 

ring the fourfold string movement and the process of establi* 

shing the notes unnecessary. 

Moreover he elscwliere points out that in keeping witli the spirit 

of the age, SarAgadeva has purposefully clothed his expression in the 

_I l^nkct of ambiguity. This is how the subject matter has been dealt 

' witiTby the modern icholars. ' 

The sruti-s when specifically grouped, manifest the seven not^of 

the scale. Incidentally, the Indian theory of music d >es not take the 

'—octave Into account as a generai TPlc: WFmay have the occasion to 

reflect upon the thinking that has been done regarding tlie relationship 

obtained between svara (i, e , a note) and sruti. ’It may also be worth¬ 

while to point out tliat tlie concept of jfara.is not at once identical with 

the concept of note, though generally the let m is rendered into English 

/ ' M‘note* or”*tonc* ~SCCording to the context. The essential difiTerence 

that can at once be pointed out between 'svara’ and 'note' is that, 

whereas the pitcirofTHe nbtes^is fixettT ibat of svara-s is not absolutely 

fixed, though it remains invariably the .same in reiation to the~Dthgnrf 

itcaie. An Indian performer is free to fixe his fundamental note 

a<-mi^ng tf> his own convenicnce.~ T his goes to make all the diHerence.I 

An^tiitf'important difference is that svara can roughly be said to signifW 

‘duration »" r>;rr||^rather than a point. This factor will be further 

clarified as we proceed with the text. However in English the words 

- and ‘tone* arc used with some inexplicable discrimination in this 

^ V translation. 

For the time being, suffice it to say that, a number /luti-x in 

successive combination go to bring a tone into bein;;. Now, the author 

concerns himself with establishing the seven notes of the scale on the 
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ttrxogs fixed on the two Satfja is to be established on the fourth 

indt as counted from the last /rult of the preceding note, i. e, nqnda of 

the lower scale; and since the fint string here is taken as the lowest 

possible sound, ^a4ja is fixed on the fourth string. Similarly ffobha is 

cetahlished on the third iruii taking the last iruti of the previous note as 

the zero point. Thus f/oiAa is fixed on the third string as counted from the 

fifth (i. e., the seventh string). Similarly, other tones are also established 
on their respective strings. {13c-1--- 

Having once established the seven notes in the two at the 

iruii intervals of 4, 44 3, 7+2, 9+4, 13+4, 17+3 and 2t)+2, i. e., 4, 7, 

^ 9, 13, 17, ^ and 22,. now the author proceeds to demonstrate the fact of 

these minutely preceptible intervals that go to manifest the seven 

standard notes, being twentytwo in number. , One of theolga»j is kept 

invriable to serve as the unmodified standard for evaluating the modifi¬ 

cations hrbu^t aboutHb^ the siring-movementsTTour of such string 
movements go into actibiTinlhirprocess which is technically known as 

i. e., the fourfold string«movement. This has been 

. j^[^<^bed in the text extending from verses 17 to 22. 

TbeelpA in which the fourfold »iring*movement takes place is 

€ala vl(ia (lit.movable) in the text, while the one which serves as 

the invariable standard is called aeala-tinli (lit*immovable), both of them, 

it may be pointed out, have twentytwo strings and are identical in every 

respect. Such however, are used here for experimental purposes 

only, and are not otherwise used for any performance. (I7b-d 

The fourfold stripg*movement has already been referred to. In 

this verse the author elucidates the significance of the string^-movement. 

Although the whole picture will only be clear after going through the 

whole process, i. e., upto the 22nd verse, it is worthwhile to understand 
what is meant by ‘movement\ 

The seven notes of the scale have been established on definite 

strings on the two now, the notes of the variable m the first 

movement, are shifted to the strings immediately preceding their res¬ 

pective original strings; i. e., in other words, the movement implies the 
lowering of the notes in pitch by one /rti/i-interval. Similarly in the 

second movement the notes would be lowered by twoini/t-inCervals, in 

the third by three /mfi-intervals and in the fourth by four irufi*intervals. 

Consequences of this fourfold string-movements are described in the 

next few verses of the text* 

In the first movement, however, no note-interval is proved; for, at 

least two iruti^s are required to constitute the shortest of the note- 

intervals; but, nevertheless, the lowering of the pitch of the notes is 

Section 3 ; waua, oruu 

nodceablet directly as well as by reference to their standard pitch 

preserved by the invariable Thus, this arrangement of two 

rtpa*# provides for a negative as well as a positive proof with rq^ards to 

the number of iruli'S, which is twentytwo. (18* 19b) 

Each 8tring*movement implies lowering of notes (i. e.» all the 

sev^n notes) by one iruti progressively, i. e., by one huti in the first 
movement, two iruti-s in the second movement, three inUi-s in the 

third movement and four iruti-f in the fourth movement. But, since 

the fundamental note has no fixed pitch in this system, the lowering of 

the notes, allround as it is, does not affect the individuality of the notes 

assuchjfor, the/rith-intervals between the various notes remain the 

same. However, the impact of the string-movement in the variable alps 

is to be studied with reference to the standard pitch of the notes set up 

by the invariable rips. [This EllluriUteJ gtapl»ically by the Ibllg^mg" 

l^bart (a^ted wllbuiudifications from Sa^gUa-CitUUmatii of Dr. K. C. D. 

1 Brihaspati and Mrs. Suinitra Kumari). 

The fourfold string-movement 

Sngs°’l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

Notes of 
» acala^vlnH sa n ga 

"fSTslep in 
t cala-vlt^n sa n ga 

2nd step in 
cala-v\f[i(t sa ri ga 

3rd step in 
sa n ga 

4th step in 
cala-vl^^ ri ga m; 

dha oi 

dha ni 

dha ni 

(Chart 3) 

dha ni 

dha ni 

If • Invariable rina 

I t/variable aln® 

The effect of the fourfold string-movement on the position of notes 

with reference to the invariable and the extent to which that goes 

to demonstrate the number of iruti-s is represented briefly in the foUow- 

ing chart: 
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Tbe effect of fourfold striog*movement 

No. of oote>3tring8 
No. of 

13 17 20 22 iruli-s 
j demon* 
1 sirated 

Remarks 

- 
The original position ^ I 

of notes oo the scale sa^ri ga ma pa dha ni 

let movement 

2Qd movement ea ni 

Srd movement 

4ih movement ma pa 

No effect on 

the notes 

ga and m 

merge with rt 

and dha 

ri and dha 

merge with sa 

and pa 

ma^ pa and sa 

merge with ga, 

ma and nt 

(Chart 4) 

^ Thus> it is contended that, since by this method the number of 

ifuii^s that could be fixed with and that constitute the seven notes oi^ 

the scale b found to be twentytwo only, it b evident that iruti s are 

twentytwo The purpose of this demonstration is to verify und thereby 

to confirm the number of iruti^s, i. e., twentytwo. The validity of thb" 

process offering rough evidence to prove the number of the in 

the fact that in the second movement the notes ga and ni are lusedJVith, 

i. e , sound similar to, tbe notes ri and dha, thereby provmgmat the 

note*inlervals ri^ga and dha*ni are of two iruti^s each. Similarly, the 

/ndw of other notes are also verified as shown in the above chart, esta* 

blbhing in consequence the number of iruti-s as twentytwo. 

Tbe merger of ga and ni with ri and dha in the second movement 

and ofri and dha with sa and pa in the thbd b quite intelligible* But 

in the fourth movement xa, ma and pa fuse with ni, ga and ma : the 

merger of ma and ^a with ga and mats also understandable; but the 

question b how does sa merge with ni, since the string for sa was tuned 
to produce the lowest possible tone that could be audible ? The ques* 

tion as posed by b quite natural and if the formula for the string* 

movement b strictly fbllpM^. the fourth movement cannot be practically 

demonstrated on a aloalof^entYtwo atrings;]firstly* because there b no 

mher striag preceding the first one on which sa b placed in the third 
movement; and secondly, there is no lower tone possible. meets 

thb objection by suggesting that if the lower octave (used for the saptaka) 

Section 3 : Ndda, Sntti and Svara uv 

here b repeated, tbe string for ni can be conceived as the one preceding 

the string for sa; or alternatively, tbe sa can be conceived to have merg¬ 

ed with the ni of a still lower octave. However, the difficulty is not with 

the technique of tbe demonstration and only points out the limitation of 

the equipment. 

Kumbha of the 15ih century who has elaborated upon SsrAgadeva 

informs us about the functions of the fourfold string-movement as under! 

••The delimitation of the number of iruths, gradation of pitch with 

reference to tones and the comprehension of iaAa/l etc. (constitute) 

the functions of the string-movements.^* (S. Raj. II. 1.1*115). (I9c-21b) 

The net result of the fourfold string-movement fa that the number of 

Iruii^s has been verified and demonstrated to be twentytwo only. *K* 

raises a hypothetical question which is adequately answered by ^&rAga* 

deva in verse 22. One can well say, **If 22 iruti s could be obtained by 

four string-movements, why not carry out the fifth movement and fix tbe 

number of/^u/t-x at twentynine ?** It b as if in anticipation of such a 

question that, according to the author found it necessary to forbid 

any further movement; for that would defile the aesthetic value of notes. 

Dwelling on this theme, further explains that a fifth string-move¬ 

ment cannot possibly be conceived, for the note-intervals are finite and 

arc constituted by different numbers of /rtiri-x such as 2, 3 and 4, making 

them resonant, delightful and pleasing tones. Thus, the three categories 

of notes with 2, 3 and 4 iruti-s each have been fused in three different 

movements leaving no scope for any further lowering of pitch. *S* too 

points out that a svara (note) is defined to be pleasing by itself and 

therefore, if another movement is carried out, that would dbturb 

tbe constitution of individual notes which would consequently destroy 

their essential quality of being pleasing by themselves. Incidentally^ 

b the scale of ^a^ja-grUma which b the basis of calculaiions Jirre; and 

in this scale the biggest Trati-interval b that of 4 /nd^X2j2lc-22) 
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(i) ^ 

?iqr ^ 11^^ 11 
^ «5IT: i 

G. i^Mni and its different aspects 

(i) Seven svara-s (tones) : 23-24b 

• From out of the jVaft-f * arise the svara-s*; these are 
fpnOt viz., fadja, ffabha, gSndhdra, madhyamti, paficama, dkaivata, 

This vene is quite important as it reflects the views of ^BrAg^eva 

regarding the relationship of iruti and soara; and that i> why the English 

vapion has been rendered as close to the original text as possible, even 

though it has necessitated an unusual construction. 

give rise to the svara-s*, is a cryptic statement which afLrds 

enough scope for different interpretations. But before discussing these, 

it will be better to be clear about its obvious implications. As already 

pointed out, the svara^s arise out of iruii^s in the groups of two, three 

d four, but essentially in groups. As far as the iuddha svat(fT^* e^TTHe 

tandard notes of the fc/ja-^rdma (to be explained later) are concerned, 

^entytwo iruihs in the groups of four, three and two go to constitute 

ieven notes called ra, ri, ga, md, pa, dha, and «i. 

Now, how do iruths give rise to svara^s and actually what relation¬ 

ship obtains between them ? discusses this question thoroughly 

^nd presents the following possible interpretations : 

(i) Since svara as well as sruii have the sense of hearing as the 

means of perception, in the absence of any perceptual 

distinction, there is no categorical difference between the 

two; which, therefore, stand in the relationship of the 

general and the particular (i. e , in other words, they are 
essentially identical). 

1. From out of sruti^s, in the groups of four, three and two as 
already mentioned. 

2. In other words, iruti^s in different combinations bring different 
svara^s into being. The verbal form is suggestive of a 
natural occurrence. 

Section S : Nftda, l^niti an& Svara 

and nifOda. Their another accepted nomenclature* is 'sa>ri« 
ga-ma-pa-dha-ni*. (23-24b) 

(ii) Like the reflectioa of the face in the minor, the nar/i^s are 

projected by the iruli’S, and present the relationship of 
appearance and Reality. 

(Hi) Just as a ball of mud is said to be the material cause of an 

earthen pot made out of it, so also/m/w form the material 
out of which svara-8 are shaped. Thus, in this view, /nrfi and 

stma stand in the relationship of a material cause and effect. 

(iv) As milk gets transformed into curd, so also the/nitt-s are . 
transformed into svara-s. 

( V ) Just as a lamp manifests by its light the objecu already exis¬ 

ting in darkness, so also the svara-s are manifested by 
the fm/i-r. 

These views may be critically examined as under: 

(i) The flrst view docs not hold good; for siwra and /ru/t are 

two different concepts related in the spirit of the supporter 
and the supported, and cannot as such be identical. More> 

over, /mil and soara cannot be related as the general and 

the parricular merely on account of the non-distinction in 

the mode of their perception, for 'non-distinction' <-a«not 
logically be confused with universality. 

(Ii) The second view is still less plausible, for if the wara-j are 
taken to be mere appearance with reference to /ru/i-s, they 

have no reality of their own, which is not the case in prac¬ 

tice. The wara-s are no less real than the irulis. 

(Hi) It is contended by this view that/nit/and svara are related 

as cause and effect. Though, soara follows Jruti in the 
sequence of time, yet iruti cannot be considered to be the 

material cause of svara in the same way as a clod of mud 
can be said to be the material cause of the pot etc , because 

after the pot has come into being, the mud is no longer 

available to us apart from the pot. But, this does not bold 

good in this case; for, it will be untrue to say that apart 

from the soara, the iruti'S constituting the svara are not avai¬ 

lable. Since they are so available, the iruli~s cannot be 
taken as the material cause of the svara*s. 

3. This is comtituted in principle by the first letters of the full 
names and these names accordingly ar« their diminutive 
forms or abbreviaipd symbols. 
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(iv ) The fourth and the fifth views^ being free of any such fault 

and having been supported by Matanga etc., are acceptable^ 

In fact it is Matafiga who was first to discuss this topic in such 

detail and has only reproduced his views in his own words. 

Matafiga summarises the above five views in the following verse, though 
he also discusses them in detail : 

*‘With respect to iruti^s five views are generally held, viz., identity, 

reflection, causation, transformation and manifestation^' (Bthadde^l 31). 

Mataj^ga points out the faults of the first three views, which are 

reproduced by and supports the last two views in general. But then 

finally be comes out in favour of the ‘manifestation theory', as be says : 

‘‘By perception, inference and circumstantial evidence the srutis 

may be accepted as factors manifesting the svara-s" (Bfhaddesi :>3). 

Thus, Mataiiga considers ituii^s to be the factors manifesting the 

svara^s^ and ^tirhgudeva thinks that irut'hs give rise to the svam-s^ It is 

obvious that both are saying the same thing in two different ways. The 

with respect to the svara-s^ may therefore be taken to be the 

factors that in different combinations give rise to different svara-s^ consti* 

tute them for a while, and so manifest them or make tlien^erceptiblc. 

As pointed out by 'K', Matauga has elucidatcd^ie significance < 

the names of the notes, which is represented briefly as under 

( i ) SaJja—is so called because : 

(a) it is the precursor (lit. the progenitor) of the six other 

(b) it is brought into being by six other notes for, as an 

integrated part of the heptad (sapiaka) it is manifested 

by the rest of the parts together. 

(c) alternatively, it is produced by six organs of the body, 

viz., the nostrils, the throat, the palate, the breast, the 

tongue and the teeth. 

( ii) ftfobha—is so called because it quickly appeals to (lit. arrives 

at) the heart, or as among the herd of cows a bull appears 

to be distinctly strong so also in the group of notes f^abha is 

strong and noticeable. It may be added that the first 

derivation is based on the word f^abha as grammatically 

derived from the root ‘ff’ to go; while the second is based 

on the literal meaning of the word, viz., bull which is taken 

as a s>mbol of strength. Alternatively, that which sounds 
(i e., bellows) like a bull is 

Section 3 : iNSda, bruii auo ovui.i 

(Hi) Gandhtra^ia so called Ixcause ii holds musical speech. 

This interpretation is based on the grammatical derivation 

of the word gdudhUrcy “gdm dhdrqyaU»iihghnMara*\ Alter- 
natively, it is so called because it delighu gaadhana^St 

the semi divine beings associated with music. 

(iv) Madhyama-h io called because it is in the centre of the 

seven notes having three on either side. This derivation is 

based on the literal meaidd^the word madhyam, which 

means belonging to the qfcntre; ‘K» also gives two other 
alternatives which seem to btHacfetched- 

(v) PaiKflma—is that which measures the extent of other notes; 

or it is so called because it is fifth from the fundamental 

note. The first view presents a grammatical derivaUon 

jointly from two roots. extend and W-to measure 

How It measures the extent of other notes will be made* 

clear subsequently in the context of pramina fra/i* (in the 

appendix). .According lo another interpretation. P^Ocma 
IS so called because it is produced from the fifth place. 

(Vi) ^Wo~is so called because being brought about by the 
of the posterior tone’ it is to be discerned by ,Li. 

tive minds. The expression ‘posterior tone’ represeotiW 

the original is a technical one. Themuii«jn 
scale IS divided into two parts with madhyama in the centre / 

and a group of three notes on either side of it. The notes J 

of the first triad are called parmm,cra-s. i. e., the ‘anterior 
tones and those of the other following triad are called 

uUara.svara.s ‘posterior tones’, and both the triads are 

respectively called and uttarahga, i. e., the anterior 
section and the posterior section of the bepiad {saptaka). 

(vii) ATfraiis-is so called because the notes of the scale come to 

Thew^ derived from the Sanskrit root 

note of the he^^ (saptaka). ) 



(ii) 

^ Tggwfer H ^ I 

(il) The definition ofsvara (tone): 

Immediately consequent upon ira/t*, creamy* and 

Now the soara is being defined. By the way, the essential difference 

between im/t and Jz^<tra is also implied in ihb definition. When a string 

of the iripA is plucked, the very first sound produced is considered to be 

Jruti and the very next sound following il, which is the resounding of the 

iruti is called soara. In other words, whereas sruti is essentially free from 

-— ^rgonance, resniiancft^tlie~ftAai>nti:>t ch^r^^ji^llc of - 

The other two essential characteristic features of *soara* are softness 

and self-sustained delightlulness. 

There is a slight difference of opinion with regards to the inter- 

pretation of this definition of soara; *K’ thinks that since the author has 

already established the notes on the and defined their ini/i- 
intervals, here in this context the word sruti means the fourth sruti etc., 

which when manifested resounds subsequently into ^oiija etc. lii other 

words, by sruti is meant that particular iruti which is capable of resound¬ 

ing into a note and which is technically called soarasibdna, i. e , the seat 

of a note. However, it is notable that 'S* thinks that the sound produced 

by the first string (of the 22‘Stringed which is devoid of resonance 

is called iruti while the subsequent resounding sound is called soara. 

It is interesting to compare this verse as translated by M. S. 

Ramaswami Aiyar in his edition of the Soaramelakolanidhi as it is borrow¬ 

ed verbatim by Ram&m&tya. He renders it as under: 

I'he expression ^'sruti-anantara-bhtloi'^ is specifically important 
for it is designed to stress on the one hand the characteristic 
difference between the concepts of iruti and svara, and on the 
other hand, their specific relation as well. .Simra, in othep^ 
words is ^ Since sruti here signifies the sound 
produced by suiking a viuruiing suing in tiie first insicint 
wiiicii IS conspicuous by being tree fiom resonance, soara 
signifies that very sound wnen it gathers Vibrations of 
.resonance and iheieby becwine> sonorous. ^ 

^nt^dhii is defined so* that (sound) which is soft and is also 
capable of being heard at a distance. Actually the literal 
meauiiig ol the worn is viscous" and is applied as such to 
liquids only; but here it u used figuratively. In this sense, it 
id a quality of musical sound l*he opposite of snigdha is rUk^a, 
I. e., fy or dr 

bcction : i^aua, 0« 

resonating*, the sound^ that delights die listeners’ minds by 
itself* is called svara*. (24c-2‘)b) 

"That is called soara, which is by iacif pleasing to the ear and the 

mind; which permeates the Uafi-s; and which is tender and 
harmonic." 

It will be noticed that he renders the expression 'UrutyanantarabhM*' 

as "which permeates the iruti-s". Apart from the value of this render* 

ing from a translator’s point of view, what is remarkable is the implied 

relationship of spare and ^ru//in this expression. That svara permeates 
the iruti-s means that, svara^s are involved in iruti-s, 

3. Anuraijfana (anu+ranana lit. ihc 'post-sound' from ran to sound, 
to ring, to tinkle etc.) technically signifies the sound-vibra' 
tions of a string that are produced and that ordinarily follow 
the sound produced in it (by striking) in the very first instance, 
which is c.'illed ranana and is devoid of resonance. The term 
resonance (from resound, to echo, to ring, to go on sounding) 
is generally associaK‘d with the resounding of sympathetic 
strings or bodies other than that in which the original sound 
is produced; but anuranana differs from this concept in so far 
as it denotes resounding of the sound produced in the same 
vibrating string or body. However, for want of a better word 
it has been rendered as resonance. 

4. The pronoun j'pA is used in the text for it. 

5. This is the most important and distinguishing feature ofsparn 
VIZ., that it should have the quality of delighting the min^j of 
the listeners by itself, i. e., without the need for any other 
accompaniment or help. ‘S’ points out that this quality is 
related to the quality of softness attributed to soara, 

6. It is notable that, whereas Alaiai'iga derives the word soara 
from the root rnjj—to shine, to appear, prefixing soa to it 
Sariigadeva derives it from the root raRj—to delight. Both of 
these derivations arc semantic explanations and do not have 
the precision of a grammatical authority. Even so, the dilfe- 
rence of approach is significant, ^iigadeva seems lo have 
been under the influence of Abhinavagupta in his interpreca¬ 
tion, who stresses the element of resonance (anuranana) os the 
most distinguishing feature of the essential nature of soara 
(tone) in contrast with that of stuti, which he says is devoid of 
It. Accordingly, the beauty of a tone depends on the ratio of 
^resonating and resonating sound present in its production. 
Thus every tone has two elements, the unresonatiog and the 
resonating; if the former is greater in ratio the tone quality is 
the lowest, if both are equal it is medium and if the latter is 
greater it is the best (cf N. S., G O. S. Vol. IV, p. 13). 

This line of thinking emphasises the clement of delightful- 
ness that es.sentiaily cliarai teriscs the svara, and this is attribut¬ 
ed mainly to the element of resonance in It. It is not therefore 
surpri-ing to find San'igadeva defining spara as that which is 
delightful by itself. 
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'O ^ 

*Tg «r^1?rwi§«qfr5R??N n^Jtn 
5m#ft ^ Igjn i 

«r/a: iR^u 

(iii) Discussion regarding sruti-s causing the svarai 25c>27b 

'y'T^ Well indeed, if such sruti-s as the fourth etc.', are 
^ ’ admitted to be the cause of the svara-s, how can the other 

iruti-s such as the third etc.*, be considered as their cause ? 

(25c.26b). 

We shall presently explain it. Such a sruti, whether 
fourth or third etc.*, is determined only with reference to the 

preceding sruti-s*; therefore, they too constitute the cause of 
the svara-s. (26c-27b) 

Now it has been established in principle that from out of Jruli-s 

arise the svara^s, and tliereforc> sruti^s are conceived as the antecedent 

cause of the soara-s^ Whatever be the dtfTorence of opinion with respect 

to the actual relationship between svara and iruli, there is no denying 

the fact that all the iruti^s go to bring about the svara*s» At the same 

time it is also averted that since svara is that sound which immediately 

follows the ira/i in the order of its^ resonance, it is the fourth,. the third 

wdHie second inUi respectively of the three groups of four, three and 

^twoTtEaTgoes to^roduce the svara. If that be so, theiTKe question is, 

**On what basis can the other Sruti^s such as the third, the second and 

the first respectively of the groups of four, three and two be considered 

as constituting the cause of the svara^s V* 

The answer is as (^bvio^as the question is clean The fourth or 

/ third or the second/ruoTSnbe so called only if it is preceded by three 

( two iruti^s and one iruii respectively, and not otherwise. Thus 

^ all the iruti^s of a svara are responsible for its manifestation. 

1. ^Fourth etc ^ of the text refers to column 4 of the above chart 
while by *etc', Nos. 2 and 3 of the same column are included. 

2. 'Third etc ** of the text refers to column 5 of the above chart, 
while by etc.^ Nos. 2 and 3 of the same column are included. 

3. As explained in note I above. 

4. All those enumerated in columns 5 and 6 of the above chart. 

ijjtJSs:'...• 
The /fv/r^oups as related to the dilTerent svara*s are indicated in 

^ the following chart : 

/ru/Agroups and the svara-s (notes) 

1^ 

(iv) ^ 

^C?nssq5n Tf 11 1 

5rmt ^ i 

^t^SSUcH ?iIRq5r 3?f: 

g^: i 

g|iieinss«imss^*n ^ ^w i 

^ n^oii 

mfit ^ srratsn i»i| i 

tft?n ^cen 

fgacmucn ms^: iPhii ^ simfoift i 

4 q3%fcr 

5r«nss5nf‘P5r«f stRci iRf?a^T i 

II 

i^cii 

l^oll 

i^tii 
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^ 5ft%: 5 I 

T53Rt ^ cWI u^vn 

cv ' 

q^«nn: ll^!(ll 

g T%qtT fpmr: i 

i\s\ fftm ^ smrf^ 

sftf^ w cTut *r6innf«Rn: i 

fernt mj ^ ?Ntq5m5iifq«ipT n^vsn 

iT35cft ^ I 

^ ^fH«ftfcf f ^?fcr: «r?ft n^cii 

(iv) The allocation of sruti-s' as characterised by tlicir classes 

and names among the svara-s : 27c-38. 

There are ;^e classcss' | of sruti-s, viz., dlplS, tlyati, 
karu^H, mjdu and madhyi; the'lr standing among the svara-s is 

stated to be as under (27c-28b) 

Dlpta, QyatS, and madltiU are found in fa^ja; karugS, 
and mfdu find a place in f^abha; dipti and &yatli are located 
in gUndhSra and also in maditjama along with mrdu and madbyi; 
mfdu, madhyH, UyatH and karur^ aie placed in paheama, and 
karugH, SyatU and madhyi in dhaivata; while diptH and madityd 

are in nifSda. (28c-31 a) 

Now, we shall speak of the subdivisions of these classes : 

Dipt a is said to be fourfold viz., tlvra, raudrl, vajriks and ttgrfl; 

t^ata is known to have five varieties viz., kumudvatl krodha, 
prasariipt, sandipani and rohigi; karuga is said to be threefold, 

V-. 

Twentytwo iruti-s have been distingublied into five classes. The 

basis of this classification has not been made explicit in the text, nor 
the coinmeiitators-Jiaitnd .■■it-neres77i^^^«>lucid.iit; it! However, 

it seems that the different classes of iruti-j b^e something to do with 

the relationship of notes and the rosg-r or the aesthetic colours attributed 

« Vsr* litnrallv means ‘species’, ‘class’ or ‘genus’. 

viz., dayavati, alapinl and madantika; mfdu is fourfold, viz., 
manda, ratika* prlti and kfiti; while madhya is sixfold, viz., 
chandovatl, rahjani, marjanl, raktika, ramya andX;{oMf0i.(31b>35a) 

And now we shall point out Uieir position among the 
svara-s : 

Tlvra, kumudvatl, manda and chandovatl pertain to fadja; 
dayavatl, rahjani and raktika arc related to f^abfia; raudrl and 
krodha are in gandhara; vajrika, prasarigl, prlti and marjanl abide 

by madhyama; kfiti, rakta, sandipani and alapinl are in paheama; 

the three madantl, rohigl and ramja in dhaivata and the two 
sruti-s, ugra and kfobhigl dwell in nifada. (35^-38) 

to them in the ancient theory of Indian music. '1 his is implied in their 

nomenclature and elucidated as under : 

i ) Dxpta, ‘dazzling’; literally, illumined, 

(ii) Ajiali, ‘vast’; literally, extended, 

(iii) Affrfu, ‘lender’; literally, soft, 

(iv ) ‘moderate'; literally, medium or central, and 
(v) Aaruiia,‘compassion’. 

The names signify tonal se(|uence in melodic development and are 

representative of emotional colour; this aspect would be more clear with 

the further classiheation of the classes, as it follows. 

ine u»uxuuituii 

Hve 

(rated in the following chart (No, 6)| which at once elucidates the rela¬ 

tionship of a particular note witli the diilcrent Jruli-classcs and also the 

relationihip-^^Oi panicular ?7ii//-cia:!i:k to dincreni notes. The numbers 

in the squares indicate the position of a particular sruii in the group of 

/hdW'^oi^iutiog a particular note. 

irt^/i-classcs and svara^ 

rlr,«r i»““»! iT' r"-”': 1 

dipia 
Hyata 
karuuH 
mfdu 
mad/iyH 

(Chart Oj (28c-3Ia) 

It is notable that rakiikd is not mentioned in the verses 33 b*38. 
However lakt^i which docs not appear here is mentionecL 

PrIO i LU. n (\jf^ 
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The five fru/i-classes are furth#»r subdivided each having quite a few 
varieties. That means, each Jruti belongs to a class which implies a 

class attribute common to all tlie Jruths of the class and that class 
comprehends a few varieties implying special traits along with the class 

character. This specific character seems to be the association of a 

particular class-iVw/i with particular notes. Tor example, is asso¬ 
ciated with four notes and is said to be of four varieties, aja/A is asso¬ 

ciated with five notes and has five varieties and so on, as it is illustrated 

jn the following chart (No. 7). 

The chart illustrates the subdivisions of the ira/i-classes, represent¬ 

ing their class characters as distributed among the svara*s, indicating 

Uicreby their specific traits. The names in the squares pertain to the 

class subdivisions. The number alongside inclicutes the position of the 

Jtuii in the /n//i-structure of the svara. 'I'lie chart illustrates the subject 

matter of verse Nos. 35b‘38 as well. 

Subdivisions of /ru/i-cla>ses distributed among the svara-s 

S^ara or note I 
signifying specific ; 
_characters _ 

J^fab/ia 

GiUndhiira i 

MadfyamU i 

PaiUama 

Dhaivata 

Jfi^nda 

1 irti/i class naiiius signifying general characters 

dlptH I iijiaiti 1 mjdu I madhy^^ | karunC^ 

ti^ra-1 kuttmitvatU2 «w«Jfl-3 chandovaiiA 

idktika^i ranjanh2 daydvatiA 

raudrl-\ kro(!hli2 

vajrika-l prasJ!LTinX-2 prUi-^ 

sandlpanl-3 k^iti-X 

rohinX-2 

tf^ra-l 

raktn-2 nlUpinU^ 

madanilA 

k^obhin\-2 

(Chart 7) 
(31b-35a) 

Chart No. 7 graphically illustrates the position of these particular 

iruti-s in the different note-intervals, 'i’he names of these irnlLs are 

suggestive of their acsthctical value as related to their tonal quality. 

Contemplating upon the value or the purpose of classification ot iruti^s 

briefly, suggesU that they are perhaps designed to arouse the feelings 
or the affections implied by their names. This hypothesis is quite 

plausible and the whole scheme of tiiis iraf^classificatiun needs Ha 

acientifically investigated. (33 b-3B) 

becUon : iNaua, oiuy 

4|rft M U|d KI^Mqm: I Jf- 0 - 

(v) Thrpe sthSna-s (regi.sters) o( svara-s 

Tliese (jMm-.r) are considered as tlirecfold according to 
\ the diflerent registers known as rnandra^ madhya and Wra, i. e., 

V^w, medium and high. (30ab) 

Having dealt with the /ru/f-j, the /rwft-classes and the develop¬ 

ment of notes out of them, the author now proceeds to demonstrate the 

differentiation and the classification c»f notes. 

In the first insizince the notes are classified according to their 

( / sthlkna i« e., the place of perceptible effort for voicc-production in the 

human organism. It li;is already In*^ pointed out by the author (verse 7 

ante) ili^ndr/a manifests itself in tliree places, viz., in the region of the 

'r^^^heart, throat and the cerebrum. These are the three sihUna-s from 

^*"*'^'^^^vhich notes^are ptoduccU. uoiresponding to these three, the notes 

are classified in three registers or to ^peJk loosely, three octaves, viz., ^ 

mandra^ madhya and t!!tra» Mandfu represents what is known as clies^ j 
voice, madhya is throat-voice and iHra is the high (head). ' 

(Vi) 

5f srffi’nfetn: 

^ u>fou 

(vi) Twelve modified notes : 39c-46b 

These notes, in their modified form, are established as 

twelve. (39cd) 

modifig^by two sruti-s in two different ways is 
(callcdMowereTj^^^^and unmoved* respectively by the 

1* (<^toj|t^al!y means sub-standard, fallen or lower^ in pitch. 

2. /Opila is steadfast, standard and unmoved. 
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5ftJpt >1^ \\'€X\\ 

f^J^: 1 

»nnnT ffer fi f?T:?j^iT u>i^m 

^Te^*T?IT^ nv^ll 

*TeqTr?iT «T sucij ^g:«T %«IT I 

»Temmi^ f^frr: ?m^g:«r/cr: ii'Jfvn 

^ fJ!qRfiF3Rg:«r^%; | 

SIFH>f^ 5RW lIVKII 

^ gt: ?PfTfH: ?Tm I 

process of sSdhitra^a^ (overlapping) and the ‘kakalisation*^ of 
nifUda. (40) 

When, in the process of fa(!ja-sd(l/idra^a^ (the overlapping 
of fa{//a), ffabha absorbs one sruti of it attains the 

f Though the notes in their originiil form are found to be seven only, 

it is said that in actual usage when their standard pitch is modified 

either bv auKHienlmfy ir or by Igwerin^ it. they are known to be twelve 
1 in all* The modified notes or tbe vikfla svara*s are discussed in the 
following few verses. (!i9cd) " "" 

'I he modification of notes is dealt with from verse 40 to 45 and 

in this space the author explains how tlie modified notes are formed and 
why they number twelve* 

is modified to the extent of two sruti-s in two different ways, 

viz. (i) by losing its notc-iruti (i* 4ih) to the advantage of_jfsaika and 

iiujnitial^/i^(i. e. 1st) towards and (ii) by yteldm^ts fint two 

irufi^s to nif^da. The first process is called cjntia^faiUa^sudh&rana (the 
overlapping of lowered |fz7;ii) and aBects the position of the note-/rut/ 
of which h technically called cyuta-^adja (lowered ^adja)^ and the 
second process is known as the khkalltva of n/pf/ff, by wliich ni^Uda gains 

\ 3. SudhUra^a refers to ^adja^s^dhJiratta* 

>/ \ 4. When niVarfa is augmented by gaining two irnti s of fu/jir, it is 
transformed into k^katt^ni^hda and this transformation of tii^Adti is 
technically named as **the kakalisaiion of 

5* In the text only s^dh^vana is mentioned, but it is the ^adja^ 
s^dh^Tcno that is intended^ it has been made explicit to avoid confusion 
in the English version* 

OCCli'Mi ^ . 

interval® of four sruti-s, and that is its only modified form. 

GundhUra assumes ^wo modified forms as enunciated by 

^Sraftcradeva’ viz., witH three sruli-s itTlhe proc^ of 

tnad^ama^-sSdhUriifa J[^the overlapping of madlpama) and with 

four sruti-s in the case of anlarasandhira.'''i IC-42D; 

the two initial iruti-s of ^aija leaving itslnole^/taxilquilc unaffected. The 

second process is, tlierefore, associated i^iiuacjtda ^adja^ i.e., uiilo.wcred 

or unmoved fO/j/fl* This subject matter is dc^l with in detail in Section 

5 of this chapter. It may, however, be noted that the modified 

has only two /ru/i-rviz., the second and the tliird, and the third and 

the fourth respectively of the original four* 

raises an interesting question. In the case of unmoved /oJjj, 

^adja retains its /ru/i*note intact %vhile yielding two initial iruti-s to 

ni^ada; therefore, its pitch remains unaffected, how then can itsjone be 

called modified ? As it is obvious and also explained by \S\ (^ormall^ 

is at the distance of four*/niU«interval from nis^da whicITInTts 

■Modified stauTis reduced to that of twoT-i/w/i-intcrval. Now, since the 

tonal value of the notes is e.ssentiallv relative in this system, the reduction 

in the extension of ^adja is adcifiiately felt. Thus, even though the 

pitch remains the same, the duruttou and the tonal content is modi¬ 

fied. (40) ~ ^ 

In the process of the overlapping of /a/ja, its first smU is gained by 

the preceding nij^a and its fourth sruti is^uaclied by ffabba. the ^ 

extent of whidTlTextended thereby to four-irafi-mtervaly andTliis is the 
only modification undergone by ffabha, lUablta is thus composed of the 

iruU^s numbering 4th to 7ih from tlie fkst of fOiija,^ 

Just asis modified in two forms viz., by the overlapping of 

^adja and the ^kakalisatioii* of nifdda, so also madhj^ama is modified in 

6* Catub^i^tititva consists in having the note-interval of four Jruti-i. 

7. Nibi^inka of the text literally means Tree from doubts^ and is 
an cpitiiet of ^Arngadeva. 

8. Only slidhnratta is spoken of in tlic text but, obviously madhyama* 
sUdAHrana is applicable here, and so it has been made explicit. 

9* Antaratva consists in i>i\nd/tdra gaining two initial Jruii-s of 
madhjama which by itself remains of t\vo-/f//fi-measure only. Thus, by 
this action, gdndhdra gains a medial (antara) fiosttion between standard 
gdndhdra and madhyama^ and is therefore called antara-gdndhdra^ i e* 
medial glinditiira, Antaralia, there fore, signifies the biiedial position' 
of gUndhura. 
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Madhyamay like is (modified) in two ways viz., by 

taking resort to the process oi^antara^ and that of s^dhUrat^d^. 

(42cd). 

Paheama is of three /rwft-measure in the madhyama-grtimQy 

while in tlie madhyama*slidhrUa^a^^ (the ovcrlappng of 
gaining one ir//// from madhyama\t extends to 

four sruti-s; and is thus modified in two ways. (42-44b) 

Dhaivata of madhyama^grUma is modified to be of four 

iruti- interval. Ni^Ma is modified in two ways viz., in its kahika 

and kikall forms having three and four sruti-s respectively. 

And so they make twelve modified forms, which along with 
j^e seven standard^ Mio^ become nineteen in all. (44r-46b). 

two ways viz. (i) by (^ieUUr^one sruti to :^iimihAra and one to paHcama, 

an example of tyuta (lowcred)*ma'lhyama, and (ii) by affordincf its t$vo 

initial sruii-s to ghndhnray an exaiiifilc of aevuia (unmoved)-madhyama. 

The former mode is called madhyama-sndh^rdna (the overlapping of 

madhyatna) and the latter is known as antara-sitd/iiirana* 

Thus, when gUndhnra is modified by the overlapping of madhyama, 

it gains its initial sruii and is thereby constituted of three iruths viz., 

the 8ih, 9tli and lOth; and when it is modified by the medial pasition of 

gondhSira (antarak;a) it appropriates two initial Sruti-s of madhyama to 

itself and the number of Its huii s swells to four, viz , 8th to 11th. This 

latter gUndhUra of four sruti-i is called aniara giindhnra. Thus gAndkHra 

has two modified foriiis, viz., siidhtirana (i.e., the one consequent upon 

modhyoma'SHdharana) and antara (i e., aniara-glindkhra) constituted respec¬ 

tively by Iruti-s numbering 8th lo lOth and 8th to 11th from the first of 

^adja. (4|.42b) 

Id the modification of gnndhtira^ the two processes of the overlap- 

ping of madhyama and the medial position of gnndhJira have been explain¬ 

ed with reference to ghndhJira* Now, we have to consider them from 

the point of view of madhyama. 

Madhyama is constituted by the /ra/w numbering 10 to 13 in the 

unmodified series. By the process of overlapping ma lends lOth iruii to 

10. Kaiiika is another name for sUdh^rana. 

11. The word suddha has to be interpreted with reference to the 
word vikfio^ Viktia^ simply means modified and therefore iuddha would 
mean unmodified. But since that is a negative expression and the 
general tenure of the term iuddha is rather positive, it seems it would 
be better to render it ns *standard\ 

ga and 13th iruti to pa and retains llth and 12th /n//rr itself. In the 

process of the medial movement (aataratoa) of ghndhara ma yields lOth 

and llth iruii-s toga, and retains only 12th and 13th iruii-s. So, tliese 

are the two modified forms of madhyama, consiituCcd respectively of 

llth, and 12th, and 12th and 13th iruii-s. (42cd) 
There is an obvious similarity between the modifications of faija 

and mddhyama^^ previously points out. With respect tn the jyiima-s, 

going tol>e inforrnetraHequati'Iy in the next Section of this chap¬ 

ter, ^or the present, it may be understood roughly that a gnima signi¬ 
fies a series of notes related in a certain order. Two such scales were 

in practice, viz., ^adja-grUma, having as its prominent note and 

madhpama grnma, having madhyama as its prominent note. Paiicama is 

established on the I7th"7^ft in $ailja\griima and on the IGtIi sruii tn 

madhyama-grhma. This iTone way how the two gramas arc distinguished 

from each other; of course this also affects the relative position of other 

notes which we shall see in due course. 
Now, with this background we can follow the text. In the 

madhyama grdima, pancama comprises tlie 14th, 15th and the Ifidi {rutis, 

whereas in the ^adja graiwa, it also has tlie I7ih sruii which is consider¬ 

ed to be tht/note-iruii^and therefore, the ^Ifi-vr/di^ pancama is one of the 

modificaiionS^i thestandard paiicama. Another modification occurs hy 

the process of the overlapping of madhyama {} e madhyatna-sudhataua), 

when it gives up 13th sruii which is absorbed by the pancama of 

madhyama grama. The standard form of the pancama of madhyuma-grma 

comprises of three iruii-s only, and wlicn it gains one sruii from 

madhyama extent widens to four iruiis, i.e., 13th to IGtIi, and this 

constitutes another rnodificution of pancama. 32c-4^b) 

VihWepancama is established on the Ifitli >ruci in madhyama-grutna, 

the 17th iruii which is the note-/ru// of paheama iti ^adja'grama is released 

and absorbed by dhaivaia, which consequently comprises the iruiis 

numbering 17 to 20 i.e., four in contrast with the standard three viz. 

18 to 20 of the ^adja-grama. Thus, this is the only modification of 

dhaivaia. 

Kaiiika is another name for sadharana AVir7/A:ir-ff//l^u u hich is a 

product of the overlapping of when it yields its initial sruii to 

ni^ada, swelling it to three irulis in extent viz., 21st and 22nd and 1st. 

Similarly^ ni^ada is transformed into kakcdl-ni^ada when it gains twu^ 

initial irutis of ^alja and com prise j zTsT, nd and 1st aiicT Jiid srutis. CThus ni^ada has two inodiiied forms respectively Iknown v^s kaisiKa-Hi^^uia 

and-AaAafl,-ff££arffl. 

^ The twelve modified notes as related to the standard isuddha) notes 

( can be studied at a glance from the following chart: 
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Modified notes as related to standard notes in terms of fru/i-s'^ 

name of standard 1 modified notes ,no. of note-irtt/i-J 

SI. 
No. 

svara-s 
(notes) 

notes 

extentlNo. of 
from I 1 form II 

extentlNo. of|extenijNo. of 
J iruti-s^ 1 ifuti-s 

modi¬ 
fied 

notes 

stand 
ard 

notes 

• modi¬ 
fied 
notes 

1 2 3 4 5 
_1 

6 

1 ia4ja 1-4 4 2-3 2 3-4 2 2‘ 4tb (t) 3rd. 
(ii) 4th 

2 f^abAa 5-7 3 4-7 4 7th 7th 

3 gindh&Ta 8-9 2 8-10 
1 

8-11 4 2 9tli (i) 10th 
(ii) 11th 

4 madAyama\0^\3 4 11-12 12-13 2 2 13 th (i) 12th 
(ii) 13th 

5 paUcama 14-17 4 13-16 4 14-16 3 2 17th (i) 16th 
(ii) 16 th 

6 dAaivata 18-20 3 17-20 4 1 20th 20ih 

7 ni^ilda 21-22 2 21-1 3 21-2 4 2 22ud (i) 1st 
(ii) 2nd 

(Chart 8) 

It is worthy of note in column 6 that in the case of serial nos. li 

2, 4 and 6 the nole-rVa/w of the standard notes and the modified notes 

coincide respectively as the 4th» 7th, 13th and 2t)th. Tliis phenomenon 

needs an explanation which is oiTered as follows ; 

(i) Though the note-iru/i of the second modificaiioii of is 
4th just like the standard fa(/ja, it dilTers from it in so far as 

its note-interval from nifadais only of tvvo-/ri//i measure as 

compared with four-ira/i interval of the standard 

(ii) Although the note-yr«/i of the modified f^abAa is the same as 

that of the standard ffabAa viz., the 7th, its note interval 

is of fouriVw/i measure from as against the three-rn<ti 

measure of the standard nabAa, 

(iii) The note-Zra/i-r of the standard madhyatna and its second 

modification are identical viz., the I3lh. but whereas the 

note interval of the modified form is of two iruti^s from 

g^ndAnra^ that of the standard form is of four /rw/i-i. 

(iv) Similarly, the notc-ira/i of standard dAaUaia is identical with 

the note*/ni/t of modified dAaivala; and yet the note-interval 

of the modified form is four iruti-s from paHcama whereas the 

^ standard note-interval is only three /ra/i-r. 

Thus, even though the note-Zn/tf-r in certain cases are identical 

the gote-iatervals of the standard and the modified forms being quite 

different, there is no room for any confusion with regard to their 

character* (44c-46b} 

(vn) 

I 

(vii) Production of svara-s (tones) by the birds and animals : 
4bc-4yb ^ 

TJic seven notes commencing with {a^Ja are produced 
respectively by the peacock, cataka^, goat*, Jieron, cuckoo, 
frog and the elephant. (46c-47b) 

The seven notes of thejhepta^^(saptaka) a perceived and utilised 

not only by the human beings, but also by the rest of the animal 

kingdom. Tlie notes have been identified with the expressions of parti¬ 

cular animals and birds. The author does nut elaborate this theme and 

merely seems to have recorded a popular concept that coiifirms the lact 
that the notes actually exist in naturf; :^iid ar.. »nly seven. The follui^ir 

extract from the article of Bulwant Trimb^ as published in the 

‘History of Hindu Music’ (p. 11) will be found to be of great interest. 

“Nature is never stingy or cruel to her clilldren, when they serve 

her earnestly. The same craving after knowledge and spirit of patient 

enquiry which discovered to the Aryans that the high, low and middle 

notes had typical representatives in the animal kingdom, the same 

musical ear which showed them ilie sounds proper for repeating the 

lessons in the morning, noon and at other times, disclosed to them that 

the animals produce certain notes, and no more. They found that the 

peacock, ox, goat, crane, black*bird, frog and elephant uttered certain 

distinct notes, and that all the notes of the denizens of the forest could 

be put down under one or the other of those 7 heads. In this tvay were 
the seven musical notes found and fixed upon.’* ' 

1. C&taka is a bird of poetic convention. It is held t!i.if this 
bird takes only rain-water. Kunhan Raja’s note in (his 
respect is quite interesting and is reproduced verbatim: 
“Csitaka is a mythological bird supposed to have holes in the 
neck, and as such, unable to drink w.itcr in the urdin.irv 
way; they drink water remaining with their breast upwar.ls 
when rain falb, so that the water does not leak out thruueh 
the holes.’* * 

2. 
3. 

K. R. renders it as ‘ram*. 

Heptad u used as an equivalent of Sanskrit 
conceived in place of the ocUve. 
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He aUo relates certain psycholoi'ical states of mind, aesthetic 

moods with the notes and the animals as reproduced in the following 

table# The rasa^s or the aesthetic moods are in theory attributed to 

various notes by our author as well* 
Notes as related to the birds and animals and the rasa^s 

Sanskrit English Sanskrit English l)pesin Sentiiiienis 

notes notes names | names the animal < 
kingdom | 

peculiar to 

Sa c Shadja Do Peacock Heroism wonder, 
terror 

Ri D Kishabha Re Ox or 
Chataka 

—do — 

Ga E Gandhara Mi Gout Compassion 

Ma F Mudhyama Ka~ Crane Humour & Love 

Pa G Fanchatna Sol Itlack- 
hird —do— 

Dha A Dhaivata La Frug Disgust, Alarm 

Ni U Nisliadd Si Elephant Compussioii 

" - 
(Chart 9) 

Note Spellings and English equivalents of Samkit words liave been 
retained as in the original. 

(viU) 

^ I 

(viii) Sonant, consonant, dissonant and assoiiunt notes : 
47C-51 

The notes are fourfold viz., sonant', consonant*, disso¬ 
nant* and assonant* J of these, sonant is that note which in 

Having defined the relative form of the notes, the author now pro* 

ceeds to classify them from a different point ol>»w, viz , on the function¬ 

al basis. The Sanskrit name for sonant^ is aa//ljsvhich literally means 

T. Vidi, literally means speaker i. entile note that frequently 

2. SadioHdl, literally means the corresponding note, the note that 
converses in tune with the sonant, with the uddl. 

3. Ftpadi, literally means the opponent, the disputant i e., the 

note of discord , r j i‘..i. 
4. Anuoidl, literally means that which .ounds afterwards, which 

follows i.e., the note that supports the sonant. 

.Section 3 : N.ada, Sruti'and .Svara 14^ 

zf\ mitTffRntTO: nvcii 

fk’ni: eft ?cft i 

fmat eft 

^ TTSns^r I 

iiKoii 

performance is most frequently used. The notes having an 

interval of eiglit or twelve sriUi-s arc mutually consonant. 

Mi and ga aTc dissonant to all other notes, or to ri and ^Au 

only, or ri and dlia too are their dissonants. The rest of the 

notes arc related as assonants. (47c*50a) 

The .sonant among them* is considered to be the ruler, 

/ while the consonant, being in concert with it, is called the 

minister; the dissonant being antagonistic is tikc'iied by the 

j sages to an enemy, the assonant**, however, .since it follows 

; the king us well as tJic ministers, is like a servant. (50b-51) 
i 

Speaker* The name itself is suggestive of its function viz , the one that 

sounds frequently, and thereby establishes the melodic pattern of rltgfi* 

"^eo^ally, the sonant is also the fundameniai note (the tonic), specially i 

in the jdt/ and jgra~ ^ I 

*K* defines sa^vUdl i.e., consonant as the note which, in conso* 

nancc^ith the sonan^, creates the quality of delightfulness in a rhga (a 

melomCTfrucnn*(57" ancThelpj^ to maintain it. ‘S' raises the point that, 

whereas ^ari'igadeva has spoken of eight or twelve iVu//* intervals being 

the necessary condition for consonance of noies, Mataiiga and Dattila 

have mentioned nine or thirteen iruti*s as constituting the required inter* 

valt Now, in order to answer this question as well as to grasp the whole 

concept of consonance of notes, it is necessary to examine the statements 
of Mataaga and Dattila. Mata 'iga says : 

*‘The notes placed at the interval of nine or thirteen iruti*s are 

mutually consonani'’ ^as qu aed by 

That is, the fdur i\|)' S oi notes viz , the sonant, the consonant, 
the assonant and the dissonant. 

7'he assonant is liki* a serv »nt, in ^o fir as it has no other func* 
tion exc* pt to $treni*thtMi th** leading note in concordance with 
the consonance; it has no individuality of its own. 
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It is imporlant to note that Matai'iga lays down the condition of 

the notes being of identical fri//i-measure, in addition to the required^ 

note*interval of nine or thirteen huti^s. Following Mata^iga» Abhinav- 

gupta elaborates the concept of samalrutikai^ (identity of irii/i<*measure) 

of a tone with reference to the last iruti of tlic preceding tone. Thus 

Bharata has enumerated the following pairs of consonant notes injJie 

{f^jd^grUtna : sa*ma^ sa^pa^ ri-«/55 and ga^ni based on 9 and 13 inttf* 

V-intervals* What is notable is that he has not included the pair of mo-ai 

which implies a 9 /rti/i-interval. This is so because ma and ni being at a 

distance of 4 and 2 huti s from the last iratios of their respective ^receding 

^notes are not identical in their frati-measure. Thus the phenomenon of 

^ //soara-samvada which is inaccuratdy identilted as the consonance of notes, 

^ CvJs not only an acoustical l)ut also a melodic phenomenon^ In the former 

case it signifies the relation of svara-s in terms of the irw/i-interval obtain¬ 

ing in-between them and in the latter case it refers to the identity of iruth 

measure constituting them. The melodic clfect of this aspect of 

samviida is amply demonstrated by reciprocal triads formed by the con¬ 

sonance of notes as defined above. For example, Brihaspati points out that 

incase of mo-m, which has been excluded by Bharata from the consonant 

pairs, *ma*ga*ri* cannot be reciprocated by ni as *tti-d/ia*pa\ the reciprocal 

triad would be *sa*iii-dba' and not ‘ni-dha p.i\ Hence wa-/ii have not been 

spoken of as Laving (cf. l.M#J, No, 7, p. 60 and F.L.S,^ l.M.J, 

Nos, 11-12, p. 57). ^ 

f Incidentally the minute difference between the concept of conso- 

/ nance in western music andLmft^u^^f Indian music is also made clear 

I through the concept of samashitik^n, 

Furthermore, as "S* explains, MaUfiga includes the note-Zra/t of 

the note with which consonance is established in the number of iruti^s 

forming the interval, whereas ^arfigadeva excludes it; that is why 

^rugadeva speaks of eight and twelve /rali-interval and (Bharata), 

Maufiga and DaitilaadffmieTnore to^ state as nine and thirteen* imtf- 

interval. For example, take the consonance of sa-pa. The note-inilt 
ot sa is 4th and that of pa is 17th; and if. while measurinif this interval, 

one counts from 4th (ruclud^ng it) to i6th it would makea thirteen^ 

iruti interval but if the 4th is excluded, then it would make for a 

lwelve-iyTf?7 The consonance of notes is reflected in the 

following chart : 

Section 3 : Nada,,Sruu and Svara 

Sonants and consonants 

Sonants iconsonants 1 note-interval note-in( 
1_1 of i>ar7igadeva 01 Mai 

(i) ma 8 9 

Sa (ii) pa 12 13 

Ri dha 12 13 

Ga ni 12 13 

^fa sa 12 13 

Fa sa 8 9 

nha ri 8 9 

Ni 8 ;> 

Relation 

(adja^madhyama 

§adja-paflcama —| 

§adja*madhyama 

(Chart 10) 

It will be clear from iJte above ch irt that even thou4b all the notes 

have their own consonants in turn, yet only two relations of consonance, 

vriS., the Q^huii and the intervals are recognised; and these are 

respectively known as the ^adja-madhjama ndation and the faija^pahcama‘ 

lelaiion. 

But what is the function of the consonance of notes in perfor¬ 

mance ? explains on the authority of Matanga (obviously) that, 

the underlying principle is that a consonant note can replace a funda- 

mental note (i. c* tonic) without damaging tEe spirit ofjhe nmde and 

the rdga (the melodic pattern). For example, in case oLsa-pa consonance, 

if in a given composition sa is the fundamental note and it is substituted 

by pa, it would not adversely affect the value of the aesthetic potential 

of the melody. 

It may also be noted that even though Matanga concedes the 

relationship of consonants only between the notes of identical or equal 

//ii<i-measurcs,^^6arhgadeva in agreement with Dattila does not mention 

TEiT^condilion. Thus be would admit consonance between whatever ^ 

notes thatj^ placed at the distance^f 8 or 12 Zrg/t-j,__ 

Now with regard to the dissonant notes the author presents two 

or three views altogether : 

(i) that ga and 12/ are dissonant to all other notes 

(ii) that ga and ni are dissonant to ri and dha 

(iii or/and ri and dha too are dissonant to ga and ni. 

The underlying principle, however, seems to be that the notes 

having two iruti s are dissonant. This is enunciated by Matafiga when 
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he says •‘Notes extending to two iruti’S arc dissonants" The function 

of dissonatits is defined by MaiaAga and elucidated by ‘S' to the 

purport that the notes that can only disturb and destroy the melodic 

structure of a r^ga, established in the configuration of the fundamental 

note (tonic), the assonant and the consonant notes put together, are 

dissonant. Again this yardstick has to be applied through the principle 

of substitution i. e., if ga is substituted for ri or vice versa, then the 

mode and the melodic pattern of the composition are disturbed, and 

consequently there is loss of aesthetic effect. 
_The notes that are not mutually related cither as consonants or as 

1 dissonanU are considered to be assonants. *S* quotes Maiaiiga who says 

^thai notes short of one ir«/i interval are assonants. Thus, for example 

he says, if f^abha is used for dhaivata for pancama^ ffabha for 

patUama, or dhaivata for ^adja or vice versa, the mode of the melodic 

pattern is not adversely affected. ‘S' adds f/aiAa for madhyama^ and 

dhaivata for madhyama and vice versa in this line. 

But what is the function--^n5S5C^ /Iniioait literally means 

^ f that which sounds after (^e dominant^"'i.e., the note that follows or 

J supports the sonant. M^TVgaTilso lays down that “the function of the 

assonant is to fortify and strengthen the sprit of the melodic pattern 

estabibbed by the sonant." ( 17c—50a) 

The relationship of the four classes or functions of the notes is illus*^ 

trated by a metaphor. Just as it is the king who commands in coiisulta* 

lion with his minister, so also does the sonant function in close coordb 

nation with the con^imit, and yet enjoys tligimpi^maty oTtHe l^g. 

Th^assonants arc so many servants tvorking^ for iheTonant and the 
consonant, strengthening them; and the dissonant is like the enemy of 

the whole team* (50b—51) 

q«OT: IISC^U 

(ix) Lineage, caste, colour, continent, sage, deity, metre 

and rusa (acstJietic delight) of the svara-s : 52-60b 

Soffifi, gUndh&ra and madhyama are of divine origin*, 

paheama has arisen from the lineage of manes, ffabha and 

1. liuTalJy means the house of godi*, oi in fact, the 
con epi *kuia i> akin to the concept of commune; thus the 
expie^sion implies tti.ii in<i and are descended from the 

-- -- —..k.iiniit/ nf uods. 

Section 3 : Nada, Sruti'and Svara 

fqqiqtsgwftcqt TT^rqi: I 

q^: ftrs:aR: IIKVii 

q^: fcilqt 3Rrg[qKq i 

qRg: lU^ii 

SKHiqiBZSqrqcqt cRT: ii:(e;|| 

^Rlrqt^sqq^ ats qi qtqm VqTq%lli(^M 

qqift q?ft ^ I 

dhaivata arc tJie progeny of the fsJages), while nif&da has 

sprung from the demonic ancestry. (52-53a) 

^adja^ madf^ama brahmins®, jiabha and 

dhaivata arc known as belonging to the princely class^, ni^da 

We have already come across two classifications of notes; here are 
a few others on quite different grounds. The basis for these classifica* 

lions, as it will be seen, is peculiarly historical and cultural; and there* 

2. b usually translated as ‘seer' or a sage; that being true, 
in this context a f/i is the recipient of the vision of the mantraps 
(i. e vedic hymns). 

3 Brahmin is the superior-most caste among the caste Hindus 
who comprse utahmua r, k^atriya-s and vaUya^s^ roughly con* 
forming to the thr<*e classes o^ Plato's ideal society viz., the 
philosophers, the rulers and warriors, tradeis and ploughmen* 
Th<* fourth caste cjf :>adra comprises slaves and servants of 
lower cias^ Aciu<illy, toe caste system of the Hindus is based 
on the lour functional divi ion*^ of the human body viz., the 
head, the arms, the siorn.ich and the fret. 

4. Kfatriya, liter.illy means the warrior (class). 
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and gUn^Hra are considered to be in the merchant class^^ 

while tlie notes antara-gandhUra and kakali-nifada are of tiie 

servant class.® (53b-54a) 

TJieir respective colours are red’, pale yellow®, golden 

yellow, sparkling white®, black, plain yellow and variegated. 
(54b-55a) 

Tiien I am to describe the lands'® of their origin. 

The notes fadja etc., are respectively born in tJie continents 

oTJambUy Suka, JCusa^ ICraunca, Siimall, Sveta and Pufkara. 
(55b-56b) 

fore, peculiarly Inriian in orientation. Moreover, it is not always possi¬ 

ble to trace the liistoricaUcum*mythoIogical background in which the 

classificaiion and its nomenclature were sigoihcantly employed. For 

example, one can hardly say anything about ihe classification of notes 

based on their origin from the gods, manes, sages and cleiiions, but one 

can guess with obvious justilicatioii with respect to the other classifica¬ 

tion based on caste. Incidentally these attributes go to project the 

individual images of the notes lending them a personality. 

$adja, madhyama and paUcanxa have four ituti s each, f^abha and 

dhaivata have tiirce, ni^vda and g(lndhitra have two; so obviously they 

have been evaluated according to their /ra/t-value and assigned the 

best, the middle and the lower position among the society of ^vara^s 

(notes). However, aniara and kakall are treated as outcastes since 

they are not employed as the fuiidaraontal notes, and are therefore, 

degraded from the position of full-fledged svaratva (i.e. the capacity, to 

be an independent musical note), (52—54a) 

There is a state of consciousness arrived at through yogic process in 

which colour and sound appear in a unified perception. The notes have 

been assigned particular colours here. These colours may be related to 

the particular aesthetic effects subsequently attributed to the notes or 

5. Vaiija^s include traders, farmers, industrialists and the produ* 
cers of every type, 

6. kudra^s are those who are not free citizens, who are in the 
service of other individuals etc. 

7. Padm&bha is interpreted by as red; literally it means 
^shining like a lotus' as rendered by 'K. R.'. However, we do 
have a red lotus and therefore, the interpretation of'S* may 
be taken to be authentic. 

8. Pihjara is defined by as slightly yellow or yellowish. 
9. Kunda is a flower and *K. R.^ identifies it with jasmine. 

interprets it as brilliant and white. 
10* Places of birth. 
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The ffJ-s" (sages) wlio discovered Uie first five'* notes 

commencing with $a4ja etc., respectively are Valmi'*, 

Brahma'*, ^asahka'*, Laksmikanta'* and Narada'^, 

while dhaivata and nifUda were discovered by Tumburu.'® 

(56-575) 

they may even be objective facts that are subjectively perceived; but 

nothing can authentically be said about it, since even the commentators 

do not refer to the basis fur this tradition. They seem to take these 

things as a matter of course. 

The world was divided into seven duipa-s according to the puranic 

geography which is mixed up with mythology. A dvtpa is considered to 

be an independent mass of land separated from the other dvipa^s by an 

ocean. I'hus corresponding to the seven dvtpa-s seven oceans arc also 

conceived These days, the concept oVdvxpa* is taken as corresponding 

to that of 'cotuifienc*, though ia technical details it is not necessarily 
so, (54b—5Gb) 

It will be observed that witli respect to every note, or in other 

words, regarding all the seven notes, certain ch.iracUTistics are described 
here, such as, the r«imiJyJine, iJi.* colour, the continent of origin, the 

seer, the presiding deity, metre and the aesthetic effect. To a critical 

mind, this scheme is open to searching questions regarding the signifi¬ 

cance of these individual characteristics as attributed to the different 

notes. However, only a f«!w general suggestions can be offered here 

with a view to provide a certain perspective in which the true signifi* 
cance of the scheme may be discovered. 

11. ^{/-xare considered to be the seers who have an immediate 
perception of Truth or a fact. 

12. That is, fajja, ffabha /;llndhltra, madhyama and paiicama, 

-13. Vahni, literally means fire and alludes to Agiii. the cod of fire. 
-- 14. Vedhas of the text refers to the creative aspect of the Divioitv 

i. e. Brahma. 

^aiflAka refers to the ‘moon*. 

---16. 'Lak^mlkanta refers to Vijou along with his consort Lak;ml. 

— 17. Narada is not only a mythological figure, but also one of the 
authorities in the tradition of the musical arts as mentioned 
in the beginning of the text ^cf. S. Raj, Vol. I, p. 667 for an 
exhaustive note;. 

^ 18. TumburO is similarly .mother authority sanctified by musical 
tradition f'hus ruinbun'i, like Narada is a historical persona¬ 
lity. He is described as an expert in divine music 
purh^a (>9.47-49 , a g<\ndhaTt<a disciple of N&rada (Bhfigaoata- 

I.l3.37-‘i9i l umburA i> obviously associated with 
arada in the Pur Anas. 
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The presiding deities of etc., respectively are 

VaJuii, Brahma, Sarasvp^fl*', ^iva”®, Visiju**, Ganesa““ and 

the Sun**, and tJie/hletres/associated with them seriatim are 

anuffuPt gSjfairi, pahkli, uf^ik And jagath (57c-59b) 

In the vcdic tradition^ every vedtc hymn, i.e., sfikta is endowed 

with a seer, a presiding deity, a metre and so on; and it seems that the 

present characterisation of notes in the above terms is an extension of 

this tradition as applied to music. How fur its application to music is 

useful, practical and valid is a question of a detailed and a deeper 

investigation. 

Another obvious fact, as already hinted in this regard is that, all 

these characteristics go to raise an individual image of each note. One 

might well find tJie beginnings of tlie later rnga imagery in the Indian 

music developing visual images of tonal structures expressed in line and 

colour in their rudiments. 

has observed this phenomenon from <|uite a difTcrent angle 

which is interesting and thought-provoking. He says that the allocation 

of the musical notes to seven dilferent continents as the places of their 

origin and the association of seven seers etc. as well points out the fact 

that the notes were admitted to be seven only, and not nine, including, 

for example, the kakalUni^ada and the antara-gandhara, "riius, lie raises 

the question, **why indeed the notes arc considered to be seven as a 

rule V\ and suggests the following explanation : The number seven as 

associated with the musical notes is based probably on the concept of 

seven supportive tissues (spoken of in the Ayurveda) of die body such as 

19. Terms such as Vahni and Brahma have already been explained* 
Sarasvatl is conceived as the goddess of learning, art and 
literature in the puranic symbology. 

20,21. ^iva symbolises that aspect of the Hindu trinity which is 
responsible for the dissolution of the creation and V4ou is 
the deity responsible for the state of the being in creation, i. e. 
stkiti (sustenance). 

22* Ganesa, in the puranic mythology, is the son of Lord ^iva 
and a god to be propitiated at the commencement of every 
religious rite, ceremony or any new social or economic under¬ 
taking. 

23. The Sun, though grammatically correct, is yet a misleading 
expression, for the presiding deitv called Sun, is not inert 
like the sun, but is the ensence of the consciousness embodied 
by it 

The following notes (i4-3l) are prepared on the ba«is 
of the glossary of technical words, append* d to Ravi Shankar's 
••My Music My Ufe" 

iiuit .* 

^a4ja and nabha arc employed in tlic expression of 

heroism®^, wonder** and wrath**; similarly, dhaivata is used 

for abhorrence*’ and terror**, gUndhara and niiiUid for 

skin, blood, flesh, etc., or on the ccmcepi of the seven psycho-physical 

centres in the body, or as related to tlie seven continents. A vkali^^ni^ada 
and antara-gJindhnra are not taken as notes independently as they are not 

used as the (lotniiitmt (tonic) notes. This is supported by a quotation 

from Daltila to this effect (cf verses 16 and 17). 

It is notable that while all other VeJini to are 

more or less mythological, perhaps with the exception o(Nntada who is 

semi-historical, Tumburft is a historical personality and a gandharva i.e., 

a musician. He h said to have discovered dhaivata und nifVda {c(. A 

discussion on the concept of gfindharva by Sadagopan-Prem Lata- 

Brahaspati in tl e Indian Music Jc urnal, Oct.-Nov. 1067), where it is 

said by Brahasriati that dhaivata was discovered by him as an overtone 

of tnadhvama. It seems that the discovery of dhaivata and ni^Uda attribut¬ 

ed to him is historical (56c 57) 

The concept of devat^ or tlie presiding deity is once again vedic 

in origin. It symbolises in concrete terms the abstract idea of a certain 

classificaiion of human comcioumess of that particular age, which was 

partly functional and objective in its comprehension of the creation and 

partly subjective, being conditioned by the time-space of the age. For 

example, the gioup of sun-gods In adetl by Savit{ symbolise not only the 

sun, but in fact the brilliance that characterises the suii and the stars 

alike. Thus the discovery of the modern astronomy that the stars are 

as many and more or less powerful suns, is no revelation to those who 

are acquainted with the vedic symbolism. The Vedas have comprehend¬ 

ed the truth ofit in their own terms. 

It is diflicult to relate the application and the extension of this 

symbolism to the musical note s, as it has already been said, but if any 

significance has to be discovered, vedic symbolism must provide the 

key* 

24. Kir« is expressive of dignity, majesty and glory, courage and 
heroism. 

25. Adbhuta is exprcs.sivc of wonderment, amazement, surprise, 
exhilaration, and also the mixed firelings of anticipation. 

26. Raudra depicts anger or excited fury. 
27. Bibhatsa conveys the sentiment of hate, hostility and disgust 

which is usuallv made explicit in dramas. 

28. Bhay^naka represent^^ the sensation of fear, fright and awe. 
However, it is dilficult to express this in music or a solo- 
instrument. 
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pathos**, and madhjamaB.nd pahcama for mirtli*® and con¬ 
jugal love.** (59c-60b) 

Similarly, the particular metres that have been associated with the 

notes are ;ilso vedic with the exception of (inu^{up whicli was introduced 

into the classical Sanskrit as well, This confirms the view that this 

characterisation of the tones is a form of the extension of vedic syitibo* 

lism in the field of musical arts. In this context th(* value ofits appli* 

cation to music needs to he assessed for proper appreciation and under- 

standing. 

In this respect ‘S* informs that these particulars are used in the 

worship of ihe toms when ^adju etc , are invoked by the seed-syllables 

spoken of by Maia.’.ga. In this invocation specially the seer (r/0» 

the presiding deity yi. e daatu) arid the metre aie utilised. gives a 

long quotation from Maianga, referring to the seed syllables of notes* 

which need not be reproduced here. This reflects the influence of Tantra 

on the already existing tradition of vedic origin* (57c-59b) 

Ii is said that music is a universal language : perhaps it is so 

because it gives expression to the content of the heart without inter¬ 

ference of thought, and therefore, appeals directly to the heart* Music, 

as understood in the context of saitgUa was primarily considered to be 

an acce5sory art to dramatics and therefore, specific compositions such 

as particular etc., were employed in the depiction ofparti- 

cuhir sentiments, such as heroism, conjugal love, pathos and so on* 

Thus the theory of or aesthetic delight propounded for explaining 

the phenomenon of literary and dramatical enjoyment was later applied 

to music, even while it was taken to be an art by itself* That is how 

various are associated with various states of mind leading to the 

enjoyment of various emotions. In this background the capacity of 

different tones for producing or arousing particular mental states is 
further analysed here* 

This analysis of the character of tones with reference to their 

capacity to express more effectively particular sentiments seems not ^ 

only to be historical and traditional, but also objective and scientific in 

29. Kamila is sad, pathetic, tragic and expresses loneliness, longing 
and yearning for the absent lover or God. 

30. is humorous and comic, happy and joyful and produ* 
cing laughter. 

31. ^fhgnra^ represents the universal creative force and embodies 
romantic and erotic feelings, of love between man and woman, 
the longing for the absent lover, and sensitivity to the beauty 
of nature. 

principle. Of. Bhanta XIX. 38, 39 {K, ed.) as the basis for :4ariigadeva 

to associate particular notes with particular rasas. However, svara in 

this context refers to the tonic i* e., the first tone of tlie mfircehand and 

implies the tnUfCchanH based on it. So in fact the rasa or the aesthetic 

delight associated with a particular tone is capable of being produced 

not by an isolated tone but by the murcchan^ commenced by that tone* 

This view is supported by the innplication of Bharata in the context of 

rasa as associated with jutU (N. S. XXIX. 12 K. ed.) 

Rasa is generally rendered as aesthetic delight, but that does not 

elucidate the concept adequately. Rasa is that delight which is distin¬ 

guished from pleasure, from sensation and sensual enjoyment in so far 

as it is to be derived from a state of mind free from the limitations of 

personal likes and dislikes. Rasa is the delight of a consciousness in 

which emotion is experienceef as a universal ^frectton* Rasa is not only 

^ntemplation Ibut also a direct experience of beauty and love. The 

concept of rasa is well elucidated as ^brahm'^nandasahodard*^ that is, 

^delight approximating to universal love\ 

— The association of rasa or an aesthetic inode with the individual 

notes may not be directly an extension of the vedic tradition, but 

certainly the concept is derived from m^rgasahgUa i. e., ancient music, 

and is therefore, an indirect extension of the vedic tradition. It is 

worthwhile to rememfier that the Sama veda is, accordin g to j^orne, the 

source of musical arts. --— 

Another point worthy of notice is that, quite in keeping with the 

tradition of dramaturgy, only eight of the nine rasa^s of the literary 

theory have been admitted as the basic aesthetic moods in music. 

^Unta i e«, ^serenity* is excluded as being impracticable for the purposes 

of demonstration. (59c-60b) 
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Section 4 

Gr&ma) Mikrcchana, Krama and Tdna 

A. GrUma : 1*8 

(i) The definition otgrilma : lab 

Grama^ is a group of tones that forms the basis of 

marcchana* etc. (lab) 

The individual identity of the tones has been established and 

demonstrated in the previous Section. But, taken individually, the 

tones do not have any utility, tibvioits or hidden. So, in order to be 

effective the tones arc orj^aiiised an<l presented in a systematic form; 

and therefore, the author now comes to deal with the basic pattern 

of tonal organisation and the system of formal presentation related to it. 

In this Section be deals with erama which forms the basis of tonal 

organisation of the system of formal presentation consisting ol such 

concepts as mUrcchana, the mfir«Aana-series (trama) and the note-series 

{tana) whiclT constifate the important features of ancient Indian music, 

'fiiesrconcepis will be elaborated in their proper context, but for the 

present we are concerned with the term *grhma^— 

The word grima in Sanskrit means a WillageU but a village in 

ancient times, and even today was and is more-otdess a community by 

itself. So, when the word grdma is adapted in musical parlance, it 

denotes, not merely a collection of musical notes, but a group of notes 

1. Cr&ma may be understood roufihly as a basic scale, but for the 
s,ike of accuracy it has not been tr.mslated into English. 

2 Murethana, though not translated in this work, like grama, may 
otherwise briefly be understood as modified gramic prototype 
scale. 

2>C€n011 *t I OraiJIil^ aiUlCCIIctUit, 

of relative tonal vaJue orsanUed ioto aa mtegrated whole compre* 

hen^ii^ within its fold ihe span otsisapiaka (heptad)» a scale of seven 

notes which serves as the basis for musical compositions. 

elucidates that, as in evcry<*day life gritma refers to a group of 

people, so in musicology gr&ma refers to a group of itrara^x; but, as the 

word svara refers to the linguistic vowels (vedic and classical) as well as 

the musical wtes, this definition would too wide. Abo in Ihe 

ordinary connotation of *stfara^ is include^thc threefold vedic accent, 

viz., ud&ita, anudutia and svarita^^i is in order to preclude such an 

interpremtlonTaTi^ were that grdma b stated to be such a group of soma^s 

which forms the basis of mUrcchand etc. By etc., the author implies 

"^/rrAond^scries, note*series (tdim), ornamentation (alaiiiklXTa)g graces i 

(gamaka) the archetypes (jixii)oi musical compositions such as f 

jrUffia ritga^s and so on. 

also offers the same elucidation but with an alternative : 

probably, as lie apprt^lieiids, one may not understand the order of tonal 

value, say in terms of the pitch involved in the gromaj if it is merely 

taken to be a group of tones. Tlivrefure, this general statement is 

conditioned in so fur as the group of notes has to be so organised, the 

tones have to be so related to each other, as to serve as the basis for 
miiicJiana etc. 

is obviously inspired in this view by the SangUa-^afnaja^sHra, 

froiii which he quotes as under : _ 

is a group of notes liaving(ordered sruti^s^nd constituting 
mUicchanll, t^na,j(iii and amSa/* _ 

The ciiipiiasis is on the order inherent in the arrangement of the 
/riitw, and therefore the svara^s. It is this order in the tonal value of 

the notes which distinguishes it from an indbtinct jumble of sounds. 

Actually this point is implied in the text as one can clearly sec it, though 

has emphasised one aspect of it and has stressed the other. 

Kumbha’s definition ofama seems to be the most appropriate : 

^^^Wlieii the svara^s in consonanc^iaving sruti^s in due order, serve 

os the basis of mAra/m/ia etc., they ^re said to constitute a (S. 

Raj. I. 2. 3. 9-10) 

That the tones of the grama should be so related as to be in 

consonance with each other, makes this definition more explicit, clear 

and preebe. Abo, tlib definition gives due importance to sruii^s apart 

from the svara^s* 

M. S. Rainaswami Aiyar in hb paper entitled, **The Question of 

Grama^s^ (pub. J. R« A. S., 1936, p. 632) explains gr^ma in these words: 

U 
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(w) OTOISj) 

eft snfen: u^u 
f^ift ie«q^TOHT55wttt<a'»i5^ ^ 

(ii) The two ^fflma-j: Ic—2b 

'-Tvw> wJTO-l are prevalent in this world’, the first is 

(O^grtma and the second is mMyaina-grima-, Uiey arc dclin- 

cd in tlie following terms. (Ic—2b) ^ 

"’“A urirna was an unsingable group scale, so lospeak, comisUug othddha- 

M svara-s collected together and preserved, as such, for the purpose 

ofLiecting, from that group scale, any desired set of seven notes with a 

Jdiaor srarting point which set, when song in the natura order of 

Lent and descent was called murcc/mnn and which, when a harmonic 

individuality was established with the_h^‘ 

,erfi?#dLe|c.aoslUhe.. narae^ 
is deeply involved in other concepts ol the srama^murcchann 

svTtem; and would therefore become more and more clear as wego^ 

i comprehending them all as a partjind paicel ol a single scl.eine^3 

--been“l^d pMy •« be a group of tones : there- 

i\ f til#, nuestion is why not have sevt ii i'rdWJrt-f, one by the name of 

leaAtone ’ L. i^o viz., fut/ja-grama and madhj,ama-grnma? 

that-tm«ThriS^rs 
- ^ nnmodiHeTSSanhe moaiTO. there are only two gra»ia-r 

to serve as the basis for the former and the latter i e^, 

» c!rth« standard tones and the niadhyama^griinia for the mcdihed 

C H "ll: .lu, ,eav be. 
Tbe adequate; there are many other factors of mu:rcal practice ili^t / 

grama i,«practicable. e.jwthgjmwi^^ 

Tfayr LuM be in cottsonanceggl^:^^"^^^^ 

tion cannot probably be realised elsewhere as accurately as m fu J | 

and the madfyama-grnma-s. 

3. As quoted by Nijenhuis in her DaltUam, p. 104. 
1 Dharitale, literally means, ‘on the face of the earth , i.e., m the 

heaven or among the gods. 
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qstlft IRM 

(ill) The definition of the ja(jlj(^-grQma and the nxadhyama 

gfUma: 2c—3b 

Pancama^ if located on its^ fourth sruti makes for the I 

failJa-grSma; but if established on the sruti immediately 
preceding^ it, makes for the madhyama-grUina. Alternatively^, 

dhaivata of the sadja-grUma is of three sruti-s; while in 

madhyama-grima it has four sruti'-s. (2c—3b) 

The author is now suggesting the lueatis of distinguisJiing the 

latfJa^grUma from the madhjama^grUima and iie says tliat pancama is the 
crucisil iidreTor this purpose. In the .raf//<i*vra/na pancama is located on 

ihe sevenieenth iruti and consequently dhaivata has three Iruli-s, but in 

madhj^ama^grUma, pancama^s.^JjLu:Med on the sixteenth huti and conse¬ 

quently one of the srutf-^is $pared)to dhaivata which sustains four sruti'S, 

Thus the grMna-s can be^lsTTuyuUhed either by the position and the 

extent of pancama or of dhaivata. 

Incidentally^ it is pointed out Ijy thut^ whereas the pancama of 

the fadJa-grUma is untnodiliablc, the pancama of the ma^iyama-grUma is 

essentially a modified note. Even though there are other notes in 

fadja^gratna such as , that too are constant, yet pancama presents 

a contrast and that is why It becomes more signincaut. 

L Sva the use of this possessive pronoun in the terininology of 

Sdragadeva is quite significant; for, it excludes the sruti-i, 
gained by the tones in their modified state. The fourth sruti 
of paUcama is the seventeenth sruti of the scale identified by 

as tliapinl of the karund jdli (class). S 

2. Svopdntya^of the text literally means “its pcnultimale’^ Thus, 
the expression refers to the sruti immediately preceding the 
fourth iruli of pancama^ i.e., the third iru/i, or the sixteenth 
of the scale, identified by as saadipani of the djata class. 

3. points out that the use of the indeclinable tu in the text 
shows that the author prefers to stick to the first distinction 
for distinguishing the grdma^s^ while he mentions tlie other 
alternative on behalf of other musicologists. Indeed the 
distinction of dhaivata is iacid^nt^I to that of pmcama. 
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—7*^ ^az/ittara takes one srnti each from ffabha and' 
^ / madfyama, dhaivata takes one sruti from pahcama, and nii^da 

^ , j. \ takes one iruti each from dhaivata and fa^lja, it becomes 
^H'n^ gttttdhUra-gratna as declared by the sage Niirada*. This grSma 

is prevalent in Uic heaven®, not in this world. (4-.“)) 

^ ^ In the tradition of Bharata» which Matau^u seems lo follow, only 

jwoj^rdffw-j, viz,, the ^atlja^gruina and the madhYama-grama are recognised 

lISTBr. D. 93)* However Narada, of uncertain ciiroiiology> refers to a 

third grUma called gUndhiHra^iiniuta which, our author after Matauga 

declares^ was meant to be used exclusively bv i>ods and not by human 

I beings. This^fflwd is derived by him from the fa tja-g/ama as described 

\ in the text and accordingly can graphically be demonstrated as under : 

\ The three grUtna^s 

(iv) The gStndliHra-grilma : 4-5 

ame of the gr&ina Tunes with number of hiiti-t 

~^ja‘gr&ma sa/4 ri/3 8a/2 iiia/4 

Madhyama*grdma ma/4 pa/3 dha/4 tii/2 

Gindhttra-grama ga/4 nia/3 pa/3 dha/3 
1 

(Chart II) 

Dhaiv^a takes one sruti from pawama (of the faJja-grima) and 

yields one ^ruti to nifoda, retaining in efTdct the same number of sruti-s. 

1. NSrada is a very ancient name, known to Veda as the bralitnarfi 
an^ (he Puranas as dnarfi. He is associated with liharuta in the very first 
performance of drama (N. S. Kashi cd, 5.32). Bharaia mentions Narada 
as an authority ongandAerwa (N. S Kashi ed. 32.484). ^ At least five per¬ 
sonalities are discerned by the name of Narada including the authors of 
JIfaredfand SahgXta-makarauda (cf. S. Raj, Vol. I, pp. 667-668 for a 
detailed description!. In short, Narada is an ancient authority on t usic. 

2. The heaven in the Hindu mythology, is the abode of gods; 
those who accumulate merit by good deeds, are born as gods in heaven 
and as the merit earned by them is exhausted, they are again reborn as 

-«x»talsJn noble farnilies. On the other hand, the gods are considered 

Section -I : (jiainu, .Mniccliana, Kr.una amt tana 

(v) 

Imc«i|rHw(Hf5 3T:5R; iixii 

qci5f5rsi^5i5^ i 

'^oW!a- 

(v) Justification for the three grama^s: 6-7b \ 

Sa^ja is tJic prime tone', fur being in the first position 
and also for Jiaviiig more ministers^ in the ^^raiwa; madhyama^ » 
too is in the fore-front, bjH^sclTcaimQt be omitted.^^g?^ 
a descendeint of the samenfainiiy, evcii Is the promi¬ 
nent note in the heaven. (6-b) 

Now, the r|ucs(ioii b why tlic three grhma^s are named particularly / 

after madhyama ami gikndharat and not_aftor any other notes such as 

anxLsp on. 'I hc author explains that it is because fadja 
is the most prominent tone; and that fur two rea.soQS viz., it is (be fuoda* 

mental note and also it is in consonance with more notes than the other 

-ii«*,^wilh jtaheama and madhyaimi whereas otlur^ tones Tiave only/ofi^. 
consonant. 

Madhyami is also an important note since it cannot be omitted \ 

I while composing standard {suddha)^ hexatonic and pentatonic note- 

"■*=^eries {ilifia^s). also suggests another reason. Madlyama cannot be 

omitted because the three notes preceding it are quite in balance with 

the three notes succeeding it, and have a certain consonance tn«belwcen 

them, but madhyama being cei^allv situated is isolated from that sort 

of relationship and therefore serves as the boundary line between the 

two sets of notes, making itself imomtssiblc. quotes Dattila regar¬ 

ding the inomissibility of madhyama to the following effect. 

-^^Paheama in the madhyama^griima, and dhaivata in the ^a4ja*grnma 

^are inomissible, but however madhyama is so everywhere." 

Gtkndhura^grnma is so named because it is a descendent of the same 

family of gods to which ^adja and madhyama belong and is thereby the 

prominent note in heaven, where it is said to be prevalent. *S* quotes 
Matauga in support of this reasoning, 

•'Why indeed this particular nomenclature ^adja and madhyama* 

gr^ma ? To explain, they have been assigned gfUma names because of 

their being extraordinary, and that is because of their being born in the 
family of gods." (cf. I.3.52ab ante) 

1. PradhAna literally means 'the chief % in other words, the most 
important tone. 

2* The consonant tones have been referred to as ministers (cf* 
3.50 ante)* 
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(«) nmwst 
S<(R ^ HUM 

(vi) The presiding deities of the gramas : 7cd 

The presiding deity in each of the three gr&mas respec¬ 

tively^ is BrahmS, Vignu and ^iva.** (7cd) 

> 

(vii) 

«P!% sqTi^ us;n 

(vii) The periods of ume as related to the gramas: 8 

They^ arc to be sung by tliosc wJio are desirous of 

prosperity in the forenoon*^ mid-day and in the afternoon, in 

the winter, summer and in the rainy season respectively. (8) 

The expression is quice significant and also thought- 

provoking. The pronoun Miey' {U) obviously stands for the three 

gr^ma'S ; and therefore two interesting questions arbe in this particular 

context: (i) are the grUnia-s meant to be sung ? (ii) Is singing to be 
restricted to winter in case of tlic ^adja grUtna^ to summer in case of the 

madhyama-grUma and to rainy season in case of the g^ndhura-grUma ? and 
if so, the gaK</Aarfl-gr3mfl cannot be used on earth as it b prevalent in the 

heaven only; then how should one sing in the rainy season ? Moreover, 

the grUffW-wisc distribution of the day into three parts presents another 

problem on the same lines. 

The grlimas, it is generally held, were not meant to be sung ; but 

what b probably collecUvely referred to in the text by way of grama, 

b the various types of melodic patterns or musical forms set in the 

pattern of tlie particular grama-.r, such as ja/i-r and raga-r. It is interes¬ 

ting to find *S* quoting Matanga with reference to the function of ^ama 

1, That is, in the /oija, madhymna and gUndh^fOrgr^ma, in respec¬ 
tive order. 

2. The appellation Hahehara {MahH^livara—the great God) b 
used in the text, 

1. That is, the three grUma-s. 

2. POrvZLahiUf literally means ^in the anterior period* with reference 
to the middle period of the day^ i. e.. the mid-day. Thus, we 
can abo divide as forenoon, noon and afternoon* 

167 Section 4 : Grama, MCircchana, Urania and i'ana 

in ihb context ; it b said—^Uhe purpose of grJtma b to regulate the 

organisation of svara, Jruii, mUrcchaaH, illna,jati and raga.** Obviously, 

these are the main factors of the ancient Indian music known as the 

gr^ma-murcchanii a ti system. 

Thus, the expression *ihey are to be sung', refers not merely to the 

basic scales of the grUma^s, but alt iJiose melodic structures or musical 

forms that are set inlo their basic pattern. 

Accordin..dy, the text is suggestive of another function of the 

three gr&mas viz., their individual suitability to a particular season. 

l*he traditional six Indian seasons have been compressed into three for 

functional purposes ; and on (his basis one is led to infer that even 

gntui/iiifa-qrlima rniglit liave been prevalent soiuetimes in the forgotten 

past All that the text implies is that the three ^rdma-x are more 

suitable for the three respective sc^asons and the divisions for the day, 

but not that they are exclusively to be employed on restricted basis. 

’a. mm 
(■) 

m: if u%u 

Tlie mUrcchanis and kramas : 9-26b. 

(i) The definition of mUrcchani: 9 

The iisccndiiig and ihe descending movement of the 

seven notes in successive order is called mfkrcchanU. There^ 

The concept of mUrchhann is quite important in this system of 

music, and should therefore be understood quite adequately. 

The word *mUfcchana* is derived by Matat^ga from the Sanskrit 

root mUruh—to iaint or to increase. Thus he defined mUrcchanH as : 

^^mUrcehyaU yfm rajgolii m&rcchanli-ityabhisaiijnUJi** i.e., **That by which 

thg mar££hani^J* Basically it is the movement, 

ascending as well as descending of the seven notes which b called 

mSlTcchana in the text. However, ‘S' quoting MataTiga in hb support 

1. That is, in this world excluding heaven. 

2* That b, the r^dja-gjrUma and the m^dhyama- grama. 
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makes it clear that it is in fact the seven notes arranged in regular order 

of ascent and descent which stand to be called as mUrcchanJi i*e*i In other 

words, the action of ascent and descent, that is, the tonal movement is 

not to be called mUfcchantif as it is said by Mataiiga : 

**The unit of seven notes in regular order of ascent and descent is 

known to be the referent of the word mtitcchanTl by the experts of the 

subject.*^___ - 

Obviously a very subtle distinction has been made; for indeed, it 

is the seven notes in the ascending or the descending movement in their 

successive order that constitute mUrcchanH^ The movement is quite 

inherent in the tones if they are to form a mutechanh. Thus, the distinc¬ 

tion is rather formal and may be construed as helpful in placing the 

emphasis rightly on the tones, rather than on their movement, Ravi 

'Shankar defines mUmhann as^ “scale-wise progressions in descending 

motion from the fundamental notes.” (cf. Glossary of Technical Wordj 

^My Music, My Life*). ^ ^. 
luncfion oV'^^chan'A is to develop, to enlarge and to spread 

the r3jii. Obviously, it is not |)ossible to restrict the urrangeinent of 

mSrrrAena-r to any one register, and as pointed out by 'K* in order to 

show their range to be co-exteiisive with the three registers, Matauga, 

speaks of mfirffAtffla-r of twelve notes as well, but this seems unnecessary 

in view of the two grima~s being used conjointly, covering the three 

registers. Kumbha mentions Kohala and Nandike^vara as supporting 

MataAga in his view, but he totally rejects it by himself as technically 

uncalled for (cf. S. Raj. 2.1.1. 352"357). 
Thus it is settled, as per the text that there are seven mUrcehanll'S 

in each grim. 

(u) ! 

ss^ i 

jiuBjisav efsntncsn k 

neqil ||rfW9T ce: *1^ I 

(ii) The names of the mQrcckana-s of the fo^ja and madhjama-^ 

grdma-s : 10-12a 

The first in io^ja-grama is ttXtaramandra which is followed 
.- t jjL—aivakranta and 

Section *1 : (irAma, MfircchanA, Krama aitcl ’i'Uiin iijb 

abhirudgatu. Madhyama-gr^mn has sauvirl^ hilrhi(lsi% kalopanatU^ 

suddhamadhyU^ margin paurnvi and hjfyaka. (10-12.'i) 

The names of these fourteen mUrcchantiyS fscem to be <|uitc signiheant 

and some scholars have even ventured/to sp«;ciilate regarding their 

literal signification as related to their miisiclH^onteiu and aesthetic cffect^^ 

for example, the name of the first mhrcchanti, of the ^adja-grUma attar a- 

mandru, literally means, '‘tht* one that follows the mandra i. e*, the lower 

(heptad)" and this exactly tallies with its tonal position, since it com¬ 

mences with the ^Oitja of the middle heptad* 

Now, the question (us raised by ‘K') is, ‘Why should the munchantis 
of the ^ailja^grUma hegin with the snlja of the middle register?* i. e., why 

not with sonte other note of, say, the lower register ? An<l explains, 

^*that is so, because Rharata has ordained it that way,^* quoting him, 

^^muredianti should be demonstrated on /d/ia with the tone madhyama 

{madkyama svarena vainavem mnrcvham^mrdesahY** And then ‘K^ goes on 

to quote Matauga in his interpretation of Bharata : ^^Miircchana should 

commence with the middle register in order to establish the lower and 

the higher registers {madhya^saptakena murcchani^-nirdtsah kUtyo mandrattkra’^ 

sidhyartkam)*** 

As far as the literal meaning is concerned, Bharata lias spoken of 

madhyama as the tone and not of madhyn sapiaka. However, Bharata 

also lays down uHaramandrlk as the first murcciumd^ adya-hyuUaramandrti 

ryarfetc/* (cf. N. S. Ka. ed. XXVIII. 27). So in fact t^arugadeva follows 

the tradition of Bharata and Matauga. Matauga however, seems to have 

correctly elucidated Bharata, why uitarainandr^ is taken as the first 

mUrcchanJl. 

(iii) 

, m mm § i 

ss^^sftltn \\\RU 

(iii) The tonal form of die marcefuma-s : 12b-15 

Their distinguishing character^ is (now) being out¬ 
lined.* The first mrcchana is commenced with the ic4ja of 

*S* reproduces the marcchani-s (in the ascending form) of the two 

grimO'S in accordance with the text as under : 

1. Lakfafia, literally means a characteristic mark. 

2. Lit. *e3tablished* by demonstration. 
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Uie middle register; and tlie six other mfircchana-s with nisUda 
etc. (placed) one bcjoiv another in regular order. Sauvlri 

commences with Vixe^nadhyama of the middle register, and 

tiie six otliers* with the notes coining one helow another in 

successive ortlcr. (12b-14b) 

According to another version, rajani ele.'* are formed 

by m$ada etc.® that arc plated on sa{lja^ and hariiiasv3H:ic.'’ 

MUfci'han^^s of I he* two griima-s 

§adja-fir n ma Aladh^ama^gfKi ma 

No, Name I'onal form No. Naim* Tonal form 

1. Uttara* sa ri ga lau pa dha iii I* SauvUi ma pa dha ni sa ri ga 

mandrH 

2* Rajani ni sa ri ga ma pa dha 2, 

S, UitarnyaiU dha ni sa ri ga ma pa 3. 

4e Buddha- pa dha ni sa ri ga ma 4. 

4a4jn 

5. Matsarl* ma pa dha ni sa ri ga 5, 
kttd. 

6. ^AtArdR/O ga ma pa dha ni sa ri 6. ^Pauravia dha ni sa ri ga ma pa 

7. AbkirudgatH ri ga ma pa dha ni sa 7. pa dha ni sa ri ga ma 

(Chart 12) 

• The tonal form of iuddha^madhyH^ mfLrgl^ pauraul and hx^yaku 

may appear to be identical with that of uttaramandrh^ rtganh uitardjatd 

and iuddia-fojjH respectively, due to the same tones employed; but 

3t That is» other mnrahann^s. 

4« That is, from rar\janif uttarUyatli etc, onwards upto abhirudgatH^ 

5« Hiat is, nt dha pa backwards upto ri. 

& 9^Ja of the middle register, 

7m That iij from ialopaaatn onwards upto AffyakU* 

Il^rt^aivn ga ma pa dha ni sa ri 

Kalopanatn ri ga ma pa dha ni sa 

Suddha- sa ri ga ma pa dha ni 

madhyUP 

Margin ni sa ri ga ma pa dha 

Section 4 : Grama, Morcchana/Kraiua and Tana iji 

are formed by etc, ^ Uiatare placed on madhyama; 
the subsequent notes ia^ja etc,^ and madhyama etc,^^ respecti¬ 

vely may be tuned accordingly, (14c-15) 

actually it is not so> because the pancama of the madhyama-grUma is of 

three iiutUs^ whereas in the x^dja-gr^ma it has four ; therefore, these 

mUrcchanJi^s^ though similar in appearance, are yet different in content. 
Signs V and ^ (not used here) are respectively indicative of the lower 
and the higher register. (i 2b-14b) ' 

Then the author describes the same phenomenon of the formation 

of mUrcchanH^s in quite a different way. I'he phenomenon jremaja$jii^ 

same, only the tecimique ol mating it differs. 

As already explained in the previous verse, by the fir^t method 

the mii^cchanP^s are formed by placing their initial notes one below the 

other. Tl^iuvplves a change of range (sthana) in the same i4na which 

lias to be ^UakokHi^Ymi is provided with 21 strings and has Uie range 

of three regtsleiTtcfrAb. llh., G. O. S. Vol. IV, p. J22). By this method 

the m^cchan^s can be worked out as under, either in the range of the 

lower and the middle registers, or the middle or the higher registers. 

While in the second method explained above, the murcchand^s are 

obtained in the same register, but every time the strings have lo be 

tuned accordingly. Chart 13 (a & b) illustrates the hrst method and 

Chart 13 (c) illustrates the second. 

Formation oi mUrcchann^^s of the ^adja-grUma 

Method I (a) 

Name of the 
mUrcehanli 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 ^ 

9 10 11 12 13 14 

UUaramandra sa ri ga ma pa dha ni 
Rajani ni sa ri ga ma pa dha 
UUarnyata dha ni sa ri ga ma pa 
&uddha-^ailja pa dha ni sa ri ga ma 
MatsarXktt ma pa dha ni sa ri ga 
AitakrantP ga ina pa dbani sa 

• 
ri 

AbhimdgatXi ri ga ma pa dha ni sa 

Chart 13 (a) 

8, That is, from ga ri backwards upto pa. 

9, That is, ^a4ja and the higher notes, 

10« That iSj madhyama and the higher notes. 
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?ii?5rTRgr^<n^: \\\\u 

«r^feSW %cCI^iT Of^?: I 

^ iinnRiT *n56TtT?f^^: \i\Ml 

(iv) The classification of the mUrcchanS-s : 16-17 

These are fourfold, vi/. suddhd} (standard), ^dXrti/l-incIu- 
sive*, tf«/a/n-inclusive® and inclusive of botli^; thus, they are 

The mUrcchan^^s are classilied on the basis of ihtir being inclusive 

or exclusive of either of the two notes called kiikalx and t^uiura or both of 

them. First of all the author delines these two terms. He says, if 

Hi^^da absorbs two sruli^s of and is thus established on the 2’lth 

(22+2) or the 2nd Jruii (of the next re^i^tcr). being in effect constituted 

of four then it is called knkali i/ifiiJa and also merely as klikull for 

the sake of convenience. Similarly, if »an(I/tina incorporates two Jruti-s 

oCmadhjama and is thereafter esiabJisJred on the 2iid iruit of madhjama, 

being constituted in elfect of four iVa//-j, ih ui it is called afilar:i-»Sndh&ra 

or merely a> anlara for the sake of convenience. Both these notes are^ 

considered to be the modified forms of/</f Wa ami !^*iudhiira respectively 

and are not counted as indepeiwlent noies by themselves. 

Now^ he says there are four classes of mUrcchand-s^ viz. (i) those 

that are composed exclusively of the standard notes, i. e. the suddha^ 

svara-s^ (ii) those incorporating kakali-uiidda, (iiij those incorporating 

1. kuddha literally means pure or natural, the term is suggestive 
of the fact that the miucchand-i of this type are composed of 
tones in the standard s'n///•relation i. e., 4-3-2-4-4-3-2 or 4-7- 

9.13.17-20-22. 

2. A'dAWi-inciusive is the one that takes kdkatUni^dda instead of 
iuddha-ni^ada, the irw//-relaiion being 4-7-9-13-17-20-2 (i. e. 
24) taking 2 iruti-s from the sa of the next register. 

3. Antara inclusive is that which takes antara-gdndhdra instead 
o(iuddha-gUndhdra^ the irw/i-relatioii being 4-7-11-13-17-20-22. 

The fourth type is such that it takes antara^gdndhdra and 
kdkdli nisdda inst<*ad of iuddha ga and ni; Che /ra/i-relation 
being 4-7-1143-17-20 2 (i e. 2f). 

^ However, the in//t relations indicated here pertain to the 
^adja grtkma; in tnadyatna griima pa will be on the 16ch im/i 
^instead of the 17th. 
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known to be fiftysix in aJl. If nifnda takes two smti-s of 
it becomes kukali^^ but if gindhara appropriates two iruti^s of 
maddiyama it becomes antara.^ (16-17) 

Mata gandhara and (iv) those incorporating both klsJcall and aniara. 

Each of the two has seven mUttchana^s^so both have fourteen; 

and then, each of the fourteen is of four types described above. Thus 

(I4X4»S6)^ altogether we get fiftysix mflruhan^^s* The four types of 

the mUrcckona^s of the ^aija^grhma iire illustrated as under, along with 

their /ru/i-relations« 

The Jour types of mUrcchana^s 

1. ^uddhU 4 7 9 13 17 20 22 

(standard) 

2 Sakikall 4 7 U 13 17 20 *2 or .2 

(i;4it;<}/(>incliisivc} 24 the 

i. SMtarH 4 7 1! 13 17 20 22 

(dflhira'inclusive) 

4. Ubhajagatn 4 7 11 13 17 20 *2 or * 
(inclusive of 24 

both) 

' (Chart 14) 

This illustrates the varieties of the first mUrechatiA only. 

: 
pa 

3—: 
dhu 

Tryr 
lU 1 Remarks 

17 20 22 

17 20 •2 or •2 sruti’S from 
24 the next register 

17 20 22 

17 20 •2 or 
24 

• 1 e
. o
 1 

5^ 

5. The short form of kokalUni^fiia* 

6« The short form of antara gandhUra* 

Section *1 i orauKt^ i\.i«asss«* m*su 

(V) 

ws^ cnRfcr«^sr m 

(v) The method of indicating the serial number of a 

mUrcchana : 18 

In the two gramas the serial number of a marcchana, as 

pointed out by ^arngadeva', is that which corresponds to the 
position of jadja or madliyama in it*. (18) 

This is rather a very rahliful rendering of the text which in fact 

implies that, since there are fourteen mUrcchann-s in the two gramas^ 

seven in each, the (|uestion Is how to recognise a parlicutar murcchanO in 

terms of its being first, second, third, and so on. 'i he author here 

points out that the serial iiunibrr of a mtircchanli is indicated by the 

position of yaija or madhyama iji it in the ya fja or maJhyama grOma as the 

case may be. For instance, in uitawmatiJm a mum/nai l of the 

grOma *sa ri ga iiia pa dJia iii* the jjoaiion of the iu is first, and there* j 

fore it indicates tinit Is the first murcchanii of the ^alja*gr^tHa. I 

Similarly being the sixth note ill a'vakritntil. it indicates it to be ' 

the sixth mfim/m/j.i. Also in tin; caJe of madhyama’gt a ma^ hariv.asua for 

instance has mtdhyama in the second position (ga tiia pa dha iii sa ri) 
and is thereby the second muruhanxi of the madhyama’griitna^ 

(vi) ^ 

^^ ^C^cjT I 

(vi) The marcc/ianU-serics (krama-s) and their iiumber:19*20b. 

Each one of them^JjccQnies sevenfold by commencing 
with the first note ^d so on*.y In Utese®, the last notes fiav> 
in^een sung, initiafTlolSThay be sung in (heir respective 

1. /fif JaiAa is the appolation of ^arhgadeva. 
2, Cr. Dattilum 21. 
1. 'Them' refers to the liftysix mUrcc/tanH-s of four types described 

in verse 16. 
2. That is, from the Hrst to the seventh note. 
3.&4. ‘These’ refers to the seven mBrechani^seties, formed as per 
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order* TJiesc^ are inbrcchanA^sttxes {krania^s) and their num 

ISerls three hundred and ninety two. (19-20b). 

The purport is that each one of tlu^fifiyshf/ murcchanH^s spoken of 

above, has seven series of muTCchan^•s ortTr-^wn which are formed by 

commcncing^tlTe murahana wiih ihe fir^t, the second, the third, the 

fourth* the fiflli, the sixth and the seventli note, keepi^ ^e A^-value 
of the notes unaltered. Now, ‘S* poses the problem that, if the wflre- 

chann is commenced with the second note and so on, how can it h^tve 

seven notes in it i* The text resolves the difficulty by sugi’esting that 

the last notes may be suui* in the first instance aiid iIjo preceding notes 

may be sung in their rcspeciivt* order. Moreover, it is notable that in 

this scheme the basic ^cale is not altered and so the mhycchanU docs not 

change, what changes is ihe oirler of notes in it, and actually each 

miircchanH has seven possibilities of sncli a v^iiety in the order. These 

series iircjiieriTore called kiama-s, literally *orders*; they are useful in 

the compiiiaiiun of (periniiiailoiial note-series), 'l ire series of 

munchnn^'S are therefiae sub*varieties ul tlie mur^chuntX^a and are dislin* 

guished from the mumhann'S proper by the fact that iltey are formed oiilj^ 

in tbe ascending order of notes, whereas the munchana-s are formed in 

llie^^desccikTing ^dcr as weji. For instance udaramandrn^ tite first 

matechawt^ of the is ti mu pa dhu ni : ni dha pa ma 

ga risa; Imt the series of ifiis mufcc/tafth are recorded as fallows :— 

8 9 10 II 12 13 14 

Isi series : ri ga ma lia dha ni 

14 U 9 10 11 12 13 

2ud scries : ni sa li ga ma pa dha 

13 14 8 9 10 11 12 

3rd series ' dim ni sa ri ga Ilia pa 

12 13 14 8 9 10 11 

4tb series pa dha ni sa ri ga ma 

II 12 13 14 8 9 10 

5th series : ma pa dha ni sa ri ga 

10 11 12 13 14 8 9 

6lh series : Ilia pa dha ni sa ri 

9 10 11 12 13 14 8 
7tb series : ri ga ma pa dha ni sa 

(Chart 15, adopted from K.R. with modification) 

this verse; they may be understood as subvarieties of the seven 
mUrcckana^Sf called krama*s in the text. The word krama is used 
in the sense of series in this particular conteKt. 

Section 4 : Crama, MtircchanSt, Krama and TAna i / / 

These senes of tonal order do not stand in the descending order and 

are therefore called hrama^s or i7ifirrr44?fid*A:rama-r*—i.e*, inQrcchanS-serics. 

Since each of the fiftysix mOrcchan^^s has seven series, the total number of 

such sub*varieties comes to (56 X 7=392) three hundred and ainetytwo. 

These kratna^s, named as mfirrrAe/tA-series are considered to be 

mUrcchanii^s only in so far as the notes in their ascending order are placed 

consecutively and exhibit some sort of order in their arrangement. 

Mataiiga, following Bharat a, classifies ilie seven-tonal mumiiana^s 

in slightly a different way, viz. pQniii (complete), ^adavitu (liexatonic;, 

auduuHn (pentatonic) and sUdhUranl (mixed), the first one of which 

incorporates all the seven notes, the second is composed of six notes, the 

third is formed with five notes only, while the fourth includes kiikall 

or/and aniara forms of ni^Uda and gdndh^ra, 

Bliarata has defined mSrcchaniX as a groiiji of seven notes pLiced 

in order, and he derives murcchanit^iana-s (also called only (nmt) from 
them by the omission of one or two notes (cf. N. S., (i. C). S. IV. 

32-33, p4 .i5). Sai'Jigadeva loo, basically follows this elas^jitic.itiuu 

but icchiiically he af)plies the term idna to all those modifications of 

wftrrcAt7«a«J that are formed by ilie omission of one to six notes in the 
combinational and perinulational note-series {iuJdha and kuu iduu 

(»“) 

^^«ftJnT5T53iHspn»nf^qrTf^fT: w^ou 

?Fincf i 

(vii) The presiding deities of the mUrcchana-s ; 20c-22b 

The presiding deities of tlxe mUicclianU-s of die ^adja- 
gritna respectively' are yak^a^^ raXya®, Narada^, Hrafima®, 

1. That is, from the first mfirrr/tans‘Series lo (lie sevi-mh scries. 
2. Takfa is a class of demigods \vho are considered io be tiie 

guards of the treasures of Kubera, the god of wealtli. 
3. Rakiaii the name given to evil spirits ‘K. R.'in bis mac 

on verse 20 considers rakfa-s along with yakja-s to l)e semi* 
celestial beings. He does not elaborate on their function. 

4. Nsrada is a celestial figure, a sage elevated to be a divine 
roaming minstrel of the three worlds (i.e. the heaven being the 
abode of gods, the earth being the abode of mortals and the un* 
der world below the earth, being the abode ofna^a-r or reptiles). 

5. The creative aspect of the Hindu trinit)^. 

I? 
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<Um' and Vatuiia’; and those of the 
re^ecdvely are Brahma, Indta*. Vm'", gmdharm, Ma 

Siva and sun/* (20c-22b) 

(viii) 

SSOT \ 

^r*rreincfT sgcftflit ^ • 

an^iiWFft ^ 

^ ‘ 

gg^ ^ 

anvirn %% »n?«?TOn% ‘ 

5n?sr ^ siiftTUsia fetwT#T 

(viii) Narada’s nomenclature for the m&rcchana-s ; 22c-26 

The sage Narada has given' another nomenclature for 
them* viz. the first in the ^a^ja-grama is uttara-var^a and 

then* abhimdgata, ahakranta, saum, huyaka. lUlarayata and 

Narada is a celebrated authority of ancient India and thb 

subject is dealt with in two works ascribed to him. v.z. 
trslua^rnaka^<^da. The nomenclature ascribed to Na-da m tl^^ 

text tallies more or less with the one given jVh 
sligbUy different from tlmt of SahsUa-mkaranda (cf. N. StksS 1.2.S 

-^"l^aclass'of beings inhabiting the world below the earth, 

7’ jiSrare^t'wirb?^^^^^^^ the sons of the sun and the physi- 

8. A god^f the^vedic pantheon and puranic mythology. 

9. The chief of the gods. 
10. The god of wind. . 
11. Celestial chorister, a singer m general. 
12. A class ofdemi-gods with supernatural powers, or a perfected 

human being. 
1 1 iterallv it would be translated as said . 
2*. Them* refers to the seven mftrccham-s of each of the grama-r. 
3. The sense of *then* is implied in the context. 
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rqfanl; these are the seven mUrcchana^s of the seers. In the 
madhyanuL-gratna the mUrcchana-s are: apyayani, visvakrtat candroy 
hema, kapardxnly maitrl and candramasi belonging to the manes. 
Nanda^ visala, sumukhif citra, dtravatl^ sukha and alapa are the 
seven vnarcchaniL-s of gandhara-grama; but they have^not_faeeD j 
spoken oHffrtelail as they are to be _ejhployed irTlheaven / 
Onl^ (22C.26) — I 

and S. Mak. I.2.I0-15). However, it is notable that the name u/lara- 

tar nit given to the very first n^rcchantk of the ^(ulja^grXLtna is not found in 
both of them ; and what is found in its place is uitara-mandrU. Besides^ 

there are a few other minor variations* That shows that I^Art^gadeva 

probably had access to a different MS« of Nuradiya^iik^n,, 

Another notable point is the distribution of the mUrcchanli-s of the 

three grama-s among the gods^ the seers (who are human beings) and 

the manes. This is in keeping with the Brahininical tradition of 

symbolic characterisation already spoken of It may however be 

mentioned tbat^ since the seven mUrcchanH^s of the ^adja grhma only are 

allocated to tlie seers (fftV) these murcchana-s only are considered to 

be of use in this world by \\\f^ Muradiya^siksd (cf. 1.2.I3**14)* 

n. rHfll: 

1. gsmsianiqii 

awf: gar: iurttsftglgai: 1 

C. Tile tarns : 27-90 

(i) l*Jie formation and the number of the suddha-tams 
(specific combinational note-series) : 27-30 

(1) The definition of the suddka-iana ; (27ulh^^^^^^ 
The suddha^ (standard) nmrcckana~s, by droppiug/oiie 

T&na, which has been rendered as 'note-series’ is essentially a 

mUrcchanH. The word tlina is derived frolh the Sahskflr iucrr"W/; RT 

spread, to^slretch, or to expand, enlarge, develop. 

L .SuddAa literally means pure i. e.. unmodified or naturaL In 
\ this context, iuddha implies an ascending and descending 

series of seven standard no Jn their regular order in 
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or two notes become suddha^tUnci^s^ (specific combinational 

note-series)* {27ab) 

The mSr^rAeua-i have been classified into four types (cf. verse 16 // 

ante)» viz* standard {iuddha , ki^kaluinclixsivfi^ ^n^ara-inclusive and | 

inclusive of both. Broadly speaking, these four types fall into two I 
categories, viz, composed of standard notes only awtf^com^sed of I 
standard and modified notes. A t*ina is formed by ^oppiiWone or I 
two notes from any standard mdrechand. Thus iL^uddha^nnlais notliint! I 
but a standard m&rcchaad deprived of one or two notes. 

The word suddha qualifies both the words murcc/iand and iSna. 

/ Tdna-s are also of two types suddha and khUtt i* e. combinational and 

V^ermutalional. ‘K’ argues tliat if the word suddha of the text is taken 

merely to qualify the word tdna^ then iudJha tdna^s would proceed from 

all the fiftysix murcchand-s already described, and in that case the 

number of hexatonic and pentatonic tiina-s would not tally with the 

text ; while on the other hand, if it cjualifies only 'miircchana^ then oven 

kU{a 1. c. pcrmutativ>cial /d/m-r would also be possiiile from the standard 

mUfcchand^s^ which is contrary to the fact. *rhus it is ihat^ suddha 

(standard) mUfcciumd^s when deprived of one or two notes become wliat 

b called the hexatonic and the pentatonic combiiiaitoiial noto^series. 

Mataiiga, however, punts out another dtireieiice between mufcthand and 

/ana. He says : ^'wittrrrAana proceeds in the ascending order, while iHna 

proceeds in the descending order only ttxua, as diirerentialiaLliy ^ 

him, is restricted m the descending order of notes. only,__ 

2. Tana, in the ancient terminology, is a series of five to six notes 
in a specific combinational order called iuddha-Una (specific 
combinational note-series). Though suddha-tnna is the full 
expression, when writing about it in its context, the word 
suddha-U taken for granted and mere tana is used instead. 
Accor dingly, the expression specific combinational note-series 
is also sometimes replaced by the simple term note-series (in 
due context)* But tdna as such has to be distinguished from 
kfUa-idna (permutationai note-series) to be defined presently* 
However, in modern music /ana, as defined by Ravi Shankar, 
is a musical phriso sung on vowels, syllables or words drawn 
out or stretched by expressive^ passages, (cf. Glossary of 
technical words. My Music My Life). 
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m?n: ?F3fci5fi iRmi 

qRqi ^cIT: I 

(2) The hexatonic iioie-serics : (27c-29b) 

Tlie seven {inurcrfianS-s) of (he fatlja-j^rama, by an indi¬ 
vidual omission of m, n\ pa and mi* in liicir respective turn, 

make twcnly-eijjlit (note-series). Similarly, the seven 
(mUrcc/taiiS-f) of the madhyama-gramay by tJtc omission of sa, ri 

and ga in turn respeciivcly form iwentyonc (note-series), 
both of ibein pul lt>!jcllier, are considcreil to be forlynine 
hexatonic note-series,'■* (27c-29b) 

'Miougli llu‘ cornbiiiaiional {uiddha) iiotivM-i {t*iua-s) are dctivcii 

from the slaiidanl {suddha) miuuhand'S^ llic laCler is distinguished by the 

absence of modified notes, the former is distinguished not only 

by the absence of kakall and antaru notes, but also by the absence 

of any change in the regular arrangement of notes. If the note-sedes 

is set in the permutatioi^al form then it is called kuta tana i. e* permu¬ 

tationai note-series* The note-series are formed by the omission of one^ 
or two notes* If one the seven notes is omitted, what we gel is a ‘ 

ffiSxatonic^note series and if two out of the seven ^re omitted we get ^ 

pentatonic note-series. 

‘K' raises the question that, ^*since pancama determines the ^rdwa, 

if it is omitted, how can it discharge this function?'^ He resolves th:; 

difficulty by pointing out that the paiicama can only be omitted in the 

^Oilja^grAma; therefore, even its omission is indicative of that particular 

grdma. 

explains at length bow we get tweniyeigbt note* series in the 

fa^Ja^grdma and twentyone note-series in the madhyama^grttma^ When 

the seven mUrcchanU-s of the 4a4ja-grama are deprived of fa4Ja, then we 

get seven hexatonic note-series, likewise when deprived of ri, pa and ni 

respectively, we get seven other such scries in each case, making twenty- 

eight in all* Similarly, in the madhyama-grdma when the standard 

1* &i//ama-—literally means the seventh (note) i. e. m* 

2. That is, * fa^ara-/aiia*r’* 
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mdrccbana^s are deprived of sa, ri and ga respectively, they form into 

twentyone note-series* Taken together, we get forty-nine bcxatonic 
note-series. That is how the standard mUruhanii^s being deprived of 

one or two notes become combinational note^series. 

An illustration of the hexatonic notc^series with the omission of 

sa in the ^adja^grUma 

Name of the mUrcc/iann Form of the mfirccAanH 

UiiaramQndr'^ X rt ga ma pa dha ni 

Rajanl ni X ri ga ma pi dha 

UHar^yata dha ni X rl ga ma pa 

Suddhaiadj^ pa dha ni X ri ga ma 

Matsarikita ma pa dha ni X ri ga 

Aivakr^nU ga ma pa dha ni X ri 

Abhirudgata ri ga ma pa dha ni X 

(Chart 16«) 

Note X denotes omitted sa. 
• Adopted from S. Raj. Vol. I, p. 132. 

3. 

^ ii^on 

^ 5m: \ 

(3) The pentatonic note>series : (29c>31b) 

fiestdeS) the seven (standard marctfiana-s) of the 
-grSma being deprived of sa and pa, ga and and ri and pa 

respectively form jwentyone pentatonic note-series: while 
those of the madftyama'grSma being short of ri and dka and ga 
andni* respectively become fourteen {tiuia~s)i altogether,^!, 
they make diirtyfive. (29c-31b) ^ > 

Just as the standard mUrcehanH^^s by dropping one note become 

hexatonic noie^edes, by dropping two notes they become pentatonic 

note*series. In ^adja*gr^ma^ by the omission of sa and pa we get one set 

j>f seven pentatonic note*series, by the omission of ga and ai, another set 

of seven and by the omission of ri and pa the third set of seven, making 

twentyone in all. Similarly, in the madAjama^griima by the omission of 

1 & 2* D^futi of the text literally means a bi«frutic note; ga 
and fli are the two notes with two iruths each# 

Section 4 : Grama, Murerhuna, l^rama and 't ana ioa 

4. 

^gfaFcren: w^xw 

(ii) ^ 

4^ CV ^ 

(1) ToCul tiuinber of licxaionic aud pcMUatoiiic combinational 
note series {suddha-tana's) : (3led) 

However, the hexatonic and tlie pentatonic (specific 
combinational) note*scrics make eightyfour in all. (31cd) 

(li) Tiic formation and the number o['kUta (perinutational) 
tSua-s (note series) : 32-49 

(1) TJie definition of Xfifa-Zawa (perinutational) note- 
series) : (32 abc) 

TJie complete or incomplete mUrcchand-s with their notes 
produced in a permuted form become perinutational note- 
series {kUia-tdm-s). (32a-32c) 

ri and Jha we get one set of seven pentatonic scries, and by the omission 
ofga and ni, the second set, making fourteen in all. Thus the pentatonic 

nute^series in both the grnma-s are counted as thirtyfive and the number 

of both the bcxatonic and the pentatonic note«series in both the grama*s 

is considered to be (49+35 » 84) eightyfour. An illustration of a penta¬ 

tonic note«series is given as under. We know that m&rcchan^ is in the 

ascending as well as in the descending order of notes. 

An illustration of the pentatonic note-series with the omission 
ofm and pa in the fo^ijagrUma 

(Chart 17#) 
f Note:—X denotes sa and • denotes pa. 
V •Adopted from S. Raj, Vol. I, p. 1S6« 
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A murcchanh is said to be complete when it has seven notes, and it 
is considered incomplete when it has less than seven notes i.e. from six 

to one; although one note does not make a series, but that is theoretical. 

Actually, when one or more‘notes are omitted from a mSrrrAona, it 

becomes a tuna (as already explained in the comments on 19*20b ante), 
a note-series. But, here, the author is talking in terms of incomplete 

iff^rcchanix^s (as well) giving rise to permutational note-series, because 

such note-series arc derived from the wftrerArtwa-series, and not because 

on this account, they continue to bn mfircchanh-s. It has already been 

said that Bharata lias used the expression mTircchanH-tJkna for hexatonic 

and pentatonic combinational note-series. 

We have already come across the rourfold classification of mflr- 

cchann-s and this is a twofold classilication viz. complete and incom¬ 

plete. Now, the purport of the text is that, a murcchann^ whether 

complete or incomplete, becomes a permutational note-series if the 

normal order of its notes is disturbetl, and in ihat case even a descend- 

ing movement to a ccrtJlTn extent is no bar. It may be pointed out that 

ordinarily the notes of the i/iurrrA/i/ia-scries {krama-s) from which the 

note-series are derived are iu the ascending order. 

2. 

^cnqi: 5pq: n^^ii 

CRT n^VM 

(2) The enumeration of tlic complete permutational note- 

We calculate their number as follows. Including the 
imrcchann-scnci {krama-s) there arc five thousand and forty 

(5040) complete permutational note- senes in eact 

Matai'^ga has spoken of five thousand thirtythree permutational 

note>scrles, and ^Srfigadeva has added the seven mfirffiAaRa-series to 

this number, for each of the fiftysix m&Tcekani^s does have seven series 
of its own. Dattila also does not include the seven fRar<cA<ma>series 

{krama^s) in the total number of permutational note-series, but that 
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mUrcchanH-s. Thus, the total number of the complete permu- 
tational ^te-series subsisting in the fiftysix mUrcchanU-s comes 
to two^akhyeightytwo thousand and two hundred forty 
(2,82,24Q),.^32d-35a) 

makes no dilfercnce in principle. The number 5040 is arrived at in 

the following manner : 

With 1 note the number of possilrlc permuta tional scries of 

of the notes will be 1 X 1 = 1 

With 2 notes >9 

S 
ft 99 99 1 X2= 2 

1 With 3 „ 9t 91 99 9> 2x3= 6 

/ With 4 „ 99 99 99 99 6 X 4 « 24 

/ With 5 „ 99 1* 99 99 24X5= 120 

1 With 6 „ 9> 9> 99 9> 120x6s 720 

! With 7 „ 99 *9 99 99 720X7«5040 

To demonstrate let us take items with 2 and 3 notes to begin 

with:— 

1. Two>note*scries : sa ri, ri sa 

2. Three-note-series sa ri g.i 1 gfojjp i\ \vitJi ga constant 
ri sa ga 3 

sa ga ri | jj vviih ri constant 
ga sa ri 3 

n ga sa i constant 

Now, it will be observed that the two-note-series is a simple one 

and does not involve any complicated procedure in the working out of 

the different permutations as in the case of the three-notc-series, and 

much more so in all the subsequent series. The permutations in the 
three-note-series are so arranged that an attempt is made as a rule to 

keep the last note of the series constant as long as possible. This is 

demonstrated in the four-note-series worked out hereunder. 

S. No. Group A Group B Group C Group D 

1. sa ri ga ma sa ri ma ga sa ga ma ri li ga ma sa 

2e ri sa ga ma li sa ma ga ga sa ma ri ga ri ma sa 

3. sa ga ra ma sa ma ri ga sa ma ga ri ri ma ga sa 

4. ga sa ri ma ma sa ri ga ma sa ga ri ma ri ga sa 

5. ri ga sa ma ri ma sa ga ga ma sa ri ga ma rl sa 

6. ga ri sa ma ma ri sa ga ma ga sa ri ma ga ri sa 

It will be observed that on the basts of the above principle, the 

24 permutations of the four-note series have been classified and arranged 
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io four groups in each of which the iiote!» mr/, ga^ ri and sa respectively 

are constant, while the position of other notes keeps on changing. This 

jiyes us the clue to find out the number of possible permutations* 

Similarly the 120 permutations of the pentatonic series* 720 of the 

hexatonic series and 5040 of the comploce series can be woikcd out 

easily. Another principle involved in these lalrulations is that the 

number of permutations of the precedmi^ series denotes the number of 

times each note of the succeeding series can be kept constant, 'i'bus, for 

example, the permutations of the twomote-series are 2, therefore in the 

three-note-serirs all the three notes can be kept roastatit twice, loading 

us to (2x3^6) six permutations in all. Likewise, in the four-note- 

series, each note can bo kept constant for 6 times since the preceding 

three-note series has six permutations, leading us to (4x6 — 24) twenty 

four permutations in all. That is how thi* pentatonics arc 5X24^ 120, 

the hexatonics are 6xl20«72U, and the complete series arc 

7 X 720 « 5040. 

3. 

IIHU 

S5I I 

Now, we are to describe the itkcoinplete (permutational 
note-series). In each (of tlie mUrcchana-s) six varieties are 
formed, viz. Jiexatonic' etc. by successively dropping the 

last note step by step. Although the monotone has no sub- 

The incomplete permutationai note-series are formed by the simple 

device of dropping the last note from seventh to the second: thus, by 
drnpping tha seventh we get a hexatonic tina, by dropping the sixth we 

get a pentatonic ISna, by dropping the hfih we get a tetralonic note- 

series, by dropping the fourth we get a tri-tone note-series, by dropping 

the third we get bi-tone series and by dropping the second we get the 

mono-tone: these are the six varieties. 

1. Hexatonic, i. e., having six tones, the other varieties being 
pentatonic, tetra-tonie series, tritone-series, bitone-series and 
monotone-series. 
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varieties, it is also counted for Uic working of nafia* Tlie 
original-series {krama-s^) wliich are unrelated to tite periuu- 
tadonai note-series have also been included as they will be 
useful with regard to them. (35b-36) 

The number of note-series in each of iliem will now he d« scribed. 

The terms naftfi and uddifla will shortly be explained in their proper 

context, but for the, time being the author has pointed uni the reason 

for enumerating thc/muno-tonj* as a note-scries evt-ii though it can have 

obviously, no varieties. Similarly, the krama-s or the murtcliandL-wtim 

(precisely called here as, the original-series) too have been enumerated 

for technical reasons which will soon be clear. 

4. f 

^ Htfi ?rcn^ g i 

(4) The enumeration of the dirferent permutationai 
note-series ; 37-38 

The hexatonic series formed are seven hundred and 
twenty*, and the pentatonic series :ire one hundred and 

Arcika literally means relating to the JJgVfda (Itc+veda). {tc is a 

hymn, and the hymns employed in the performance of sacri/ices, it 

seems, were sung in the monotone, though the accent system was also 

there with iu three accents viz., udnita (raised), anud&Ua (unraised) and 

sparita (intermediate note). ‘K* aUo says, **rajnaprayogefu fcimekasvari- 

irajalvit, (aUanAandhidireikalt’* i. e., hymns while they are employed in 

(,2. J/df(a will be explained later. A 

3. Kramam this context releirato the original (mla) form of the 
tiOrechann-s in their ascent i. e., *sa ri ga ma pa dha ni* for 
uttamandru. However, the term m&rctiana-series applied to the 
392 series spoken of vide 19-20 ab ante is not precisely appli¬ 
cable in the context of the calculation of permuutional note- 
series, the kratna-s for which may consist of six to one notes 
^^h in the original order of the iidircekani-seties concerned. 
Thus, the krama-s in this context have been tendered as the 
original series, as the author himself names them as mlila- 
hrama-s somewhere else (verse 40 of this section). 

1. This includes the original series (fraoia-r) as well. 
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twenty, the tclratonic permutalioiial n<>l<*-scrics arc known 
to be twentyfour, the tritone scries arc six, the bitoiic series 
are two and the monotone is one, of course. (/J7-*in) 

(5) The names of the first four pcrinulational note-series : 39 

The names for the first four note-series such an mono¬ 
tone etc* respectively are Urcika, ^Hlhikoy samika and svarantura. 

Althou((h hiter in tho clasAical period represents non-vedic 
religious verse, from the above context and also from the following verse 
it seems, here it refers to the Tajur^veda, The fart that this tonal distri¬ 

bution is related only to those hymns that are meant to be employed in 

the sacrificial acts is also evidenced by the following verse of this work: 

sTimnyajurang^nl ye yajhe^u prayuhjale^ aoijnJtnUddhi lUstrUnUm 

te^Um bhavati visvarah,** (1-14), i e , ‘Those parts of the Tajur and the 

Sllma^veda•s that are applied in sacrificial acts^ due to the lack of scienti¬ 

fic understanding, are recited in the wrong lone (i. e. in an improper 

and unprecjse way) ^ Here, the word Tajur seems to have been used for 

gUt/iH, However, in the Vcdic literature the word gUthu is aho used in 

the sense of i* e , song Svvaiiii iTajfi.inanandaj after giving the 

illustrations ef its use in theconcludes that **gaihii glyate^iti 

gUthU I. e,, that which is sung, or is suitable for singing is giiibiL**, (cf ^ 

Historical Devolopiurni uf liiilian Music, pp. *10, 47j. 

the sacrifices take resort to tln^ montilone, and so being related to them, 

the monotone is called Urcika, 

similarly gntftika, is «l>e on<- that is nrl.itcd to s^lhn, i. c iioiivcdic 

religious verse. Likewise the iritoiu* is iisiocialol with the Silmiwci/ai 

the hymns of this particular vecia were sunt' in three tones when employ¬ 

ed for sacrilicial purposes. However, the SHmavida otherwise be.irs ample 

evidence that its music was based on seven notes, though we need not 

go into this subject in this context, ISut it is worthwhile to <|uolc 

Swaroi Prajftanftnanda who writes, “ I he ja»/M£a«<nvas of various types 

writh different numbers of tone in different vcdic recensions {iikhi's), 

Atirf they bad different methods of rendering. Usually three, four or 

five notes were used iu the sitttdgdnO’S, but in the kouthutna recension 
(/gkkn) the tatuagnaa was presented with seven vedic notes. Ute vedic 

notes were in the downward movement (aMroAaoa’kramfna), whereas the 

modem classical notes are used in the upward movement (urohana- 

kramt^Y‘, (cf. Historical Development of Indian Music, pp. 46, 47), It 
may also be observed that the bulk of the hymns of the Suwawda are 

tahen verbatim from the Iji^da with a view to their applicition m the 

context of certain sacrifices. It h interesting to relcr to the NJiradiya- 

Htfi in this context which also gives the four names exactly as in the 
texti**Amkamgithi&am earn simikam ea rMraataram” (1.1,2), and then 

it goes on to explain as under : 

svaro hj/tkfu g&thisu dt)j>anlaral} svarafy : S&masu tryantaram 

eiifyBtfetaM/xtwito-flB/araflt” (1.1.3) i.e., ‘The hymns of the are 

to be «««ng with a single-space tone, those of the /»a/Aa with the double- 

space-tone, while those of the Siameda with the triple-space tone; such 

is the scheme of tonal spacing.' 

6. 

g^i Hm: ll^oU 

iiv^n 

SligtKT gfoiai ifh: I 

ffe ?KIH, 

(C) Tiic ciiutneruUoit of the Jicxaloiiics :40-43a 

The origitial scrie.s, inclusive of ga and ni have been 
mentioned' to be fourfold vi/. suddhR (standard) etc., but if 
deprived of cither'* of them, llicy arc considered to be two- 

'riic mircchanh^s such as rl mapa dha ni : ni dha Jut ma ga ri sa* 

etc. have been explained as fourfold vide verse 16 ante. The four 

types enumerated arc the stanilard, the AaAa/i-inclusive, the an/cra* 

inclusive and the twin-inclusivc (i.e* inclusive of both kukalx and aniara)* 

Corresponding mlircchanU-SQvw arc derived from out of these, taking the 

seven notes in their ascending order. However, as already explained 

1. The fortysix Mjira7/<i//a-scries men Iioned vide 16-17 ante. 

2* That is, if either ni or ga is dropped. 
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fold®. The four® beginning with ia4}a* and madhyama* are 
twofold each, and the other ten are fourfold; thus, jthese 
original series are forty-eight’ in all. (40-41) 

The seven Jmndred and twenty®, already enumerated, 

when multiplied by the original series make thirty-four thou¬ 
sand live hundred and sixty, which forms the total numbCi^ 
of hexatonics®. (42-434) 

(cf. aoie 3 on Sob-SGd), when one or more notes arc dropped out of 

these series in their original cider for making per mutational note^series, 

these mufrcAcirid sories in that modined form arc called krania^sot 

original series. I'he author, now onwards, is taking into account the 

number of these original series in the hexatonic to inonotonic sciies* 

Now, iriiexalonic note-series are to be formed out of the mUuchanH’^ 

series, the last note may be dropped in the process, in each cose* 'I'hus 

we shall, in effect, have two types of note-series viz. inclusive of either 

kukali or antafu or exclusive of either of them. 

Fourteen munchanit^s iiave been spoken of (vide verse 15 ante) in 

both of the Out of these fourteen, two in each of the grUnta^s 

(i.e. four) bef»iu with sa and m/i and end in ni and ga respectively. In 

their case only two alternate types are posviblc viz., iuddhU (standard) 

and afdiini-inclusive, and iuddha (standard) and A:aA'a/f*inclusive. The 

rest of the ten murcchann'S will have the usual four varieties. Thus we 

have four liexaionic iiote^series, which are two-fold, making eight varie* 

ties in all, and ten huxatunic note-series that are four-fold makiir^ forty 

varieties in all- The total number of the original series, in this way, 
comes to fortyeighl. (40-11) 

Seven hundred twenty periiiutational hcxatunic note-series have 

been enumerated (cf. verse 37 ante) for each mUrcchann* In all forty* 

eight mflrrr/i<J«a-series have been counted. Thus the total number of 

permutational hexatonic note-series is worked out (72^48»34560) 

be thirty-four thousand hve hundred and sixty. 

3. Viz in case ni is dropped* standard and nntan?*inclus:ve; and 
in case ga is dropped, standard and AraAe/l-incIusive. 

4. The four nifirrrAend-series. 
5. The first mSfre/zand {uHaramandrH) of the /o^ja-grSnta and the 

fourth mtircchant (iuddhainadhv&) of the madhyama^grjima* 
6. The fifth mUrcchanlk (maisarlkfia) of the ^adja^grUma and the 

first {samlfl) of the madhyama*grUma. 
7. (4x2 «=8)+(10x 4 = 40) «8+40=48. 
8. 720 permutational hexatonic note-series, formed out of a given 

combination. 
9. That is, permutational hexatonic note-series, formed out of 

48 hexatonic combinations or original series. This number 
oi«o innliidi^ the orifdoal-series ImUhkrama^s). 

Section ^ 

7. 

Omuial <^1^: iiy^h 

I# ^ 5 nvYii 

(7) TJic enumeration of the pcntutonics : 43b-45b 

Now, I am to describe the peatatonics,^ The six 

pentalonics® commencing with ga dha and ni are fourfold, 

and tlie eight others are twofold; thus, these (original) series 

are forty in all, which when multiplied by one hundred and. 

twenty® bring tiie total number of the pcntatonics® tUTour 
thousand and ciglu hundred. (43b-45b) ^ 

The pentatonic pcrmutatian.il note-series are formed by dropping 

the last two notes of the -series In ilie two gfikma^s we have 

six seiifS i. e., three in e.icli beginning dha and /z/in which 

naturally neither ga nor ni is dropped. So these si.\ series are fourfold; 

but in tilt* case of remaining eijht seiies eitlier^’zi or hi is dropped, and 

so we can have only two tvpes 'I’hat is how the totgl number of pen¬ 

tatonic series is fouiul tube forty, i. e. (6x I * 24)-i-(8x .i—IG) =244- 
16-40. 

1. The pentatonic peniitttation.il note-series. 

2. lliese six are identified to be from the murcchan^-^ of the two 
griima-s zis under. 

Coininencing with 
the note 

rii e mu rah anti -x i 11 the gr d mas 
Sadja gritma i Madhyama*grtkma 

No. Name 1 Nti. Name 

6tii AiViikrantin 2nd HarinMvii 

3rd Uttar‘ayat^ Gtli Paurtwl 

2nd Hajani 3lh Murgl 

(Chart 18) 

(Showing pentatonic series inclusive of "u and n* t 

3. 120 is the number of permutational pentatonic note-series (ififu- 
fdnzi-s) formed out of a yiven combination or original-series. 

4. That is permutational pentatonic, note-series formed out of 40 
pentatonic combinations or original series. The number also 
includes the original series (mUfa^krama^s)^ 
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Again each of the niuwAa/ts •series has been spoken of as having one 

hundred and twenty permutaiional pentatonic note-series. We have 

forty mfirrrAana series for pentatonics^ and multiplied by one hundred 

and twenty, the total number of the permutational pentatonic note* 

series conoes to four thousand eight hundred including the original 
i9ifiraAa7«3-series. 

8. 
^ gi??nq^ nvjcu 

ifCcnR’qBZ'qi nv^ii 

(8) TJ»e cnunieraiion of the tcii atonics : 45c-46 

Among llie letratoiiics', Uie two coiiimeiicing with ni 

Jire fourfoJd, while iJic oilier twelve (originulj series arc two¬ 

fold; these tliirtylwo’* when niultiplicd by twentylbur* niake 

a sum-lolal ol^ven hundred and sixty-eight.^^l.'ic-46) 

Of the rourleoii /mirtv/za/iJ-k of the twu^rumu j when the tctratonics 

or the series of four notes are derived, two of ihetn that begin with ni 

(i, e. from the second of ihc rajant) and the hfth of the 

madhyama^tiritina include j!*ft as well, and therefore have lour 

varieties. *l'he other iwelve drop either ni or qa and hence have only 

two types. So uinoni^ the tetmtonics wc have (2x1—8) + (l2x2 = 24) 

8 + 24 = 22 (thirty-two) original series. 

Twenty-four pennutational note-series of the tclratonics have been 

enumerated for each of the origin rl series (vide verse 38 ante)» So^ 

tbirtytwo multiplied by tweiUy-four yields seven hundred and sixty* 

ci;4ht tetratonic series* 

1. 'Tetratonic* is an abbrreviated expression for the permutatio- 
nal nole*serics of lour notes. 

2- That is, ct*4ht obtained from the two rn&rcchanH-s beginning 
with ni and twentyiour from the remaining twelve mUrcchanHs, 
having two varieties each. 

3* The number of permutational note-series of four tones in each 
combination or original series* 

4* That is, permutational tetratonic note-series, formed out of 
32 tetratonic combinations or original series* This number 
ako includes the original series (mUta-krama^s). 

OW44WA4 A • 

9. 

HVV9U 

(9) The enumeration of the tritones : 47-48a 

But among the tritones'^ the two commencing with ma 

have no variations, while the remaining twelve are twofold : 

thus, these twenty-six (original) series when multiplied by six 
make one hundred and fifty-six® in all. (47-48a) 

When the tritone permutational notc-reries are formed from the 

fourteen mJtrcchann~s, the last four notes are dropped in each case. In 

this process the two mUrcchauH-s of the two grOma-s beginning with ma, 

i. e., the fifth {matiaiXkfti) of the faitja^grUma and the first (sauvlrt) of ihe 

madbjfttma-gritma, when deprived of their last four notes, drop out both 

ni and ga, and thus can have no varieties. 'I'he other twelve series have 

two varieties each, for they would retain either nt or ga. That is bow 

the original series for three tones are counted as twentysix : 2-|-(12x2= 

24j«26. 

Again, each of the original series lias six tritone permutational 

note-series (cf. verse 38 ante). Thus, the total number of the iriione 

permutational note-series comes to one hundred and fiftysix (i. e. 

26X6=156). 

to. 

?3: UVCII 

(10) The enumeration of the bitones and the monotones : 
48b.49 

Again among the bitoiies', the (original) scries com¬ 
mencing witlt ri, ga, dtut and ni being twofold are eight, while 

1. That is, the permutational note-series of three notes. 
2. That is, permutational tritonic note-series, formed out of 26 

tritonic combinations or original series. This number also 
Includes the original series {mUlo-hama-s). 

1* *Bi*tone* represents the permutational note-series of two notes. 

15 
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ferfffecff* I ' 

the others* are iuddhti (standard). These twenty-two multi¬ 
plied by two become forty-four* while die monotones* 
having no variations are fourteen* krama-s in identity with 
the original-series. (48b-49) 

The bitoue pertnutational nole*scries are roriiiod by dropping the 

last five notes from the rafirrr/ia/i4-series, la this process the bitone series 

beginning with ri^ ga^ dha and ni include either ga or ni and are thcrcfoie 

twofoldi yielding sixteen varieties in the two grUma^s* remaining 

six series, being devoid of both ga and »/, have no variations. Thus the 

bitones are twenty-two series. But each //n/m/m/i^-serios has two bitoncs; 

so the total number of bitone pertnutational note-series is Ibriy-four 

(i. e. 16+6«22X2*44). 

With the so-called monotone series, there is obviously no question 

of variation, so in identity with the fourteen murcc/tanii-s from which 

they are derived, they are fourteen in all. 

To recapitulate, the total number of the permutational note-series 

enumerated hitherto is computed as under :— 

(i) The complete series of seven tones each 2,82,240 vide 

verse No. 34 ante 

(ii • The liexatonic series of six tones each 34,560 >1 42 

(tii) The pentatonic series of five tones each 4,800 >* 45 »} 

(tv) The tetratonic series 768 »» 46 1* 

(v) The tritonic series 156 » >» 48 >» 

(vi) The bitonic series 44 »l 49 >» 

(vii) The monotones 14 ** >> 49 $9 

Total number including original series 3,22,582 

2, The remaining six original series i« e., krama^s. 

3* This number includes the original series as well. 

4. Permutational note series of one note each. 

5. That is because the series of mUwhan^^s are fourteen. 

195 Section 4 : Grama, Morcdiana, I^ma and Tana 

(ui) 

s63ixicc|ir<UKir<di: iU(oii 

gat Tsifftiid: nn'tfii 

9Jm?f I 

cRTJnqt d WcTlCfflf^fa^T {\W\ 

sng^l I 

iiK^n 

msemt Hf!inqjRT ^qmR^lriTrad: iikvsii 

?c^q>mtf?mg^ ^csqir i 

«TRTSft yqfyif: 1:4: HStc;M 

arwt^cT %^cn i 
cv % 

e«cnRr qcnfq . q lu^ii 
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TV atid the total number of pcrmutaUonal 

note>series : 50*60 
In the ^sence of the ^r3t>ta*indicative^ pahcama of the 

suddha-madhjfd,* commencing with ia{lja, forty-eiglit note-series 

of tetratones, twelve of tritones, two of bitones and one of tlie 
monotone m the two original scries,‘ making sixty-tliree in 
all are considered to be the repetitious of those pertaining to 

uttaramandrd.*. (50-52a) 
In mUrgi^y which commences with nifUday the four* 

(original-series) provide four Itundred and eiglity pentatonic 

Tho 3,22,582 perinululional scries of notes just enumerated not 

only include the number of original-series (kratna-s) but also many 

repetitions in*betiveen the note-series of the two grima-s. *K’ very ably 

introduces this matter as under: 

“Even though nt and ga in their kukall and anlara forms determine 

and bring about the muwAanS-variation, yet while this dilTvrencc in 

relation to other notes is quite notable, it Is hardly perceptible within 

these notes i. e., with reference to nif^da and gimlhira; and that is why 

these two (i. e. kUkall and anlara) arc not considered to be as good as the 

standard notes. Again, if as a rule, the different m&rccttanit~s such as 

rajanl etc, commencing with wi etc. in the faijja-gf iima come into being by 

occupying the position of middle fajja and those in the madltyama-grima 

such as hdrhiiipi etc., commencing with ga etc., occur by occupying the 

middle f»i<«%aww of the madlijrama-grima, then even where thegrilma. 

indiwt«^e viz. the paRcama is omitted, because of the difference in the 

1.1 Paiicama is considered to be indicative of the grUtua in the 
^ I sense that if it is a four*sV«/i pahcama it indicates the sa-fja' 

I grhma and if it is a three-sruti pahcama it indicates the 
r i-madhyama^grUma. Literally, the *b/udaka’ of the text means'' 

'discriminator' implying that it functions to distinguish 

between the two grima-^s. 
2. ^uddiamadkyh is the fourth m&rcchanh of the mad/iyama-grima 

and runs as *sa ri ga tna pa dha ni*. 

3. The series pertaining respectively to the two types standard 
and en/are-inclusive. 

4. The 6rst mUrceftanh of the safja'grima which runs as : sa ri ga 
ma pa dha ni. 
The 6fth mUrcchaai of the madhyama-grima commencing with ni 
and ending with dha. 

6. These arc—standard, il'aA:a/i-inclusive, entre-inclusive and 
inclusive of khkall •anlara. 

4S(‘ciiun -1 : <,i.‘im:i, Murtcliaiia, I'M'ama •imi i 

notc-scrics and ninely-six tetratonic series; the two’ (original 
scries) produce twelve tritone and four bitone note-sertts, 
which along witlt the one monotone altogether make five 

liundred and ninety-three note-series tltat are identical with 
those of rajani.*^ (52-51) 

Pauravl'*, commencing with d/iaivalOy with its four*® 
(original series) is found to have two titousand eight hundred 

gramic position of the cointncnciug note of the marechanhy there is no 

question of any repetition being made in the permutational note-series 

proceeding from them, since their parent grama can easily be traced. 

But however, if as a rule, in the two .4-rama.f the different CTfirffAenaJ 

are formed by placing the commencing notes one below the other then 

the note scries of the suddha-madhya, mltrgl and pauraol mQrechani^s o( 

the madhyama grhma have a necessary correspondence with the note-series 

such as hexatunics etc of the ullaramandra, rajanl, utlardyati etc., the 

mhrcchanAs of the faijja-gr a ma; and thus, due to the lack of difference 
in the gramic position of the commencing notes and also because of the 
omission of pahcama there is a delinitc possibility of their having been 

repeated. Therefore, the author is now to point out such repetitions-in 

the note-senes of the madhyama-grhma, in order to exclude them from the 
total number.^^ 

Now, this introduction to the topic of repetitions, significant as it 

is, obviously requires some elucidation. Two ivays of forming the 

mhreekanh-s have been mentioned (verse 12-13 ante) viz. (i) by com 

roencing the succeeding m&rcchana-s with their opening notes placed in 

the position of Wja in the faija-grama tnadkyama ia'tho madhyama- 

grama and (ii) by placing their commencing notes one below the other. 
The commentator points out that in the first case there is no possibility 

ofrepet.tions, for then the grema-distinction is preserved, but in the 
second case the possibility does exist. After all, the only markable 

difference between the two grUma-s is the number of iruti-s ofpafkama 

the other differences being consequent upon it. The process of formina 

note-series is such that succeisively the last notes are dropped. In this 

process M which is indicative of the grama, is invariably retained in the 

7. These are—standard and kakalUiadusive. 

corresponding to the 

9. Pauravl is constituted as : dha ni sa ri ga ma pa . 

‘‘®“" ‘yP«, viz. standard 
and antora ««»<'«*»nclusive and inclusive of both itSaft 
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The number .of repetitions 

SI. 
No. 

j Description of 
series 

I No. of 
repeti- 

' tions 

1 break up 
1 if any Remarks 

1. •Complete •i. e. mUhkrainas or 

original seritts 392 56x7'=‘392 kfama~s 

2. Incomplete 48-1-40+32+2(1 1 liexatonic, peiituto- 
original scries 179 + 22111 = 179 1 nic, tetratonic, tri- 

tonic, bitoiiic and 

monotone series res¬ 

pectively. 

3. Repeated 63 + 593 +3425 hdd/iamad/ij^^, mitred 
note-series 4081 -=4081 pauravl respectively 

Total luiinbei* of repetitions : 392+ 179+1081 =4652 

(Chat l 19b) 

Tho correct number of pcnnutational note«scrIus 

Total number of note*series ,, 3,22,582 

Total number of repetitions (—) 4,652 

Correct number of note-series ... ... 3,17,930 

(Gharri^ 

(iv) 

n^ou 

(iv) Determining the number of pcrmutational forms in tlie 
note-series of each murccham : 60b-61 

Now, tlie method of determining them* is herewith 
described : Let the numbers one to seven be written (verti- 

Since the number of permutations making for the note-series 

enumerated above is enormous, a mathematical device has been devised 

to detennine the number of a particular permutation of a given form 

1. This refers to the pcrmutational note-series i. e«^ the kuta^ 

wiilit'ft *i r «M«4ii(, 

colly) one over^ another in consecutive order. Every sue- 
cecding® 11umber multiplied by tltc preceding^ one respec¬ 
tively polTus^ut the numbci^of tiotc-scrics such as monotone 

in each m&rcchann. (bOb-CJ) 
-- 

ifi ;i particular series and abo the particular form of a ccitain permu¬ 

tation in a particular series, i^iven its pro])er number. This device is 

called khauda^mtru^ wiiicli will lie cxplaint d sitbhc(|uently. 

Presently the author is trying to explain the method of working 
out the precise number of the note series or tiic permuiatioaul form of 

a particular series of notes such as inonuiuiie, bitune, triione series and 

so on in each mUrcchana. 

I'he text directs us to write numbers commencing from one upto 

seven, one over the other i. e*, vertically. '1 hose numbers incidentally 

would represent the particular note-series such as monotone, bitone, 

etc. Keeping in view the directions of the (ext the numbers would be 

written from the bottom to the loj>. *6* loo interprets the text as such. 

Number of pcrmutational forms in different 

note-series in each mdrcchanO, 

SI. No.' 1 Note-series ] Suggested mulcipli- 
1 cation 

Number of the pei 
tional form 

7 Heptatonic 7X720 3040 

6 Hexatonic 6X120 720 

5 Pentatonic . 5x 24 120 

4 Tetratonic 4X 6 “ 24 

3 Trt tonic 3X 2 “ 6 

2 Bitonic 2x 1 2 

1 Monotone 1 X 1 « 1 

(Chart 20a) 

However, for the sake of convenience an inverted graph is 

presented below commencing with the monotone from the top. To 

apply.the text, the figures in the first vertical row in column 3 be taken 

as succeeding numbers and the figures of the respective previous 

series in column 4 may be taken as the preceding numbers. 

2. This expression does not suggest that the numbers are not to 
be written serially, for that direction has explicitly been given 
immediately in the text, it only implies that they are not to be 
written horizontally as usual. 

3. The successive note. 

4. The preceding resultant i. e., the number of the permutadons 
of the lurevious series, 
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Number of permutational forms in diifercnt 

note •series in each mhrcchanU 

[SI. No. j Note-series i Suggested inultipli* (Number of the permuta* 
( cation I lional form _ _ 

1 Monotone IX I = 1 
2 Biionic 2 X ! — 2 
3 Tritonic 3X2 = B 
4 Tctratonic 4X6 = 24 
5 Pcntaionic 5 X 24 — 120 
6 Hexatonic 6x 120 — 720 
7 Hcptatonic or 

complete 7 X 720 = 5040 

(Chart 20b) 

In other words^ every successive note in :i given series has as many 

possibilities of pennutation as tliosc of all the notes of the preceding 

series put together. Tiiat is how the number of the permutations of 

the preceding series^ when multiplied by the number of notes in the 

successive series results in the total number of the permutations of the 

succeeding scries, 

(v) 

%|qfT clc^: \\%R\i 

5w?ir f???: \ 

(v) The formation of the permutational calculus (prastSra) : 

62-63b 
Having established the original order', every* prece¬ 

ding note has to be placed below the succeeding one. If 

No\v> the author is explaining the procedure for forming, what 

may be called the 'permutational calculus' {prasillra), that is, he is 

K *sa ri ga ma pa dha a/' is the original order of the seven notes. 
The word krama which has been rendered as *the mUrcchana 
series' or sometimes as the original series has a diflerent shade 
of meaning here, though essentially the cojmotation ol the 
Wufd Ttimains the same. If it is a tctratonic series the order 
would be ri ga I7ia' for it, and so ou. Thus, in this context, 
ktama implies the original combinational order of notes of a 
given note-series. But for the sake of convenience we are to 
use the expression '^original order" corresponding to the Skt. 
mUlakrama 

2* The repetition of the term ^pUrva* in the text has been effected 
through this expression, since that is the import of the text. 

bection 4 > Cji^ma, T^lQr^ctiana, iviaiii.A uaam 

that^ becomes iJtc succeeding note, the preceding one may 
be advanced keeping the subsequent^ notes afterwards; and 

describing the iiiclhod of placing tiie notes of various types of note* 

series sucli as complete, hexatonic etc., in a particular and progressive 

sequence of notes, giving all the possible permutations of the series. 

The essential formula consists in the rule that, while forming the *permu- 

tutional calculus’ {prastara) the notes of the series may, in the first 

instance, be placed in their original order, which may be considered to 

be the first notc*series. In order, further to derive the other possible 

permutations the preceding note in each of the series has been placed 

below the succeeding note. 

The question is, 'what to do about the remaining notes' ?, and the 

author himself explains that the notes following the succeeding note will 

have to be placed after the note transposed, and the notes preceding it 

will be placed before it in their original order. This much is the action 

that is to be taken. 

The next series, and all the olJ.er possible series will be formed 

by applying the above rule to their preceding series. The application 

of the rule is demonstrated by the coiniuentators as under with respect 

to the permutational calculus of the tetiatonic series. 

(i) 'rile first series is of the original order viz. ra ri ga ma. 

(ii) To form the scries the preceding note viz. sa is to be written 

below the succeeding note, viz. ri 'i'lie subsequent notes ga and ma 

will be written after (or in front of) ri as in the overhead line (i. e., the 

preceding series), and ri will naturally be placed before i. e., behind it; 

thus what we get is ri sa ga ma. 

(iii) To form the third scries, the second series may be taken as 

the top. Now as per the rule, ri may be placed below sa which will 

result in the series sa ri ga ma, a repetition of the original order. The 
purpose of the permutational calculus being the forming ofdilferent 

I'ho implication derived by ‘K' is that this action can be taken 
only once in each of the note-series of a particular sequential 
order* 

3. I'he pronoun 'that', according to ‘S', refers to the preceding 
note t* e., in the fiist step. I'his is the second step being 
explained and accordingly the preceding note of the first step 
becomes the succeeding note of the second step. 

4. The subsequent notes arc the ones that follow the action taking 
place among the preceding notes with reference to the previous 
tiotc-scries. 
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the rest (of the notes in tlic scries) be left behind’ according 
to the original order; suclt is the 'permutational calculus” 

(prastara), (62-63b) 

permutatioO'Series, no relationship is to be repeated. Moreover, the 

author has ordained that the two notes can be interposed only once in 

a series. Thus, ri cannot be placed below sa as that relationship is 

already available on the top; therefore, ri will now be related to ga, and 

ga will be placed before ri; tna will follow ri in accordance with the 

scries overhead and sa will be in its own position as per the original 

order. Thus we shall get sa ga ri tita 

(iv) To form the fourth scries sa will be placed below ri and 

ma will follow it as per the overhead series (i. e. the third series) and ga 

will be placed behind sa. Thus we get ga sa ri ma. 

-(v) To form the fifth series, as iM.r the rule, ga should be placed 

below sa (in the fourth series), but if sa is interposed with ga what we 

get is sa ga ri ma, which we already have in the preceding section of this 

perroutational calculus. So ga will be relatird to ri and interposed with 

it. The rest of the notes tvill follow, yielding ri ga sa ma. 

(vi) 'I’o form the sixth series ri will be placed below ga (in the 

fifth series) and interposed with it; the rest of the notes will follow as iti 

the overhead series. 'I'hus we get, ga ri sa ma. 

It will be olrsetvcd that hitherto the position of ma is unaffected, 

because we have six varieties in the tritone series. VVe cannot form any 

more series without affecting the position of ma. 

(vii) To get the seventh series we have to place ^'a below ri and 

interpose with it. But that will result in the series ri ga sa ma which has 

already been formed. Similarly ga cannot as well be related to sa, for 

that will result in the series ri sa ga ma which is already formed. So, ga 

will now be related to ma, and what we get is sa ri ma ga. 

Now, we can form five other series on the above pattern, in which 

we shi»l* have ga in the fourth place. And so also we can form six other 

series with ri in the fourth place and six more with sa in the fourth 

place. That is how twcniyfour note^serlcs are formed into the perinuta* 

tional calculus of the tetratone note*series which is presented in the 

following order: 

5. 'Behind' the placement of the preceding note L e., to the left 
of it on the paper. 

6. Praslira is defined as the extension of the series of note^ries 
in a particular perroutational sequence, which has been 
explained above. 

Permutational calculus of the tetratonic series 

SL Noie«serics SI. Nole^serios ■ SI. Note-series |S1, 
No. with ma as thel No. with ga as the! No. with ri as the No. 

fourth fourth fourth 

1 sa ri ga ma 7 sa ri ma ga 13 sa ga ina ri 19 

2 ri ^ ga tna 8 ri sa tna ga 14 ga sa tna ri 20 

3 sa ga ri ina 9 sa tna ri ga 15 sa mu ga ri 21 

ga sa ri ma 10 ma sa ri ga 16 ma sa ga ri 22 

ri ga sa ma 11 ri ma sa ga 17 ga inu sa ri 23 

ga ri sa ma 12 tna ri sa ga 18 iiia ga sa ri 2t 

(Chart 21) 

Note-series 
with sa as 
the fourth 

ri ga ma sa 

ga ri ma sa 

ri tna ga sa 

ma ri ga sa 

ga ma ri sa 

ma ga ri sa 

The process of formation is briefly presented in the following chart 

as per the rule stated in the text, and demonstrated up lu seventh note- 

series as explained above. 

The process of formation of the permutational calculus of the 

tetratonic series 

2S1. No. of the 1 Notes 1 Series ublamed ! Remarks 
* note-series { transposed 1 
1st sexies.^ «s.t ri ga lua ft'riiis being the 

2tid series sa for ri ri sa ga ma 1 St series no 

3rd series ri for ga sa ga ri ma series preceiles 

4th series sa for ga ga sa ri iiia it and there is 

5th series I*a for ri ri ga sa mu HO transposi¬ 

6th series li for ga ga rl sa ma tion of notes. 

7 th series ga for ma sa ri ma ga 

(Chart 22 a) 

If the notes are I, 2, 3, 4 we get the fullowing picture of the first 

six scries : 

No* of series sa ri ga ma Remarks 

1st series 1—2—3—4 Original order 

2nd series 2—1—3—4 1 transposed for 2 

3rd series 1—3—2—4 2 „ 3 

4th series 1 1 7 I |> #> 3 
5th series 1 7 C

O
 

1 o
x

 3 » » 2 

6th series 3-2-1-4 to
 

V
 

V
 

• Chart 22 b) 
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Thus, the method of forming the permuiational calculus of note- 

leries has been explained in detail applying the rule to the tetiatonic 

series A»r Ulustration. Similarly pentatonic, hexatonic and heptatonic 

Mpwe can also be worked out. Since this is a tedious process, a ma^e- 

matical graph has been prepared to facilitate the recognition pfnole- 

series with reference to their serial number ^n the sc<|uential order and, 

tlieur particular order ol notes. 

(vi) 

1. 

i i fT 1 1 
i n • I O O 0 o o 

.h’ ; ^ 1 
1 ^ \Ro VS^o 

VC ^Vo Ix'^S'Xo 

1 R\%o 

; 1 
Vco 

o ^^oo 

vV’R* 

oct,tiuii *r . vjjasiict, V**^***^ 

(vi) JCha^^omeru (permutation-indicator) ; 63c-71 
(1) The construction of the permutation-indicator: (63c-66b) ^ 

Let there be seven series of squares' commencing witii * 
seven squares and ending with one*, arranged one below 

The text of the verses 63c to 66b describes the method of drawing '“J 
the mathematical graph which is devised to indicate najla and uddifta. / 
Nat{a is a technical name of the musical problem in which whut is given | 
is the number of the note>serics in question, and what is to be found out 
is its tonal form giving the order of notes in it; while uddifl,a denojfii| the 

i musical problem in which the tonal form of the note-series is given and 
I its serial number is to be found out. This graph, called khaiulameru (per¬ 

mutation-indicator), helps to solve these two musical problems jointly 
known as *na{ia-uddk{a’. ^ 

The permutation-indicator is drawn by placing seven series of stjuares 
having seven, six, five, four, three, two and onesqnares each in due order 
one below the other. The graph is thus formed into the following pattern. 

Permutation-indicator 

Klmdameiu 

dlia 

0 
“ 

24 

1 

12U 1 

48 240 I 

72 360 

1 9? 
1_ 

480 1 

600 • 
i 

(Chart 23) 

A^eft/wTitfrally means a cliamber or an inner apartment, a store¬ 
room or space surrounded by walls. Here it is used in tite sense 
of an enclosed space which in this case is in the form of a square. 

Only the commencing and the ending number of the squares is 
given. What is implied is that if the first series has seven squares, 
the last will have one i. e., the second will have six, the third will 
have five, the fourth will have four, the fifth iHll have three, the 

H 



u,e o.her.‘ Le. no. 1 be wm.en » J 
Lf «ri« »mon| of tones in 

SrSe.sS“ in’“nesuSn, mfy be placed in Utose very 

'’“%t;fa“«»din.h.»,oao=s or .h. sraph have been w™k^ 
The figures we calculus of the permutaUonal 

out and are based on P evamole it was observed in the 
nete-serie. as den.onsna.ed 

divided into four groups ^ , position respectively in 

.be noon so W ,o - b-d P -d ,n TSTiSTj^ 

groups of SIX note-senes. . ^ 
l-^gjrTsJ^nSinJri.. ronns .wo groups,». .» say • e- 

The uilone series foreas ibree gt""l» *“|- , „ 
sa n ga s** ** ®, 
ri sa ga ga »» ri ga ri sa 

These note-series are formed into three groups where each note 
These note ser mciden- 

remains in the third post • ascending order and then 

rib^r°r::dinr«tdeT Sin.iiar,y, .be P^^triTa- 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

sWh will l.a.. .wo, and .he seven.l. only one, as eoualed from 

The first square, as counted from 

Ii;x".he tne^C ba, seven square, and is on Ur. 

lop of the graph. 

Pebbles me luovablo ^j} .^i^i^jimu -rSTgraX 

ing the squares aPP''®P”**** '^‘r the craiih unaffect- 

adopted here has ‘‘j® jj^'^jsable for any number of timesi 
ed and thus reiidermt nraoh arc marked instead ofl 

« Ubios? urTr 
Treble p.Sd.les male .be graph dur^abK 

^^riXed" '^'rp.v 
Aea^s'*!,, ace»^ wid. .he number 

(^f tones constituting the particular note-senes. Vof tones constituting me jirtt**^****** —^ 
That is. in the squares of the first series of seven squares, 

commencing from the first. 
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Let the sum total of the numbers of the last squares'^ 
of the antecedents^ series be written below the zero in the 
subsequent series progressively in the respective squares^', 
e. g., one (in the first instance); while in the squares below 
that^® in vertical order, let the sum be multiplied by the 

from right to left to keep the notes in the ascending order in the first 

instance. So also the hexatonics have six groups and the heptatonic or 

complete* note*series have seven groups. 

Now, the seven squares of the first horizontal series o! the periiiu- 

tation-iiidicator represent the seven notes written from left to right, 

while the squares taken in their vertical order represent the immbe^of 

groups of notC'series in f lieir'^ermntational calculus; e. g., the first 

xuluuiii has uue squaYc^ for the monotone series has^nly one group; and 

similarly, the second column has two s<|uares, for the bitone series has two 

groups of note-series. Again the third column has three squares, and so 

on with the seventh having seven squares representing its seven groups. 

This group indication is useful for solving the problems called naf{a and 

uddifta as will be explained presently. 

Now, it will be easier to see how the difierent figures have boon 

filled into the diflcrcnt squares of the indicator graph and what their 

significance is. I he first ^olumn square represents the monotone series 

and has figure one written in it. In other words, in the first squares 

of the remaining six vertical columns (from top to bottom) is placed zero 

since the number of groups docs not become manifest at the very outset 

as in the monotone series; e. g., in the bitone series the two groups sa ri 

and ri sa become groups only when they are two i. e , they are relative. 

The rest of the figures of the graph are arrived ai in the following 

procedure. 

The rule given in the text is that in the series of squares following 

or placed one below the other, one may write the total of the figure 

indicated in the last s(|uares of tlic preceding series below*the zero given 

in the^overhead squares. That is to say that, if only one series ui' 

9. The last squares of the series as counted from right to leit. 

10. Antecedent one or more than one series i. e , all the preceding 
series. 

11 • *OrdhvndhaI}^stlnta-pankli^u* is quite significant and points out the 
squares placed one below the other in the series of vertical 
columns, below the zero of the respective columns. 

12. ^That^ refers to the square in which the sum of the numbers of 
the last squares of the series formed till then is given. 
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number of the square concerned** and the resultant 
written below that.’* Thb is considered to be the “permu¬ 

tation-indicator** {khatf^amem).^* (G5-66b) 

squares is preceding, then the total of the last square of that series be 

written in the last square (from right to left) of the succeeding series, 

i. e., the 2nd. If however, there are two preceding series, then the total 

of the last squares of both the series may be given below the zero in the 

third square of the second series of six notes. 

However, if there are many preceding scries, then the total of the 

hRures given in their last squares may be added in the siiuares aiid 

given below the respective zeros in the 6rst series. For example, m the 

rolumn-square below the first zero. (1) is written, for the total given in 
the last stiuare of its preceding series is one. Then, in the ncx^square 

of the series below 2nd zero, we have 2 as ihe total ol (1 + 1-1.11116 

last squares of the first and the second series. Again in the next square 

I of the scries below the third zero in the fourth column, we have 6 as t he 

total of the last numbers of the first, second and ihe tlmd series 

I (I +1.^4^6). Similarly, the fourth stiuare in the fifth column shows 

24 as ^Towl of the preceding last squares (1 +1 +4+18 « 24); and so 

on That b how the figures of the second series are computed. 

For computing the figures of the subsequent series (i. e., from 

3rd to the 7lh) another method b suggested which cuts short the above 
nrocess for it would be cumbersome if applied furdier; and it consisU 

in multiplying the sura thus obtain^ in the square of the second senes 
by th.. nmiiber of-Tlte-Tcspcalve column stijiarcs tltcrcundcr. Tor 

"example, to fill in the first square (from the left) of the 3rd (horizontal) 

series we have figure 2 in the 2nd series above, and this being the 2nd 

Muarefromit, multiplying 2x2 we get 4. 2 represents the 
of the last squares of the preceding series ’ which is here multiplied by 

the number of the square to be filled in. Similarly, to fill in the next 

square in the same series (below mi), we have the figure 6 ^ the sum of 

the last squares of the preceding series which is multiplied by 2 to 

yield 12. Likewbe, in the 4th vertical column (below ma) the last 

-To" xhoTquare concerned is the one in which the ** 
is given and is to be counted vertically from top to bottom. 

14 Thesomire below the one in which the sum of the addition 
Tcfmcd to b given i. e., the last square in the vertical senes. 

15 Khandameru b a mathematical graph that indicates what b 
kn^wSTaert^ and the terms that are to be ^platned 
nresentlv. Both iwflfl and uddif(a are finally related to the 
^quential extension of the note-series; thus thb graph actually 
works as the indicator of note-series. 

Section 4 : Crflma, MOrcchana^ Kraina and I'ana 

square of the 4th scries bears the figure 18 in the graph. This is found 

as per the same rule, i. e.. 6 is obtained in the 2nd series of the same 

column as the sum of the last squares of the preceding series which is 

multiplied by Sy being the number of the square below the series (indt* 

cative of the sum). Other figures can similarly be worked out. This 

process can also be understood from the following two charts : 

Computation of 2nd series of the indicator (The additive process) 

No. of column 
square in question 
left to right 

Total of the last scfuares 
of the preceding series 

No. of series | Respective figures 

The figure 
obtained 

1 1 1 1 

2 1,2 1 + 1 2 

3 1,2.3 1 + 1+4 6 

4 1,2,3.4 I + I+4+18 24 

5 1.2.3,4,5 It 1+4+18+96 120 

G J,2,.3,4.5,G 1 + 1+4 + 18+96+600 720 

(Chart 24) 

(Chart 25) 

7th 
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2. 

^>5 S^t I 

5ite«iT5iWJt«n?CTRa?R5rf ^ wv^w 

(2) The procedure for finding out the indicated note-series 
(uddifla) : (66c-68b) 

Let the pebble be placed in the column-square* below* 
according to the number of the last note* of tlie indicated 
note-series* obtaining backwards* with reference to tlte last 
note of its original order.* TJie pebble movement starts 

Having drafted the form of the permutaiion-indicatorjthe author 

now proceeds to explain its working, laying down the procedure for 

arriving at the solution of the two problems known as (no^^and 

uddif^ He takes the latter first for the convenience of demonstration. 

--uddif{a literally means ‘that which is indicated', and in our 

context it implies the note-series indicated i. e., given; for example, 

"me ga sa ti” is a tetratonic note-series and iu tonal form is given, 

i. e., indicated ; but its serial number in the permutational calculus 

the tetratonic series is not given and is to be found out. That is how 

the name uddi}(a i. e., 'indicated note-series' becomes significant. The 

procedure for finding out the serial number of a given note-series is 

explained hereunder with reference to the text. 

Let the given note-series be “mo ga sa ri"; its original order would 

be indicated note-series in this 

case is n which is placed 3rd from the last note ma as counted back- 

in ii8 original order. Since this is a four-tone series, the permu¬ 

tation-indicator would operate only for the first four columns (sa to tna). 

.w ’1. The expression ‘column square' is indicative of the vertical 
>^0. orderof the squares of the permutation-indicator. 

2. Below the respective zero in the first series. 
§ O) 3. Last note as counted from left to right. 
( 4. Uddifti is literally the note-series indicated, and what is sought 
Vy * to be found out from the permuution indicator is its serial 

number. 
5. That is from right to left. 
6. The order of the notes in the original series. 
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with the last note* and is ordered*' by dropping the note 

ascertained progressively. The number" of the indicated 

I'hc movement of the pebbles commences with the last note i. e , the last 

square which is fourth. Hi is 3rd with reference to the last note of the 

original order of the scries. Therefore, the pebble of the fourth column 

wUl now be placed in the third square beluiv the zero which indicates 

No. 12^ To take the next stop, the note ascertained i. e., ri is to be 

*^-drep^d from the original order as well as from the indicated note- 

series. So, the original order now obtained is ‘'sa ga ma”; while the 

given series is ‘‘ma ga sa" Sa, now is ^econd with reference to the 

ma of the original order. So the second pebble, since this series is of 

three notes, will now be placed in the second squarq^f'diSTtrinf'^ 

column, which indicates'^ In the third step sa will drop away and the 

original order obtained^ll be "ga m.i;” while the'given series would 

be "ma ga.” Its^a is in the first order (i. e., next to) with reference to 

the tna of the original order; therefore, the third pebble will be moved 

to<iie first column below zert^ t^ second column since this is a bitone 

series now. This square indicates<^1n the fourth step, even ga will drop 

away and what remains is the monotone-series of mo. Since in this case 

the original order and the indicated note-series are identical, so there 

will be no movement of the pebble and there is no square below the 

first which indicates I. Thus, the total of the squares with pebbles is 

18 (12-f-4‘f 1 + 1). ^ the serial number of the note-series "mo ga sa ri" 

is 18th in the permutational extension of the four-tone series. 

I his prd^ure is summarised in the followingThart: ’ 

Pebble-movement in the permutation-indicator for indicated tetratonic 
permutational note-series. 

The Indicated note-series ; "ma ga sa ri” 

Original 
' The last The No, 

note of [of the The place of the 
order Indicat- 'last-note pebble 

cd series livithrefe- Coi." Square Figure 
.rence to 
the origi- 
’nal order 

no. no. 

1st sa rl ga ma ri 3rd . 4 3 J2 ri 

2nd sa ga ma sa Jrd i 3, 4 sa 

3rd gama ga 2nd 2 2 1 ^ 

4th ma _ ma 1st I i j _ 

(Chart 241 “ 

7. The l^t note of the note-series indicated Le , from left to right. 
8. That is, in the next step the original order is restored by drop¬ 

ping the last note of the note-series ascertained. 
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note-series would be obtained by adding up the figures (of 
tJic squares) covered by the pebbles.'® (66c-68b) 

The number of the iadicated series in the pcrmutational extension of 

the tctratonic permutational note*series : 12+4+ I 4 1«18. 

Thus, the formula for finding out (he number of the indicated 

noie*series can briefly be restated as under in terms of action : 

( i ) Find out the relative position of the lost note of the indicated 

mUC'series with reference to the last note of its original 

order by counting from it backwards i,e,>4^m right to 

left including the last note. 

( ii } Move the pebble into the corresponding square down below 

according lo the result obtained in (i) i.e., as many squares 

down below as the number of the lasunote obtained in (i). 

( iii) The pebble should be moved from the last note of the 

(iv ) Having thus ascertained the numerical value of one note, 

that note be dropped progressively from the original order j 

us well as the indicated note-series and the procedure (i) to i 

(lit) repeated till the first note. 

( V ) Add up the figures of the column squares into which the 

pebbles have been moved and the sum total will represent 

the serial number of the indicated note-series in its permuta* 

tional extension. 

This explains the procedure of working out the problem uddma* 

Now, an example from a complete permutational note-series is taken 

for a full demonstration, which is woiked out as under in a tabular 

form: 

1. (a (the problem), ^^magasari dfia ni pa** (i.c., the iodi- 

c-'ted note-series). 

2. Original order of the series : **sa ri ga ma pa dha nV\ 

3. Pebble movement of a complete permutational note-series. 

4. Serial No« of the indicated note-series in the permutational 

extension''''t5r^ie complete series : total of column 3(c) i.e. 

(1440+0+0-W12+4+1 +1) =» 1458tb. 

This is the serial number of the particular note-series in its 
permutational calculus which is to be ascertained. 

The total of the numbers of the squares in which the pebbles 
are placed is the required number of the given note-series. 
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The relative position 
SI. No. of the last note of the 
of the indicated series with The pebble movement 
steps reference to the last and its significance Results obtain- 
taken note of the original ed 

order i.e., the origi> 
nal-series ! 

1 ) 2(a) I 2(brI 1 3(a) • 3(b) i 3(c) i 4(a)lV(b) 

,2 ^5 o c: - 

o ” I 2 75 oJi "S 
fJ e ” c c-S S 

‘-'o 
o I o . *2^0 ^ 
ft <1# O di 

£J3i£a3.ji!S 

ca ^ ; 
3.0 
cr 01 

ol 
0+6 
4. 3 

1 pa ni 3rd 7tli 3rd H40 pa sa ri ga 

ma dha ni 

2 ni ni 1st Clh no move- 

inciit 

0 
1 

ni sa ri ga 

ina dha 

3 dha dha 1st 5th —do— 0 dha sa ri ga ma 

4 ri ma 3rd 4th 3rd 12 ri sa ga ma 

5 sa ina 3rd 3rd 3rd 4 sa ga ma 

6 ga ma 2nd 2nd 2nd I ga ma 

7 ma ma 1st 1st No move . 1 ma nil 

ment 

(Chart 25) 

3. 
r: 

^ 5ft®S I 

cTStTcqinrfif 5#^ livsoll 
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(3) The procedure for finding out the missing note-series 
(na^{a) : (63c-70) 

Let the initial^ pebbles be placed in the respective^ 
squares, the sum total of the figures of whicli would constitute 
the number® of the 'missing note-series*'* inclusive of the 
figure I in tiie first column square*® The note-positions® of 

Na^ta is the name given to the note*series, the tonal form of which 

is lost sight of and is required to be discovered witliTKe help of the note- 

indicator* I he type ol tlic nolc*seri^'such as complete, hexatonic, 

pentatonic eic. indicative of the number of notes in it and its serial 

number In the perrnutatioiial extension is given* Thus, the problem of 

na^ia essentially consists in discovering lonal for^n (i. i*. tht* order of^ 

notes) of a given serial number of the permutational note^series lost to 

us. may therefore be called ‘the missing tiote*serics'. 

^ The formula or the rule fur discovering the tonal form of the given 

note*series imp'ies the following procedure in terms of action : 
(i) Place the pebbles in the squares of the first horizontal scries 

of the indicator in as many squares as there are the notes in 

the given series, from left to right. 

(it) Move the pebbles Into the column squares down below, so 

that the figures indicated by them when added make up the 

number of the given series. 

h The word ‘initial' qualifying pebbles is indicative of the 
original position of the pebbles in the first series of the permu¬ 
tation indicator with the figure 1 in the left end first square 
and zeros in the others. 

2. That is the squares in the vortical columns, on a pebble being 
placed in each of the series. 

3* I'hc serial number of a particular notc*serles obtaining in the 
permutational calculus. 

of the text literally means ‘that which is destroyed'; 
but the term is figuratively employed in a technical sense. 
Na^{a refers to that note-series (/??««), the tonal form of which 
is lost sight of, but in respect of which the serial number and 

The type (i. e.^ monotone^ hitone hoxatone. etc ) is riven in 
order that its tonal form niay be discovered with the help of 

.^w^ote-scries indicator. ther(^ore7 essentially refers 
toinfote seri^ whii lTis lost so far as its tonal form is concern¬ 
ed. That is why it has been rendered into English as the 
^missing note-series.' 

5, The first square at the left end of the first series. 

6. The expression ‘note-position^ refers primarily to the relative 
position of notes In the lost note*series; and secondarily to 
the position of the pebbles i* e., the squares in which they 

the missing note-series are to be determined from the pebble- 
squares’ the serial number of die squares down below 
being indicative of the relative backward" posi^n of the 

(iil) /p;>;r»TftiuTi»rtrhidftg^^ *rhe serial 

^HuinlSeror the square into whicirtae pebble >8 moved from 

the top indicates its rela>iv«? posidon in thc_gt>^ y;ries 
(^gn Tomiwidir^ note of the ortginal ordcij^^ 

place it accordingly- 

(iv) Drop ihe note ascertained from the original order as well as 

the given note-series out of view and repeat the procedure 

laid down in (i) to (Hi), till the position of the first note of 

the seriejJs^isr.nvere(iT 

(v) Place the notes in tlieir relative order, as ascertained and 

the ‘missing note-seiies* is found. 

Now thb procedure is demonstrated with an example as follows : 

(i) Given particulars ; 
(a) Sssrifll No. 18 of the tetratonic series,, I 

(b) Note-series indicator with four column-squares. 

(c) Original order : sa ri ga ma 

(ii) Action: 

1. Place the pebbles initially in the squares of the first series 

indicating I and 3 zeros. 

—t/ 2. Deduct 1, the figure of the left end square of the first series 

which is essentially to be taken from 18, the serial number of the series 

(18-1) =17. So we have to add up to 17. Therefore, lake 12 from 

the 3rd sq. of column 4 as the next figure exceeds our requirement. 

3. Then deduct 12 from 17 and we have 5 yet to add up. Take 

4 from the 3rd square of column 3 

4. Then deduct 4 from 5 and we have 1 left to be added. 1 is 

available in square 2 of column 2. Sjuare 1 of column 1 is already taken 

into consideration._ 

moved to indicate the order of notes in the ‘missing note- 
series.’ Thus, there would be as many pebbles as there are 
notes in the series. 

7 The pebble-squares are the squares in which the ^bbles are 
initially lodged Plural expression is used for the abstract 
singular of the text to bring out iu actual implication, 

8. Down below in the vertical columns i. e., the squares into 
which the pebbles are moved. 

9, Backward order is from r^ht to left. 
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- Tf* T**' ‘0 ''“l note of die original 
ori« «; ivlule (he rule for dropping ,he ascertained note 
etc. would apply as before.(68c-70) 

«rics I-2-3-3 corresponding to 
the serial number ofsquarcs in the respecUve columns. Now relate this 
^es to the original order P,,ee^ ,, 

the missing note-serkV, for it is 3rd from ««t,,^hc last note of the 
original series. ® 

"'■'S*"'** to and the 
numbers in the senes to 1-2-3 Then repeat the process. 

nn»«. " *" '^'“'*‘*6 ot^ ‘he ‘missing note-senes as sa is 3rd from ma. ® 

8. Drop sa and 3 resjiectively from the original order and the 

numerical series, and then restore them to •>-,««» and 1-2 respectively 
and repeat the process, ^ ^ 

9. Place,. a,„e,ior ■„ "sa-ri" dkeovered throush tile procos. 

for «c B 2ad 10 m m ih. orieioal „rf.r and correspond, to tl,c Bgure 2 
ui the given numerical scries. So ive get **ga sa ri’\ 

10. Drop fa from the original order and 2 from the numerical 

senes. Now we are left with ma ivhich corresponds to 1 of the numerical 

senes and the left-end square of the 1st series i. e., the first column 

square. So put ma anterior to ••ga sa already obtained. We get 
**ma£asari*\ 

■ The‘lost note-series* is discovered to be "ma ga sa ri*’which ( 
corresponds to its given serial number 18 in the tetratonic series. J 

It wUl be observed that wherever the original order coincides with 

tto numerical series the note-position of the tone in question remains 
the same. 

An example of a complete permutational note-series is also 
demonstrated in the folloiving chart. 

(i)_The problem : To find out the tonal form of the ‘missing 

_Pote-series* of heputonic type bearing serial No. 1000. 

10. The original order corresponds to the mfirrcAond-scries. 

11. At every step as in the case of Ki/rfiV(o, i. e., the process of the 
indicated note-senes, the note ascertained would be dropped 
out of view. 

wWK \*i! **“* ^ ‘‘‘‘•native of the direction 
note-senes’ of, say five notes, the 

pwmutation indicator will have five series ofsquare-columns, 
tnat of sax notes will have six and that of seven will have 

i 

Seciioa 4 ; UrStua, iNiutcuu«4ti4a« 

(ii) The original order : ri ga ma pa dha ni*\ 

(iii) Procedure in action. 
Discovering the Most notc*serios* of complete permutational note*series 

Col. squares Relative position l^iTect of action (Order of discovered 
add upto 1000# of notes notes 

1 2- I 3 4 
Col. Sq. F'igure Last Correspond*. Note j Order ' 
No. No. note ing note o\ 1 ropp* of the 1 

ofthe given series cd original ! 
origi- found as per series 

nal I (b) restored ' 
order ' t 

(a) (b) (c) (a) (b) (a' (b) j 
Note Posi. I 

tion 1 ! 
^i) (ii) I ! .. 

7 2 720 ui dha 7th dha sa-ri-gu 000000 dlia 
ina-pa-ni 

6 3 240 ni uia Glli ma sa*ri*ga- OUOOO ina dha 
pa-iii 

5 2 24 ui pa 5lh pa sa*ri*ga- 0000 pa^ma^dha 
ni 

4 3 12 ni ri 4th ri sa-ga-ni 000 ri-pa*ma-dha 

3 2 2 ni ga 3rd ga sa«iu 00 ga ri^pa-ma^dha 

2 2 I ni sa 2nd sa ui 0 sa-ga-ri*pa*ma dha 

II 1 ni ui 1st ni — iu*sa'ga*ri-pa-ma*dha 

(Chart 2G) 

(iv) I'hus the 1000th note-series is discovered to be 

pa ma-dha^* in tlie complete series. 

•Explanation : The compulaiion of this column of the chart is explained 

as under, step by step : 

(i) Deduct 1 of the first sejuare column which is essentially to be 

taken 1000 - I — 999, Now we have to make up the total for 999. 

(ii) Take 720 in column 7 as the next square below given 1440 

which exceeds 999. Deduct 720 from 999 (999.720 ==279). Thus we 

have to add iipto 279 now. 
(iii) Take 240 from column G for the next s(|iiare olfers 360 which 

exceeds 279. Now we have (279.240®) 39 to add up. 
(iv) Similarly, take 24 from column 5 and wc have ^39-24=^) 15 

more to add up. 
(v) Then take 12 from column 4 and we have (15-12.») 3 more 

to add up. 
(vi) Then take 2 from column 3 aiul we have I more to add. 

(vii) Finally take 1 from column 2 and get the columnwise total 

as 720+240+24+ 12+2+1 + 1«1000. 
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4. 

q^i^^nfen^RT iRR nvs^ii 

(4) The number of permutational note-series in each of the 
series as shown by the permutation-indicator ; (71) 

The number of note-series in monotone*’ etc. is com¬ 
puted by adding up the figures of the last column-squares^ 

The note*serie:» indicator does not merely show the indicated note- 

series and the 'missing note-series\ but it also informs us with regard to 

the total number of note-series in each of the dilTcrent types such as 

heptatonic^ bexatonic, moiiotoiric^ etc, 

As many notes there are in a given note-series (e. g. seven in the 

complete and one in the monotone series) so many end-squares of these 

columns will be taken into consideration and figures indicated by them 

when added up would in their sum-total indicate the number of note- 
series in that type. 

The following chart :^ho\vs the working of tliis relationship, 

-^The number of note seri(.*s in each type derived from the 
permiHation-indicator 

type of the 
series 

The final 
note of 
the series 
in its ori¬ 
ginal 
order 

sa Monotone series 
ri Bitonic 
ga Tri tonic „ 
ma Tetratonic „ 
pa Pentatonic 

dba Hexatonic 

ni Complete or 
heptatonic 

iGoliunn squa- Figures of the 
1 res last column 
s. No No. of sqs 

of square S. No.:Figure 
cols. [of lastjindi- 

col sq.'cated 

_squares 
Figures ad (Total 

ded 

1st 1 1 1 
2nd 11 + 1 2. 
3rd 4 1 + 1 + 4 6 
4th 18 I + I+4+18 24 
4th 96 1 + 1 + 4+18 

+96 120 
5th 600 1 + 1+4+18 

96+600 720 

7lh 4320 1 + 1+4+18 
96+600 

___+4320 =5040 

_ (Chart 27) 

L In each type of the permutational note-series such as mono- 
tone^ biione^ he.xatonic^ complete, etc, 

2, The squares at the bottom and of the vertical series arranged 
into the columns of the permutation-indicator. 

corresponding respectively® to the notes in the scries. (71) 

It will be ol»served that every total incorporates the total of Jts 

antecedent squares. Thus, in efTccl, to find out the total number 

^ Sfi^Mc-seriesofa particular type what may essentially be taken into 

account is the figures indicated in the squares just below the zero and 
the last squares of the respective columns, as the squares immediate y 

below the zero indicate the total number of the preceding series. Tor 
example, the total number of the complete permutational note-senes is 

found to be 5040, hut this ligure is composed of the figures shown in the 

squares immediately below the zero of the 7th column as the 7th. sc,^uare 

i. c. 720-1-4320=5040. So also the figure 720 is composed of 

120-1-600 = 720. 

Incidentally, this shows that the zeros placed in the first squares 

of the columns are symbolic of the figures indicated into the last squares 

of the antecedent columns and arc therefore identical with them. That 

is how the zeros become significant._____—-- 

^^^^^^irniayTIoiri^olw llial tUcI^un^ltimcru i. e., the permuta¬ 

tion-indicator has a tliree-fold function viz., (i) to find out serial 

number of the note-sx*rics iiitn<nited, (ii) to discover the tonal form of 

a given number of note-series, and (iii) to ascertain the total number 

of nolc-sciies in each of the seven types of permutational note-series. ^ 

(vii) 

1. 

u 

MVSVII 

3 & 4, Each column is indicative of a note i, e., the first column 
square for sa, the second for ri and so on. So the figures 
of these last column-squares only have to be taken into 
account, the notes pertaining to which go to constitute the 
series in qiiosticii Series denotes tlie note-series. 
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(vii) The names of the combinational note-series : 72-90 

(a) The liexatonic combinational note-series of the fa^jo- 

grUma : (72-78b) 

\ye give herewith Ute names of the combinational 

note-series. (72ab) .. r 
1. The names of the seven note-series devoid of 

respectively* are—agnifioma^, atjaguifioina, viljapeya, 
aivamedha and rajasUya. (72c-73b) 

2. The names of the note-series devoid of fjaWa respec¬ 
tively are—svifiakjl, balitisauounja, gosava, mahSvrala, visvajit, 

brahmayajna and prajupati. (73c-75b) 
3. The seven names for (the note-series) omitting 

pancama are respectively considered to be asvakrSnta, ratba- 
krintCf vif^krinla, sUryakrSnta, gajakrSnla, valabhit and nSgo-" 

pakfoka. (75c-76) 
4. The names for the lie.xatonic (combinational note- 

series) eliminating nifOda respectively are cnturmH^a, satpstha, 

idstrdf ukthdf soutrSmaglt citri and udbhid. (77-78b) 

Having dealt with tlie permutational note-series in great detail, 

the author now incidentally proceeds to give the names of the significant 

combinational note-series with u view to refer to their merit. 
He takes only the liexatonic and the penUtonic note-series of boA 

the grnma^s respectively, and first he gives the names of the hexatonic 

series and then the pentatonic series. 

L kuddka of the text. 
2. That is in the order of wfirrrAflna-series. 
3. This and the following names pertain to vedic sacrifices, ^hese 

names pertain to the note-series of the 
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(b) The hexaloitic combiiiational note-series of the nuidliyaniQ“ 
grima : (70c-82) 

5. Ihena'uesof tlie note-series‘ eliminating fatlja jive 
respectively known to be —rawVrl, ardlia-silvitrl, sarvalobhadra^ 
Sditydjana^, gavUmuyana^y satpayam* and kautjapaya/ta^ (78c-7l)) 

!• *rhe (specific) coiiibiii.it tuiiul iiotc-serius of the fnot//yutntt*^fdnut* 

2# The expression Atiiiydnitu ^tyonob* i^f the text h*is heeii rendered 
as ndiljnyana for semantic consider.)tions; but it needs an 
claborniton. nditya has seven'll nieanint's such as the suii, the 
dwarf incarnation of Vi^^nu, god in general, and so on. Hut 
since hero the plural is used uo may take it etymoiogically in 
the sense of ‘the sons of Aditi' i. e., the gods. Ay,„u, too lias 
several connotations such as the path, the u.iy, ilie passage of 
the sun, and abode etc. of which the last one seems to Ite 
appropriate in this roniext. So the expressi.m a> a whole 
would literally mean ‘the abode ofgotls’. 

3» 1 he expression ^>fla<it/i<p>a/Kt similarly signifies ‘the abode of 
cows'. 

4* Also the expression sarpnyana is a compound rendering of 
sarpifiamayam in the text which literally means the abode of 
serpents. 

5. Kau^apa literally means a goblin, a demon. So, kaunapuyana 
literally signifies the abode of demons. 
15 
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3. 
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6. The names of (the note-series) devoid of nabha arc 
beUeved to bc-agnicU, doadas&ha, upsfnsu, soma, amprattgraha, 

barhi and abhyudqya. (80-81 b) 

7. The names of (the note-series) devoid of gindhUra 

are respectively said to be sarvasoadakma, dlkfil, soma, samit, 

svahaknra, tanUnapat and godohana. (8lc-82) 

(A The oentatonic combinational note-series of iadja- 

grama: (83-86) 

1. The names of (the note-series)* eliminating fa^ja 

and paheama respectively are as under : 

/(/a, purufaineSa, sjena, vajra, m, angira and kaftka. (83) 

2. The names of (the note-series) omitting niiada and 

gandhara respectively are jyotiifoma, darsa, nJandl, paunjamasa, 

asvaprati-graha and saubitara. (84-85b) 

3. The names of the note-series leaving out pancama and 
jfabha respectively are—saubhagyakrt, karirl, santikrt, pu^fikft, 

vaiMt^a, ucca{ana and vaslkaratfa. (85c-86) 

6. TliCbe nolc-series pertain to the ^adja-grama^ 
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(d) The pentatonic combinational note-series of the 
tnadliyaina-grama ; (87-90b) 

1. The names of the note-series eliminating and 
dhaivata respectively are trailokyamohana, vlra, kandarpabala- 
satana, sahkhacada, gajacchaya, laudra and vif^uvikrama. (87-88) 

2. The names of the note-series devoid of nijada and 
gandhara are believed to be bhairaoa, kamada, avabkftlia, affaka- 
palaka, sviiiakrt, vafafkara and mokfada. (89-^'0) 

(viii) The functional purpose of the vedic names of combi¬ 
national note-series : 90cd 

It is believed*' that the note-series* bearing the na'iie 

of a particular vedic sacrihee is effectual in bringing about 
the corresponding* beneht. (90cd) 

1. By Che ancients, the preceding music^authorities. 

2, The combinational note* series arc meant* 

3« That is, if the note •series bears the name of aivamdha sacri* 
fice, it would bring about the benehc aflf.irded by that sacrilice, 
provided it is appropriately employed. 
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(ix) The specific use of the combinational and permutadonal 

note-series in g&jidliarva and gUna • 91 

In the context of gaml/iaroa*, the mUrcchana f“ and the 
combinational note^eries have been ordained in Uie vedic 

lore* for the attainment of beatitude; while in ganatii*y 
these along with the permutational note-series are useftil in 

obtaining stham *. (91) 

The commentators do not offer any explanation with regard to the 

names of various vedic sacriJices having been attributed to tlie different 

note-series. However, it seems that it is an extension of the basic atti¬ 

tude of the vedic tradition towards all aspects of human activity. 'I’his 

attitude was responsible for the formulation of the four upaoeda s 

(Ayurveda or Arthainslra, Gandharvautda, Dhanumda and Sthupatyaoeda), 

the fifth veda-s (Makubhirata and Pfatyaoeda), the six Vtdaiiga-s etc. 

4. Gindharvam is the ancient name for what later came to be 
known as mUrga, when employed against the term deil (region¬ 
al music) as explained by ‘S^ These terms will be dealt 
with properly in the subsequent chapters of the text. (cf. 
Chapter IV 1*4). 

5. ‘K' thinks that only standtird murcchaiiSs arc meant. 

6. ^ruti in this context signifies any vedic passage. *IC' includes 
the smfli-s also in its significance. 

7. Guna is the counterpart of gUndharva, later known as deil 
(regional) music which was much more liberal and rich in 
variety. .Since kfita'lUna (permutational notC'Series) bias not 

been spoken of by Bharata, S;iri‘igadeva specifically limits it to 
non*gandharva music. 

8. Sihina has been interpreted by Mv' as adkirairuli (note-sm/i) 
of svara, whereas 'S' interprets it as sthUj/a (a melodic phrase). 
The interpretation of 'K' is relevant to mUrcc/iani and iuddha- 
tUna and that of ‘S' to kfHa-tAna which serves as the canvas 
for melodic diversity. 

(i) ftftsl uwRtj, an ^^rmisiRoin 

?«n ?F^T5nfef^q«iici i 

Section 

OV£RLAPPIN( 

and 

/(Sadh&ra^) 

efJappi ng in note- (j) Twofold overlapping 

intervals : l-2b 

Overlapping (sadharat^ia) is twofold as it pertains' to the 
tones (svara-s) and to jati-s (the melodic types). Of these 

two, the overlapping of notes (svara-sadAara^a) is said to be 

The concept of sndkira^a, as applied to music is elucidated by 

Bharata on the analogy of kila-sUdhara^a i. e., the overlapping of 

seasons^^If one perspires by remaining in the sun and yet feels cold 

staying in the shade neither the winter has ended, nor (can it be said 

that) the spring has arrived" (N. S., G. O. S. Vol. IV. 28- 34). This 

is an instance of the overlapping of the winter and the spring on their 

bordew. Thus, the concept implies tne conjunction of the end portion 

of a prior situation and the beginning portion of the following situation. 

creating a new situation that partakes partly of the characteristics of 

both and is __ thereby different irom both oi them incfividually^ The 

application of this concept to the note intervals is to be explained 

presently. Accordjp-^^Bharata the overlapping Isndhilratja) means the 

quality of a note^isiug^etween two (consecutive) notes (Eng. Trans. 

M* Ghosh, N. S. Voirll, XXIII 35, p. 13). 

The jiiti-sttdh&rana or the overlapping' of melodic types is dealt with 

in Section VII; here wc are concerned only with svara-sadkSirana or the 

overlapping of note-intervals which is related to four notes in particular. 

U Literally, it is qualilicd by svara-s and 
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fourfold as it is concerned* with kukall {rdf&da) antara 

{gmdhara\ ia^ja and nuuUiyama. (l‘2b) 

viz. knkall-nifUda, antara gindhira, fa4ja and mad/iyama. Thus, sUdkaratxal 
(ovcrl.'>j>pi«g) is fourfold as it is qualified by these four notes and is I 

respectively called kakoll-sadhiiram (the overlapping of Aa*a/t), antara- \ 

sidkitrana (the overlapping of antara), fadja-sUdkirana (tlie overlapping ofj 
fodja) and tnadliyama-sidhiiraija (the overlapping of inadhyama). 

(ii) 

3ird^infir 

(ii) The overlapping of kakali and antara: 2c-3 

Since the overlapping (sSdlt&ra^a)^ kdtkali occurs between 
and fa((/a, its* overlap* (rfit/ASragya) is known as over¬ 

lapping {sddharatja)*. The overlapping of antara is similarly 

conceived between gindhira and inadhyama (2c-3) 

In the process, technically known as the overlapping of kikah, two 
notes arc involved, and the author is here explaining how they are 
affected in this process, which elsewhere has also been referred to as 

I the kakalisaiion of oharfa, a\d also why it is so called. 
y In the fa^ja-grima, nifida has two iruti-s (21st and 22nd) and 
fodja has four (IsMth). It has already been explained (I. 3.40 ante) 
that in the kakalisation (I:aAa/i/M) of nifdda, kikall-nif da is formed hy 

the conjunction ofnifOda and fadja to the extent of two iruti-s of each, 
I. e. 21stand,22ndfra</ofj«V8</aand the 1st and the 2nd ireh'of 

(^"^I^us, kikali is of four iruti-s and is situated equidistant from both 
\ niikda as well as iHia, It parukes of the characteristics of both since 

It is constituted by two iruti-s contributed by each and is yet different 
from each of them since iu aote-iruti is different (l^od or 24th)« 

2T LUeraliy. ‘S qualified by kikali, antara, fodja and 

1, qualifies knMU ^ c lsl n 
2 That is, the overlapping in the formation of ^ 
s] S^dhuranya is defined by as ^s^dhumiasya bhUv^ i. e., 

the essence or the quality of overlapping. It implies the sense 
of **overlapping-ness", though such a word is not m usage. 

4, Sndhnranam stands for the abstract noun radftarcwwm. 

231 Section 5 : Overlapping (Sadiiftrapa) 

However, kukali-sudhtirana alfecis the two notes ni^^da and ^adja , 

quite differently; whereas it absorbs the note-Zra/i of mf> it does not j 
affect the noie*iruti of ^adjia and that is one reason why it is called j 
k^katUni^Uda i. e., because it affects ni^nda in categorically a different 
way in so far as it completely absorbs it. 

Aniara^sUdhAratta I v, ilir ov'crl ippiti.' of witara is similarly 
conceived between gUndhUra and madhyama^ affecting these two notes 
in the same way in the terms explained above; and consequently takes 
the name '^aniara-glindhiira** on the pattern of Thus 
antara is constituted of the two suUi-s (fith and ^uh) gtlndhnra and two | 
Zra/i-r (lOth and lltli) of niadhjama^ absorbing the note*irtf/f of the 
former and leaving the notc*Zrtf// of the latter uii-affecced* 

(iii) 

srotwql a>«nrf i 
UY|| 

(iii) The application of kskali and antara: 4-6 

After singing' fadja, kdkall followed* by dhawata may 
be employed. Likewise after singing® madhyama, antara 
and xfablta may be used. Alternatively, having sung* fadja 

and kskali one may return to fadja and after that move on to 
any succeeding® note. Similarly, after employing madhyama 
and antara, madhyama should be taken before resorting to any 

succeeding note. Everywhere* the notes kskali and antara 
are rarely used. (4-6) --—---- 

1, 3 & 4 Literally, ‘pronouncing’ or ‘articulating’. 
2. JCrama implies ‘due order’ which, in this case, is the descep? 

ding one. ' 
5. According to ‘K’ the succeeding note has to be the immedia¬ 

tely succeeding one l>arring the one that has to be eliminated; 
but ‘S’ thinks that any succeeding note implies any one of ri, 
ga, ma, pa and dha in case of the overlapping of kikali and 
pa, dhat iz/, sc, and ri in case of the overlapping of antara L e., 
all the notes subsequent to ^adJa and madhyama respectively* 

6* interprets it as jati^rdga^s, etc. 
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(iv) The overlapping of fS^Ja and madliyama: 7-9 

IfnifUda takes resort to the first srutis of fa^ja and i 
ffab/ta to its last, it is called the overlapping of fadja. ' 

Similarly, the overlapping of madl^ama is conceived in-bet¬ 
ween g&ndh&ra and pahcama. The overlapping of madhyama 
is definitely restricted to madhyama-gr&ma. (7-fi) I 

These two^ overlappings, ^ing subtle like the point of j 
hair, are known as kaisika^ and are also called “the over- | 

Taking of ^rawa-r”® by (some) scholars.* (9) 1 
I'he overlapping of ^Oiija and madhyama is analogous to the inodt*^ 

fication of these two notes The overlapping of ^adja takes place when it 
yields its initial iruti to ni^nda and its final iruti to j^abha retaining its 
2nd«3rd srutis to itself Similarly, the overlapping of madhyama takes 
place when madhyama yields its first iruti iogUndhltTa and its fourth iruti to 
paficama^ retaining only two irutis to itself However, as pointed out 
by the longest im/t-interval conceived in the grUmas is that of four 

h That is, the overlapping of ^adja and the overlapping of 
madhyama, 

2. Kaiiika literally means hair*like. u e. very hne pointed, very 
subtle. The word {kaiiika) is applied to ^atfja saMtlrat^a and 
madhyamasadhUrana. 

3. infers that since the overlapping of madhyama is limited 
to madhyama^grUma, the overlapping of ^adja is also to be under¬ 
stood as applicable to ^adja-grUma only. That is how he 
comes to justify the expression gttkmasJidharatia i. c., the 
overlapping oigrama-as signifying the process to be indica¬ 
tive of gfUmas, However, this does not accord with the 
reason pointed out by ‘K' for restricting the overlapping of 
madhyama to madhyama-grUma since ffabha or nifhda do not 
exceed the interval of four irutis in the overlapping of iodja 
if made applicable to madhyama-grJtma, 

4. This, however, does not seem to be the view of the author. 

OCCilUlt ij « Virvt:ii«a|#|^iiic^ 

irutis and therefore a five-iruti interval is Cimsidcred to be undesirable, 
r Sb, if in the (adja^grUma the overlapping of madhyama is allowed, its 

1 ^ \^fUama will swell into a five^ru/i-intervalf which is undesirable. 
Therefore, the overlapping of madhyama is permitted only in madhyama^ 

grhma in which paiicama has three srutis only. 

(v) snfeai'^R'nq. 

gnfeij I 

fci?n«iR«i 315; 11^0 II 

(v) Overlapping of jSti-s: 10-11 b 

Among tlie jsti-s of the same grSina having the same 
tone as the fundamental note, the identical melodic presenta¬ 
tion that obtains between them is culled tire overlapping of 

jQii’S by the noble ones.^ The overlapping of jsli-s is identi¬ 
fied by some with rSga-s^. (10-lib) 

JUtusSdhUrailia is very briefly dealt with by ^irhgadeva as well as by 
Bharata. *K' thinks that it is based on varna-sHmya, the identity in the 
patterns of tonal movement. *S' cites suddha-kaiiika-madhjama an oat of 

^ the instances of j&ti^sSdhirafja. Some details regarding the practice of 
jOti-sUdkirana will be found in Section VII of this chapter. 

1. The earlier authors such as Bharata, Kfatahga and others are 
meant. 

2. *S* cites riga iuddha-kailika'madhyama as an illustration. 
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Section 6 

VARI^ALAI^IKARA : 

Tone-patterns and Embellisliments 

(i) The definiiion and clas-siBcation o^ tone-patterns |( Flar^a): 

n Z’^'’ 
Var^a (tone-pattern) is the act of singingi--which is 

demonstrated to be fourfpld, viz. slhaji^ (steady), araAl* 

In Section 4 the author has dealt with the permutations and 
combinations of tones, but in actual practice all of them arc not actually 
employed in singing. Now, therefore, the author analyses the actual 
singing in the tonal patterns and melodic phrases as employed in the 
process of-^sfngiilg the musical compositions. ^ Since in the composite 
concept m jflj^gUg^nstmrnental ~ inmic and da.ice,^. e. oUdya and nftja 

easentially^oHtwed the vocal i. c. giStfia^ the terminology of the entire 
musical theory ps centered aroumf wcai that is why, varna, i. e. 
tonal pattern Is defined in the context ot singing> though it is equally 
applicable to the instrumental music, or dance music and so on. 

!• Guna-krij^it rendered as tlie ‘'act of singing^' indicates the 
process of singing or the action of voice-production in the 
process of singing. 

2. iSUl^l literally means unvarying, e. g. ‘sa sa sa^ or ‘ri rt ri’ and 
so on. ^ 

S* Archi is ascending in pitch, e. g. ‘sa ri ga ma pa dha ni' and 
soon. 
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(ascending)^ avarohl^ (descending) and sailcirl^ (circida* 
tory). These arc defined as folloitrs. (1) 

' When the same tone is put to a halting^ use it is known 
as the steady (tone) pattern. Tire two subsequent^ patterns 

Vanja literally means colour, |ast(» i»r a syllable. In the context of 
music the word is metaphorically used in the sense chat the particular 
manner and order in which the tonesjuui employed contributes to their 
musical value, and also lends ^lour or taste)to the composition. In 
short, the value of tone-pattern is comparable to ilie colour-pattern of 
the visual arts. But more than that varm in the sense of syllable* is 
applicable in musical parlance; for, as the syllables go to form a 

meaningful word and then a group of words goes to form .i sentence 
which is the significant unit of language, so also tones organised into a 
particular fashion go to form melodic phrases, that are the units of a 
melodic composition* The concept of varna is as old as Bharata, since 
he too has spoken of these four types of tonal patterns (oar^a-s)^ (cf. 

N. S. Kah ed. 29. 24). 

The classification of tone-patterns, as pointed out by ‘K* is based 
on the predominant element viz. if in the process of singing it is the 
steady pattern that is predominant, then the tonal pattern will be called 
the ‘steady*. In other words, the four types of tonal patterns are not 
used exclusively. 

Steadiness in Cite steady pattern is obtained by harping on the 
same tone for sometime. The nature of ascending and descending 
patterns is well described by their names. The sanc^rl (i. e. the circu¬ 
latory pattern) is defined by Matauga (as quoted by *K*) as under : 

4. Avarohi is descending in pitch, e. g. ‘ni dhyjpa ma ga ri sa^ and 
so on, - 

5. SafU^ri literally means Amoving aroundf^ot having any fixed 
order. This is an admixture of the above three types and is 
illustrated in the order of such phrases as ‘sa ri sa ri ga sa ni 
dha sa ri ga* and ‘sa sa sa ni ma ma ni ma pa ni ri rt pa* etc, 

6. Halting on a tone by repetition as ‘sa sa sa*. 
7. Subsequent to the steady {sihOj^l) pattern as mentioned in the 

previous verse i. e. the ascending (are/if) and descending 
(aparohl) patterns. 
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arcsigaified by their namci.® The admixture of these (ilirce) 
is known to be the circulaWy'^ pauern. (2-3b) 

**When the cones move about in a note-series one by one or two 
at a tiiui% or are deJineated together Joiiiin!; the respective final notes 
(with the initial notes of tlie sucres^^jve units), it is called sahc^rl varna 

(circulatory pattern). As in \iulavakaisika : sa sa sa ni ma ina ni ma 
pa ni ri rl pa pa ni pa ni pa ni dha etc/' Hrhaddesi (p. 33) however 
reads as under : 

tftd mr: I 

W5I1 e II 

i 

Alafikara} (tonal cnibellishincnt) is said to be a specific 

arrangement* of toite palterns. (3cd) 

Of^ii fkm^ w ^tert i 

(N. S., G. O. S. Voh IV 29. 45) 

^'Melody without ornamentation would be like a night without the 
moon^ a river devoid of water, a creeper shorn of llowers aud a lady j 

without ornaments/^ ^ 

He is, however, careful also to caution against the excessive and 
improper use of embellishments as he says : 

Sanc^rl vanui ^circulatory pattern) is said to be the one in which 
the tones move about, mutually joining the final notes or one by one. 
As in Alulaoakaisika : *sa sft sa iil pa ni pa ni f)a ni sfk dlia rl pa pa ni 
ni nl\ 

The two versions of ifie definiti'ins of sancUri (circulatory 
pattern), the one ascribed to Malauga by ‘K* and the other quoted from 
Bfhaddeh are identical to a large extent a:id yet they are different in 
their net bearing. 

(“) Ragwf, ^ 

(«) 

(ii) The definition and classification of tonal embellishment. 

4- 3c-64b 

(a) The definition of tonal embellishment (^lafikSra) : 3cd 

In keeping with the suggested sense of the term alankQra (orna* 
meat), the original concept under this name was quite comprehensive to 
include almost all types of tonal embellishments; for example even 
Jtamfia (tremor) was included in a/af^ara^s. However, subsequently the 
signification of the word alahknra wati restricted to melodic phrase* 
progression*^ The importance of ornamentation in Indian melody is 
well brought out by Bharata in the following verse ; 

8. That is, these two patterns are so named that their names 
are descriptive of their nature and function, as it is quite 
obvious. 

9* Mr^a, 

I 

9 

I 

(N. O. S. vol. IVp. 131) 

^^Melody should be embellished by these (ornamentations) without 

disrupting the tone-pattern {vanui), lor ornanienU are to be put on 
properly so that the girdle is not tied to the breast.’^ 

T'hiis even though a high prciiiiuin is put mi ihe employment of 
tonal embellishments, yot a certain propriety is essentially to be observ¬ 
ed. That Is why Ahobala defim s tonal embellishment aS ‘‘the delinea¬ 
tion of the tone-patterns in a particular order’* (if.qoi 

(S. Pa 221). 

Further, it may be observed that the tonal embellishments 
{alahkdra^s) have been classified on the basis of the predominant tone- 
pattern (vanja), as Bharata has said that their rurmaiion depends on 
the tone-patterns of four types (cf N.S. 20.24). Alafikara is said to be a 
combination of several melodic iiiovemeiits. Elucidating the definition 
ofSSrugdeva *K* ampUfles his statement U» the effect that ’the particular 
manner of delineating the said (four types of) lone patterns in a melodic 
rendering is called tonal embellishment (ahiukhra)*. 

The specificity of delineating the tone-patterns consists in the 
use of the prescribed kald (i.e. phrase of an alahkdia) aud so on 

11. Alahkdra literally means an ornament, a decorative, an aid 
_beauty, a device of beautificaiioiL-—- 
"*51 ‘S’ interprets varva-sanfiaibham of the t<'xi as varnasamuddyam^ 

I.e, a group of tone-paUei us. 
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(m) 
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(b) The definition and enumeration of the embellishments 
of the steady tone*pattcrn : 4-6b 

Many» indeed, are its' varieties, of whicli I shall pre¬ 
sently speak of tliose pertaining to the steady tone-pattern 
(sthijUvaqfa). Those (tonahcmbellishmcntsi that have the 
same,tone in Uie beginning as well us in the end, pertain to 

jlie^ady tone-pattern. The seven (ehibelTishnients) classi¬ 
fied as belonging to the ^steady’ {tone-pattern) arcprasamUdt^, 

prasannanla^, prasann&djanta^^ prasannamadhya^^ kramarecita^y 

piasi&ra^ prasUda^. (4-6b) ___ 

^arcigadova, our author, duliiics and illusti ales/sixty three tonal 
embdiishiiienis {alahkHra-^) but Bharata has given only thirty-three 
which include many other things apart from alahknra^s as they came to 
be understood in Sdrngadeva^s time. It may be admitted that theore- 
tically there are infinite possibilities of tonal cinbelHslimenls, but it 
seems only ^3 were in vogue in his time. It is notable that Datlila, who 
is thought by some to be earlier than fSharata gives only 13 embellish* 
ments and some writers subsequent to Sdrugadeva (cf* Ahobala’s S. Pa) 
enumerate even more than 63. The distinguishing characteristic feature 
of the tonal pattern, as pointed out in the text and interpreted by is 
that its differen^^kaln^s (integral parts or plira^s) pouimence and end 
with the same tone, though the repetition occurs in different registers 
(cf ‘K" on verses 3*8). 

1. The pronoun *tt^ stands for *alaiiknra* of the previous verse. 
2. Lit with prasanna (L e. mandra) in the beginning. 
3. Lit with prasanna in the end. 
4. Lit. with prasanna in the beginning and in the end. 
5. Lit. with prasanna in the centre. 
6. Lit* devoid of order. 
7. Lit extension. 
8* Lit clarity. All these are explained in the following few 

verses* 

(n) 
ws: 5i^Ri»r S3J ?m5)Rr5^sw»?: u^n 

H feg9i5?fiT: s«f m \ 
nni: TweicRmr. sRi?it nvsn 

^ Hell 

(c) The significance of the terms-nrnndtaj tzra, etc. : fic-S ~ 

In this section the wordr/naWr^ignifies the first tone j 
of the mUrcehana, and that very rontfwJien doubled* Jjn pitch) I 
is (called)‘/ant’; or alternatively llic tone in the preceding^ 

register becomes ^inamlra' and tiie one in the succeeding 
register (becomes) ‘tUra*. Mandra is also called prasanna or 

TIu'gu terms viz. mandia, turn and pluta are deiined here. Mandra and 
/itra are preseiiied as relative concepts, as indeed they are ; and Uvo 
alternative expressions have been offered to indicate their relation. 
Firstly, it is posited that tnandra is the name given to the first note of the 
m^rcchanHy while the^nghUTnot^ which is double the first one (in pitch 
range), is called iara. If tlie iii4t tone of the muiuhana belongs to the 
lower register and is called mandra, the same lone of the middle register 
would be called tiua, but if the first note {tnandra) of the mUrcchann is in 
the middle register, then the same note of the higli register would 
become lUra^ 

It is pertinent to note that the terms tnrj and mandra in this 
Section must not be understood as defined in verse 7 of Section 3 ante, 
they do not refer to the three registers as such. Obviously the middle 
register 6nds no mention in this context and therefore the terms 
mandra and tnra refer to what may l>e called the lower and the higher 
register, the two covering the concept of three registers in their relative 
application. l*his would be clear from the other alternative view put 
forth by the author. 

Alternatively, he says, the tom? of the prior register may be 
understood as mandra (low) and that of the posterior register may be 
considered iUra (high), the prior register being the one in which the 
commencing note of the piirase«progression {alahkUra) falls. Consequently, 

I. Dviguiui is tlic eighth tom; (i. e. the first of the next higher 
octave). 
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nifdu, and tHra is also called ‘dipta*. In notation^ mandra is I 
indicated by an overhead dot, tara by an overhead vertical | 
dash and *pluta*^ hy the figure 3 (following the j;one)!L4§c-8) 

as *S* elucidates, if the prior tone is in the lower register (in the schehte 
of three registers) it is called mandra and its tara will be in the middle 
register, but if the prior tone is (mandra) in the middle register, the 
subsequent tone (tlXra) will be in the high register. *S* further distin* 
guishes this view from the first one by pointing out that, “accordingly 
the prior tone, in this view need not be the commencing note of the 

mUrcehanH** (cf. S. on 3-8, p. 154). 

The terms mandra and lira in their^elalive' sense may be rendered 
as ‘lower* and ‘higher* in the technical and^he specific sense in this 
section. ' 

It is interesting to observe that Bharata hardly seems to speak of 
the thre<^ registers (sapiaka~s) in terms of mandra, madhya and lira. He 
no doubt speaks of the three sthina-s as the places of voice production 
in the context of the excellences of verbal expression (pi{hya-guna s) and 

kiku (intonation), e. g. 

■sftfoi fire: 5%... 
MM ^V. 4;if: sqad II 

(N. S , G. O. S., IV. 17.1IJ6) 

JBut the detaib of context in which the sound is to be produced respect¬ 
ively from the chest> the head and the throat show that these places of 
sound* product ion are not necessarily related In terms of pitch relations 
contained in the concept ofiegisters, though pitch is naturally involved 
in knku (cf N. S., G. O. S. IV, 17. 107^108). 

Again the terms dipia and mandra arc defined by Bharata in the 
context of the embellishments of patiiya ; 

(N.S., Go O. S., IV 17,113) 
Ucca is defined as sira^^sihana^uta (located in the head)i dipia is defined 
as Hralisthnnaj*atalaralara (that which is located in the head and is higher), 

2* ,fThe term plu!a is taken from the terminology of Sanskrit 
I grammar. Vowels are considered to be of three degrees, viz,, 

7^"^ (short a 1 ffiatra), dlrg/ta (Iong=2 mntrJi^s) and plUia 
B fprolonjted »3 mdHra-s). interprets *pluta* in this context 
f as^tfirice^r"—-— 

3. Literally, the expression UrirvacanUik^ would be rendered as 
*on account of being pronounced thrice% and interprets it 
as ^ L e. **PIuta is that which is to be 
pronounced (or produced) thric^t’ 
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ura^^sihnnagaia (located in the chest) and nlca is urah-sihUnasika^ 

mandraiara (located in the chest but lower). 
Thus, he has high and higher (viz. ucca and dipta) on the one hand 

and low and lower (inaudra and nlra) on the other; but he has no mean 
point, the middle (madhya)^ Consequently the terms dipta nnd prasanna 

are equated with tdra and mandra only in the relative order and not in 

the perspective of the three registers. 
Abhinavagupta also defines dlpanam as tlXrata and prasUda as 

mandraiH and thereby relates dlpti to be the acoustic plienoinena invol¬ 
ving the listener and the singer (cf. Abh. Bh. N. S., G. O. S. IV, p. 88). 

Besides, the general atmosphere created by Bharata’s expression 
with regard to pitch-relation suggests that the terminology had not as 
yet crystallised in his time and the two extremes of high and low pitch 
were recognised as a relative phenomenon without any reference to the 
concept of three registers though the three registers were known to 
Bharata. This may be compared with N, S. (G. O. S. IV 29.!i9) which 
speaks of mandra and tiXtatara ns produced respectively from the 
throat, the chest and the head. I'liis indicates that though the three 
registers were recognised, the terms in which tliis recognition found 
expression W'ere conditioned by the tradition which supplied words only 

for the opposites, 

(u) 

(d) The einbelHshmeats of the steady tone-pattern : 9-13 

(1) PrasmnUdi 

If two lower (matidra) tones are followed by one higher i , 

(tUra) tone, it is known as prasannSdi^, e. g. “‘sa sa sa’ (Dab) v 

The author now defines ami illustrates the |sixtytiiruo^tubcllish- 
ments. The illustrations arc given just by wa^ot specinieu and are 
based on utlaramandri, the first murcchani of the faijja^grima, 

Bharata defines Prasannikdi as : 

spirit q: CTIW I 
_ (N. S., G. O, S, IV 29.33) 

\ ^terally, having ^rawwiia (atajidra-or-lower) in the_.begiiining. 
\ It has not been possible give tara~mandra signs in the Bt^ijsl,^ 

——xeisiQii,_ ____— --—■ 
16 ____ 
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and Dattila dedoes it as : 

JITO* *£W: I • 
Dattilam, 100 

^ ''®*y outset, taken the two terms dlpta 

/ and taro as synonyms; but Ghosh and Nijenhuis render the word_rfti>te^- 
« I literally as ‘b^lIliant^Y~®^ft^1s"no^on^y^ bright but also stimulated, or 

^trighteiTed when applied to tone {svara). Accordingly, the two deflni* 

tions can be rendered as under. 

(lit J>O '*'**'‘^** heightc^is called prasanaHJi. 

(ii) Having sung prasaana {mandra or low) in the first instance 
^ -4 y if it is gradually heightened, it would be prasanaUdi. 

Dattila’s definition ofprasonniidi also makes it clear that ^mgadeva's 
interpretation of the term praianaa as mandra (low) is in keeping with 
tradition. Nijenhuis renders it literally as ‘dear’, which seems to be 
technically inadecpiate as it has no explicit reference to pitch value. 
However, it is noteworthy that the above two definitions are indicative 
of the fact that Bharata and Dattila did not use the words prasanna and 
dxpta as totally dissoiiated from their general connotation, though the 
technical implication of their expression is [irecisely biought out by 
^arhgadeva. Matanga was the first to etjuate prasanna with mandra 

as he says i. e. the word mandra signifies the 

pitch (called) ptasanna ^lit. clear).” 

It is notable in the alx.ve context that Matanga illustrates/traian* 
nadiiissa riga ma pa dim ni, which presents his interpretation of 
Bharata’s kramaiah but docs not coiretpond exactly with that of barnga- 
deva whose pattern is followed by Kumbha (i>. Raj II. 1.3.^9). Ihis 

indicates a process of crystallisation. 

2. . 

«H« I (^) / I 
(2) PrasannSnta / \ 

Its* reverse is prasam^nta*y e. g. *sa sa sa^ (9c). / 

2. The reverse of 
3. Literally, h.iving the lower at the end. 
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.ciRiiWcait gsr: i 

fki: It^oii 

H I (v) 

(3) Prasannddjanla 

If the liighcr tone is placedjn'be u^n two lower tones, 
it becomes prasannddyanta*, e. g^sa sa sa^^d*10a). 

(4) Prasannamadhya __ 

If, however, the lower is placed |in-between j the two 

higher tones, that cmbellisiunent is known to the e.\perts as 
prasanmmadliya^y c. g. ‘sa sa sa’ (lOb-d). . 

(5) kramarecUa 

The embellishment (called) kramarccita, is described in 
d^ee phrases* as follows : the first tone of the mUrcchandy in 
the first phrase, is placed in the beginning as well as at tlie 

If the arrangement of tones in the dilTercnt phrases of kramarteita 

is observed, it will be found that there is a progressive increase in the 
number of tones in*bctween the final ‘re’. This makes the prefix krama 

4. Literally, having the lower in (he beginning and at the end. 
5. Literally, having the lower in ihe middle. 
6. means an integral part or a phrase. 
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^gn^qt^ Sot^R: 

6. 51^: 

Sfgcfir: ift sfqqtn^ I 

I qftq gmqi iqq|5mT(^ ' 

7. srei^i 

aiTH^sfeqqfen^ sign? _ srq^ ii?^ii 

(giftgr gnmn i 0®) I 

end with the second (tone) in-between’; tlic third and the 

fburUi (toii^) are placed ^n-betweeh in the second phrase, 
while in the (third phrase the three tonp commencing with 

paheatna are placed in-between e. g. ‘sa ri su, sa ga ma sa, 

sa pa dha ni sa’ (11-12). ^ 

(6) Prast&ra ^— 

'A If this" ends in the h^icr (tone) in^ every phrase it is 

called prastara, e. g. Va ri ^sSTga ma sa, sa pa dha ni sa’ 
- -- f 

(7) Prasada 

If the order of the lower and the higher is^ reversed in 

this^®, tlien it is called prasada^ e. g. ‘sit ri sa, sa ga ma sa, 

sa pa dha ni sV (13cd). 

to r«i7fl significant. This same is true of^rattara and ^rarWa. Thus, it 

would seem that the first four (i. e. I to 4) and the last tliree (i e. 5 to 
7) embellishments form two grou|)S having a ccruin feature common to 
all the members. The first group of four is distinguished by the same 
note being in the beginning, in the middle and at the end, though with 
the difference in the placement of high and low registers. 

7 & 8. In-between the first tones of the mUrcchan& placed at the begin- 
ning and the end of the phrase. 

9. ‘This' refers to krainareciia. 

10. ‘This'refers tolira* 
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gmcii q?: i 

cfgfgqqqf I 

qWifcRii: ii^stu 

fNc?T gr f?gci>tfsfqqhi& ux%i\ 
»<> 7te 

2. 
gqt: « fuspqf I 

m kk qq qq qq qq ^fq i (^r) 

(e) The embellishments of the ascendant tone-pattern : 
(14-25)^ 

The |l^embellishments pertaining to the ascendant 
tone-patternYaroAl var^a) are kpoiyn as vistlr^a, mfkatfn;"if{n3u, 
abhyuccqyay Jiasita, preitkliilUy ^k^ipt^ sandhipracckadana, udglta, 
udoahitOy trivar^a and vep. 14m'5^ 

(1) Vistula 
Where the ascent takes place from the^fi^st note of the 

mUrcckana in successive order, by notes /glon^ted> through 
.repeated staying^, it is called vistirt^ay ergr^slTigS. ma pS 

nl. (16) * 

(2) Mi{kar$a and gatravar^am 
If short notes are employed twice at a time without 

break it* become niikaria, e. g. *sa-sa ri-ri ga-ga ma-ma pa-pa 

.The significance of the original expression sthiivtk sikilvn 
(repeating sthUvH) is brought out by the word repeated, i. e. 
an elongated tone is analogous to a long voyyel taking twice 
as much time as the short one. Accordingly, ih notation the 

Tones are written wJtfi long" vowels. Thus after staying for 
twice as much time on a sin^e Tdne one proceeds to the next 
higher tone. 
It refers to the pattern of vistlrna. 
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f^: ii^vsii 

««Ri ntm wm ii 

«?wr« jnf*i*i ww qqqq fSrmf^f^ i (^) 

sr> jwiftrt i 

3- fil^: 

'l?f ^ ^ «gcr ^ ^ ?qT»f u?t;ii 

f^55P^niRT ssd|^ fq>|<4 I 

«i^€i fsT^ I (^) 

4. 

I (v) 
f«iT: nnn 

dha*dha ni-ni’. If however, each note is pronounced thrice 
or four times, it’ is known as g&travar^am, e. g. ‘sa-sa>sa ri-ri-ri 
ga-ga-ga ma-ma*ma pa>pa-pa dha*dha-dha ni-ni-ni, sa-sa*sa- 
sa ri-ri-ri-ri ga-ga-ga-ga roa-ma-ma>ma pa*pa-pa-pa dJia- 
dha-dha-dha ni-ni-ni-ni*. These two forms, according to 
some are said to be the two varieties of ntV^arfa. (17-18) 

(3) Bindu 

If the ascending tones are employed in the order of 
prolonged (pluta)^ short (hrasva), prolonged, short, prolonged, 
short and prolonged, then, it is considered to be bindu e. g. 
*sa3ri ga3ma pa3dha ni3.’ (18c-19b) 

(4) Abhyuccqya 

An ascendant tonal movement dropping_altema{iye 
tones is called abhyuccaya by the sages, e. g, *sa ga pa ni’. 
(19cd) - 

3* It refers to the pattern of nx^kat^a. 
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5- fftra: 

sn^ ^f«cT ci n^oii 

?r fTfr *nni ?nT<T»T q'm*! i (it) 

6. a'lfrl: 

'Rg I 

?FRt SSI? ^ 

dr ftn i (%) 

7. 

*1^ ci5T ssferccT 

?r»T qffi {(\9) 

(5) Hasita 

VVliereIn the tones ascend, augmented successively by^n 
increased repetition*, it is called /lasita by the devotee of Siva*” 

e. g. ‘sa ri-ri ga-ga-ga ma-nia-ma-ma pa-pa-pa-pa-pa dha-dha 
dha-dha-dha-dha ni-ni-ni-ni-ni-ni-ni*. (20) 

(6) Prehkhita 

Having sung first two tones to begin with, if one ascends 

with a swing by taking the succeeding tone as preceded by 
tlie previous tone’, it is called prehkhi'a or krama e. g. ‘sa-ri 
ri-ga ga-ma ma-pa pa-dha dlia-ni’. (21) ^ 

(7) Ak^ipta ( 4^^ ^0 \ ^ 

If one ascends in successive order by a pair of tones 
ping one tone in-betweci^ and initiating the succeeding 

4« That is, each successive tone will have one more repetition, as 
compared tojhe preceding one. 

5. 6&rAgadeva isiEe^deVOtes^fSiiva. 
6« That is, in order to take the third tone one should first tale 

the 2nd and then the 3rd imtnedi«itely followed by it. 
7* That is, to form the first pair the second tone in*between the 

first and the third is dropped and in the second pair the 
fourth is dropped in-betwcea the 3rd and the 5th. 
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ssai q»5n si% w ^|ei?r»aMir<{^ I 
^ *1^ h1^si^sjrr?5 w. ir^m 

»nrr wf*? i («;) 

IRT SSSIiy I 

ei^*ftrf:, 

«wiTq«T I (^) 

aR?ftgT%ft ^^: WR'iW 

^rqqq^ \ (%o) 

pair with the preceding one®, it is called ak^ipta, e. g. *sa-ga 
ga-pa pa-ni’. (22) 

(8) Sandhipracchadana 

Where the first phrase (kala) consists of three tones and 

the other two have the last tone of their preceding phrase as 

their first in a group of three tones, it is (called) sandhiptaccha- 

dana, e. g. ‘sa-ri-ga ga-ma-pa pa-dha-ni’. (23) 

(9-12) UdgltOy udvahita, trivar^a and pjthagvetji 

When in two phrases of three tones each, the first tone is 
repeated thrice, it is udgUa, e. g. ‘sa-sa-sa-ri-ga ma-ma-ma-pa- 
dha’ (9) and in that, if tlie middle tone is repeajied similarly, 

it is considered to be udvahita, e.g. 'sa-ri-ri-ri-ga raa-pa-pa-pa- 
dha* (10). If, however, Uie last (third) tone® is repeated, it is 

described as trivartpi, e.g. ‘sa-ri-ga-ga-ga, ma-pa-dha-dha-dha* 

_ (10) 
8. That is» for example in the second pair the succeeding tone 

. after dropping the 4th tone is pa which is prefixed by the 
3rd ga. 

9* or each phrase. 
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11- 

I (n) 

12. 
wni g u;i!tu 

qqq, qqq i 

(^) 3ITOi?^ig>Rn^RI: 

HrgirdqggqgqW WS\^: qT»T IR^ll 

5Rn^S«T 3qR^?50rf^5nqfq I 

If, however, the last (thini) tone® is repeated it is described as 
trivan^a, e. g. sa-ri-ga-ga-ga, ma-pa-dha-dha-dha. (11) But, if 
all the three tones'® are repealed thrice (in the above pattern), 
it is called pfthagve^i,^'^ e. g. *sa-sa-sa ri-ri-ri ga-ga-ga ma- 
ma-ma pa-pa-pa dha-dha-dha’ (12). (24-25) 

(f) The embellishments of tlic descendant tone=pattern : 
26ab 

These very twelve in their descending order arc known 
as descendant embellishments.'® (26ab) 

(g) The embellishments of the circulatory (sancarl) tone- 
pattern: 26c-53 

The twentyfivc embellishments based on the circulatory 
tone-pattern (suiicari var^a) are named as follows .* mandradi, 
mandramadhya as followed by muidranta', prastara, prasada and 

10. Of each phrase. 
11. Cf. verse 15 ante where it is called ve^l, and S. Raj. Vol. I 

2.1.3.58-59 andK. R. 103 who follow suit. However, it is 
notable that calls it pfthagvcvl- 

12. That is, the ascendant embellishments as described above 
when ordered in the descendant movement. 
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« c <0 

5icr: i 

?Fg: ?T®§rTftwjr5i^i: 

1- ?F5!:ifi[: 

SOT wJ^^’R^srcuiitJr ^mi: i 

fsRsrrn^c^POT ^fs\m ^T'OTfeffcRi >Wcr n^oii 

OTifr fwr wi wq »ifw (?) 

jyJivftta as well as skhalila; pamarta, Skfepa, bindu, udvHhita, 
ami and sama; prebkha, nifhujita, syena, krama, udghafiita and 
rahjita; sannivrlta, pravftta anti vei^iu; lalitasvara, kuhkara and 

hradanOLna followed by avalokila. (22c-29) 

1. Mattdradi 

When the first phrase of three tones beginning with the 

lower' one! is followed by other similar* phrases formed by 
dropping Uie lower tone one by one*, then it becomes 

1. The word lower is used in die technical sense in this section as 
-already explained (vide verse 6 cd—8 ante). puts the 

three tones in the order J, 3, 2. i.c. sa-ga-ri and so on, but there 
is no indication of this order of notes in the text. 

2* The text repeats the forination> viz, each phrase has to be of 
three tones and is to commence with the lower tone. 

3./| That is, in the 2nd phrase sa is dropped, in the 3rd phrase ri 
/ is dropped, in the 4th phwsc ga is dropped^a^ finally, ma is 
1 jroppej^ So as a rule the lower tone is progre^iver Trmay 

be'oBse^ed here that the detinition ol this tone* pat tern does 
not explicitly seem to correspond with the given illustration. 
The definition only prescribes that the first tone of every 
phrase of three tones will be lower {jnandfo) but does not at the 
same time lay down the ordeV of the <5ttier two tones which is 
left to be inferred. Since the first tone is specified to be low, the 
implication is that the following two tones are not to 
in their natural order and the specification with regarantcrfhe 
fiKtone"would Be redundant has brought out this 
implication clearly by elucidating that the first phrase consists 
of three tones in the order of first, third and second etc. 

^jl^ously his interpretation is inspired by the given illustration. 
|BurKurilbh& has " defined" tht9-tone-»paitern lirv^lelear and 
(explicit terms which leaves no room for ambiguity. He says 
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2. 

OT: ^OT cRT I 

tmix irfr*! i (^) 

3* TPSTFcll 

fFSnffcft qOT— 

ftiRT wui «iOTq I (^) 

4. SRaK; 

cmtFRR^O^ jq: 11^? II 

OTT qq qfq I (^f) 

mandrQdi*, e.g. 'sa-ga-ri ri-ma-ga ga-pa-ma ma-dha-pa pa- 
ni-dha.’ (30) 

2, 3. Mandra-madhya 2Lnd(^mandranta\ 
In these very phrases* if the ‘Iwer’ (mandra) is placed 

in the midst® or at the end’ (the initial phrase) being 
followed by others in due order, then it is called mandra- 
madhya or mandranla^ e. g, ‘ga su-ri ma-ri ga, pa-ga-ma dJia- 
ma*pa ni-pa-dha’ or ‘ri-ga-sa ga-ma*ri ma-pa-ga pa-dha-ma 
dha-ni-pa, respectively. (3lab) 

4. Prasthra 

When a pair of tones is formed by dropping the tone 
in-between them and is followed by another pair similarly 
formed but initiated by the tone omitted (in the previous 

/ “In mandriLdi there are five phrases of three tones each beginn- 
ing with sa etc., while the third (tone) in each is placed in the 
middle (S. Raj. II 1.3. C9). Here the order of all the three 

I ^ tones is explicitly laid down. Of course his definition and 
illustration both correspond to S. R. in substance. 

4. Lit. having the lower tone in the beginning. 
5. In all the five phrases illustrated above. 
6. That is, the middle tone of (1) is placed in the beginning. 
7. The last (3rd) tone of (1) is placed as the 1st and the commenc¬ 

ing tone. 
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5. jwn^i 
fan?^ n^^it 

ii?i cRi 5RIR cWi^ «ftancq*^: i 

f^fT»i»nT wT'T^i^Tci^? (k) 

6. 

aivn f^nen^cN ffakan?f 

§*f >fc^ ssfe»r n^§i^^^aJ^Rcr: i 
sqi^H: ?»Tcri n^>fn 

fwrqfr nwER «iqq^ i (^) 

pair), and an ascent is made in this way, it is said to be 
prastHra, e. g. ‘sa ga ri*ma ga-pa ma-dlia pa*ni’. (31c-32b) 

5. Prasida 

When every® preceding tone precedes as well as follows 
the next tone®, then it isprasnda as declared by ^rlkara^C' 

ivara^®, e.g. *sa-ri*sa ri-ga-ri ga-ma-ga ma-pa*ma pa*dha-pa 

dha‘ni>dha’. (32c-33b) 

6. VyivfUa 

Where a phrase consisting of four tones proceeding 
from the first to the Utird, and then from tlie second to the 
fourth tone returns to the first^^ and is similarly followed by 
other phrases of four tones dropping a tone'*, one by one'*, 
it is considered by the sages to be vyUvrllCy e.g. ‘sa-ga-ri-ma-sa 
li-ma-ga-pa-ri ga-pa-ma-dha-ga ma-dha-pa-ni-ma*. (33c-34) 

8. The preceding tone of every phrase. 

9. The implication is tliat every phrase will have three tones 
and tlie tone referred to as 'the next' will be the middle one. 

10. ^rhgadeva. 
11. The tones are arranged in the order 1, 3, 2, 4, I. 
12. That is the second phrase will drop the lirst tone, the third 

will drop the second and the fourth will drop the third tone. 
13. That is, omitting one tone progressively. 
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^ 7. 

ll^KM 

qq»?qti»iq»i 

«r«?qfqf^q«m i (vs) 

fgcftqgf^cqr SSOT qJvn qf? I 

fwq qqq qqfH i (*;) 

cRI SS^q: 

ftqq qqq qqOf i (^) 

7. Skhalita 
Employing a phrase offollowed by the next 

tone'* as used twice, if one descends'*, then it is called 
skhalita^ e.g. ‘sa-ga-ri-ma-ina ri-ga-sa, ri-ma-ga-pa*pa*ga*maTi, 

ga*pa-ma-dha-dha-ma-pa-ga, nui*tlha*pa-ni-ni-pa-dha-ma’.(35} 

8. Parivariaka 
If tlie first phrase consisting of three ton 

second one is followed by similar*’ phrases str 

omitted'* tones, then it is fniruarlaka, e.g. sa-ga-ina ri-nia*pa 
ga-pa-dha ina-dha-ni (3(i) 

9. Ak^epa 
If the phrases of three tones progress in the ascending 

order, dropping the first tone'® of the preceding phnise, then 

14* That is, 
15, That is, ma aOcr the first phrase, 
16, Descentls to the starting tone of the phrase, 
17, Similarly dropping the second tone as counted from their 

first tone. 
18, That is, second from the first tone of llic phrase, 
19, I’Jiis would naturally apply only to the suhseejuent phrases and 

not to the first one. 

es barring^the 

rtWrwith tlie 
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10. 
sro U(%: H cgenm: 5^ n^v»M 

sfrwfqT s^: i 

q^qq i (?o) 

3§[l(^i 

q^nm 5i>R7i?»ftcqT sqq^ q^r: qi^n: ii^cn 

ftqqq qqqq qqqq q^fqq i (n) 

it is 5kiepa, c. g. ‘su-rl-ga ri-gu-nia ga-ina-pa ma*pa*d]xa 

pa-d]ia*ni\ (37a-c) 

10. liindu 

The bindu is that, in all tlie phrases of wliich, the first*® 

tone is a prolonged one (plula), the second one is slightly 
* and the first one taken once agmn> e.g. 
gaS-ma-ga maS-pa-ma pa3-dha*pa dha3- 

ni-dha’. (37c-38b). 

11. UdvUdiUa 

Having sung three tones in a phrase and descended 
one**, if the subsequent phrases formed similarly are sung 
dropping ^ by^ one**, that indeed is udvOkitOy e.g. 

*sa-riga-ri ri*ga ma*ga ga ma pa-ma ma-pa-dha-pa pa-dha*ni* 
dha*. (38c-39b) 

20. 3'iiuiigh adhali literally iiivaiis ‘below’, in the technical sense 
aJbal} and parafy mean tite preceding and the succeeding tones 
respectively. 

21. That is, the tone is to be sung for thrice the time taken by a 
single tone. 

22. As one removes the hand approaching lire as soon as it comes 
in contact with it, so slight is the touch. 

23. This would constitute the fourth tone of that phrase. 

24. Dropping the initial tone of the previous phrase. 

touched like fire* 
*sa3*riMa ri3*ga ri 

12. 

^ 3dir: ?qi«T 

ftq^frq i 

13. hH: 

q 5 «q: qq qg: n>fon 

HftqqqqlT^T ftqqqqqqfT qqqqqqqq 

qqqfqfqqqq 1 

12. Omi 

Starling witJi the fir-sl tone t»f a mUruhauS, taking a 
prolonged fourth and returning to the first if (one) 
sings the fourth (in a phrase) with tJie other phrases follow¬ 
ing (similarly) by the loss of one** tone successively, it would 
be c. g. ^sa*ma3-sa-ma ri pa3-ri*pa ga-dha3-ga-dha- 

nia-ni3 ma-ni’. (39b-40c) 

3ma-ni 

13. Sama 

Where the (dilferent) phrases are (composed) of four 
tones each and proceed by equal ascent and descent omitting 
one tone by and by*’, there indeed it is suma, e. g. ‘sa-ri-ga- 

ma-ma-ga-ri-sa ri-ga-ina pa pa ina ga*ri ga ma-pa-dha-dha- 
pa*ma ga, tna-pa*dha-ni*ni-dha-pa*nia’. (40c-11 b) 

25. I'he lower and the initial tone of the previous phrase. 

26. Literally a ‘wave*. 

27. The initial and the lower tone of the preceding phrase in 
successive phrasal order. 
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14. sTf: 

i3Pn?awmf?i: ^ 

^ffrfer fwift ww wvm I (?v) 

15. 
,f5|c^«Ccr: 3?!: I 

^ iftcai afaPcnss^^^cfhJ^ ii>f^li 

<icm ss^nn^np^fiij 

fWwIr »wnq»i ^^m^ qqqfqq i (n) 

15- 

,?qq: ?iqTfq3wi*P: \\^%\\ 

qunmftnqia: wifi, 

I (?0 

14. Prehkha 
Where the phrases move forward and then backward*® 

by two tones with the subsctjucni*® phrases forming them¬ 
selves similarly by dropping a lone by and by®** successively, 
it becomes priiiUm, e.g. ‘sa-ri*ri sa ri*ga*ga-ri ga*ma*ma*ga 
ma*pa*pa-ma pa*dlia dii.i*pa tlhti-ni*iU'dha. (41c-42b) 

15. NiikUjita 
Having sung a phrase of//wj/Wa**, and proceeding to 

the tliird (tone) from the initial (tone), if the initial is sung, 
it becomes nisknjita, e.g. 'sa-ri-sa*ga-sa ri-ga-ri-ma-ri ga-ma-ga- 
pa*ga ma*pa*nia-tlha-ina pa*dha-pa'ni'pa*. (42b-43a) 

16. Sj^ena 
Syena is (formed) by the consonant®* pairs®* beginning 

respectively with .ni, //, and ww, c. g. sa-pa ii'dha ga*ni 
ma•sa^ (4.3b-44a)®* 

28* In the order of ascent and descent* 
29a The phrases following the first tone. 
30. Dropping the initial note of tlie preceding phrase, 
31. Phrases of pfasUda may he seen vide verse No, 33 ante and 

embellishment No. 5 in this series. ^ ^ • r u- * 
32. The consonance in this case consists in the interval of thirteen 

iruii^s, known as the ja^ja^paHcama relation, 
33. Pairs of tones. 
34. Verse 43 consists of one line only. 
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5c3^:, 

»fqqqqHq«lfq I (?Vd) 

15. 
, ^ I 

nTtl^q^'t^gRTcq^T: I 

«ftqqn(T fcqsrq*nr *mfqtiqq i (?c;) 

17. ICrania 

(The cmbcllishmciii) in which there are three phrases 
consisting of two, three and four tones respectively commen¬ 
cing with the initial*® tone and three (similar) phrases 
co'nmencing willi the second lone and so on*®, is called krama, 

e. g. ‘sa-ri-sa*ri-ga-sa-ri*ga nia, ri ga-ri-ga*ma-ri-g.i-ina-pa, ga- 
ma ga, ma*pa-ga-ma pa*diia, ma*pa ina*pa*dha nia-pa dha ni.’ 

(44b-45a) 

18. Udghaltila 

Where (in a phrase) after singing two tones,*’ one 
descends four tones from the fifth*® and sings the subsciiuettt 
phrase (similarly) by diopping ojie*® tone in eacli casC; it is 
said to be udg/talftia, e. g. Sa ri-pa-ma*ga-ri, ri-ga-dha pa- 

ma-ga-ga-ma-ni-dha-pa-ma*. (44b-48b) 

35. The first tone of the mbrcc/taiid. 

36. Added to these two will be the three phrases cuiii.iieuciu^ with 
the third tone and the three phrases commencing with the 
fourth tone. 

37. Beginning with the first tone of the mbreehaui, 
38. Fifth as counted from the initial tone of a phrase. 
39. The initial tone of the preceding phrase. 

17 
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19- 

Hfe WSJ^ M>f^u 

TfsoRf:, 

»n<wmn ’fmwwr 

I (U) 

20. 
C C 

m ^jfqq^sra^qi: i i « e 

q>q( gqfc^fmq^^^r uvvau 

?mqfT Irwfq qfq«iq«r i (^o) 

19. Ranjita 

If the phrases are such that tuandrSdi*^ is sung twice 
followed by the ‘lower’*' in tJie end, then it is ranjila, e. g. 
‘sa-ga ri-saga-ri-sa, ri-ma-ga-ri-nia-ga-ri, ga-pa-ma-ga-pa-ma-ga, 
ma dha-pa*ma-dJia*pa-ma, pa-ni-dha-pa-ni-dha-pa’. (46c-l7a) 

20. Safnnivrtlapravrltaka 

Where, having sung the first** and tlie fiftli** (tones) 
one descends by three consecutive tones from tJie fourth** 

(tone) in tlie first phrase, and where other phrases arc 
similarly framed by dropping one tone*® in e.acli, it beeomes 
samnivrttapravrUaka, e. g. ‘s.a-pa-ma-ga-ri, ri-dha-pa-ma-ga, ga 

ni dha-pa-ma.* (47a-‘18b) 

40. This cnibellishmorit i$ based on the tonal cmbelishment called 
niandfAdi illustrated vide verse 22 ante> and numbered as 6. 

41. The lower tone t. e. tlie initial ot the phrase in this case. 

42. The first of the mQrcchanH. 

43. Ascending from first to the fifth tone. 
44. The three tones to be counted from the fourth one; for the 

descent* as it is, is from the Hfih. 

45. The inital tone of the preceding phrase. 
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2.0 1^, 

fsfefhrag^eft,^,: 

ftftilTO I 5) 

22- 

sso1 it ^ qwt iiv^u 

m OTim mswt arftrafqr: i 
afTHfta qiiqiDr qqfqim I 

23- |fRi 

ssat imwl- nst.n 
21. Ve^u 

£r„; 

ni dW gn-g.T.«u.dl,a pa, ,ni.m.^p!: 
(•i8c-19b) 

22. Lali/asvara 

rn..r.r”v'"® a"® *"■" i<y liie 
fourlli, if one descends by those very fiwni lo... i«*' 
ptose, wilh ihe odier sLilar '- « folSig U ts 

ml.pa5pLw^’tw"50bX“' 
23. Iluiiihira 

WJicre iJic first pJir.ise is of two tones followed by the 
imtial (tone) arranged in die forward and backward order**’, 

47* xf “ 5"' ®/ ‘*'® P''eceding plirase. 
‘Tl rntircch/ini. 

AQ 11 ‘ '** phrase. 
P*“'“s«s would drop the iirst tone of (be 

preceding plira:ie,though not stated,is implied in the illustration 

bX “■" P'“«“ “ “ «»d”“ s“ 
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24. 

si?Rn?ai »i5n: 

HnfT?! fwnlr nqH*T wx^w 

25. 
q^ sqft| ^ ?qfgclW qfTca^cT I 

^;?FqTT 5RT Uit^U 

^nnrofwr fwqqnfT n’m«Rq wFhw ir?<.m 

and Uie subsequent phrases are (formed, by tJie progressive 
addition of one tone®', it is called AttwiAa/'a, e. g. sa-risa 
sa-ri-ga-ri-sa, sa-ri-ga-ma-ga-ri-sa, sa-ri*ga-ma-pa-ma-ga-ri*sa, 
sa-ri-ga-ma-pa-dha-pa-ma-ga*ri sa, sa-ri-ga-ma-pa-dha-ni-alia 
pa-ma*ga-ri*sa.’ (50c-51 b) 

24. HrUdatnina 
In//ra</aM/3«a tlie phrases of MandraiU arc ended with 

an added ‘lower’® '* {prasauna), e. g. ‘sa-ga-ri-sa, ri-ma-ga-ri, 
ga*pa-niagil, mu-dlKfpa-ma, pa iu dlui-pu/ (Sled) 

25. Avalokita 
When the four-tone phrase of r<i/«a“=* drops® Mts second 

tone®® in the .iscent as-well as in the descent, then it becomes 

51 One tone to be added to the preceding phrase before the 
descent begins, so that the Orst phrase, extending upto two 
tones (excluding the descending tone), the second upto three, 
the third upio four, tlie fourtli upto live, the fifth upto six and 
the sixth upto seven tones, is followed by a descent upto the 
iutiai tone in each case. 

52. Lower lone, i. e. the first tone in the first phrase, second in 

the second phrase and so on. . .. . j ut . j 
53. Sama is the name of an embellishment defied and illustrai^ 

vide verse 40c-4lb ante, under No. 13 of this series. The first 
phrase o( sama for example is 'sa-ri-ga-ma-raa-ga-n-sa. 

51 A figurative expresshm, the action is taken by the singer in fact 
*55. The second tone of each phrase respectively in the ascent and 
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qq ari^q sRftim: i 

sn^ iik^k 

31^ sfq ?|CcTivi^Rr I 
cIR»T?J5RT?rR H'iiciK!Wr?RT: HStVIi 

^qiq^qr I UK 11 

avalokUa, e. g, ‘su-ga-mu-ma-ri-sa, ri-ma-pa-pa ga-ri, ga-pa- 
dha-dha-ma-ga, ina dha-iii-ni pa-ma’. (52) 

Thus, tlic circulatory cmbcllislunctits {sahcaihalahkara-s) 
Jtavc been ilciiioii.stratcd in their asccndiiig order. These 

very cmbcllishmciiis arc conceived in tlie descending order 
as well by Sarhgadeva.®® (53) 

' (h) Seven other embellishments : 

Other seven embellishments have also been indicated' 

by tlie master musicians, viz. taraniandra-prasanna^ niatidrat&ra^ 
prasanna^, Uvartaka, samp,ad ana, vidhuta, upalota^ and uUasita. 
They are now being defined. (51-55) 

Their phrases subsequent to the first®, such as second 
and so on, are formed by the progressive loss of one tone®. 

(56 ab) 

56. krlkarnigrar.i in the text. 

1* Or demostnired. 

2 & 3* Thesufli.x *ka* in tin.® text scorns to h.jve b fcii provid *<1 for 
completing the metre as it hus been dropped in the illust* 
ration. 

4, In the case of these seven eaib(?llishrnents the form of the first 
phrase only will l)e delinrd, while the rule for the subsequent 
phrases has been .stated in general* 

5. The initial tone of of the preceding phrase. 
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1. 

feftmOT: 5lw»5Jfr»Rf: I 

SlR5|^glOT3^5» 

2. n?5[^i^5r^r«if; 

»i?s5nTsnRnwn^^ _ i 

\ \R\ ’ 

3. 

aiRi ^ fefenf?5rr fecftwi \\w\ 

1. Taramandra-prasanna 

Having ascended upto the eighth tone, if one descends to the 

initial (tone), such an emhelhshment Is called tOraman^- 

praiatm*, e. g. ‘sa-ri-ga-ina-pa>diia-ni-sa-sa’. (5Cc-57b} 

2. Mandratilra-prasama 

Having jumped from the ‘lower’ (mandra) to the eighth 

(tone). if seven tones are (sung) in the descending order, it 
is ^id to be mandratHra prasanna by Ssrhgadeva’, e. g. 

‘^-2i«ni“dha-pa*ma“ga-ri-sa’. (57c*58b) 

3. Avartaka 

Where, in a phr."sc, one sings the initial (lint', the 

second and the initial tone twice, each followed by the 

I gj7,ce both iliC terms, mandra and prasanw are used in this 
*nam<*, the interpretation offered by Nijenhuis, 'clear In its 
iiigh and low note*’ may bo accepted in thb context. Piasama 
hM been rendered literally as ch ar however the notation may 
be understood as defined by the author in the very beginning, 
the words mandra and iSra being only relative. 

7. Literally, the best among the devotees of ^iva. 
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Hc^RTTOT »ITO?1^^§ H: 1 

«nemqq«iq erqfqfffqqfqq I 1^1 

4. 

qgRfqq qjHT sfc^l ^ \\w\ 

II9T ci?i fq||«n: i 

qq«nm 

qqfqfqqq I l>fl 

5. ft'p; 

frqirwnf?TfTcTq^?cq^5'4qJrq ll^oH 

f?f?: cRT f^eft fqHiTcf: I 

qqqq qfqqOr lui 

second and the initial (tunc) once, it is Uvartaka^, e. g. 
‘sa-sa-ri-ri-sa-sa*ri-s:i, i i-ri-ga-gu-ri-ri-ga-ri, ga-ga-mama-ga* 
ga-ma-ga, ma-ma-pa-pa-tna-ina-pa-ma pa-pa-dha-dha*pa*pa* 
dha*pa, dha dha-ni ni-dha-dha-ni dha’. (58c-59b) 

4. SampradMa 

When this” very phrase is sung by dropping tlic last two 

tones, then to the experts, the embellishment is known to be 
samprad&na, e. g. ‘sa*sa-n-ri-sa-sa, ri-ri-ga-ga ri-ri, ga-ga-ma-ma- 
ga ga ma*ma-pa pa-ma-ma, pa*pa*diui*dha‘pa‘pat dha*dha*ni 

ni*dha*dha.* (59c-60b) 

5. VidhUta 

When a pair of two tones, taken alternatively'®, is 
employed twice and is followed by similar pairs of tones 
commencing with tlie omitted" tone, then it is considered 

8. Literally, a whirlpool. 

9. The phrase of ivarlaka, e. g. ‘sa-sa-ri-ri-sa-sa-ri-sa.' 

10 & 11. In the order of 1-3, 2-4, 3-5, 4-6, 5-7. 
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^Tfalafgahrot: ii^^n 

fgfe: g^gq^ crg#lg5ft?FFcRt^ I 

ftqftqqqHn WlWWg 

^qqwiqqqq i i^i 

7. 355nllm: 

fffqfcqr ssa acfW ^ SWT 9 Ticftqgw ll^^ll 

crgc5nfec!ff«i^ i 

Trqmiq q*mq wwg qqfqqfq i ivsi 

ff?r gfe^^iTiffgqfer«rm w n^^n 

srq^lcqm ^ ?TrFg q TIWFc^q ?F^l5fcff: I o 

by tUc sages to be vidhata, e. g. *sa-ga-sa-ga, ri-ma-ri-ina, 
ga-pa-ga-pa ma-dha-ma-dha, pa-ni-pa-ni.* (60c-61b) 

6. Upalola 

If in a phrase, a pair of the initial tone is employed 
twice followed by a pair of the third and the second tones 

(sung) twice, it is said to be upalola by the experts, e. g. ‘sa- 

ri-sa-ri-ga-ri-ga-ri, ri-ga-ri-ga-ma-ga-ma-ga, ga-ma-ga-ma-pa* 
ma-pa-ma, ma-pa-ma-pa-dha-pa-dha-pa, pa-dlia*pa-dha>ni- 

dha-niha.* (61c-62b) 

7. UllSsiia 
Having sung the initial (tone) twice, if jthe third, the 

first and the third tone is employed once in succession, it is 
called ulldsita, e. g. ^sa-sa-ga-sa-ga, ri-ri-ma-ri-ma, ga-ga*pa- 
ga-pa, ma-ma-dha*ma-dha, pa-pa*ni-pa-ni.* (62c-63b) 

Thus, sixtythree well known^“ embellishments have 

been described by tiie. Since they are infinite in number. 
they have not been exhaustively dealt with in this treatise. 

12. Prasiddha lias been rendered as well known. 

(63c-64b) 
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(ill 

qFxfwiw: fqniR fqftwn n^vn 

II qcs qqfqr^Rgqj^qq ii^ii 

(iii) The object of tonal embellishments : 64c-65b 

Creation of delightfulness, tonal perception*' and the 
variety of tonal structure (var^dhga) is the object* of demon* 
strating tlie embellishments.* (6‘lc*65b) 

1. svara-j^ntta literally means knowledge of tones. 

2. Prayojana is purpose, the the end in view. 

3. The author is explaining the relevance of this topic of embel* 
ishments being included in the scheme of this work. 
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Section 7 

JSiis (Melodic types) 

A. Introductory : 1-28 

(i) Suddhs (primary) jati-s : (l-3b) 

(a) The seven suddha juti-s—I’Jiere are seven suddha} 

(primary) (melodic types)/ named after tJic notes fadja 

etc.,* viz. iadjh gandSSn, tnadhyama, pancami, dhaivatl 

and naifadi. (l'2a) 

Now, as per the synopsis of the work, the author is going to deal 

With the tonal structures used for actual singing. It seems that when 

Bharata, whose uadiiioii ^Snigadcva generally follows, set out to 

systematise the music of his times, he comprehended the prevalrat 

melodies into eighteen basic melodic types which he called ya/w^The 

word literally meat s a c'a^:, ^(nus or an ethnic group implying 

an attribute or^ characteristic coinmonty shared by the constituent 

members that also exhibit ether iiulivi.iual features which distinguish 

them from each other^ 

The wordyati as applied in the context of music has been defined 

semantically in various ways by hlaiahga (as quoted by ‘S') to begin 

1. Literally, pure or unmodifii'd. 

2. J9ti in its general connotation signifies 'genus, class or type'. 

3. The seven notes are meant. 
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(^) 

, \ 

irmt 1 i^i 1 

mx: \ 

(b) The definition of sudiUiata : To define suddhata*, it 
is stated that die jaii'S, which liave their denominative* note 
as the final note* {nyas/}), the semi-final note’ japanyasa), the 
fundamental note® (dfhsaj and tlie initial note® (gra/ia), 

whicITrio not haveThtr final note in th^ETgh register and 

which are complete'* are known as suddha jati-s. (2b-3b) 

with. Ja<i-r are so called because they come into being by the collec¬ 

tion of such factors as thesVu/t-r, svara s and grUma-s, or they arise from 

the initial note etc., or alternatively, that which gives rise to or induces 

(in the listener) the enjoyment of a particular sentiment (i. e. rata or 

aesthetic delight) is called juti. Alternatively,ya/w are so called because 

they are the cause of the entire phenomenon of rd^'a and so forth; or 

otherwise, ya/t-r denote the various classes (i. e. castes) of human beings 

such as brihmtfa and so forth. 

KallinAtha conjectures a few more derivations of the term Jiti. 

Jaii-s are so called because they are duly constituted out of the proper 

combination of the two grdma-r; or, because they suggest a class name 

such as the cow among the animals. The cowness is manifest in many 

individual cows in a slightly modified form; and so isya/t inherent in 

the ragd-r and their mixed and derived forms. Jd/i, thus, comprehends 

in its connoution certain characteristic features that are essentially 

kuddheUtL is derived as an abstract noun from iuddha (pure) 
and is here used to refer to the purity of the Jnddhi jitis. 

Namatvara, i. e. the denominative note is the one by which the 
yait is named. 

JVyard or the final note is the one that forms the concluding 
note of a melody. 

Apanyisa or the semifinal note is the concluding note of a section 
(vidari) of a melody. Accordingly, there can be more than 
one semifinal note in a melody. 

Aihia or the fundamental note is the most prominent note and 
functions as the deminanl as well as the tonic. 

CroAd or the initial note is that with which the song is com¬ 
menced. 

That is, having all the seven notes, 

4. 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
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common to a certain class or typo of mcloJic sLrncttires called grdwa- 

fUga-s and such other derived or associated forms. Ja/io' may therefore 

be understood as melodic types oa the basis of which were developed 
the other later melodic structures. 

--- Ja/i-i as melodic types are rcco^ni eU to be eighteen, out of which ) 

j_seven are called suddhh and eleven are known as sathsargajd vikitd^ The i 

that are named after the seven suddha iiara*s (standard notes) and 

have one of these notes as their final note (/y as/i) after which ihey are 

named, apart from a few other factors to be deicribtd shortly, are const- 

"^er^ to be iuddhn (pure) in the sense of being the primary and original 

types from which the rest were thought to Jiave been derived by modi- 

^cation, and were on this account called vikjtd (niodilied). (N2a) 

It may be observed that three iinnortani considi ratlons determine 

the iuddhatd of jiiihs (i. c. purity, originality or in other words, the r 

being primary or otherwise), viz. 

(i) that the note which determines their name (such as fUdjt, 

nr^abkl, giindhnrl etc., being named after saij't^ f fabba^ gdttdh^tra 

etc. respectively) should function as their final, semifinal, 

fundamental and the initial note, 

(ii) that they have their final note in the low or the middle Iieptad / 
{saptaka), and 

(ill) that they are complete, i. e. employing all the seven notes. 

Kallinatha points out that since the use of the final note in the high 

register is specifically prohibited it is to be inferred that it is ordained in 

the low and the middle register despite the fact that iiliarata has expli* 

citly laid down that the rule that the final note in the iuddhn jdii-s should 

be in the low register. He argues that if Bharata^s rule is taken literally, 

the use of the middle ^adja in case of ^adjl ordained by Matanga would 

be contradictory in practice. That is why, he seems to suggest, ^an’iga* 

deva ha$ prescribed a negative rule. (2b-3b) 

(«) 

wilt \ 

5rt: qis5tn: luii 
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fg«rT 
srat sBsrqfqJirr 3Tiq»mfeGq>|5r5iTre!<| i 

nv&n 

(ii) Vikrta (modified) : (3c-7) 

These (suddha jati-s) when devoid t.f tlieir (above) 

characteristics', excepting dtc rule for die fiualjiote, become 

modified (vihrtii)." (3cd) 

By the omission of eomplctcncss, the initial note, the 

fundamental note and liic sciiii*linal note, one by one, four 

varieties® are obtained*; and by dropping two (of them), 

they® arc considered to be six. (i) 

'I’licsu very primary jali i tl»ai have hceii chai aciensed as having 

their denominative note for the linal, the sutni-linal, the fundamental 

and the initial note, liaving all the seven notes and having d»eir final 

note in the low or die middle register, become modified {vikfin jati s) 

when they are deprived of llitse ciiaraclerislics with the provision that 

they retain their liinitaliuns with regard to the linal note. 

This is interpreteil Ity the two commentators in two dilferent 

ways. ‘K* seems to rcarici the apjdicaiion of the exception with regard 
to the final note, to the lule pertaioing to the denominative note being 

the linal note, lie is silent wiili respect to iu employment in the middle 

or the low register only. However, ‘.S’ applies tire oxe ption to the latter 

and not the former in wliicli caie he is silent, lire two versions are 

presented here in their owti \vt>rds us under : 

K.dlinaihu stato that, of the five characteristics of the sW<//wta 

of jiti’S (viz. iha^ the denomin.ttive note is their final, sembiinal, 

fundamental and initial note and their completeness) leaving aside the 

specification with regard to the linal note the modified jd/t-f are relieved 

I. The characteristics of luJdhalJl as already described. 
Now by w’hai principle they are modified, is to be inlewed 
from’ tiie desciipiii.n of the dilferenl varieties of modified 
forms tif the iwUltH-jdli-s that follows. 

3. Of nioJB'us ^ 

4. l.il. bMOine, 

5. 'Ihul K ibc Via*iftui» obtained- 
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By tlie omission of three®, four (varieties) and by 
omitting four (of tJiem) only one’ is (obtained). These 

fifteen are the only varieties of demonstrated by the 
noble ones. (5) 

Of these®, eight are devoid of completeness and seven 
are deprived of the other (factors)’®. Those devoid of 

completeness arc twofold being distinguished as hexatonic 
(ii^lava) and pentatonic {^au4uva'^. (C) 

Thus there would be eight (varieties) more in the 
pentatonic jati-s such as ar^abhl and others; and therefore, 

these six” are known to have twenty-tliree varieties each. (7) 

of the other (four) limitations. He explains this interpretation by saying 

that accordingly, in case of the modified jiti-s the denominative note 

will be the final note ivliife other notes will be employed as seini-linsl, 

fundamental and initial notes, l lms in this way the iiuldhit jati-s become 

the inodifi* d jAti-s and not tiie associate modified (suMsaigaja-vikfia) 
jati s This arrangement, he says, helps to assign the particular modified 

Jaii-i to the corresponding j'lli s since their final note serves as 
the disltng' ishing mark. 

‘S’ slates that ihi-se sudJha jati-s depiivcd of the said characte¬ 

ristic marks excepting the final note are modified. The absence of the 
characteristic mark with regard to the final note implies (the noa-appli. 

cabililyof) the rule pertaining to the final iioie being in the registers 

other than the higher one, for (he asserts) that is nut necessary in the 

case of modified forms, and he <]u<jies Maiai'iga in support of his view 

who says, “In the suddha jati-s the final di notninaiive note is in the 

lower register, but in the inodificaiions this rule does not apply,*' 

Accordingly, he conceives two forms of the primary viz. charac* 

terised by iuddkatva (purity) and modification. However, he points out 

that iuddhtttoa cannot he predicated of jati-s such as ^a^ja-kaUikl, 
obviously referring to the associate modified ones. 

6. Ihret faciots. 

7. Variety. 

8. 4+6+4+1 = 15. 

9. Fifteen varieties. 

10. Such as the initial note, the fundamental note and the semi¬ 
final note. 

11. That is, the six modified forms of the iudJka /S/t-r excluding 
¥ * 

27i Scciion 7 : Juti s (Meiotiic types) 

It is not only interesting but also instructive to consult Bbarata 
who seems to be the author of the concept of and their classifica* 

tion. He distinguishes primarily into two classes^ viz. those that 

are named after their denominative note whh h he calls svara-j&ti-s and 

which can only be seven; and those eleven that are formed by the com¬ 

bination of these svara-jnii^s in their modified forms, which he calls 
saihsargaju oikjftu (combinations of modified Jd/Ar). 

Furthermore, he informs that the svara-JHihs are twofold, viz. 

iuddh^ (pure) and vikjtTi (modified), knddhn he defines as ^flrngadeva 

does (in substance) and vikttii^ he says, are formed when the iuddhu jmi^s 

are defiled with regard to one, two or more of their characteristics ex* 

cepting the final note. The rule for the final note being in the lower 

register, he further adds, does not apply to them (cf. N. S , fl. O. S. 

VoK IV p. 37). 

Thus Kharatu explicitly states how the modification of ja/Aj is 

cfiictcd. .Since Sar.'iga Jcva is not tjuite explicit in this regard, even 
though his descriplioii of thi* modified foriiis implies the underlying 

principle of modification, the ambiguity of his text, which is obviously 
due to the brevity of his expression, can lead one to the interpretation 

that the inodiliedja/Ar are formed by depriving the suddha jati-s of Ml 

their characteristics excepting tliat of the final note. Indeed the expres¬ 

sion itat-laksmadiinU (devoid of the characteristics of iuddhatd) has been 

interpreted as such by the comineiitators. But in any case it is helpful 

(o bear in mind that though only one foriii of modification of each of the 

se^'en iudilkii-jdti^s will correspond to this interpretation which is in¬ 

cluded among the various modifications detailed by the author subse* 

queiitly, such seven modilied furiiis have theoretically, if not practically, 

to be conceived because of the fact that the samargojd-oikfta (associate 
modified) ja/Ar arc formed out of these. 

Thus, we have svara-jUii^s classified as suddha and vikstd. The 

vikttd arc modified variously and manifest in two ways, viz^ as the varie¬ 

ties ofiuddhd by the application of the above rule and by the combina¬ 

tion of such modified varieties, the former being called ^modified (vikfid) 

Ja/Aj' and the latter ^associate modified jdtH* {samsargajd-oikftd)^ The 

vikfid^s are considered to be the variations of iuddhd and are not there¬ 

fore counted independently. (3 cd) 

Now, the author describes the technique of forming difierent 

varieties of the modified forms of suddhd jdit^s such as ^adjl and others. 

It is obvious from this description that in all these cases the denomina¬ 

tive note is understood to be the fintil note. We arc thus left with four 

variable factors by dropping which different varieties are obtained. If, 
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for example, one of these four is ignored (in turn), we get four varieties, 

viz* (i) lacking in respect of completeness, and in not having the denomi* 

native note (ii) as the initial note, (iti) as the fundamental note, and 

(iv) as the semifinal note. However, by the omission of one or more of 

these factors, as pointed out by Kallin&tha, what is intended is not the 

absence of these but the violation of iuddhat^i. The specific characterise 

tics of {uddh^ jati-s involved here are the employment of the denomina* 

tive note as the initial, tlic fundamental and the semifinal note and 

completeness; what is implied by omission is not that the varieties of the 

modified Jd/w can be formed without employing the factors such as 

completeness, and so on, but that there will be loss of completeness, i.e. 

less number of notes (five or six) will be employed and notes other than 

the denominative ones will be employed as the initial, the fundamental 

and the semifinal notes; fur otherwise cannot be formed at all. 

Thus the term omission or its equivalents have a technical meaning. 

Siinilaily, by dropping two factors six varieties arc obtained, 

e.g* ( i) l^y dropping completeness and the initial note 

(ii) by u I* ^bc fundamental note 

(iii) by „ „ and the semifinal note 

(iv) by „ the initial and the „ ,, 

( v) by „ the ruiiclaiiicntal and the „ 

(vj) by „ „ „ initial note 

Similarly, by ignoring the observance of the definitive rule with 

regard (o three factors, four other varieties are obtained, c. g. by 

dropping: 
(i) completeness, the initial and the fundamental notes 

(ii) ,, „ and the semifinal notes 

(iii) „ the fundamental and semi-final notes 

(iv) the initial, the fundamental and the semifinal notes. 

However, if all the four factors are omitted there will only be 
one variety which will probably be the same as the modified form 

defined in verse 3 ante. (4-5) 

In the case of ftl.'{/I, fifteen varieties were obtained. Analysing 

the process of their formation it U observed that cihtof them were 

formed due to the non*observance of the condition of completeness 

{sampUr^atva or puruatva). While seven other varieties were obtained by 

omitting the other factors, viz. the initial note, the fundamental note 

and the semifinal note in the order already demonstrated. Now, the 
author adds that the other factors being in their order, loss of complete¬ 

ness as effected in two ways, viz. by the omission of one or of two notes 
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and thereby creating hexatonic or pentatonic jati-r* This process leads 

to the formation of eight more pentatonic varieties bringing the total to 

twentythree (8*f8+7 »23)* Since is a hexatonic ii has only 

fifteen varieties, but all others beginning from Hr^abhl are hexatonic as 

well as pentatonic and thus have twentythree varieties each. Thus we 

have (15+23x6= 153) one hundred and lifiythrcc varieties of modified 

J9tt-r in all* These are classified in the following table which has been 

adopted with some modifications from Pranava Bh^rail^ p* 245* (6-7) 

Modification of iuddhIX 

Name of the Total No. of Manner of modification 
No. iuddhijuti modified forms Loss of 

comple¬ 
teness 

Violation of the rule for 
the initial, fundamental 
and the semifinal notes 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. .SWjl 15 8 7 

2. Ar^abhx 23 IG 7 

3. GdndhUri 23 IG 7 

4. Mad/tyamU 23 IG 7 

5. Paiicaml 23 IG 7 

C. D/taivatl 23 IG 7 

7. J{ai^^dl 23 16 7 

Total No* 153 104 49 

(Chart 28) 

(•“) sfiOTSIt ftf ?n 

I 

n?oii 

g qgsnisinn i 

g sum 
IS 
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5 5i«ira^ i 

3*^* * 

5^T^q=awimr^Ri*T g^n: wxv^ 
q;qq>^ g JlpqRtq^^winir^WJT I 

m^tird ^sRft gcnfe^i: n?'>fu 

qq fqqt qi^^qi q®awn 5EIi| 

^ ^ deleft \ 

WI cqqcqt q=sr»Ei: 

(iii) Samsargajd’viUtu (.tsaociulc inodilk‘d)7fi//-i • (8-1 d) 

The formations arising out of the ussocialiou of the 

modifications arc acccpic'*/ to be eleven, (dab) 

They arc iadja’bnsihl, ^MpdlcyavU, ia4ja-madhyama, "fl/i- 

tUhnrodlaavH, mklagandhan, kahikl, madhyamodlcyavH, k&rmarav\, 
gindlt&ra lnitumil, Mdhn ■A\\^\ nandujan^^^ Now I shall dcsciibc 

their origins'”. (oc-lOb) 

Sadja'iaisikl is formciP by the combination oUadjl and 

oandharl, ia4jamadhyan,ri arises from y.l.'/'l ‘««l_ madbyamn, 
gHiidhSrapauiami is brunglit fi»rihby\g3w<//trai and/yrtScawl, 3nd/trl 

is bora from gandkan and rMlil; $<uf}h .unndhirl and dhaivall 
jointly cause nuljodUyaoAjdl'f, again uanAdly paheami and &na- 

1-romllio combiiia'iun of the ui.xIilic.ilious of ihe suJJhii jitlbs, 

ie |,vih.-..ssoci..ii.x.ol tl.eir..»Klilie.l lor.m co,»... into being rleve,, 
^and not more) formal ions railed associate modilied (saAsargaja vtkrti) 

l7 I Uerally. “as knosvn from the tradition” (as known to coUcc 

five memory). 

2 bit. ‘causes’. 

3. Lit. ‘ii born’. 
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bhl together produce karamUravlt wliilc nandqyantl is tlte com* 

hinSLtXon otgAndharly pancaml and drfaMf; gAndhari, dhaivati, 
fadfi snd madhyania all these associated together create gandha- 
rodl^ava; tliese* very (jatis) with pancatnl in the place of 

^adjl give rise to madhyamodicyava^ and these® with nai^adi in 

the place of dhaivati create rakta-gandhari. Kaisiki is formed by 

five®, i. e. leaving aside arjabhi and dhaivati. (10c-16) 

Jati'S. The text, since it is not explicitly worded, is open to a slightly 

different interpretation which would read : “Eleven (forins I are known to 

be produced by the association (i. e. combination) of the modihed 

jiti-s.’a And by “modified ja/i-r” are implied, according to this inter¬ 

pretation, the varieties of the modified forms of the iuddhi jali-s. (Sab) 

(*V) ^15|T 

5r«n \ 

an^ 5rmq: u^vsii 

(iv) The ^ra/?w-wise distribution of jUli-s : (17-IJja) 

The four^ liaviiig tlie word ia^lja (in their name), as 

/ also nai^Udly dhaivati and arjtfW/f—these seven jiti-s pertain to 

1 tiie ia4ja-grama and the rest of tJicm^ belong to iJie niadhyatna-^ 

\gThtna. (I7-18a) 

Now, the author is here rclatini' the ^riiw/i-wise distribuiion of the 

eighteen jdn i which is (lui traycd in the roJIuwitig chart alon * with c:.e 

details of their coiiibinaiion : 

4* ie e., g'andhiLriy dhaivati^ madhyamV «ind paheami* 

5* L e*y gUndharl* naiyJXdly mudhjamU and pahcami 

6. i* ^Udjly g^ndhnriy and naisadi* 

!• Out of eighteen^ seven belong to the xadjagrtHm* 

2* The remaining eleven* 
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Crd/na-wise distribution and combination ofja/t-x 

1. No. Name of jati Grtima Combination, if any 

I. Sa.lja Suddha 

2. Sadja^kaiuki >^ldjl and gAndhirl 

3. Saijodtiyao^ >* ^ndji, gUttdltirl and dhaivail 

4. Sa.i/a- maJhyam^ If ^Hdji and rnadhyamii 

5. Ar^ab/ti » Suddha 

G. Dhaivati ff 

7. Naijhdi 9/ ff 

8 GundhMi MaMiyama ff 

9 Madhyam^ ti tf 

10. PaheamX if ff 

II. CUttiilutodigiv.ii ff Gandhiiri, dhaivati^ rriZ/t and 

madhyamti 

12. RaktagiudhiXrt f» Gandh^r^^ latrfdJi, pancami and 

madhyamiX 

13. Kaiiiki ff g^ndh^tlg madhyam^^ 

paJuaml and nat^ddi 

14. MadhyamdUyavH ff GUndhdrl^ dhaiuaiig pahcaml and 

tmdhysmd 

15. A* hmAraoX Nai^ddi^ Patuami and HrKabhi 

IG. CUndliMapaiuami >f Gdndhdn and patuami 

17. AttJhrl ft Gdndh^fi and dr^abhi 

18. Jfandayanll ft Gtndlihri^ pancamX and nt^abhl 

(Chart 29) 

q¥5lvf5T^'t 

qi^ 51 5l55U5ciiP£ft \\\\\\ 

araiiafacTT: ^1511: iRoU 

(v) Complete, licxatonic and pentatonicjaii-s : (18b-20) 

Now, completeness and other (characteristics) are 
related as under : 

Karmaraia, gandhara-paiicami^ iadjakaifiki and madkyamo- 
dicyavn are considered to be always^ complete. The four viz. 
fd4jly nandayanlly iudhri and g^ndharodicyavS, arc declared by 
Kasyapa to be complete as well as“ hexatonic/l'he remaining 
ten are accepted to be complete, hexatonic and also® penta¬ 
tonic. (18b-20) 

Here the author relates the ditferent jati-s with regard to their 
being complete or otherwise. The fuur juti^s described as always 
complete obviously do not admit of such other foriiis caused by the 
omission of one or two notes, but those that do admit such forms are 
also available as complete. For instance nandayanti^ lindhfi and 
gUndharodicyavU are considered to be complete as well as hexatonic. So, 
while singing when they are employed as hexatonic, the notes omitted 
in each, as pointed out by ‘K*, respectively are ni, sa^ sa and ri. So also 
with respect to the remaining ten, the notes to be omitted arc indicated 
in the following table: 

Completeness and otherwise of jati-s 

Notes to be omitted 
S.No. Name of ihojati Nature Hexatonic Pentatonic 

form form 
1 2 3 ' 4 s' 
1. Knrmaravl Always complete 
2, G a nd/ittra-pancaml ft ... 

3. ^adja-kaiiiki i» 
4. Madhyamod \ cyavd, ff 

5. Complete and 
hexatonic 

Nixdda 

6. Nandayantl ff ^adja 
7. AndhrX it Saija 
8. 
9. 

Ga ndh a rodIcyavd 
Ar^abhi 

ft 

Complete, hexa¬ 
tonic and penatontc 

ii^abha 

§adja sa^ pa 
10. Gandhm ff Idsabha ti, dba 
11. MadhyamJX if Gondhara ga, ni 
12. Paiicaml ff ,, 
13. Dhaivati ft Paheama pa, sa 
14. Jfai^adl ff tt }, *• 
15. §adjodicyava tf P fab ha ri, pa 
16. Sadja-madhyam^ if Adthda hi, ga 
17. RaktagandhOrl 

Kuiiiki 
ft it fab ha ri, dha 

18. »» »» 
(Chart 30) 

1, That is, they never form any hexatonic and pentatonic varie* 
ties. 

2, That is, they form complete as well as hexatonic varieties. 
3, Similarly, these ten form complete, hexatonic as well as penta¬ 

tonic varieties. 
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s(tm 

qcR^*im?^|: ^5t5^ra?RI?^: ii^i^u 

Tl»IHWTSS3T^q r|5»l5nT I 

qsonfemnni q 5R^a ir^ii 

fefm qq crmfq ^^T^i^Roii«mT: i 

(vi) The rule pertaining to the overlapping of notes in certain 

jaii-s : 21-24b 

Overlapping of notes^ has been mentioned by sage 

Bharata and others in relation to J^ti-s^ called pancamlj 
madhyami and iadjamadhyami. (21) 

It® should accordingly be (applied) in relation to ra, 

ma and pa (employed) as fundamental notes as per their 

respective rule^ in the/a/i-x having weak [alpa) ni and ga^ as 

declared by Kambala, Asvatara and others. (22) 

Overlapping of notes has been dealt with in Section 5 ante. 

Briefly it impliAS, in this context^ the use of aniara-g&ndh^ra and k&kall- 

nif^da in sotne jdii*s and ritga-s, etc. that have weak ni and ga 

and have sa, ma or pa as their fundamental notes. There are three, 

pancami^ midhj^dma said ^adjj-mad/t^amn. The overlapping of notes in 

these jHii-s is recommended by Bharata, Kambala and AiSvatara, and 

is to be introduced with reference to their fundamental notes sa, ma and 

pa according to the rules laid down in each case in Section 5 (verse 4*7) 

ante. elucidates this point, ^Werlapping of notes is to be applied in 

case of the fundamental notes sa, ma and pa as per the rule. How ?, so 

that the respective note*positions are not transgressed. In case of fa^ja 

being the fundamental note, it is the overlapping of fadja^ and when 

1. Svara^s&dh^lrana. 
2. The juti^s related to the overlapping notes are three in number. 
3. It refers to the overlapping of notes. 
4. Cf. S. R, I. 5 4*6. 

This is also true of the rCigOy O/iafu and other forma¬ 

tions® with wealds/i/ and ga^; but however^ it is not appli¬ 

cable toyiT\ars&^a w'hcn (used) as the fundamental notes of 

fadja^adhyami. Even so, only the modified jd/Z-x (can) take 

^-^f^ort to the overlapping of notes (23a-24b). 

madhyama and paiicama are (he fuadamcnial notes then it is the over¬ 

lapping of madhyama (hat takes place.*' In this contixt Thakur Onkar* 

nath has made interesting observations with regard to the question of 

paheama and its technical accuracy in being named as m'lJhjama jn^/Zra- 

rana^ i. e. the overlapping of madhyama. It is also observed by him that 

the justifleatioM for re, ma and pa being the only notes which, when used 

as fundamental notes, provide for the overlapping of notes ia the three 

ya/i-x lies in the fact that, the/ are placed at a distance of four sruti^s 

from their preceding notes; and it is the interval of four iruii^s that is 

the minimum tequired for the process (cf. Pranava Bharaii, p 254). 

SaJja^madhyamU lias all (he seven notes for its fundamental note and 

therefore the author makes a specific e.xception to the effect that the 

overlapping of notes caiiuot rake place in it in case ga and tu are em¬ 

ployed us the fundamental notes. This is in accordance with the rule 

that aniara^giindhilra and kUkall^nif ilJa cannot become fundamental uoioi 

because of being modilied (vide N. S., G. O. S. Vol. IV, p. 32). 

(vii) 

qsi: \ 

: n ^ 11 

q^m qTfinffmrt aqi i 

qri«ftc^cTI?acI^: ?g: ll^vsn 

qR^flfaoT I 

5. According ro ‘K* /iigu incliidos /^rama-rOga-s, uparitga-s and 
ra^w-x; while M.ija incliuhs liOhnyh-s and ^///arc-Mafd-x as 
well, and Either fonnations’ reUr to rugiirtga-s, kriyJhga s and 
upAhga-s. 

6. Literally, notes having two sruii^s. 
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(vii) TJie number of fundamental notes in different j&tus : 
24C-28 

The three {j5U~s) naudayanll, madhyamodliyavSi and 
gindhUrapahcaml luive one fundamental note; dhaivati, gandha^ 

rodi^ava and paucaml are said to be Jtaving two fundamental 
notes; naijadl, arsabhi and fa^ja-kaisiki are considered as 
liaving three fundamental notes; andhn, karmaravi and fadjo' 

dig/ava have four fundamental notes; the four, rakta gandkarl, 

I gand/iarij tmdbjama a.nd fUdjl have five fundamental notes; 
i,}j kaisikl is the only one Jiaving six fundamental notes, while 

, ^adja-madhyama, as declared by the sages, has seven funda¬ 
mental notes; thus, among these eighteen jali-s there are 
sixty-three fundamental notes. (24c-28). 

The notes that arc capable of being used as the Tundamental notes 

in the difTcrent^'a/t-s i:i consonance with the above scheme are indicated 

by ‘K' as follows: 

The fundamental notes of j&ti~s 

No. of 
S. No. Name ofjil/i fundamental The fundamental notes 

notes 

1. Naniayantl 1 
2. MadhyamdicyavU 1 

3. Gittdh&ra-paneamt 1 

4. Dhaivati 2 

5. CindhirodlQavH 2 

6. Pahcaml 2 

7. Maifidl 3 

8. Arfobhl 3 

9. ^adjakaiiikl 3 

10. Andhrl 4 

11. Kirmiravi 4 

12. $a4jodtcjavi 4 
13. Rakta-gUnd/thrl 5 

14. GhttdhSrl 5 
15. Madhyami 5 

16. 5 

17. KaUikl 6 

18. $a4jamad/iyami 7 

Total 63 

pa 

pa 

pa 

ri, dha 

sa, ma 

ri, pa 

ni, ri, ga 

ri, ui, dha 

sa, ga, pa 

«»ga. pa, ni 
ri, pa, dha, ni 

sa, ma, dha, ni 
sa, ga, ma, pa, ni 

sa, ga, ma, pa, ni 
sa, ri, ma, pa, dha 

sa, ga, ma, pa, dha 

sa, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni 

sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni 

(Chart 31) 

OcCiioti / . / ^ , 

The total number of fundamental notes in ilicse eighteen jati-s 

is sixty-three; but this is so only if complete jdti-ssLtc taken into account. 

quoting Nfataiiga, points out that in the hexatonic the number 

of fundamental notes is reduced to forty-seven. Explaining the loss of 

sixteen in the process he says that, nine fundaineiiial notes are account¬ 

ed for by the four jnti-s that are always complete, viz. kdrmi^ravt (4); 

gntidh^ra-pailcaml (\), faljakaiiiki (3) and mad/tyamojiejai/'a (1) and seven 

belong to fadja^madhyamit, ^a>ljotitcjavii, kaiitkl and raktagHttdhdri 

which are considered to be exceptions to this process. 'I hese exceptions 

are mentioned by Bharata : “The iadjti madkyd should have no hexatonic 

treatment including ni^ltda (Ht. the soventh)i and there should be no 

gtitid/tJlra there, because of an elimination of its (‘onsonant note; and the 

g^ndhiXrl, the rakia^gandhdfl and the kaisikl should have no paheama, and 

the ^ddjX should have no gdndhdrag and the ialjodUyavd no dkaivata in 

their hexatonic treatment. I hese sev^n (notes) are to be discarded in 

connexion with the hexatonic treatment of tlie jdii-s named, because of 

the elimination of their consonant notes (N. S., XXV'I II. 65-69, Eng. 

Trans, by M. Ghosh, Vol. U, p. 16). 

Similarly, in the hexatonic jdti^s there are only thirty fundamental 

notes. That is, out of llie remaining foriyseveii, twelve are dropped in 

this process because they belong to jdti s that are always complete and 

hexatonic, viz. (5), nandaymUl (1), dadhri (4) and gdndhdTodlcjaad 

(2); and live more are left out by way of exception. And he (*5^) 

quotes the following verso of liharaia in support of this statement : ‘"The 

pentatonic treatment relates to live notes ^in a gtdma) and is known as 

being often kinds. Its subdivisions are thirty and have been mentioned 

before (N. S. XXllI 98, Eng. Irans. by M. Ghosh, Vol. II, p. 23). 

3rPi memn aa: 

qaimsarmair awrfa i 

B. Thirteen factors characterising73//-.^ : 29-57b 

Thirteen characteristic features are spoken of jatis, viz. 

the initial note, the fundamental note, the high (pitch range) 
the low (pitch range), the final note, the semfinal note. 



saiimy&sa^, vUiyilsa^^ profusion, rareness, antaramirga^und the 
bexa(onjc and the pentatonic (treatment) in some.* (29-30) 

Bharata and MaCaaga have spoken of only ten characteristic 

features ofjflfi*j discounting sathnyisa^ vinyUsa and mUarant^rgny distinctly 

enunciated by Saragadeva. ‘K* points out that since samny^sa and 

viny^sa refer to particular sections {vid^xri-s) of compositions, they are 

essentially covered by the semihna] note in the older scheme. Similarly, 

antaramurga being dependent upon the mutual reJation.diip of the funda¬ 

mental note and the other factors, is not separ.itcly indicated there* 

However, he justifies an explicit and definite mention of samnydsa and 

vinyMa apart from the other ten feamres on the ground that they form 

separate parts of the composition. Similarly, he says that since antara^ 

mlirga has a distinct function without which the melody cannot proceed, 

it deserves to be considered as an essential and distinct feature* The 

technical terms involved here will presently bo dofmed and explained 
by the author. 

1- 

1. The initial note {graha) : (31) 

Of Uiese^, the note tliat is placed in the very com¬ 
mencement of the melody* is known as gralia (the initial 
note). Where either of the two, the initial or the funda¬ 

mental note is mentioned, both are (thereby) compre¬ 
hended. (31) 

Now, the author goes on to define each of the thirteen charac¬ 

teristic features essentially found to constitute jnii^s. Of these, the 

initial note (graha) is defined as the note with which a melody is 

1-3* SathnyUsa^ vinyUsa and antaramtirga liave not been rendered into 
English, firstly because these concepts are hardly used by the 
author in the individual desrrjprion of the jhti-s and secondly, 
b^use it is not considered to be as advantageous as it is 
difficult. These terms are defined by the author subsequently. 

4* That IS, leaving aside the jati^s that are always complete such 
as ktirmUravl and so on. 

1* The tliirteen charactctistic features. 

2. Lit. a song or in this context ja/i. 

Section 7 : Jaii-i (.Melodic typesj zoS 

commenced. It is said that, practically the initial note is the same as 

the fundamental note (amia) in all jdti s; and therefore the two terms are 
interchangeable. So, of these two where only one is mentioned, the 

other is invariably implied to be the same, and to be mentioned thereby. 

If, only the fundamental note is mentioned, tli.it itself is to be taken as 

the initial note, and vice versa. Since the fundamental notes are sixty- 

three, the initial notes too are sixtythree. Does it mean that there is no 

dilference between the ini dal and the fundamental note ? I'he dilference 

between the two is functional; whereas the fundamental note, as pointed 

out by *S\ functions merely as sonant (ta^/i), the initial note is fourfold. 

And moreover, being tlie originator of the fundamen'al note is 

of primary importance, whereas the initial note is of a secondary 

importance. I'his difference, theoretical as it is, will be further discerned 

from the definition of the fundamental note. 

I Graha is literally and semantically defined as the note tiiat 

{ bold of the song or by which the song is initiated (lit. held). 
I 

2. 

q: ^ sq?: i 

q?f; 

qf?r: q qtqRfiqqqi i 

qpifq qqt?tq sqiqq ?qqq«mq 

2. The fundamental note (afnsa): (32-34) 

The note that is expressive of deiightfulness in a 
melody* and tlie consonants and assonants of which are 
profuse in a sub-section (of the composition)®, that which 
determines the position of the higher and the lower pitch 

1. Ceya lit. means ‘worthy of singing’ or, in other words, ‘vocal 
composition* which in this system also speaks for the instru¬ 
mental music. 

2| VidUrl is delined as gUa-kha^da, i. e. a sub-section of a melody. 
As ‘S* elucidates, "’uidilrl is that which divides either the 
tonal content or the verbal content of a melody and u thereby 
twofold, viz. glta-oid&rl, i. e. a melodic divisor or a pad^oidirit 
i. e. a verbal divisor/* (S. R. I, p. 183). 
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range®, that which is its own consonant but which hasj 
another note as assonant, that which is ^l^ble of being the 
final note, the semifinal note, vhryisa, safnnyiisa and the initial 

! note, that which is frequently employed in practice, and is 

I tlie sonaiTT becomes the fundainenial note {amsa) 

I because of its elliciency*. However, in performance (proyoga)^ 

, profusion* {bahulatvam) is the (most) comprehensive charac- 
j teristic mark of the fundamental note. {32-;l4) 

The word ama literally means a constituent part and *S’ 

conjectures a semantic derivation saying that uihiu is that which divides 

the jati^rIlgams, Perhaps this is relevant to that iunction of the funda¬ 

mental note in accordance with which the higher and the lower pitch 

range of a Ja/i is determined with reference to it. 

It has been specified that the fundamental note is expressive of 

delightfulness in a musical composition. I oints out that in so far 

as the fundamental note is delightful as every other note (ivara) intrin* 

sically is^ it is not diflereat from the rest of tlieiu; therefore the signi¬ 

ficance of this attribute lies in the fact that the fundamental note is not 

only delightful by itself like every other note but is expressive of the 

delight inherent in the mutual relation of notes in the musical coinpo* 

sition as a whole. This is analogous to the beauty of the tiieaning 

implied by the words in their mutual relationship in a sentence as a 

whole, apart and difierent from their individual literal meaning. 

Another important function of the fundatnental note, as already 

referred to, is to determine the range of the higher and the lower 

registers which will be further defined presently in a short while by the 

author* The terms samv&di (consonant) and amvndi (assonant) have 

already been defined by the autlior in Section 3. 

The other distinguishing features of the fundamental note indicated 

include the fact that it is capable of being its own consonant at times, 

as elucidated by This may be observed in contra-distinction to 

the assonant which is necessarily to be a different note, i. e. other than 

3* Tara and uiandta iic» high nnd low, in this context signify the 
two extremes of pitch range in which a jJXti is composed* 

4. TogyaiH (eflicieucy) is explained by ‘K' as ‘potency to delight*, 
brought into being conjointly by the characteristic features 
attributed to the fundamental note us enumerated in the text 
(S. R. I, p* 182). 

5. Bdmlatvam or Bahutvam signifies frequent recurrence. 

285 Section 7 : Ja/i-f (Melodic types) 

Ihe fundamental note. And ‘K’ explains those tsvo relations on the 

analogy of a king who somciimes may perform the functions ol a 
minister but never of a servant. ^Srngadeva's statcmciu that occasion- 

allv the fundamental note is capable of functioning as its own consonant 

I notable in view of the gener..l principle of hharata that the consonant 

of the fundamental cannot be omitted. It is an indirect pointer to the 

existence of melodic structures in Sftr.’.gadeva’s times that did not 

probably employ the consonants of the fundamental note at all, as 

can be observed in some of the current ra^a-s of Hindustani music. 

As Brhaspati aptly remarks that‘‘7?a5a-s like mara.a.^ari)-a and 

suhanX do not belong to the murccham system and therefore their funda¬ 

mental note is said to be its own consonant.’ And to s«PPO‘-i his 

contention he pointedly cites &kr.-.gadeva’s delinition of atmu (funda¬ 

mental note) in this respect as a proof (cf. S. Cliintamaoi, p. 127). 

1 he capacity of the fundamental note to function as the final 

and the semilinal note, ll.e sa.iop.uu and vlnynsa accoimls for us 

profusion. It is inleiesiing to observe how liharala dclmes it: 

“'1 he arnia (is that note in the song) on which its charm (raffl) 

depends, and from which the charm proceeds is the basis of the 

variation into low a-d (<“'«) pitches depend.»g on the 

(firs.) five notes (jM.-ca.varoMu) and in the combination of ...any notes 

it is perceived prominently {ulja„ham); and moreover other strong 

notes may be to it in iclation of consonance and assonance, and . s 

Icauld throughout the song.” (N. S. XXVllI 70-78; Lug. Ir. by 

M. Ghosh, vol. II pp. ly. 

Ob.io...ly •I-'- 
in .k-nyibing llm vniknii r.nitlions nf llu! fniidnnitiUal IXM'- 

'Ziln r.la.» Uk lueto ('-™) i-' »«« ^‘“8 “» 
Ihn rundainunliil iKXn (rf-5’)- >'.» subjncl is. >o». 

presenUy being dealt with by our author. 

3. mi 
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3. The higher pitch range (tnra) : (35-36) 

The fundamental note is (placed) in the middle 
heptad', and from tlierc'^ in the upper lieptad, (one) may 

ascend upto four notes: this is the maximum limit for the 
higher pitcli range; below tJiat however the movement is at 
discretion. In relation to tlie Jiighcr pitcli range, the elimi¬ 
nated note too is taken into account.^ In nandayanti tlie 
ascending movement is said to be upto the upper 
(35-36). 

elucidates that by the middle heptad, the seven notes 

of the middle register are indicated. The procedure for regu¬ 

lating the ascending movement with reference to the maximum 

pitch of the higher pitch-range is such that the fundamental note has 

to be ill the middle register and one can ascend upto four notes from it 

in the upper register, i. e. four notes beyond the high {t 'ara) madhyama in 

the and beyond the higli/Wja in the ^adja-^gr^ma. For 

example, as interpreted by Wju being the fundamental note in 

the middle heptad of the ^adja-grUma^ Its last limit for the higher pitch 

range will be four notes beyond the high ^adja excluding it, vi^. the high 

pancama\ but in the case of the middle madhyama being the fundamental 

note in the madhyama-grltmay its notes beyond the high madhyama will be 

up to ni^lida and not beyond it, i. e. four notes to be counted in this 

case include madhyama^ the starting note. TJiis is so because in madhyama’- 

griima one cannot possibly go beyond the high register (as per the 

text), and in ^adja-grama even though beyond high paticama we have 

high dhaivata and nifada^ it will nut be conducive to aesthetic delight to 

take resort to llieiu in practice, even though one may be able to do so. 

But, however, Uiiarata lias periiilticd the higher pitch range to be 

extended upto five or even seven notes beyond the fundamental note in 
the high register: 

“The high pitcli inoveinunt {tiragati) depending on the first five 

notes, e. g. tlie raising of the pitch from any of the auiia (notes) should 

1. comprehends seven notes of the scale and is analogous 
to the Western concept of the octave, but in order to distin* 
guish it with respect to the number of notes it has been called 
‘heptad*. 

2. That is, the position of the fundamental note in the high 
register. 

3. In other words, it is counted as constituting the No. 4 despite 
the fact of its elimination, for the purposes of determining the 
higher pitch range in a juti. 

i 
■M 

’.ii} 

1 
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be upto the note fourth from it, or it may be to the fifth note cven,*^ 

but not to any beyond it/^ (N. S. XXVIII 93*94; Eng. Trans. M. Ghosh 

Vol. II. p. 21) 

It is notable that whereas Hharata provides for the ascending 

movement to take place from any of the fu!idainental notes of a 
Kaliinatha, in his interpretation of S.lrngadcvsi, specifies ^ajja and 

madhyama only iu ^aija-grama and mudhyuma-grama respectively. Obviously 

he is taking xadja and madhyama as the standard notes for ^adja and 

madhyama-grUma for the purpose of illustrating the maximum pitch 

range. 

It has already been mentioned that Dattila prescribes the limit of 

five notes beyond the fundamental note in tlie high register. It is 

obvious, however that even the scope ofseven notes allowed by Uharata 

is not to be availed in every case. 

Ill naadayanti whicli is a /a// of the madhyama\i»r 'dma and has pancama 

as its fundamental note, ihr ascending inoveiiieiu is limited to the nigh 

^aija, for according to Bliarata (as cjuoiw d by vide .S. R. \^ol I, 

p. 185 Adyar lid.), iu nattdifyuuli the ascending luovomeiit itiuhi never 

transcend the high sadja.^^ 'riie practical implication of tins provision is 

that whereas by the general rule the maxiiiiuiii high range of aafidayantl 

with pancama fur its fimdameiiial note ought to be four notes beyond 

pancama^ i. e, upiu niiaralu has ordained it to be ^adjd^ as an excep¬ 

tion. Ill other words, in tlie case of nandayanii one can ascend only 

three and not four nuie:; Uyond the rundauiciital note. 

cr?6i:?«ifi:«ii5rfq n^vsii 

4. The lower pitch range {mandm) : (37-38b) 

From the fundamcuUiI note (placed) in die middle 
register one may descend^ upto the fundamental note in the 

lower register; or alternatively, upto the lower final note“ 

4. The original Sanskrit text of Uharata also provides for the 
extent of the seventh note as well as an option, but that seems 
to have escaped the English version quoted above. 

1. Lit. ‘may go to^ or move. 
O 'Tlio# to tlin finril nnfA nL'irrd in thn lower mmstAr. 
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or even upto ri and dha below that. Such being the 
ultimate limitations of the descending movement, discretion 

operates within tlicm. (37-38b) 

It seems^ as observed by Kallinatha, that the starting point in the 

jd/i j was the middle fundamental (note). The range of pitch in the 

lower register is, as a general rule fixed as from the middle fundamental 

(note) to the lower fundamental tnoic); or alternatively upto the final 

(note) of the lower register. Here, interprets ^nytlsa^ (the final) to be 

the last note of the grhma^ i. e. itifor the satjja^grStma and^a for the 

madhyama^grnma, and not as the concluding note of a song> As an excep* 

tion as it were, it is laid down that in certain cases the descending 

movement may be carried upto the immediately preceding iioies in the 

two grUma-s, viz. ri and dha. Kallinatha takes this option to be an 

alternative to the second rule and accordingly interprets nyHsa in the 

above sense. However, it will be worth-while to refer to Ubarata 

who says : 

**Thc low pitch inoveinent is thieefuld as it is deteriniaed by the 

fundanicntal note, the final note or the semifinal note. I'lierc is lower 

(pitch) beyond the fundamental (note), la the case of conclusion both 

(the Jinul and the semilinal notes) are accepted to be in order. However, 

in the event of g&ndh&ra being the final notc^ f^abha has been observed 
(to be the last limit)((Quoted by Kaliiiialha in bis cotiiincniary, 

S. R. Adyar, Vol. I, p. lUG). 

'1 his shows that the piovisioii of ii and J/rci made by Sarugadeva 

cannot appropriately be taken as an (independent) alternative to the 

second (viz. regarding the final note) but it is given by way of an 

exception to it* Conseijueutly, Kalliiiatlia’s interpretation of ^api^ of 

the text in the sense of ^allernative^ is rather far-fetched. In this regard 

it is better to take a view that cof responds to Bharata^s statement which 

has no such implications. 

Brhaspali, who takes the last provision (viz. regarding ri and dha) 

to be an exception to the rule pertaining to the fundamental, the final 

or semilinal note in the lower register marking the limit for the descend* 

ing movement, illustrates his iuterpretalioii with reference to nandayantl 

jUii which belongs to the madhyama gr^ma and has gnndhUra for its 

final note. But as an exception the descending movement in this case 

IS found to be touching ffabha. (cf. BharatakH SahgUa SiddhUnta 

pp. 81, 82)« 
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5. 

»n?ci fwrpfn 5 i 
npm: uvoh 

5. The final note : (38c-40) ^ 

The note with which a musical composition' is con- 
/ eluded is the final note; and that is in twenty-one 

(^^forms). ( 38 cd). 

Of the seven jati-s such us failji and so on, 

their denominative note is their final ( note ). In Sailja- 

madhjamd the two notes designating it are considered to be 

The following cliarl indicaies ihe final notes of the ja/i-s as dcs* 

cribed in the text. 
'I’lie final notes of the 

S. No. Name of jiti 
Final 
notes 

S. No. Name ofja/i final 
notes 

1, 1. sa 10. Madhyamod icyaud ma 

1 2. Arfabhl ri 11. Gdndhii rod icyava ma 

3. Gindhirl 12. Kaiiikl ni, pa, ga 

i A Madl/yamn ma 13. Kdrmdravi pa 

i 5. PaSeaml pa 14. Halja^kaiiikt ga 

i 6. Dhaivati dha 15. Rakia*gdndlidrl ga 

Mifidl III 16. Ga ndli d ra-paiicami ga 

! 8, ^alja-tmdhyamii sa, ina 17. Afidhrt ga 

1 g ^a4jodlcjtav& ma. 18, Ms/idoya/di ga 

1 - 
P - __ 

(Chart 32) 

1. Ct/d is interpreted by'K'as “in the application or practice 
of j'ati-j", i- e. in singing ’jati-s. As already indicated, the 
term gej/a literally refers to vocal melody but includes iostru* 
mental compositions as well, 

2. Jfyita, as explained by 'K' is not merely the final note; it is 
a note that brings the song to such a conclusion that leaves 
no anticipation in listening. The word literally means ‘that 
by which one gives up, or by which one is relieved,* 

19 
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its final notes. The triatl of udicyaoU^ ends with ;«</, while 
Kaiiikt has nt, pa and ga for its finals. KumiUravl ends wltli 
paheama and the remaining five* are known to be ending 

with ga. ( 39-40 ) 

It will be observed th.it of thest; eighteen j&li'S jidja-madhyama 

has two, kaifikl has three and the rest of the sixteen have one final note 

each, making a total of twentyone. 

6. 

q»T«lfT3m ^ 

an^t ^ ^ s‘?n?H sq^qwr: siqitfacn: i 
sq?in«> iiv^u 

qpqmf qS5iq»!gR\ I 

H^qi: q^3iq;f?iqqt q3:^Tqt fqfTqi: WcIT: ll'tf^ll 

qq?qt qq1 M'lf'tfn 

qmf<«^iq?qiqt g qiq^ q^Sfqeqqiq nvse i 

n q q^q^m^ qpi: u^%\\ 

^fjqqqt qqcqfq mwqq^qiqci i 

6. The semifinal nolej (apanySsa): ^l-47b) 

The note that concludes a sub-section' of a musical 

composition is the semifinal note. (41ab) 

3 The three udicyafU-f arc fafjodttyaoS, madhyamdicyava, and 
gindhiiTOcdXgfava. 

4. The remaining five are fadja-kaiiiki, rakta^gindhirl, ‘.gand/iara^ 
paiicaml, andlirt and nandayantl. 

I. Ktdarl literally means that which divides the composition and 
therefore is translated as ‘sub-suction’ to distinguish it from 
’section* (dA to) and part (<iAge) used in Chap. IV (Also see 
note 2 to verses 32-34 ante). 
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In kSrmSravi, nsiifSdl, Undhri^ mad/yamS and Sr{abAl the 
notes that are the fundamental notes, are known to be the 
semifinal notes (apany&sa). In tlie triad of udicyavU^ $adja and 

dhaivata are the semifinal notes; tnadhyama is* in the rakta- 

gUndhM^ fadja and pancama are® in gUndhari, sa, ni and pa in* 
fadja-kaisiki, and ni, ri and pa are known to be in® pahcaml. 

Ri and pa in* gdndhUra-pahcaml, gdndhara and pancama in’ ^adjl 

and ri, ma and dha are’^ to he in dhaivatt, (and) ma and pa are 

accepted in nandayantl. Leaving aside ri, the (remaining) 
six* (notes) are in ^awAl, while even seven are told'" by 

The semifinal note according to marks the completion of sub« 

sections in a composition and in the words of Matai’iga (quoted by bitn)» 

it presents the appearance of the conclusion of the composition. 

The following chart indicates the semifinal notes of the eighteen 
jd/f*i as described in the text. 

*rbe seuiifinal notes of jati^s 

s. 
No. 

Name of jaii Semtfiiial No. 
notes Ino. 

Name of jati ^ic*llliijual 
notes 

No. 

1. Kllrm^ravi ri, pa, tllia, 
nt 

4 10. Gaudfttiri pa 2 

2. JVhi/aJl ni. rt» ga 3 II. SadjakaUiki sa, III, pa 3 
3. Andhri ri. ga, pa 

nt 
4 12. Pafwami «b ri, pa 3 

4. MadhyamJl sa, ri, ma, 
pa, dha 

5 13. Gand/iura* ri, pa 2 

5. Ar^abhi ri, ni, dha 3 14. pa 2 
6. SadjodUyaviX sa, dha 2 15. Dhaivail ri, ma, dha 3 

7. Madhyamod tcyavn sa, dha 2 iC. PTandayatUi ma, pa 2 

8. GundhUrodicyav^ sa, dha 9 17. ICaiiiki sa, ga, III 1, 
pa, dha, 
»i, (ri) 

6 
or 
7 

9. Rakta^g^ndhfirX ma 1 18. Sadjama^ 
dhyumh 

iu, ri, ga, ma 7 
pa, dha, ni 

(Chart 33) 

2*10. Though the word apanyUsa (semifinal note) is not used in the 
text it is implied in the context and even in the translation 
it has been left as 'understood* in order to avoid unnecessary 
repetition of the word. 
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some, ^adja-ma^iyamti is 'aid to be having seven notes as its 

semihnal notes. (40-45). 

In this context, the scmi*final notes that are (identical 

witli) the fundamental notes'* are nineteen*others are 

thirtyseven, and when put together they are fiftysix. In the 
event of seven being (counted; in kaisiki, they*® are known 

to be fiftyseven in all (46-47b). 

7. 

8. 
, fapam: H g » 

lit S^rdfeid nVe;n 

7. SaHmynsa : (47c-48a) 

Safrnym is the concluding note of the first sub-section* 

of a musical composition with the provision that it is not a 

dissonant of the fundamental note. (47c-48a) 

‘K» interprets auiia^avividl (not .lissonant to the fuiulaimntal note) 

to imply that it should be a c<»u«>nai.t to it. lJut tl.c expression being 

neit itive only forbids the dissonant of the fundamental note from 

becoming a samnyusa (note) and does not aflirm it positively to be either 

II is printed as antya (»irar<i) »» d‘® 0*^0 edition. ‘S* 
clelrly reads aihia, ‘K’ is silent and K. R. foUotys the reading 
J“s’ (cf. S. R. Vol I. !>. 125). This reading is furiher 
supported by S. Raj (II.I.4.94) wherein tt is stated that the 
sSonal noies identical with the fundamenUl notes are nme- 
leen. However, it is only with reference to tUc iuddhi jitt-s 
^Mihh stotement holds good. In vieiv of further evidence in 
the text pertaining to the description of individu^ j«ti*r, such 
as arfabhl etc. the reading aiiisa lias been preferred m our text. 

12. These are indicated in item No. 1-5 of the above chart. 
13. 'They* stands for (the semifinal notes). 

I Obviously more than one sub section fa visualised in a jiti. 
As^ready mentioned, oidm is rendered as «*b.sect.on in 
order to diftinguish it from section (dhm) and part {ai>ga), 
though it rather could as well mean a section. 
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8. Vinydsa : (48bd) 

Similarly, vinyasa is the note that stands at the end of a 
pada^ forming a part of a sub-section and is not related to the 
fundamental note as its dissonant. (48b‘fd) 

consonant or assonant. Obviously. llicixTorc, it can be either of them* 

Indeed Mataiiga expresses the same view interpreting the same express- 

ion in the context of vinyhsa^ 

ViddLri is a sub section of a musical composition^ and it is divided 

by certain notes that conclude certain patterns of tonal movement and 

phrases structured upon meaningful vvojds or syllabic units; and such a 

note is known as itiuyJisa^ with the other qualifications of samnyUsa^ That 

is why Mataugu considers it to he a qualilied samnjUsa, as he says: 

“This (note) itself which is samtiylXsa becomes vmyiisa if it occurs at the 

close of a portion {pada)\ and therefore it is said to be functioning as the 

consonant or the assonant (note) of the fundatneiilal (note) at the close 

of a pada (Quoted by in his commentary). *K* notably points out that 

since all the notes excepting the dissonants can function as saiHny^sa and 

vinyUsa, they have not been enuinerateth their number being too great* 

9. 

qirtmir fpici lu^ii 

9. Profusion {bahutva) : (49) ^ J, ^ 

Profusion* is accepted to.btrntwQfold ; by non-over- ^ 
- stepping® and by repetition®. If abidi^n tlie co-fundamental 

note*, as also in the sonant ancrthe'Consonant. (49) 

2. Pada literally means a complete or inflected word, i. e. a 
meaningful word, a quarter or a line of stanza, a part, portion 
or division (as of a senUnce) etc. Here it seems to have been 
used in the sense of a meaningful word or a specified syllabic 
unit devoid of meaning. 

1. Bahutva of the text. 

2* Lahghanam literally means overilepjiing in the sense of by* 
passing without physically avoiding a note entirely. 

3* AbbyUsa is a technical term in San.krii grammar, implying a 
single repetition. Hero it Ims l)<‘cn used in an e.Ytended 
meaning, implying niuliiplo repetition. 

4* Paiynyndiia refers to those notes that are capable of being 
employed as fundamental notes in the same iatu 
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BaAuipam, L e* profusion is defined with reference to a/fiatvam, i. e. 

rareness^ and is considered as the opposite concept. Since rareness is 

considered to be twofold, correspondingly profusion too is accepted as 

such* Rareness is obtained through overstepping and by unexercised 

use of a particular note. Overstepping (langAanam) is defined by *K* as 

^lfa/spar/a\ i. e. a slight touch, which is aptly explained by ^K. R.^ as 

lightly passing over, so that it does not iiii2)ly an albout omission. Non- 

overstepping implies the absence of overstepping which according to 

means 'touching fully\ probably in contrast with ^touching slightly^ in 

the case of rareness. 

AiAjfAsa is defined by as repetition, which he explains to be 

twofold, viz« uninterrupted and frequent. Constant repetition of a note 

without being interrupted by others illustrates the former, and inter¬ 

rupted but frequent repetition the latter. 

There is some difference in the interpretations of the two commen* 

tators with regard to the text of 49 cd. According to ‘K* “That twofold 

profusion abides in the i. e., the fundamental note other 

chan that which is the sonant, and even in the sonant and the consonant." 
On the other hand, ‘S" interprets : “Profusion is another name for 

'sonant and consonant'. If the profusion is by non-overstepping, it is 

sonant anti that which is by repetition is consonant." 'K. R.* thinks 

that probably 'S' had a different reading of the text which he recons¬ 

tructs asstAitam tac-ca v^dfsamv'adino r^api** which he trans¬ 

lates as—“That (profusion) abiding in the amia will be the synonym of 

vtdi and samJidV* 

10. 
^ fern sft^jRTmersiT i 

sfq llVCtU 

10. Rareness ialpatva): 

Rareness* is said to be twofold, viz. by the absence of 
repetition* and by overstepping. Absence of repetition is 

1. Alpatvam of the text. 
2. Abhy&sa of the text which has already been explained. 
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(practised) with regard to the non-fundainuntal notes* and 
is generally desired in (iJtc case of) the eliminated'* notes. (50) 

Overstepping® is «IigJiily touching and is generally 
observed among the eliminated notes. Musicologists, some* 

times, admit it® even in (the case of) non-fundamental 
notes. (51) 

AlpaUa (rareness) of a note is secured by reversing the process of 

profusion, viz. by non-repetition and by overstepping. Not to repeat 

is to take (sing) only once as elucidated by ‘K’. That is practised with 

regard to the notes otlier than the funJaiiientat ones and those that are 

to be eliminated in the process of forming hexatonic and pentatonic 

varieties. 

11. 
sgqmqstw i 

snrwim: qqf^cqqifq i 

fcH m s?aTqiq: ^q^snat feosnfeq 

11. Anlaramariia: (52-“>3) 

Sparing the positions of the linul uiul other*^ notes, 

taking in-between the rare** notes intermittently®, the concor¬ 
dance that is established with the fundamental and other^ 

3. Notes other than ilic fundamental ones n e. the sonant and the 
co-fundamental notes. 

4. That i'^, the notes omitted in order to form hexatonic {fUdava) 
and pentatonic (aujuoa) structures. 

5. LangAonam of the text. 
6. *It' stands for overstepping. 

1. The positions of the final, the semifinal, the initial and the 
fundamental notes as well as the samnj^nsa and viftyitsa notes, 
according to ‘K’. 

2. AlpatA-^ujAmsvarnunm literally rendered would read, “of the 
notes served with rareness", i. e. rare notes. 

3. MadAye madAyt : The repetition of madAya is suggestive of inter* 
mittent occurrence of the rare notes in-bciwecn the positions 
of notes enumerated in (J) above. 

4« Adi is interpreted by 'K' here as well, as referring to the 
initial, the semifinal and such other notes. 
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notes which creates an artistic variety” sometimes by non- 
repetition and somewhere by overstepping only, is (called) 

atUaramirga and is generally (found) among modified 
jnti-s. (52-53) 

12. 

qzRT 3ntfc5rT?*ftci msarg’so^ 

13. 

qifer 1^: i 

3rls ?fl sffcf tlqi ^ qr qm: I ss ^ 

^ qsnm qq q^ 

3?q¥q?6n^^q ?r q*q?qTfqq \ 

qiqq^q^qqilf^; iixvsil 

q5qi:qt 5 ^qqq: I 

qqq fM^qi«cnf^leqcq^?arqt: 11^^11 

qf^qqr ?q>: qiqn%?P^%WEnq i 

12 &13. Hexatonic (fa4<iva) and pentatonic (au^uva) forma* 
tion : ( 54-59 b ) 

The six notes that preserve^ a (musical) performance* 
are accepted to be hexatones, and the song arising out of 
those six is called hexatonic ($S(^ava). ( 54 ) 

5. ‘K’ elucidates that the consonance with the fundamental note 
etc., becomes delightful when served by the ascending and 
other movements creating wonderful tonal structures with 
note'Serics and so on. 

1. Aoanti lit. means protect (from the root av to protect). 

2> Prayoga technically means ‘performance or rendering' and in 
this context, it pertains to a musical composition or a song. 
The word is otherwise applicable to all the performing arts. 
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( Because ) here, in jhe sky, tlie stars ( tulu-s ) move 

about, it is called u^uvam by the sages; and dtat is fifth among 

the ( great) elements®; tlie number live derived from it* is 

au^uvi (fiver ), and ( therefore ) the notes of that ( number ) 

are accepted to be au(luva ( pentatones ). When these* as 

such occur in a musical composition® it is said to be *made 

as pentatonic’ ( au(fuvila ) and this group’ of five notes being 

related to it is known® as pentatonic (au^uva ). ( 55-57b ) 

The author is presenting here a semantic derivation of the two 

terms fi4ava and awjuva, the former signifying a musical composition 

or a song composed with six notes and the latter with live notes. Both 

the names are derived from the numbers six and live, of which the 

former naturally holds good and the latter is obviously laboured and 

seems to be far>fetchcd. It is said that the word auduaa (pentatonic) 

is finally derived from the word u</u. 'I'he text of the verses 55-57b 

gives us this derivation in the following live stages; worked backwards : 

( i) The word derived is.awfuva (pentatonic). 

(ii) Auijuva (pentatonic) is a group of five notes belonging to a 

song which is made pentatonic {amluvita), 

(iii) Auittbita is the name of that song which is qualified by the 
number five (am/iunl). 

(iv) Auiutd (the number five) is derived from u4uvam (sky) because 

it is the fifth of the five great elements. 

( v) U4uvam (sky) is so named because it is the dwelling place of 

u4u-s (stars). (55-57b) 

Hexatonic and pentatonic forms of juti-s are formed by eliminat¬ 

ing one or two notes respectively; but these forms are possible of those 

J a li-r that are capable of being modified through incompleteness, and 

most of these therefore necessarily have three forms, viz. complete, 

hexatonic and pentatonic. Here, the author says that the notes, which 

by being eliminated from the complete forms become the cause of the 

3. That is, if counted in the order of dissolution, viz. earth, water, 
fire, air and space; but they evolve in the reverse orddr. 

4. From the fact that the sky is the fifth element. 

■. The five notes called pentatones. 

6. Literally, in a song. 
7. Combination of five notes seems to be implied. 

8. ‘S' says, “Known to Bharata and his successors." 
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In the state of completeness, the notes causing iioxa- 

toncs* and pentatoncs'® respectively become rare'^ and 

rarer**, while it is the reverse with pahcaml. ( 57c-58b ) 

Rareness and profusion not being obtained ( in the 

ordinary course ) the statement ( obtaining them ) forms a 

specific rule ( v/dAi). In case of two ( possibilities ) obtain¬ 

ing, the pre-eminence of one is by exclusive spccilication 

( pamabkhydi ). ( 58c-59b ). 

hexatonic and pentatonic formations, in the state of completeness (while 

they are not being eliminated)^ are respectively employed rarely and 

very rarely, i. e. those that are the makers of hexatonic forms 

are characterised by rareness and those that arc the makers of 

pentatonic forms {audiwakUrl) arc characterised by greater rareness. 

But in the case o£pahcaml jhti this rule is applied in reverse order, the 

pentatone-makers being rare and the iiexatone-makers being rarer. 

(57c-58b). 

It has been stated (just before this) that wjtli regard to rareness 

in the state of completeness of the ordinary rule is applicable to 

pahcaml in the reverse order. Tlie question is why such a transgression 

of the rule is permitted. The simple answer to it is that it is ordained 

by a rule, which is framed by ancient authorities. However, the author 

explains this exception in the light of relationship obtaining between 

the concepts vidhi (rule) and parisankhyh (exclusive specification) as found 

in the A/imdmjS system of Indian Philosophy. In order to understand 

the real import of the text one has to be clear about these two concepts 

as applied to the situation obtaining with reference to the provision of 

rareness and profusion in the paiuamijStiu 

Vidhi means a rule or a precept that enjoins something for the first 

time, while parisankhjd^ means such specification that acts as a limitation 

to what is expressly mentioned. 

**Let one ofler twilight worship in the morning*Ms a religious in¬ 

junction cited as an example of vidhi by One cannot by any means 

know whether one should or should not perform a religious ceremony 

except by the iujunction of a sacred book. The point is that the rule is 

laid down for a certain observance by an unquestionable authority. 

9« ^didava* 

10. Auduva. 

11&12* interprets alpa ^nd alpatara respectively os (non* 
repetition) and lahshana (overstepping). I 
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^K« R/ cites an example for parisahkhyH (exclusive specification) in the 
statement t **the five-clawed (animals) may be eaten.** Eating of meat 

is known by experience. This statement gives a preference to the meat 

of five-clawed animals. It results in prohibition of the meat of animals 

other than the five clawed ones. 

The structure of pahcaml is described subsequently (verse 73-75b) 

wherein it is said that je, ga and ma are rare notes in it; and the hexa¬ 

tonic and pentatonic forms are respeedvely caused by the elimination uf 

gUj and III and ga. So ordinarily ni and g^ being the makers of hexatonic 

and pentatonic forms, should, in the state of completeness, respectively 
be rare and rarer. Thus, of the notes that arc declared to be rare, viz. 

sa^ ga. ina, the first and the last, viz. sa and ma are not obtained in the 

usual process; they are given as a rule {vidhi). On the other band, 

nt/dt/u is declared to be one of the semifinal notes by Bharata (as quoted 

by in his comtnentary) and therefore to be taken profusely So we 

have a contradiction in so far as the same note (ni^hda in this case) can* 

not in the same ji/i be a rare as well as a frequent note, rhis contra¬ 

diction, as observed by is sougiu to be removed through the distinc¬ 

tion made between vidhi and parisahkhy^* Both ga and ni are given as 

rare notes (in the state of completeness), so in order to bring the rareness 

ga into prominence, that of ni is dhearded; and this is parisahkhyix, 

m 
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C. The characteristic features of the particular jSti-s: 59c-109 

Now the characteristic features of each of these (jaiis) 
are described. (59cd) 

(i) Sa0: (60-64) 

In ia^jl there are five' fundamental notes leaving aside 
nUada and j^abha. The hexatone is (formed) by the elimina¬ 

tion of niy which in the state of its being complete sometimes 

becomes kakall. Sa and ga and j« and dha arc in concert 

(saiigati); ga is profuse. In the event of gandhara being the 
fundamental note ni cannot be eliminated, (its) mUrcchatOL 

commences wilJi dliaivala. Here, the tala (beat-cycle) is 
threefold pahcapatp wJiich as ckakala and so on’‘ is respectively® 

set in the citra, vrfti* atid dakiU}i marga s (span) and again in 

magadhly sambhavita and pfibula gUi-s in due order.® Its proper 

application (viniyoga) is known to be in the nai\kramikl dhruva* 

t. These are sa, ga, uta, pa, Jim, 

2. Here, in fi'Jjt, the tdla is paheapit^i (fal-pinpultaka) which is 
threcrulil, viz. ckakala, Jeikala and catufkala. These are deflaed 
in Chapter V. 

3. That is, in the ckakala pantapJitti the mUrga to be adopted is 
citra, in dvikala, vftti and in catufkala, dakfi^a mirga. 

4. Virtika is another name given to it. 

5. That is, ckakala, dvikala and catufkala respectively are in 
migadhl, sambhavili and pfthuli glti-s. 

6> It is the song of naifkrnmikl dhruvtt, as composed after the 
melodic pattern set in the fitdjl jttti which is employed in the 
the first act of a drama DhruvH is a name for a particular 
class of songs sung in dramatic performances. These are of five 
types, viz. prarrftii, akfepiki, prUsltdikl, antartl and naifkrimikt 
which arc used in different junctures from a technical point 
of view. 
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tn the first act (of a drama). There are twelve kali-s^ of eight 
laghu-s* (shorts) each. (60-64b) 

In this ia^ji the final note is fa(ljaj the semifinal notes 
are gandhara and pahcama and varafl is seen t^tlirough it). Its 
prastara^ (elaboration) follows : 

1. sa sa sa sa pa ni-dha pa dha-ni 
Tam bha va la U 

2. rl ga*ma ga ga sa ri-ga dha-sa dha 
na ya nUm bu dhi 

3. ri-ga sa rl ga sa sa sa sa 
kam 

4. dha dha nl ni-sa nrdha pa sa sa 
na sh nu pra pa ya 

5. nl dha pa dha*ni rl ga sa 
ke It sa mu dbha 

6. sa dha dha-ni dha-pa sa sa sa sa 
tarn 

7. sTL sa sa ma pa ma ma 
Sa ra sa Ar /i3 // la ka 

8. sa ma dhani ni-dha pa ga fi-ga 
pah Ail uu la pa 

9. ga ca ga SA sa sa sa sa 
nam 

10. dha sa n ga-ri sa ma ma ma 
pra va mi Art ma 

II. dha III p.i dha-ni rf rl sa 
di hen dha na 

12. ri-ga sa rl g^ sa sa sa sa 
lam 

7. 

8. 

Jiali is understood by Nijenhuis as *varial>Ic time unit* which 
brinRS out the idea so well, but it being a phrase, she has 
not herself used It as an cf|uivalenl term. Here it seems to 
imply a phrase, a tonal sector structured upon a verbal unit in 
a definite time space. 

points out that in the context of tila, taghu is the measure 
of lime taken to pronounce five short syllables. And eight 
such laghtt‘S constitute one kallt. Thus the kali spoken of here 
pertains to Jakfiya mArgoM the author himself says in verse 
subsequently. 'S’ reads eight gurus (longs) in place of eight 
laghus. *K’ elucidates that the prescribed form of lAla is 
eatufkala. In the Vdrtika mflrga, i. e. in doikata form it will 
have twentyfour kaUs of Tour lag/uts each, while in the ritra 
mirga, i. e the ekakala form it will have fortyeight kalis of 
two laghus each (See *K* on 111 cd. and 112 ab). _ 
It has not l»een possible to give signs for tira'mandrq inth^ 
notations reproduced in the Roman script.-—^ 

f 

Section 7 : JUti^s (Melodic types) 

The author now describes ( from verse 60 109 ) the distinguish* 

ing features of each of the eighteen separately. It would be 

observed from the above description that tfie .^’ongs in various forms 

constituted a part and parcel of the dramatic episodes and their tech* 

nique of presenlaliou and contributed in terms of mus cal effect to the 

creation of aesthetic delight ( rasa ). I'his explains their relation to 

rasa and also presents the pejspective in which the jd//-songs must 

be viewed. 

It is notable that S^rngadeva^ in addition to the jaMak^ana^s 

(characteristic features of jati-s) also invariably mentions the commence¬ 

ment of the mUrcchanU as .in added essential feature* In Bharata^s 

system it was understood that the fundamental note which is also the 

initial note would be the commencing note of the murcchan^. So, in a 

way Sdrogad va is recot ding a departure fruin that eotiuii, and it seeins 

that it is b.isi'd on Matauga's twilve-toiie ( doudaia^svara ) murcihanh s^ a 

concept brought inl<» being by siii li ancient authorities as Koh ila and 

Naiidikcsvara ( as <|tioied by him vide Hr. D. p. 32 ) and elaborated by 

him. As each JA// has more than one fundamental note ( as capable of 

being used}» Bliarata^s system of seven tone {sapta svara) mureJiand-s (also 

otiicrwisc spoken of by Matanga ) could easily be worked on stringed 

liislruincnts of the harp typo, that had as many as tweiityone strings, 

but it was not suited to ihi* fretted iiistniiiieiits of the lute type wiiii 

hxtd note positions It is conjectured that when such instruments 

appeared during the limes of Malauga and others, it was found dilHcult 

to woik out the seven-tone mUnihana-s on them, since every time the 

fundamental note of a ^<j// was changed it required a dilferent tuning 

of the instrutiieiits. '1 hereforc a system comprising notes of three 

registers such as two of llie lower, seven of the middle and three of llic 

higher was invented to obviate this ditlicuity and to obtain the stiuctiiie 

of a or a Wairf, etc. within the range of twelve notes. So the 

very ])urpose mttreohanii was cxleiKh d to incluile the comprehension of 

the tonal structure { outline ) of a rd»a and so on ( sec S. ChintHmani^ 

l\ G6 ). 

However Kallia.itha reems to have idencilied the seven-tone 

tn&rcc/wntl-s of liharula with the twelve-tone mttrcchanii^s of Matai^ga 

quietly accepted in this context by ^iirngadeva, without mentioning 

them as such anywhere else. But such an idcntfication is obviously 

erroneous. 'riie expression dhaivatadi <if die text ( i. e. commencing 

with dhaivatn ) is borrowed from Maiauga and refers to the twelve- 

tone mUrcchanli-s innovated hy him. The twelve-tone wrirrcAfl/iri-j of 

Matahga arc illustrated as under : 
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^adja^grinto 

I. dba ni sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga 

2. ni sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma 

3. sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma pa 

4. ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma pa dha 

5. ga 019 pa dha ni sa li ga ma pa dha ni 

6. ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa 

7. pa dha ni sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri 

Madliyama^grUma 

I. ni sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma 

2. sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma pa 

3. rl ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga tna pa dha 

4. ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga mu pa dba ni 

S ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ina pa dha ni sa 

6. pa dha ni sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri 

7. dha ni sa ri ga ma pa dha ni sa ri ga 

(Cf, Briliaspati : Dharaia A a San^ ita Siddhanta 1959, pp. 51, 52) 

It will be noticed that, whereas the seven-tone mhrcchann-s are 

formed in descending order, these twelve-lone mTircchan&’S are formed in 

ascending order in succession. Our comments on S. R. 1. 4 9 may also 

be referred to in this context. However, the concept of twelve-tone 

mUcchanH-s is a significant development in the history of Indian music, 

since it is linked with the advent of fretted stringed instruments. But 

it may aho be noted that it was not able to hold ground for long and 

was later abandoned by such writers as Kumbha. Even ^Srngadeva 

did not lind it necessary to expound it. 

Technical terms with regard to die practice of Tula will be dealt 

with adequately in chapter V entitled TaUdhylkya, (60 64b) 

With respect to the iinal note in the elaborates the idea: 

**in the modified form of ^ndjl despite the non-applicability of the rule 
{otiuddhai^) with regard to the initial note and so on, the denominative 

note is the final note in the iuddhn as well as the modified forms/^ How* 

ever^ the statement of the text that, gHadhUra and paHcama are the semi¬ 

final notes, applies to its modified forms only, since in the iuddhn state it 

^ ^odj^, the denominative note, that has to be the semifinal note. 

t 

I 

Section 7 : Julies (Melodic types) 805 

The expression varHil dfdyale suggests, according to *K*, that at 

places appears to be ParM (rUga) and he says it happens when 

klikali is employed in the modified form (of fd(//0. 

PrastUra, in this context is defined by as *^the arrangement of 

notes in the (diflerent) kalli^s*\ The prastUra given here pertains to the 

scale of standard notes in the faJja^grUma. There arc, as already pointed 

out, twelve kaln^s with eight laghu^s each. Single notes are written with 

a long vowel and more than one notes with a short vowel are put 

together, with the same time-value. The lower register is indicated 

in the text by a dot (-) above and the higher register by a vertical 

stroke (•-) above. The couplet (or the verse) represents the literary 

composition, the text of the song and is said to be composed by BrahmSL 

with its syllables set to the tones distributed in the kaln^s us indicated. 

The purport of the verse is as under : 

Obeisance to that extra eye-lotus in the forehead of Lord i^iva, 

Uic product of the amorous sport of Pdrvatf, the bearer of the ointment 

of the moist paste of unguents of the tilaka mark and the fire of the fuel 

of the cupid^s body. 

llie number of notes used in it, counted from the point of view of 

assessing their relative profusion or rarity, is as under: 

~ 36 Paiicama — 8 

llfabha — 12 Dhaivala — 16 
ClkndhUra — 20 — 12 
Madhyama — U 

Total : 112 

This is the prastUra of {dr/ji with ^adja for its fundamental note. 

The tasaoT the aesthetic delight in all the jati^sU declared to bo in 

accordance with the fundamental note. Other prastura-s of SiXdjl wiih 

gUndhUra etc. as its fundamental notes arc similarly to be conceived on 

this pattern. 

2. 

OA 

11^501 
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(ii) Arfabhl : 64c'66 
In Srfabhl, however^, tliere are tliree fundamental notes, 

viz. tti^ada, dhaivata and nabha; gnndhm and nifUda are in 

1 The use of the indeclin-ble/«, as poinled out by‘K% distin¬ 
guishes the order of nrfabhl from that of fidjl. 
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concert* ( sahgati ) witli the rest (of the notes ), and paheama 
is to be overstepped*. The elimination of $a4ja (causes) the 
hexatonic ( form ) and that of fd{(;V? and pdAcama^ the penta* 
tonic one; its mfkrcchanlSL commences with paheamazx^d caccatpu^a 
is accepted as its tila. It has eiglit kal&-$ and its proper 
application is like that of sUiljl^ (lit. as before ) ( 64c-66 ). 

In this* Urfabhl the final note is r^abha, the fundamental 
notes* arc the semifinal notes, and desl and madhukart are 
seen (in it)’. Its prastHra^ : 

1. n ga sa ri-ga ma ri-raa ga ri-ri 
Gu «a lo ea na dhi^ 

2. ri rt tii*dha ui-dha ga ri-ma ma pa-ni 
ka ma na nta ma ma ra 

3. rotl dbS nl dha pa pa sa ga 
ma fa ma kfa j^a 

4. nl dlia*ni rl ga-ri sa-dha ga-ri ri n 
ma h jfam 

5. ri iim ga-ri sa-dha sa-sa ri-sa ri-ga ina-ma 
Pra tta ma mi divja 

6. ni^dha pu rl rl ri-pa ga-ri sa-dlu sa 
ma id da rpa • ma 

7. ri-sa ri sa ri-ga ri-ga ma ma ma ag-ri 
la ni ke lam 

8. pa nf rl ma ga ri sa-dha ga-ri ag-ri 
bha va ma me yam 

2. elucidates that each of them is separately in Concert with 
the other notes. 

3. lakes laugfiona in the sense of alpaiara, ^being very rare' and 
takes it in the sense of l^ahsparsa 'slight toucli\ This is 

applicable only to its state of completeness. 
4. 'fhat is, in the mi^hjimiki dkruvJi. 
5. The one that has been described above. 
6. 1 hat is, fii/dt/a, f^abha and dhaivata. 

7. ‘K' says ar^abhi gives the impression of desi and madhukarX when 
X^abha is dominant. 

8. *J1ic number of dilFerent iiot<.> employed can be computed 
from the prar/d/fi, and the /rriiiMm-3 oriented by otiur fumla 
mental nuie^i of ar^abhi (i. c. ni and dhS) can be worked out 
on the above pattern. ^ 

The purpoii of the text is as under : 

^ Obeisance to Bhava {^iva) having t‘ie three guna^s for his 
eyes, the endless, immortal undecaying, indestructible and 
invincil>le, the pure abode of mirror-like divine jewels and the 
immeasurable (one). 
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(iii) Gaadhari ; 67*70b 

Gandhati has fundamental notes' barring ffabha and 
dhaivata, and its final and fundamental notes^ are in concert 
(sabgati) with the rest of the other notes. From dhaivata one 
should proceed to fjaWa.® The hexatonic and the pentatonic 
(forms) are (caused) by the elimination of ffabha and dhaivata 
respectively. Pancama is incompatible* with hexatones and 

idfadUi fa^jaj madhyama and pancama as fundamental notes are 
not conducive to pentatonic formations. (Its) kala-s are said 
to be sixteen, (its) mUrcchana commences with dhaivata and the 
tala is accepted to be caccatpufa. (Its) proper application is 

in the dhruva songs of the third act. (67>70b) 

In this gandharij gandhara is the final note, fadja and 

pancama arc the two semifinal notes, gandhara-pahcama^ j desl 

and velavall are seen.® Its prastara' : 

1. That is, Jfl, gOt ma^ pa^ 
2 G^ndhUra is ils final note; so, ga or ia, ga^ ma, pa, ni when any 

ofthemisthe fundamental note, these two notes are in con¬ 
cert with notes other than these two. 

3 infers from this rule that perhaps in the state of complete* 
ness of gJindhm, uabha and dhaivata may be in concert. 

4 ‘K* here, comments : ‘^when pancama is the fundamental 
gandhari is naturally complete, i. e. no other forms are possible 
with iti, sa and me as the fundamental notes; and hence it is 
only when gUndkara is the fundamental note that all the three 
formations, viz. complete, hexatonic and pentatonic are 
possible.^* 

‘K. R.* rightly points out that, ‘‘this is a madkyama-grnma 
jaii. In the madhyama-grilma pa has rf as its sathvndl (conso¬ 
nant), and in this jatU the ac/et/e is by dropping rt. But 
sadivadi (consonant) shall not be dropped. So there is no 
^adava when pa is the aniia. For the same reason, when pa is 
adisa there can be no auiuoa (pentatone) which is effected by 
dropping ri and dha. As for there being no auduva when the 
other are amia*s it is based on the words of Bharata. 
(S. R. Vol. I, Chap. L p. 104)* This observation is based on 
Kallinntha's comments. 

5. GJindktiTa^paricama is a grttma-raga. 

6. That is, (hey partly appear, 
7. This represents xYi^prast^raot gandkan with gUndhtira as its 

fundamental note* 
The purport of the verse is as under ; 
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1. g* ga sa nl sa ga ga ga 
E tarn 

2. ga ga*ma pa pa dha-pa ma ni-dha ni-sa 

ra ni va dh& mu kha 

3. ni-dha pa mi ma ma-pa-ri ga ga ma ga 

ui bhra ma dam 

4, ga ga-ma pa pa dha-pa ma ni-dha ni-sa 

ni ia ma ya va ro ru 

5. ni-dha pa-ni ma ma-pa-ri ma ga ma sa 

Wfl® va mu kha^ vi In sa 

6. ga sa ga ga ga ga ma ga ga 

va pu sen ru ma ma la 

7. ga ga-ma pa pa dha-pa ma ni-dha nesa 

mr du ki ra na 

8. ni-dha pa-ni ma ma-pa-ri ga ga ga ga 

ma mt ta bha vam 

9. Tl ga ma pa-dha rf ga sa sa 
Ra ja ta si ri a kha ra 

— — - — 

10, ni ni ni ni ni ni ni ni 

ma ia ka la iam kha 

Listen, O maiden with beautiful thighs!* I bow down to 
this moon whicli presents as it were the illusion of being the 
face of the night appearing as a bride, which is beautiful on 
account of its being the embodiment of the lustre of Siva^s 
face, which emits pure and soothing rays, which is the source 
of nectar, which (shines) like the crystals of tiie crest of a 
silver mountain, a conch-shell and a streak of (pearl) tee«h of 
a beautiful damsel, and which enhances (the charm of) the 
noise of sportive amorous quarrels. 

8* The Adyar ed. of S. R, as well as read lava (meaning 
‘your face') but S. Raj reads it as Bhavamukha, i, e« Siva^s face. 
This has been taken as an error of the scribe and the reading 
bhaaamukha has been adopted in our text for that is more 
cogent. 

# Comp. S« Raj (Vo), I, p. 211) which reads nilMamo apanudam 
(meaning, ‘the dispcllcr of the darkness of iiight') instead of 
niiUmaya varoru as printed in the Adyar ed. ofS. R. and also 
followed by 'K^ The reading of S. Raj is definitely better 
and more befitting in the context of a prayer. Obviously both 
are deriving from a common source of tradition* 
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11. ga ga-ma pa pa dha* pa ma ni'dha ni^a 
va ra yu aa li dan ta 

12. ni*dha pa-ni ma ma-pa-ri ga ga ga ga 
pah kti ni bham 

IS. ni nl pa nt ga ma ga sa 
pra pa ma mi pra ^a 

14. ga sa ga ga ga ga-ma ga ga 
ra a ka la ha ra pa nu 

15. ga pa ma ma ni*dha ni*sa ni-dha pa*oi 
dam 

16. mft pa*ii-a ga ga ga ga ga ga 
ia a nam 

4. H«mi 5I|fe|! 

iivsoii 

qgsiqcqu^tlgeq Se^ S^r \ 

MVS^U 

fMswWt fe5ftiww»r nvs^u 

3i^t qcqirmt «nfi: I ^ qgnqmwi: i 

I 3Rin: SR^:— 

qr 5 ^ ^ "SI 

q «n q q 

qiqrftRqqmRrqTin 

^ tt z 

OCl.iiVJ44 • • ^ . 

V. 
1 

qx fqq fqq qq qq qi 

q fq q q q 

it. q! qlf qf ft ft qi 

q1 qr X q 

qf qq qr qr qi qi qi qi 

qt 5 % g 
vs. 

1 
q qt ' 5n qr qq qr q^ qr 

fq q 

c;. qr qr qr fqqq qi qr qr qi 

g T 

[5iq qqqt^qr] 

[qT§ ^iq^STRqf^fteqfwiqqoiq | 

(iv) Madhyami: (70c-72) 

There are five’^ fundamental notes in madhyamti exclud¬ 
ing and nifida; fadja and madhyama are profuse, 
gUndhUra is rare,’' hexatone is (caused) by the elimination of 
gUndhUra and pentatone by that of nifdda and gUndh&ra in it; 

it has eight kali^-s, (its) mUrcchanS. commences with xsobha and 
the tala is accepted to be caecatpufa. (Its) proper application 
is in the dhruvH song of the second act. (70c-72) 

In this madhj>ama, madhjama is the final note, the very 

fundamental notes* are the semifinal notes, and cokiaia4o^o>^t 
desl and andhall are seen. 

1. That is, sa, ri, ma, pa, dha by discretion. 

2. This obviously applies to the complete forms. 

3. That is, sa, ri, ma, pa, dha. 

4. identifies it ith iuddha^^idooa which i s a jratna-ra^c. 
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Its prastira^: 

1. ma ma ma ma pa dlia*ni nl dha-pa 
Pa iu hha va mU 

2. ma pa>ma ma sa ma ga rt rt 
rdha ja na na 

3. pa ma ri-ma ga-ma ma ma ma ma 

Jti ri <a 

4. ma ni-dba ni-sa ni-dha pa*ma pa-dba ma ma 
ma da rpa Mm 

5. nl nl rl n nl rt rt pa 
Gau li ka ra pa 

6. nl ma*pa ma ma sa sa sa sa 
Ua aah li su 

7. ga nl sa ga dha-pa ma dha-ni sa 
U 

fi tarn 

8. pa sa pa iii*dha*pa ma ma ma ma 
iff ki ra (tarn 

5. 
§ q^Mii wfmx ^gMn>i lei: i 

fqqi^j qr qi3q1«qdl q«n I 

S*qF^l«Iqa q qRTT nm: llv»Y|| 

§ ?qfsRaw>f § ^cftqqnf i 

The purport of the song is as under: 

' May the mirror of the crest jetvel crowning the upper 
(fifth) face of Siva*, the rays emanating from which are beauti> 
ful as they are stimulated by the fingers of the graceful han^ 
of Gaurl, protect (us). 

Comp. S. Raj Vol. I, p. 214, which reads BhavamUrddhajanayH’ 
nan meaning ”the upper (third) eye of Siva’'. 

I 
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STPnqi: \ I JRtTR:— 

X. 

qrqfqqtfftqxqtqTqT 

^ T g q 3n q 

m qi qr qr qt qt qt qt 

q q I q q q T 

qiqtqtqfqfqtqiqt 

q fq qi I ^ ^ 

V. qi qr qr ^ fqq qr qr qi 

q q q q 

5(. qi qr ’ft' ’ft' ^ ^ 

q q qr fq g q q 

qt^qiqqqt^’ft^ 

5 ^ q q q wt 

V9. qrqTqTqTqTqTqiqT 

I q q fq qq q 

qi qr qr ^ qr qi qr qr 

fq q ^ q 

[qq qiqig^d qqqtsnn] 

[5< gqqrqq q|irqqqqfqqt|?q^qqqqqn51 

q qqqifq gqqfiqqqiqq»ft^qqfrqqnqfeq«wq u] 

(v) PaUcaml : (73-75b) 

In pa^camf, ffabha and paUcama are the two fundamental 
notes, ia4ja, gUndhara and madhjama are considered to be very 
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rarefy j^abha and madhyama are in concert {saitgati) and in 
case of completeness one may proceed from gUndhnra to 
nUida*. The hexatones and pentatones^ are accepted to be 

(formed) by the respective elimination of gMdhSra, and nifada 
and gandhara. I^fabha is not conducive to pentatonic forma¬ 
tion when it is the fundamental note^, and eight kala-s are 
accepted (in it). Its mUrcchana etc. is like the previous one*, 
excepting that it is used in the third act. (73-75b) 

In this pahcaml, the final note is pahcama; rfabha, pahcama 

and ni$ada are the semifinal notes; and cokiapancama, desi and 

andhall are seen. 

Itsprastara* : 

1. pa dha-ni nl nl mS. ni pa 
Ha . ram’ mu rdha ia aa 

2. ga ga m& mSl pa pa 

nam ma he ia ma ma ra 

1. This obviously applies to the complete formations. 

2. ‘K* infers that ga and ni should be brought in concert with 
each other and also that this should not be attempted in the 
hexatonic and the pentatonic forms because ga and ni-ga arc 
respectively to be eliminated in them. 

3. $!l4apatt4uvati is an abstract noun indicating the state of being 
hexatonic and pentatonic. 

4. The pentatonic forms can be obtained by the elimination of 
ga and ni, so in the case of Rfabha being the fundamental 
note, even though there is no question of its consonant being 
omitted, yet by the authority of muni (Matanga ?), as quoted 
by pentatonic forms arc not permitted. 

5. That is, like that of madftyamU, i. e. commencing in tfabha. 
By etc., is included the caeeaipuia tala and the oinij/oga, i. e. 
its application in the dktuoi song. 

6. The purport of the song is as under :— 

Obeisance to that 6iva whose (fifth) face (emerges from) 
his (four) heads, the Lord of lords, the paralyser of the power 
of the chief of gods (Indra), the endless, the invincible, lord 
of Ambits who robs Vifpu of the grace of his countenance*. 

7. The anttsoJtra otHaram has been supplied to make the text more 
intelligible. The Adyar ed. of S. R. reads HaramUrdhaja etc. 

• Comp. Bh. Bha?ya of Nanyadeva Chap. VI which reads 
etc. meaning "I bow to the Being 

that bears profuse ornamentation” etc. instead of # SProiftf 

etc- 

i 
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3. pa 
pa 

pa 
ft 

dha 

ba 

nl ni 

hu 

nt 

Siam 

ga sa 
bha 

4. pa ma dba nl ni'dha pa pa pa 

na ma nan tarn 

5. pa pa tl rl ri li ri rf 

Pfa pe ma mi pu rtf 

6. ma 
mu 

ni-ga 

kha pa 

sa*dha 

dma 

nl nl 

la 

nl nl 

kfml 

7. sa sa sa ma pa pa pa pa 

ha TO mam bi ka pa 

8. dha ma dha ni pa pa pa pa 

li ma i^ 
yam 

6. 

?rT5itc(cf: i 

nr m 

tin H 1 

fnn fnn m m w ni 
ft nf n 

qi m ftn nft «n 

m m fm ftn m m 

3f ft 
A 
q 
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SC* 

5 ^ fw 511 5r 

f fr ^ 

V>. ^mM0f5r^«VqiqTin 

^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ 

^ ^ ^ ftr f«r 

mfT*Tft*r?iT?ff5nETttit 

cT ^ i 

?o. ^ »ffT w m m qt iTt m 
ST <>T w ^ ^ 5r 

n* 5ft «n «ir q? m 

5ft ?ft q 5T q 

‘n q? HI m m q> qr «n 

[cT^ 5nq»5^q qqqt^] 

^;qqTfqqqT^oser^5fR?ficnft>^ i 

JTOTfft ^qqttftq^RqPcgBgi^ it] 

(vi) DAaivati : (75c-77b) 

In dhaioan, jiabka and dhaivata are the two fundamental 
notes, fodja and paHeama are to be overstepped, while in 
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ascent^, hexatone is said to be by the elimination of pancama 

and pentatone by that of iadja and pancama; its mUrcehani 

commences with fjabha and its tSla, mSrga, gUi and its proper 
application ( viniyoga ) are like those of It is known to 

have twelve kala-s, (75c-77b ) 

In this dhaivati, the final note is dhaivata, the semifinal 
note is dhaivata, fjabha and madhyama; and cokfakaisika, desl 

and siadiali are seen. 

Its prastdra* : 

1. dhs dha ni-dha pa-dba ma ma ma ma 

Ta ru nS ma Un du 

2. dha dha m*dha ni-sa sa sa sa sa^ 
ma «« bhu a Id ma 

3. sa-dha dha pa ma-dba dha ni*dha dba-ni dha 

la ii ro jam 

4. sa sa ri-ga ri-ga sa ri-ga sa sa 

bhu i« dhi pat ka 

5. dha dha ni pa dha pa ma ma 
A»(t 4a la vi U sa 

1. *K'interprets that sa and arc to be overstepped in the 
ascending pattern of tonal movement and draws the impli* 
cation that, the purport is that, **in the state of completeness 
they have to be very rare, and thus in descent they (sa and pa) 
have to be rare and not very rare." 

2. That is, *Ullla is threefold paHcapi^i, which is tkakala etc, as res* 
pectively set in the citra, vsrtika and dakfina mJirga~s and also 
in mUgadhl, sambknoitn and pTthuti gUi-s in due order. Its 
proper application is known to be in the naifkrUtiil dkruvH in 
the first act” 

The purport of the song is as under : 

Obeisance to (the ArdhanSrlsvara, ^iva) whose glisten* 
ing hair is decorated by the pure jewel of the new moon, 
who appears beautiful by the dangling of the lone ear*riag 
formed by the king of serpents (Se$a), whose body is conjoint 
half and half with the graceful frame of the daughter of the 
mountain (Pflrvatl) and who is delighted by the presentation 
of songs by (his) devoted creatures. 

4. Cf. KallinStha S. R. vol. I, p. 218 as well as K. R., p* 140 who 
omit the tare sign upon all the sa-s of this kata* Two of the 
MSS. of S. Raj. agree with this reading (see S. Raj vol. I 
p. 199 f. n). 'I'bese signs are given in the text. 
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6. dhA dhA pA ma^'dha dhA ni-dha dha*ni dba 

if ta io bham 

7. dhA dhA ni-sa ni^sa ni-dba pA pa pa 

$U nil la *#«pi 

8. ri*ga SA 8A sA nl nf nl nx 
de Aa rdha mi in 

9. sA ri-ga ri-ga sA nl SA dhA dhA 
ta ia rl ram 

10. ri ga-ri ina*ga niA mA mA mA mA 
pra na m^ mi bhU ta 

11. nl nl dhA dhA pA ri-ga sA ri-ga 

gi to pa Aa ra 

12. pa dhA SA mA dhA nl dhA dhA 
pa ri (u ^tam 

7. aqiCl aifti 

wrat amt ^ifcrr: iivsvsn 

ipg: ^5rfqrgrH^|^>HrHf I 

^«R3?: ||v»t;|| 

swut wrai i aj^ qwnr^?^: \ 

I aifm: sremr:— 

\9, 

?. 5ft 5ft 5ft «IT 5ft Irft 

ci g T ^ fe 5T 

qi 5n HT 5ft 5ft ;ft ;ft ;ft 

5f ^ If 5? ^ 5 T 

fII^5|T5fT!ft5ftq|5ft 

«f «f 5| 5 Iff If % 

>f. ^fCim5ftftt5ft5ftftt 

ftt If g ft 
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K. HifTTinmiftift^ftirt 

!f If g 51 **»T fH 5ft 

sfttftqtutift^rt^’ft 

fe aif fft $r If ^ 

vs. m fti HT ^ir 5ft 5ft 

^ ?f ^ g 5f ^f ^ 

q. ftt5ftin5ftft5ftftt!ft5ft 

5 4 HI ft 

%, mmmfnininfnifT 

^O. Hi 5ft 5ft 5ft 5ft 5ft 5ft 5fT 

eft 55^ H 5T 3 T 

m in 5ft ftt Tt in 5rt 5rt 

m H g ft ^ ^ 

^ 5ft 5rt qt '^t 5ft jft 5ft sft 

X ^ ^ ^ ft 

qt ‘ft 5ft Jft ^ ^ ^ ^ 

ff 5f ftf ff sn ftf 
<5 

Tt 5fT 5n 5fT ^'t *n nr nx 

?Pt T Of 5f ftf cT 

nr 5fT ft in HI 5fT 5ft sft 

qi ? 3 ft ^ 

qr 5n ft' HI ’ft 

51 ftr HI ft 

21 
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^wffRf53cnn?g»fq^5if^w»i iiv»ii] 

(vii) MaifSdl : (77c—78) 

In naifSdf, the fundamental notes are nifUda, ffabha and 
gindhSra and the rest of the notes (lit. non-fundamental 

notes) are known (in it) to be weak* (lit. not profuse). The 

hexatone, the pentatone and the notes to be overstepped are 

like in the previous one®, as also its proper application. (The 

mla) is caccatpuia; it has sixteen kala-s and its mUrccfianU begins 

with gQndhSra. (77c-78) 

In this naiiidi^, the final note is nifUdOy the very funda¬ 

mental notes are the semifinal notes and cokfasSdhilritat desl 

and velavali are seen. 

1. The expression ^'anmniabahulu^* of the text is interpreted in 
two different ways by the two commentators. ‘S’ reads it as 
^^anamia+bafiuld** which iiicans the non-fundanieiiial notes» 
viz. sa, ma^ pa and dha arc profuse. But ‘K^ points out that 
this readinj; is in contradiction with the statement of Mataiiga 
—“in the state of completeness sa, ma, pa and dha are weak, in 
the hexutones ma and dha are weak and in the peniatoiics 
ma and dha are weak’' and also author’s own statement—“the 
non*fundamental notes arc not to be repeated.” He therefore 
reads it as **anaihid+abahuld^* which has been adopted in this 
translation. Both tlie readings are grammaticaUy possible, 
but the latter seems to be technically more appropriate. 

2. That is, the hexatone is by the elimination of paikama^ the 
pentatone by that of ^a/ja and pancama^ sa and pa are Che 
notes to be overstepped in the ascending movement; and hi 
proper application is like that of f Ai/jl, i.e. in the nai^krdmikl 
dhruva of the first act. 

3. is the last of the seven described here. 
Their actual formation in practice has been demonstrated in 
so far as the arrangement of notes in different kald^s set to a 
definite time-measure in a particular <a/a etc. has been indi¬ 
cated. Their modifiid forms are not similarly illustrated but 
may be worked out on this pattern. 
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Its prastHra^ : 

1. nt nl nl nl sa dha nl nt 

Tom su ra van a tam^ 

2. pa ma sa dha nf nl nl nl 

ma hi ma ha su ra 

3. sa sa ga gs nl nl dha nl 

ma tha na mu ma pa tim 

4. sa sa dha nl nl nf ni nf 

bho g<^ yu tom 

5. sa sa ga ga ma tna ma 
m rif ta ka mi ni 

6. nl pa dha pa ma ma ma ma 
di vya £11 se ia ka 

7. ri sa sa ri g-^ Hi nf 

sa ca ka su bha na kha 

8. nl ni pa dha-ni ni nl nl nf 

da fpa na kam 

9. sa sa ga sa ma ma ma ma 
A hi mu kha ma tn’ kha ci 

10. ma mfi ma Ilia ni dha ma ma 
to ma la nu pu ra 

4. The purport of the song is os under : 

I hasten to take siieltor in Him, who is adored by the 
gods, who vanquished tJio great demon Malaga, who is the 
lord of Uma, who is associated with serpents^, who reflects in 
the mirror of his auspicious nails, the special mark of extra¬ 
ordinary excellence (/i7aA*a) borne by the most beautiful 
maiden, the daughter of the inounuin (Parvatl), who puu on 
the young serpents that by their hissing sound like the anklets 
(as it were) shining with inlaid jewels (extracii.di from the 
mouths^ of snakes, and who is endowed with the grace of 
the praiseworthy lotus feet. 

♦ Comp. S. Raj (Vol. I, p. 201) which reads meaning 
associated with the enjoyment of Utiia’s company" instead of 

of the Adyar ed. of S. R. 

5. The anusvltm is supplied editorially to make an intelligible 
reading of the text which as per the Adyar ed. of S. R, 
reads as : 

6 etc. 
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Ih dha db& nt nl rl ga ma ma 
bJl la bhu > hga ma 

12. raa ma pa dha Ilf nl nl ot 
ra va ka li tarn 

13. pa pa nl nl rl rl rl rx 

dru ta ma bhi vra y« mi 

14. rl ma ma ma rl g» sa sa 
ia ra na ma nin di ia 

15. dha ma rl ga si dha nl nl 

pa da yu go pah ka 

16. pa ma rt ga nf nl nl nl 

jo 91 la sam 

8. snfit: 

awn: ?g: nsawfiismt n53rnncnTq*€nn: i 

ncq% nni»ng uvs^ii 

ni^fawi CT^nwt fimnam g %5ftn% imoii 

awot n^awftwot nnnRt smn: i nsaiOwiaq^ni 
afqnmn: i sngnn i 
awm: swenr:— 

c. qg5l#n^*^ 

nrmnt nfnftnnnTnf 
% 
mmmnintntninf 
n 

ainvwwfifinw 

V. ft ^ nif sff nf ?ft h! 5ff 

4 

4 

jI 

i 
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x« nr nr qr nfq nr m qt qi 

ir t q q n 

nr ni qr nff f nt ni qr qr 

3 n n fn 

V9. m ni nr nr ni nr nr m 

3 »n 1 

n. ni ni qr ni qfq ni ni ni 

q 5 fe aq in 

m m fqq nr fqq m ni 

q f 1 ft q 

^o. nt nr qi qr m ni ft ft 

fn if ni f 

ft ft m m nt nt nt nt 

ai w q q 3 

nt tfn ff nff ff ?n nt nt 
I 5? n in f%i 

n ft f 

%'€, m nr nr nr inn *m nr nr 

n ^ ^ ftr nn 5 

U. ft ft qi <m nr qn qn ff«i 

argqng^^*? 

%%, mmnTmqTnTmqT 
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ftgwwFd \ 

smmftf ii] 
(viii) ,Sa(fjakaiiiki : (79 80) 

In fa^jakaisikl^ the fundamental notes would be fa^jOt 
gandhara and pahcama; r^abha and madhyama (will be) rare* 
and dhaivata and nifoda somewhat* profuse. Caccatputa will be 
the tala and there will be sixteen kala-s in it; its proper 
application will be in the pravesikl dhruva (song in the second 
act)- (79-80) 

In this fadja-kaifikl, gandhara is the final note, fa^ja, 
nifada and pancama are the semifinal notes and gandhara^pafir 

cama, hiffdolaka, detl, velavall, mentioned before, are seen. 

Its prastara* : 

1. 3A 8ft 

De 

2. mft mft 

ma-ga 

mft 8ft 

1. $a4ja’kaiiikl h the first among the associate modified 
saihsargqfi) jaiis which the author is now going to describe. 

2. Sa, go, pa being the fundamental notes, ri, ma, dha, ni have to 
be weak, but of these ri and ma are provided to be rare. 

3. Of the non-fundamental notes, viz. ri, ma, dha and ni, ri and 
ma are declared to be rare and therefore as compared to them 
dha ni are profuse, but as compared to the fundamental notes 
they are at the same time weak and therefore relatively they 
are said to be somewhat profuse. 

4. The purport of the song is as under : 
Obeisance to that Hara (^iva) who is the God that bears 

the iinperfcct moon as the tHaka mark, who has the gait of an 
elephant, who is of a sharp intellect, whose innocent lotus face 
is radiant with extraordinary lustre, who (in his spMch) 
sounds like the clouds .*ind the ocean*, whose body is conjoint 
with the frame of the daughter of the mountain (Pftrvatl) and 
who bears the matchless lotus face. 

• Comp. S. Raj, Vol. I, p» 204 which reads meaning 
“the ocean of nectar” instead of of S. R. 
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3. dh& dha pa pa dha dha ri rt*ma 

a sa ka la ia ii Ii la 

4. n rX nl ni ni nX nl nl 

kam 

5. dhft dha pa dha-ni xna ma pa pa 

dvi ra da so iim 

6. dhft dha pa dha-ni dha dha pa pa 

ni pu na ma tim 

7. s& sa sa sa sa sa sa sa 

mu gdha mu kham bu 

8. dha dha pa dha dha*ni dha dha dha 

ru ha di lya kan lim 

9. sa sa sa ri ga sa ri-ga dha dha 

Ha ra mam bu do da 

10. ma dha pa pa dha dha nX nl 

dhi nt na dam 

11. rX rl ga sa sa sa sa ga 

a ca la va ra sU nu 

12. dhSL ri-sa rt sa-xi rX sa sa sa 

de ha rdha mi hi 

13. sa sa-ri rX sa-rX ri sa sa sa 

ia ia rl rfim 

14. ma ma ma ma ni*dha pa-dha ma ma 

pra (Iff ma mi tama ham 

16. nl nX pa pa-ina pa pa*ma pa-dha riga 

a nu pa ma mu kha ka ma 

16. ga ga ga ga ga ga ga ga 

lam 

9. 

Mm: sfqAfeai: i 

siiW ^ s*$r 51 iic^n 
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fa^ vm iic;^ii 

tf WS^^t rum: I 3IFn 

*R*n: Jiwnc— 

w % 

*ii’RiiT^*n»rr*nm 

^ ^ 1 

m HI ^ m qr qi 7ft m 

H ^ ^ 3 

V. m ;ft HI HI HI qV qi HI 
a H q a H 

%. atHTHIHIHIHIHiat 

H ftr HI H % H 

ai ai qi HI qi ;ft ai qj 

a fa 5ft a 

vj. Hiat5iTat5itatHiHi 

H fa H 

a. atqiqiaiqiaiaiai 

1 ^ 3 
• « - 

HTHTHTTnqTqTaTai 
ar fa q? 5 h % 
af5ftHT^aT;ftqT«|f 

a a 5f a HI fq 
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U. at HI HI HI HI HI HI at 

% ai g ^ H 

ai ai qi ai m ai HI m 

H a a fa T 

ftllsHTiHit aaai fg?ftai 5 aggai \ 

h: q'afaHHftai HOHRiat fataaint: nt;>ni 
c 

g^gpi sBsat raniT aafa?Haa5ft qsni \ 

[aa Hiqiefta qaataai] 

[HeRiggaaaaH^Hf^H%H5ifaatqa i 

afaag^Tfqaa aaifa ^aig^a aa afara 11] 

(ix) ^a^jodlcyavS. : (81-85b) 

In ia4jodl(yavd. the fundamental notes are said to be 

fa((;a, madiiyama^ nijada and dhaivata which are mutually in con¬ 

cert with each other; there is a profusion of the low 

and high fa^ja and rfabha*; the hexatone is accepted to be 
(caused) by the elimination of ffabha, and the pentatone by 
that of ffabha and pancama; no hexatone is (possible) with 
dhaivata as the fundamental note^i the glti^ and tala etc. are 

1. Even though gUndhUra is not a fundamental note in fadjodUyaoi 
yet it is profuse in the lower register as laid down by Bharata 
who says: "§a4ia, ffobha and gindhira have to be strong" (cf. 
N. S , G. O. S. Ed. XXVIII 109 p. 57). 

2. $a<fja and ffabha ere profuse in the higher register; for, as 
observed by ‘K‘, Tfebha is the maker of the hexatone and the 
pentatone, and therefore in the state of completeness, it is rard 
along with pcmcama according to Matahga (as quoted by him). 
Thus the statement of Matanga is vdid, according to ‘K*, 
with regard to the low and the middle registers, and that of 
Bharata (quoted in I above) with regard to the high register. 
$ai!.a is one of the fundamental notes and is naturally profuse, 

, ' but the provision with regard to its profusion in the higher 
register shows that it is comparatively more profuse there, 
than in the other two places. 

3. Because ftabka, being its consonant, cannot be eliminated. 

4. The Adyar ed. of S. R. reads gUa, which has been changed 
here to gUi, as for example is the case in the following fadja* 
madhyami. Moreover, dArurB-gana is mentioned wparatdy in 
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like those of fJldjl, its mUrcchatA commences with gOndhUra^ and 
its proper application is in the dhruvdi song of the second act. 
(81-83) 

In this iadjodlcyavSt, madhyama is the final note, and 
fOff/a and dhaivata are the semifinal notes. 

IVi prastJira’^ : 

I. sa 
JL * 

sa sa sa ma ma ga ga 
oai U 

2. ga ma pa ma ga ma ma dha 
sa sa mi 

3. 8& sa ma ga pa pa nl dha 
iai U ia su mi 

4. dha nl sa sa dha Ql pa ma 
pra fia ya pra sah ga 

5. gg sa sa sa sa sa sa ga 
sa vi /3 sa khs ta 

6. dha dha pa dha pa nl dha dha 
na vi no dam 

7. la ga ga ga ga ga sa sa 
A dhi ka 

8. nl dhi pa dha pa dha dha dha 
mu khen du 

9. ta sa ma ga pa pa nl dha 
a dhi ka fflU khen du 

10. dha nl sa sa dha nl pa ma 
na nam na mU mi 

11. g* ta sa ta sa sa sa ga 
d$ es su rs 

12. dha dha pa dha ma ma ma ma 
ia M ru si ram 

this same verse. T^e reading glti is surely more significant in 
this context. The interpretation of *S* also supports this view. 

5o The purport of the song is as under * 
O ! the lord of the gods as well as the demons^ I bow 

down to that beautiful extra (third) eye of your moonlike face 
which it the means of amusement in the midst of the graceful 
love^ports of the daughter of the mountain (Psrvatl)* 

The first ka/d is (sung) by the two syllables sat and le 
and the second by (the three) sa, su and nu, while the third 
is by these five. Similarly, the seventh is (sung) by (the 
three) syllables a, dhi and ka and the eighth by (the three) 
mu, khea and du, while the iiintii kali is (sung) by these six 

together. (84-85b) 

It will be observed that certain portions of the text of the song, 

in the above kalus are repeated. Here the pattern of repetition is eluci¬ 

dated. 

The text of the first two kaln-s is repeated in the third and that 

of the seventh and the eighth kala~s is repeated in the ninth ^/B. 

The author has given specific instructions regarding the distribu¬ 

tion of the syllables of the song among the kalis in this particular case 

only, in view of the repeated portions. 

10 srifii: 

3i?n: IF^T: ^ IlciCil 

31^ I qqf wn 
aiqgqiffl: l SfFH: SRrnr:— 

^ o. qq^qRRqr 

in *n qq qi R 

qi q qt ^ 
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V. 

n. 

V 

19. 

c. 

^o. 

’n *rT ^ Iff Ilf in m Hr 
n 

*n HHH ^ HT ^ qn ITHH 

*ri 'w qfr fT*? im n^H ht 

5 5r <5 q n ^ 

HT qqif HT HT H? iff 
H 

*rr *rt HHH liq qq qq qq qii^ 

^ ^ 51 q q q q 

H? qq qfr fqq qq f^ ^ 

^ ^ *n fq q ^ 

^ ^ q^ qq qq qq qi qif 
# 

q 

qt qqq qt fqq qq qqq q| ||| 

^ qr fq % q 

qi qq qfr qq qqq q^ 

f 5 ^ tq qr % 

^ qi ^ qqq q? qr qr qr 
q 

[qq qi'k^q qqq^qqr] 

[ ^fq^qq^g^rtqqiqqhiq 

q'^^jq**qqqfqqffqq^qq 

Section 7 : jntt-s (ivieioutt: 

(x) ^a4ja~madhjfami : (85c>88b) 

In fa^ja-Tnad/^amS, (all) the seven notes are the funda* 
mental notes which move in concert with each other, nifSda 

is rare^ except when gSndhdra is the fundamental note* or 

when it {nifUda) is the sonant*; the hexatone and (lie penta* 
tone are accepted to be (caused) by tiie respective elimina* 
tion of nifadOt and iiifada and g&ndh&ra; both these {ni and ga) 
are adverse^ to the hcxatonic and pentatonic formations; 
gltif tala^ kals, etc. are like those of fSdjl’, its mUrcchana is 
known to commence with madhyama, while its proper appli* 

cation is like that of the previous one.® (85c-88b) 

In this laija-madhyamiLy faflja and madhyama are the final 

notes, and (all) the seven notes are semifinal notes. Its 

prastira*: 

I. ma Ra sa-ga pa dha*pa mn ni-dha ni>ma 

Ra ja ni va dhu mu kha 

2. ma ma sa ri-ga ma*ga ni*dha pa*dh<i pa 
vi /& sa to ca 

1. J/ifida is rare in the state of completeness. 

2. Even in the state of completeness, if gimdiiHra is the funda* 
mental note, then the rarity of nifida which is its consonant is 
not desirable. 

3. When, however, nifUda is the v'tXdl (sonant) it cannot at ail 
be rare. 

4. The two bi'irutic notes {dvisruli of the text), gindhnra and 
ttifUda arc not conducive to hexatonic and pentatonic forma* 
tions when they are the fundam< ntai notes, as observed by *K’ 
because of the very fact that they are formed by the elimina* 
tion of the nijada and gandhara, and also because the same 
note cannot be the fundamental note as well as the note to be 
eliminated. Thus, the purport is that while ga and ni are the 
fundamental notes, there arc no hexatonic and pentatonic 
forms. However according to the interpretation of *.S', in the 
case of hexatonic and pentatonic forms tailing place, ni and ga 
are dissonant (vhidl). 

5. That is, fodjodUyaon. 
6. The purport of the song is as under : 

Obeisance to Lord, the presiding spirit of the white water* 
lily (i. e. the moon) which is, u it were, the graceful eye of 
the bridal face of the night, (shining) like the froth (collected) 
upon the petals of the white water-lily in full bloom and 
which is pleasing to the heart and the looks of the lovers. 
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3. mft g& H ga mft mft aft sft 
w/m 

4. ma roa>ga>maina mft ni*dha pa*dha pa*ma ga^ma'ina 

m ka si ta ku mu da 

5. dhsi pa>dlia pa«ri ri'ga raa*ga ri'ga 8a>dha<8a sft 

da ta phe na sath nx 

6. iii*dha sa rl ma*ga»ma mft mft ni& mft 

hham 

7. mfl ma ma-ga-ma ma>dha dba*pa pa*dha pa-ma ga-ma^ga 

Kn mi na na ya na 

8. dha pa-dha pa*rt ri-ga ma*ga ri'g.-! sa>dha>8a sft 

Ar da yn bhi nan di 

9. mft ina dhami dha>sa dha*pa ma-ma pa pa 

ftam 

10. ma ma-ga-ma ma ni«dlia pa-dha pa*ma-ga ga mft 

pra na ma mi de earn 

11. dha pa-dha pa-ri ri-ga iiia^ga ri-ga sa-dlia«sa sft 

ku mu di dhi vn it 

12. ni'dha sa rl ina*ga*nia 1 mft mft ma tnft 
nam 

11. silfil: 

iIFCir^9i|9Tqt 5 

s*i 
8l5qi OlWIF^Ri: qT3^ 

drfjwrtt IT ^nn% m: I 

arwt \ ussi^qciR- 
M«4W1 I 3|f(|f: JWyfR:— 

5ection / : jau-# \***w*%#w4w 

U. qtfqRtqtrqqr 

1. qi qr qr qt qtqq qt qt 

qt 

% qi qr qr qt qt qt qt qt 

qr qt qt qt qt qt qt qt 

qt ix 1 

V. 5ft 5ft fft qt 5ft 5ft q*! 

q ft sq ft q Ti 

5t. qi qi qt fqq [ 5ft qt sft q't 

q ft 
• 

q 
o 

ft qt ft 

qr qt qt qftq qt qt qt qt 

q 5 qt 
e 

q 

V9. qr qq qt qq f qt qft qt qt 

q ft q ft q 1 q 

t;. qt qt qq q't sft qt qt 

q q ft 
• 

q 

ar % ^ T Tit 

^o. m HT m m ^f*T 5ft fit 

51 e ? q «ii q 

qr qr qi qftcq m fft qi qi 
^ tq % q 

• • • • • -L -L *r*.*r X^. m HI *iT qt qr qr qi qnpr 

^ q fq 31 q Tt T 
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*n m nr m m ihr »IT m 

pV qr m ITT »R »fT 
JT ^ m f»T »fi ^ 

U- 'ft' !ft' m «iT BIT qf qi qr 
^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ ff 

[ CRT q^>«RT ] 

srqmfft »ft<1x|<«|^i|q5qw 11] 

(xi) GandhSrodlcjavH : (88c-91b) 

In gUttdharodUyavQy however, there are only two funda¬ 
mental notes, viz. ia{lja and madhyama; Uie hexatone is 

(caused) by the elimination of f^blta and in the stale of 

completeness the notes other tlian' the fundamental notes 

are rare, while in the case of hexatone ttifida, dhaioata, 
paRcama and gSndhira are said to be rare;* r^abha and dhaivata 
may be comprehended to be in concert,* (and its) mUrcchanR 

commences with dhaivata; the tRla is known to be caccatpufa 
and the kaln-s are said to be sixteen; its proper application 
is accepted to be in the dhruvR song of the fourth act. 
(88c-91b) 

1. Athietara, i. e. otiicr than the fundamental notes, viz. other 
than sa and inui, i. e., ri, ga, pa, dha, ni—these are said to be 
rare in the state of completeness. 

2. In the hexalouic forms only ni, Jha, pa and ga are said to be 
rare, because ri is eliminated. No pentatonic forms are 
possible here as ordained by Bharata. (cf. N. S. Bom. 
Ed. p. 450). 

3. This applies to the state of completeness only, for ri is elimi* 
sated in the hexatonic forms. 

ajt Section 7 : Jati-s (Melodic types) 

In this gSndharodl^avS the final note is madityama, and 
iadja and dhaivata are the semifinal notes. 

Its prostata* : 

I. sa sa pa ma pa dha* pa pa ma 
sail 

2. dha pa ma ma sa sa sa sa 
m/a 

3. dha nl sa sa ma ma pa pa 
gau rl mu khltm bu 

4. nl nl ni ni nl nl nl ni 

ru ha di tya ti la ka 

5. ma ma dba ni-sa nl nl nl nl 
pa ri cum bi ta r^i 

6. ma pa ma pa-ri*ga ga ga sa sa 

ia su pn dam 

7. ga ma-ga pa pa*dlia ma dha*ni pa pa 
pra vi ka si ta he ma 

8. rl ga sa sa-dha nl nl dha dha 
ka ma la ni bham 

9. ga ri-ga sa sa-ni ga ri-ga sa sa 
A a ru ct ta kan ti 

10. sa sa sa ma ma-nt dha-ni nl nl 
na kha da Tpa na ma 

11. ma pa ma pa*ri®-ga ga ga sa sa 

la HI ke tarn 

12. ga sa g5 sa ma pa ma pa-ri-ga 
ma na si ia rl ta 

4. The purport of the song is as under : 
Obeisance to the auspicious feet (of Siva) that are 

worshipped as tiiey are kissed by the divine tilaka mark on the 
gentle lotus face of Gaiirt and tliat (caused) the destruction 
of the mind-born (cupid); and also to the two matchless feet 
of Gaurt that are (resplendent) like the golden lotus in full 
bloom, that are the abode of pristine purity of the mirror- 
nails that reflect fascinating lustre. 

5. Ad. ed. of S. R. reads pa-ri-ga, but ri has been ro.'irked /arc 
(high) on the basis of ‘K' and K. R. for it seems their inter¬ 
pretation is technically sound. 

22 
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13. ga mg sa ga ga ga sa 
la 4a nam 

14. nl nl pa dha nl ga ga g» 
pra na ma mi gau rl 

15. nl nf dha pa dha pa ma pa 
ca ra na yu ma nu pa 

16. dha pa s5 sa ma ina ma ma 
mam 

12, infill 

ann: ^^TrPiFmut ii^^n 

gfcE i 

feM*t<A^rqct q^sifwqi: Weft w1 

q^^qwffe »W3ftqqq>nfe^ \ 

qefftiawweiw^^qt \\w\ 

3Wt TrOTWmt n^qrft ^m: l qetnftsqsqm: \ mm: 

mmx: 

Tfunwi^ 

qi^meimHTqisft 

cl ^ el T 31 ■ ftl 

mmqrqr’Ti’nmm 

q» q 31 q» ^ ^ 

inqT^nqiqrqTWW 

n ft 

SI. ^sffqtw^rtqfqtqt 
O 

3rtqt3rt«ft%qt«ifqtqt 

O 

\9» ^mmqiqiqfmqi 

51 31 in fti »ft ^ 

c. ^qf^ftqrqTqimqT 

^ 5n T ^ 

%, qfqrqiqf^nqiqtqi 

q 

^o. ^ m HI HI tV m m m 

sft fn qi T 

n» HI HI HI HH HI fw qi HI 

O 

• • • ■ till 
m m ^ ^ ^ ^ 

o 

[ HH Hiqio^H WtHHI ] 

(xii) Rakta’g&ndhUrl : (91c-94) 

In rakta-gSndh&rlf the fundamental notes are five, i. e. 
(the notes) other than dhaivata and jsabha^; ia4ja and g&ndhSra 
should be brought into close contact (sannidhi) and in coordi> 

nation {melaiia) with the other notes excepting fiabha*; the 

1. That is, sat ga, ma, pa and ni. 
2. Here the author is talking of two different relationships of 

fa4ja and g&ndfiira, viz. saumdhi and melana. *K' defines the 
former as tlie continuity of the two notes of different laghu’kila 
(L e. duration of time in terms of taghu^s) and the latter as the 
continuity of two or three notes of identical laghu-kila. The 
purport is that these relations should be effected. 
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hexatone and Uie pentatone are formed by the respective 
elimination of rfobhOf and r^abka and dhaivata; nifSda and 
dhaivata are profuse^ and pancama as the fundamental note 
does not admit the hexatone*, while fadjoy nifSda, madhyama 
and pancama (as fundamental notes) are not conducive to 
pentatonic formation*; fadja and gandhnra arc in concert witJi 
each other*; the paiicapa^i etc. are like those of sadji and the 
m&rcchana commences with ffabha; its proper application is in 
the dhruva (song) of the third act. (9ic-94) 

In t^ rakta-gandhariy gandhara is the final note and 
niadhyama is tlie semifinal note. Its prastara': 

1. pa nl sa sa ga sa pa nl 

Tam ba la ra rd 

2. sa sa pa pa ma ma ga 8» 
ka ra ti la ka bha /a 

3. Nijida and dhaivata are profuse. ‘K' comments on this state¬ 
ment as follows. Nifhda is a fundamental note and, as such, 
is naturally profuse, and yet if any specific mention is made 
about it, obviously it lias been done to indicate that it is very 
profuse, i. e. more than can otherwise be expected in case of a 
fundamental note. Again dkaio<aa is the maker of the |wnta> 
tonic form, and as such its profusion is ont of question in the 
pentatonic forms, while in tl»e hexatoiiic and complete forms 
as well it must ordinarily be weak. So its profusion is ordained 
as an exception by liharata: "Dhaivata and nijada will be 
strong” (as ({uoted by *1C’ and N. S. lloni. Ld., pp. ^4y, 450), 
However, in the critical edition of G. O. S. the folloiving 
reading is found which seems to bo quite appropriate. 
“Dhaivata is strong here, though it becomes weak when 
eliminated (N. S. XXVIU 116, p. 58). 

4. This is a jhti of madl^ama-gtnma in which paueama and tfobha 
are consonant. pancama be the fundamental note, ffobha 
camiot be eliminated, and the hexatone is formed by the 
elimination of ri, consequently it is not formed. 

5. Similarly, sa, «i, ma and pa as fimdamcntul notes do not 
tolerate the elimination of ri and dha for forming pentatone 
forms, which are therefore possible only with gtlndhjtra as the 
fundamental note. 

6. The sannid/ti and melana of sa and ga with other notes have 
already been spoken of; their sahgati spoken of here, as 
observed by ‘K* is between them ‘a mutual relation’. It seems 
that in Kallinatha’s view sannidhi and melana are forms of 
sahgati. 

7. The purport of the song reads as under: 
Obeisance to that (Siva) who is decorated by the ornament 

of the new moon for his tUaka mark and who is delighting to 
the lotus face ofGaurl. 

Section 7 : ,7^ti~s (Melodic types) 341 

3. ma pa dha pa ma pa dha-pa ma-ga 
na vi b/iu 

4. ma ma ma ma ina ma ma ma 
tim 

5. dha nl pa niu*pa dha nl pa pa 
0 

6. ma pa ma dha*ni pa pa pa pa 
0 

7. rl ga ma pa pa pa ma pa 
Pra na ma mi gau rl 

8. rS ga ma pa pa pa ma pa 
va da na ra VIR 

9. pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa 
da 

10. rl ga sa sa rl ga ga ga 
prl a ka ram 

Ih ga ga pa dha-ma dha ni-dba pa pa® 
0 

12. ma pa ma pa>ri-ga ga ga ga ga 
0 

13. 

s’?n 51^ 1 

8« Ad. ed. of S. R. reads pu which has been modified as pa pa 
with tdra sign on the basis of *K* and K. R, since ti;at is 
technically sound. 
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m m »Tr ?ft' fft' 4i «n 
5T $r ^ 

[ ci^ q^snn ] 

(xiii) Kaisikl : (95-98) 

Inkaisikl, excepting ifablia^, all are fundamental notes; 
when however, nifSda and dhaivata are the fundamental notes, 
then only pahcama^ is Uic final note, otherwise* ni$(lda and 

g&ndk&ra are accepted (as the final notes). Others, however, 
think that in case ni^ada and dhaivata are the fundamental 

notes nii&da, gUndhEtra and pahcama can be the final notes.* 
The hexatonic and the pentatonic formations are accepted 
to be (caased) by the respective elimination of jiabha, and 
fi(^ha and dhaivata. ^{abha is rare”, nifida and pahcama are 

profuse* and the fundamental notes are in concert with each 
other. Pahcama and dhaivata are repugnant' respectively to 

the hexatonic and the pentatonic formations. Paheapd^i etc. 

I* That is, sa, ga, ma, pa, diui and ni. 

2. This is ordained by Bharata who says: “CundhllTa and nifida 
are the final notes. When dhaivata is the fundamental note 
as also nifida, the final note is desired to be p(Acama‘* (as quot* 
ed by and also Bom. Ed., pp. 452, 453). 

3. That is when sa, ga, ma and pa are the fundamental notes. 

4. Such as Matanga who says : ''When dhaivata and nifida are 
fundamental notes, pahcama is also a final note.” Thus in 
this view also the special position of pahcama in relation to 
dha and ni at the fundamental notes, is retained in addition to 
nt and ga as the final notes. 

5. That is, in the state of completeness. 

6. Obviously they are very profuse since they are also included 
in the fundamental notes. 

7. That is, pnheama is repugnant to the formation of the hexaione 
and dhaioata to that of the pentatone, 'K’ explains that it is 
so because ri and pa are in consonance in the madhyama- 
grima. So rt cannot be eliminated while pa is the funda¬ 
mental note and dha cannot be eliminated while dha is the 
fundamental note. 
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are like tliose of the mWrcdianA commences with gUndhnra 

and the proper application is in the dhruvS (song) of the fifth 
act. (95-98) 

In tJiis kaiiikl, gMdhara, pahcama and nl^dida are the final 
notes and six notes leaving aside f^abha, or even all tlie seven* 
notes, are jhe semifinal notes. 

Its prastSra^ : 

1. pa dha-ni pa dba-ni g* ga ga ga 

Ke ll ha ta 

2. pa pa ma ni-dba ni*dha pa pa pa 

Aa ma ta nil 

3. dha nl sa sa rl rl n n 

at bhra ma vi la sam 

4. sa sa sa x\ ga mi ma ma 

<t la ka yu tarn 

5. ma dha ni dha ma dha ma pa 

fflfi rdho rdhva ba la 

6. ga rf sa dha-ni n rl rl n 

M ma m bham 

7. ga rl sa sa dha dhs ma ma 

Mu kha ka ma lam 

8. ga ga ga ma ma ni*dha-ni nl nl 

a sa ma hn (a 

9. ga ga nl nl ga ga ga 
ka sa ro jam 

8. The alternative for the seven semifinal notes has been provided 
by the author in view of fiharata's statement that, ^‘sometimes 
even tfobka becomes the semifinal note” (as quoted by *K' 
and also see N. S., G., O. S. XXVIII 138, p. 63). *K* presents 
another view as well according to which the expression 'some- 
times' refers to the state of complete ness. 

9. The purport of the song is as under: 

Obeisance to the lotus face with the tihka mark on the 
forehead resplendent with the new moon on the head, graced 
by the amorous perturbance that playfully destroyed the 
physical frame of cupid, having a special eye beautiful as the 
unparalleled golden lotus and bestowing comfort to the 
heart. 

i 
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10. ga ga nl>® nt ni-dha pa pa pa 

hf di su kha dam 

11. ma pa ma pa pa pa ma ma 
pra t<a fflS nil to ca 

12. sa ma ga ni-dha< mi nl nl*i ma ga 
na oi ie fd/n 

14. 

*Tcf: 1 

wjmi u?oou 

3Rqf | 3Rm: Sl?ciR:-. 

VS, -V 

5ft 5ft m qi 5ft qi 

% V 
r 

q 

m m *n 5n 

fft ftf 5T 91 

5ft 5ft 5ft 5ft !ft 5ft ft 

1 q 

V. 5ft 5ft qq ftiq fqq qi qr 

f 1 q fq 

K. qr qV ft ft 
5ft qj qf f 

5n m 5ft 5ft 5ft 5ft 

fk sq qft 

10 & 11. S. R. reads nl but it has been modified to read as at with the 

tftrasign on the basis of *K' and K. R. as it is technically sound. 
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[ qq qiq^ qqiftqqi ] 

ftift qrniqgqqgqqft q^ qfttqqqqqqqg n] 
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(xiv) Madl^amodl^avH : (99-100) 

Madh^amodl<yavn is considered always to be complete^ 
with pahcama for its fundamental note. Its other features 

may be understood to be like those of gdndhdrodl^avd* Its 

m&Tuhand commences with madhyamay tula is accepted to be 
caccatpufa and its proper application is in the dkruvd of the 
fourth act. (99-100) 

The final note, in this madhyamodlcyavUi is madhyama. 

Its prastSra^ : 

1. pa dha*ni Hi nl ma pa nl pa 
De Aa rdha fit pa 

2. Tl rl ri ga sa ri-ga ga ga 
ma a kan ii ma ma la 

8. nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl 

ma ma Un da kun da 

4. nt nl dha^pa ma ni-dha ni*dba pa pa 
ku mu da ni hham 

5. pa pu rl rl rl rl rl rl 

a mi ka fdm bu 

6. ma ri-ga sa-dha nl nl nl nl 
ru ha di vya kgn H 
\y — — xj 

7. ma pa nl sa pa pa ga ga 
pra va ra ga pa pu 

1. That is, no hexatonic or pentatonic forms are possible in it. 

2. Other features imply the rareness and the profusion, the 
sixteen kali^s and so on—these may be understood to be the 
same as in gindharodl^avi. 

3. The purport of the song is as under 

Obeisance to ^iva in His Ardhan&rlivara form which is 
extremely bright, pure and resembles (in its whiteness) the 
clear moon, white jasmine and the white water lily, who is 
worshipped by the chiefs of his troops, extremely resplendent 
like the golden lotus, who is invincible, is adored by the gods, 
has the speed of the wind and of the mind and the sound of 
the clouds and of the ocean and has the tumultuous laughter, 
who is peaceful, the viuiquisher of the army of demons and 
whose feet are worshipped by all the three worlds. 
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«. ga pa ma ni'dha nl nl sa sa 
ta ma P yam 

9. p& pa ma dha-ni pa pa pa pg 
Su rs bhi ta ma ni la 

10. ma pa ma ri-ga g^ gg ga ga 
ma no va mam bu 

11. ga pa ma pa nl nl nl nl 
do da dhi ni nJL da 

12. ma pa ma pa>ri>ga gg gg ga gg 
ma a As sam 

13. ga ga ga ma ni*dba nl nl 
vam ian ia ma su ra 

14. nl nt dha-pa ma ni-dba ni*dba pa pa 
ca mfi ma tha nam 

15. ti ga sa sa ma ni*dba*ni nl nl 
oan dt trai to kya 

16. nl nl dha pa dba pa ma ma^ 
na ta ca ta tiam 

15. 

vwhwt i 
I: <lfT<infddl: M?o^U 

n^o^n 

<fWW5*I ^ I 

3R*it vi«?hsit <T«@Rt wim: I 3wn q^iqwnni: i si^t: 

SWRIR:— 

4. Ad. ed. reads m3 which has been modified to read as m3 with 
the tSra sign on the basis of the interpretation of *K' and the 
surmise of K. R. which is technically sound. 

f 
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?• qf 

ti q « q q 

*n *n m qi qi qf qf qf 

sti qt q q tR 

jft qf qf qf qf qr qr 

% q: q q 

V. m qr qr q? qf qf q'f qf 

qf 3 qjf 

K. tV *iT m r qr qi 

q» q 5 m 

m qi qf qfq qi qr 

qt fq 5 q m q 

V3. 
1 

m qi qi qfqq qi qi ’ qi qf 

X fq % q 

m qq qf qr qi qf 

% tf 
• 

q q q s 

m qf qi qfqq q qi qi qi 

qjf q 

?»• «n qr qr qr qf qr qi 

fq qf q 

qi qf qf q'f qf qf qf 

qi q q 5q qf 3 

«it qf qf qf qf^ qr qi qr 

fq HT q q 

349 
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m m m m m 

sr fir i 

%'€, jft sfi qi qfii *n m m m 

q «r qr fic % q 

Xt- HI qr m sfi’ 5ft' 5ft' 5ft' 

^ 5ft q ^ H 

X^. sft* ?ft' w HI qi qi qi qi 

[HH HiqJ5ft5T qqqtSRl] 

[h fqi^iHHqiqr^HH»qfirftH:-qHqiftqtg?Fif^-q5firqfii- 

srqqifil ^qiftqqfiiqw 11 ] 

{xv) Kirmiravl : (10I-103b) 

In karmSravl^ the fundamental notes arc nifUda^ fiabha, 

paheama and dhaivata. Due to antaramnrga the non-fundamental 
notes' arc said to be profuse, gUndkUra^ is very profuse and 
all the fundamental notes arc in concert witJi each other, 
Caccatpula is tJie tUla and there are sixteen kalS-s in it. The 

1, The non-fuudameiitcil notes are sa, ga^ and nw, and as such they 
should be weak, but they are said lobe profuse bemuse of 
antaramnrga (see verses 52-53 for tl.e definition). *K’ raises 
the question, “If the fundamental as well as the other notes 
are characterised by profusion, what would be the distinction 
in*betwecn them ?” and he answers, “the fundamental notes 
are used l>y way of (srable pallern of tonal movement) 
and other notes, even though frcquenilv repeated are employed 
as sanciiri-s (circulatory). NIoreover, this is provided in view of 
Bharata's statement, '‘The nonTundamental notes are always 
strong because of usage^^ (as quoted by *K')« 

2* Because gUndhnra is in concert with all the notes as stated 
by Bharata; ^^Gnndhnra specifically moves everywhere, (i. e. 
among all the notes)“ Cf. N. S., G. O. S. Ed. XXVIII 136, 
p.62. 

Section 7 : jnu^s (ivicioo«c i>pc^> 

murcchann commences with iadj(^ and its proper application 
is in the dhruoU of the fifth act. (101-^103b) 

PaRcama is the final note in this karmSravl and its funda* 
mental notes are the semifinal notes. 

Its prostara^ : 

1. rl rl rl n rl n rl rl 

Tam sihn nu la li ia 

2. m& ga sa ga sa nl nl nl 

vn msA sa kta 

3. nl ma ni ma pa pa ga ga 
ma ti ie jah pra sa ra 

4. pa ma pa ni nl nl nl 

sau dhnm iu knn ti 

5. rl ga sa nt rl ga rl ma 

pha t'» pa ti mu kham 

6. rl ga rl sa nl dha-ni pa pa 
u TO Pi pu la sn 

7. ma pa ma pa-ri-ga ga ga ga ga 
ra ni ke tarn 

3. I'he purport of the song reads as under : 

Obeisance to that sacred thread of Lord (^tva) which is 
attached to the graceful left side of His and is extremely 
resplendent, rediating the splendour of its silvery rays* having 
the king ol serpents (vntuki) as ys mouth (knot), which has the 
ocean of the vast chest (of Siva) for its abode, which is 
(made of) the white serpent of extraordinary brilliance and 
which serves for the amusement of Sapmukha, who, in his 
graceful play, engages his artful fingers in toying with it. 

An alternative interpretation : 

Obeisance to the hood of that king of serpents (Vflsukl), 
the lovely white sn;ike, who, like the sacred thread of the 
Lord, as it were, is attached to the graceful left side of Siva 
and is extremely resplendent, radiating the splendour of 
its silvery rays*, who has the ocean of the vast chest (of ^iva) 
for its abode, and who amuses Saumukha engaged in toying 
with it by the sportive movement of the fingers of his graceful 
hands. 

4 Comp. S. Raj (Vol. I, p. 235) which reads (i. e. 
the splendour of the fire of anger) instead of of the 
Ad. ed. of S. R. 
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8. rf rl g* sa-ma ma ma pa pa 
si ia pan m gm dra 

9. mA pa ma pa-ri*ga ga ga ga ga 
ma /i kUn tom 

10. db& nl pa ma dha nl sa sa 
$a ^mu kha vi no da 

11. nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nf 
ka ra pa Ua oUn 

12. mft ma dha nl 8a*ni*ui dha pa pa 
It la sa kl la 

13. m& pa ma pa«ri>ga ga ga ga ga 
na pi no dam 

14. nl nl pa dba*ni ga ga ga ga 
pra pa raS mi de Pa 

15. sa rl ga sa nl nl nl nl 
ya jno pa pl ta 

16. HI nl dha dha pa pa pa pa 
kam 

16. 
3wit q»«nr:, wi^i 3^: ii^o^n 
qj^sqi S^fq \ 

^^iicgr; v?rT nto^M 

§4aw»i<wf?tin^im% 6fqlgi;n| i 

3Rift HF^Rq^^wn npen^ «iw: i qcqw*wisrq«iRft i 

aiwi: sfFiR.*— 

tv qFmTq*«nft 

t. qi w 5ft qq FI «n 

qjf 

Ffqfq m qi qi qf qi qr q? 

Section 7 : Jfllw (Melodic type«) 

^’ftFT?lTliT?i| ITT q? 

^ ^ qr % ^ 

^ q> Ft ift ift ift rft 

^ F in ;r 

V *ft Ft Fq m fiTF ftin qr qi 
^ F n fti F 

F? qt ft q> ^ ^ 

^ ^ 5T fHf5F 

^ ftq FT FF F> Ft Ft F't 

^ ft fF ft ftf 

q» Ft Ft FT ftF tV ft' ft’ ft’ 
F F ift 5f 

F't FT FT ftni FT ift Jft F't 

F F ^ n ^ I 

to. Ft Ft Ft Ft qt qt FT FT 

^ fft TT F q F F 

tt. FTqtFtqtiftFfFfFt 
% Ft ^ F q 

t^» FT FT FT qffq FI FT FT FT 
5 F F 

t^. 5ft Ft qt Ft 5ft FI ft ITT 

F F FI fF I F 

t>f. Ft Ft Ift Ft 5ft Ft 5ft Ft 

^ ST F F fe 

tv Ft Ft Ft ift FfirfF FT qr 

F If FI Fast a 
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m m m m nr m 

5f 5ft i 

[51^ q^5i5n] 

[5Fi55i ^ih*5 WM ^t^5n5i*f»5i5ff5w ^TgTl^f5g5f5|5mf^- 

(xvi) Gindh&ra-pahcaml ; 

In gandMra-pancaml, the fundamental note is pahcama 

and like gUndharl and pahcaml, here too, many notes Jiave to 
be brought in concert with each other' j (the W/a is) caccatpu{a, 

there are sixteen kal&s, its mUrcchanH commences with gandhara 

and its proper application is in the dhrtiva song related to the 

fourth act. (103c-105c) 

In this gandhara-paticaml the fitial note is gandhara, and 

rjabha and pahcama are the semifinal notes. 

Its prasiara* : 

1. pa 
Kin 

mapa ma-dha 111 dlia*pa infi dha nl 

2. sa*ni*ni dh& pa 
tom 

pa pi pa pa pa 

3. dha 

Vi 

n\ Sfl 

mat 

sa ma 

ka 

nia 

de 

pa pa 
so 

I In eittdhirl, the fundamental and the final notes are in concert 
with the rest of the notes, so here too likewise, g&ndh&ra and 
pahuttM are deduced to be in concert with the rest, viz. so, rt, 
m, dha and ai. In poueaml ri and ma are in concert, so may 
it be understood here as well. 

2. The purport of the song is as under: 
Obeisance to th.it beloved Lord who is like the swinging 

lotus in leaning towards his leftside alone (PSrvatl being 
seated to his left), who is sportively making Jove by briskly 
and playfully holding the breasts of the beautiful daughter of 
the mountain (PJlrvatl) scented by the perfume of the most 
fragrant flowers and who takis delight in sporting the half 
moon for his embellishment. 

355 Section 7 : Jati-s (Melodic types) 

4. nl nl nl nl nl nl nl nl 
preh kho la ma na 

5. nl nl dha*pa ma oi-dba ni-dha pa pa 
ka ma la HI bham 

6. pa pa rl rl rl n rl n 
va ra su ra bhi ku su ma 

7. ma ri-ga sa sa*dha nl nl nl nl 
gan dhn dki va SI 

8. nl nl sa ri-sa n n rl rl 
ta ma no jna 

9. nl ga sa ni-ga sa nl nl nl* 
na ra ja sU nu 

10. nl tna nl ma pa pa ga ga 
ra a ra ra bha sa 

11. ga 
ke 

pa ma 
It 

pa nl 
ku 

nl 
ca 

nl nl 
sfa 

12. ma 
ha 

pa 
It 

ma 
lam 

pa-ri>ga ga 
tarn 

ga ga ga 

13. nl 
pra 

nl 
fta 

pa 
ma 

dli& nl 
mi 

ga 
de 

ga ga 
cam 

14. nl nl nl nl nl nf nl nl can drli rdha mfin 4i 
15. ma ma dha nt sa-ni-iii dha 11.1 pa ta vi la m-Arf la 

16. ma pa ma pa-ri>ga ga ga ga na vi no dam 

17. SIFrfi infe 

ii?oj(ii 

11^0^ II 

3. Ad. ed. of S. K. reads «l wiiich has been modified to read as 
Bl with a dot above in conformity with ‘K* and K. R. 
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si^mcvFs^ nFmft i wn i 

smn^:— 

^V9. ajFSiTt 
^ ^ ft ^ ^ ^ 

3 ^ I f 9 ^ 

ft nt ft m ft ft ft ft 

?g cf ^ 

ftftmmftft^’n 

>f. ^ qi ?n 'it ^"t ^ 

«it 9 ^ 

?f n ^ g 51 'll 4 

% ^ t?f 

\9. ft ft m ?i« ’H 
q ff ^ % 1 ^ 
^ qt m tfn m »TI m m 

^ ^ ’I ^ 

qt ft *5T m m m nt m 

31 cl ^ f 

^O. qi qi m ffn ni m «n m 
5 tq q cl 

XX, ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 

X^. ft ft »ii ft in in ft ft 
;sq5|q3|H*C^n 
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X\. fi *11 fr ffn nr fr *ir fi 
n n n 51 5* 

ft ft« fr ff fT fT fi *n 
51 q tij ^ «n ff 

m ft ft ft fi ft fi fi 

X%. fq*T fr ITT fi *11 ^ *fr fi 
f 

[cTH qqft^tqr] 

qqggqtqf W^itf qfqm^f^^if i 

ai^>if gqqf^ 

q^nfiT g^Tutf^crffiwg u] 

(xvii) Andhri : (105c-107b) 

In andhri, the fundamental notes are ni$ada, ffobha, 

gOndhara and paflcama; f$abha And gonSara as well as nifOda 

and dhaivata are mutually in concert with each other.' From 
the respective fundamental notes one may proceed up to the 
final note.* The hexatone is (caused) by Ae elimination of 
fadlja, the mUrcchana commences with madhjama and the kala-s, 

1. *iC* interprets this to be a relation of mnniVA/ and im/ana spo* 
ken of in raktagandhirl (verse 91 ante). 

2. 'K' interprets athianukramatafy of the text to the following 
purport: Of the four fundamental notes^ viz. ni, ri, ga and pa 
one may sing that one which is employed as such and then 
proceed to sing the non*fundamentaI or co*fundamental notes 
in order to come to a close with the final note. This provision 
is based on Bharata's statement i ‘"GanJAara and tfobha are 
related to each other in their movement and nifada and dhai¬ 
vata as well are directed towards the final note’' (as quoted by 
‘K', and also see Bom. Ed., p. 451 with a slight variation of 
the text). 
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the and its proper application are said to be like ^ose 

of (he previous one.* (105c“107b) 

In (his indhrly tlie final note is gindhUra and the very 

fundamental notes are the semifinal notes. 

Its prastSra* : 

1. ga rl ri ri ri rl rl 

Ta ru run du ku SH ma 

2. rt ga rl ga ri ri rl rl 

kha ci ta > iam 

3. n rl ga ga T\ rl ma ma 

tri di va na dl sa /i la 

4. n sa dha«ni 111 nl nl nl 

dhau ta mu kham 

5. nl rl nl n dha-ni dha*ni pa pa® 

na j(i 1211 pra na‘ yam 

6. pa ma ri-ga g2l ga 

Vi da ni dhim 

7. ri rl sa*sa ma ma pa pa 

p<i II nA hi tu hi na 

8. ma pa ma ri-ga ga ga ga ga 

iai ia gr hatn 

9. dha nl ga ga ga ga ga & 

A mr ta bha vam 

3. Kalikila is the reading of text in .Ad. ed. 'K' does not comment 
on this poctioot but ‘S’ seems to read kalittila (i«.e. kali and 
tila). Obviously bis reading is technically better. 

4. That is, Gindkira-paHeami. 

5. The purport of the song is as under : 

I take shelter in that (l^iva) who has the earth, sun, moon 
fire, water, air and the sky for his body, who has placed the 
flower of the new moon in the locks of hu hair, whose face is 
washed with the waters of the Ganges, who is the beloved of 
the daughter of the mountain (Pirvatl), who is the treasure 
bouse of the veda-s, who has the vast snowcapped peak for his 
abode, who is the source of nectar, who is devoid of all quali« 
ties (gapa-r) and in whom all wisdom abides. 

6. Ad. ed. of S. R. reads pi pi which has been modified to read 
as pi pi with a dot above, in conformity with 'K' and K. R. 
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10. pa pa ma ri ga ga ga ga 
gu lia ra hi tarn 

11. nl nl n! Di ri rl n ri 

la ma va HI ra vi sa a 

12. ri ri ga nl sa sa nl nl 
joa la na > la pa va na 

13. pa pa tna ri-ga ga ga ga ga 
ga na ta num 

14. a ri ga saona ma ma pa pa 
t 
sa ra tiam vta mi 

15. ma ma nl ni sa ri ga pa 
su bha ma it kr ta Rl la 

16. ri-ga ga ga ga ga ga ga ga 
j>am 

18. silfa: 

s iwt n^ovsil 

mvr: gqk? I 

fqffwVii 

8R*n: — 

^ mmmmqxqTsiqqT 

«ti qi «n qr «n qt qr 

o 

qtqtqtqtqfqtqtqt 
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V. qt qt qt qt qt qt ' ?'9« qi qrqi ' qq qi qi qt 

% qt q % q q q q q fe 3 

X, «n qi qr m qi qr m ft ff qt qt qt qt 

T qi q q qt q» q q q qi q 

qi qf qr ^q qr qt n- qi qi qi qi qi qf qt q? 

5f T qft fq q 
i 

q fq qr q qft q 

V9. en qi qr m qi qi qi 1 ^O. qt qt qt qq qt qt qt qt 

51 
1 

q fq qt i 

c. »n? qi qr qr »n qr qi qr 1 qf. qt qt qtqt ■ qt qt 

1 
i 

qq fe q q fq q q 

jft qr qi m m m qr i qq. qt qi qt qi qt qi qi qr 

q q> q q q y C fq q q q I qj c\ q 

m m q? qr qr qr qi qr 
•Jn q^. qi qi q^ qr qrqi qf qf 

i 1 fit ftq qr q 

u. a m qr qr qq qi qi ^ i q>^. qr qi qi qftq m qi qr qr 

fti q fit 51 
• 

q fq I 
\ X qq ft 

a ff ft qt qt qt qt i 
. I qsi. qt ft qi qi qi qr qi qf 

% q q q % j q q fq X: qj qi q 

^t q! q^fq qt qt qt qt qt i 
qv ft ft qr qt Ifq qr qi 

q q qt q q qi q 
# 

q 

qf qt qt qt qt qt qt q'j. qr qt qt qt qr qr qf qi 

T 5| q qt q 
1 

♦ 

q % % q 
* 

q 

n. «n qr qr qr qr qr qt qr 1 ’!"• qr qr qr ' qt qr qfq ^ qr 

5 5 q q 
o 

J 

% q q q 

m qr qt qt qf qi qr qi 

j 
q^. qr qr qr qt qr qt qf qf 

9r 1 
i q 1 q q 3 
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^o. Tt’ ft' m qi m *n 
^ 3rt ^ g 

\X. 5ft?ft5ftft«rT*»T*rT»n 
«T fer lit 

m qffn m mmm mm 

«WJ?it5? qmitsRi] 

(xviii) Nandayantl : (107-109) 

In nandayantl, the fundamental note is paheama and the 

inid&l note is known to be gindhdra^; but however paheama 

is said to be the initial note in this by some vocal masters. 
There is a profusion of low j^abha*, the hexatone is (caused) 

by the elimination of fadja, hffjakS is the infir'cchana. thla is 

1. It may be observed that even according to Bharata, as also 
Ssrhgadeva the general rule for all theyBli'S is that the funda- 
menul note is also the initial note; this however, is an excep* 
tion made by Bharata himself, “in a particular Jiti, gUndhira 
may be used as the initial note“ (as quoted by 'K'). 

2. Here *K’ elucidates, “Since nandayanfl is a jiti of madhyama- 
grUma, it is not ordinarily accessible to movement in the lower 
register upto xtahha, yet because it is based on htfyaka 
mdTcehanlk which commences with the low pmeama that has 
Xfobha as the only consonant note, it becomes permissible to 
make a profuse use of low ffabha. Moreover, Bharata has also 
said, “There is a profusion of ffabha here, and that pertains 
to the lower register" (as quoted by *K')* 

36S Suction 7 : Jaii-s (Melodic typus) 

like that of tlie previous one®, the kal&s are twice as many* 
and its proper application is in the dhruvS. (song) of tlie first 
act. (107C-109). 

In this nandayantl the final note is ghndhhra and madhyama 
and paheama arc the semifinal notes. 

Its prast&ra^ : 

1. ga 8^ ga pa pa dha-pa ma 
Sau 

2. dha dha dliA dha aha ni sa*ni-ni dha 
0 

3. pa pa l>i pa pa pa pa pa 
myam 

4. dha nj mA pa ga ga ga 
ve diin go ve da 

5. ma ri ga g‘* g^ gi^ ga 
ka ra k.t ma la JO aim 

6, ma pa pa dha ni“dha pa pa 
ta mo ta > vi va 

7. dha n\ ma pa ga ga ga g& 

fji iam 

8. ga*ma pa pa pa ma ma ga g» 
haram 

3. That is, like that of indhrl, viz. caccatpu{a, 

4. That is, twice sixteen, viz. thirtytwo. 

5. The purport of the song is as under ;— 

Obeisance to Hara (^iva) who is gentle, who is as.it were, 
Brahma in the manifestation of the Vedunga-s and the Veda^s 
and who is devoid of inertia and activity {tamos and rajas), 
the liberator of the phenomenal existence, having the lotus 
for His abode, benevolent, tranquil, beginningless, the 
promulgator of law and order, sporting wit6 ornaments, 
extending in virtue by the brilliance of his sports with the 
chief of serpents (Vasuki), enjoying the pure graceful play 
with the lotus hands of the daughter of the mountain 
(Parvatl), and (obeisance) to His body which is (sparkling) 
like a crystal, jewel silver, a (piece of) white new cloth and 
the ocean of milk, which has made a vessel of the skull of the 
goat^headed (Dakfa), which is brilliant like the purity of 
MadhusCidana (Vi$ou) and is the cause of the highest state 
of being. 
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9. dha nl ma pa ga ga ga ga 
bha 9a ha ram* ka ma la gr 

10. ma ma ma ma ma ma ma ma 

hatn 

11. rl ga ma pa pa-ma pa pa nl 

it vam tan tarn son ni 

12. rt rt rt rt pa pa ma ma 

ve ta na ma p& rvam 

13. dbft nl sa>ni*ni dha pa pa pa pa® 

Bha pa li lam 

14. dha nl® ma pa ga ga ga 
u ra ia bho 

15. ga pa pa pa dha ma ga ma 

bhn iU ra itt bka PT thtt 

16. dh& dha nl dha pa pa pa pa 
lam 

17. rl ma pa pa>ma pa pa nl 

A ca la pa ti sh IW 

18. ti rt rt rt pa pa pa pa 

ka ra pah ka ja ma 

19. pa pa pa pa dha ma ma ma 

la til la sa kX la 

20. nl pa ga ga*ma ga ga ga ga 
na 91 no dam 

21. rl rt ga & ma ma ma ma 

spha u ihi ma 9» ta ta 

22. nl pa nl ma nt dha pa pa 

ta fin na du ka la 

6. The wmvira has been supplied to make the text intelligible. 

7. 'K'observes that this is the last of the associate modified 
JlUi-s to have been demonstrated in the state of completeness 
with one of their respective fundamental notes, and their other 
forms with the other of their fundamental notes and so on 
can be worked out similarly. 

8&9. Ad.ed. of S. R. reads pa pa pa and ni which has been 
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23. sa sSi dha*ni dha pa pa pa pa 

kfi roda ra 

24. ma pa ma pa*ri-ga ga ga sa sa 
ra fit lam 

to
 

Ul
 

• rt rl ga ga ma ma pa pa 
A > it ral} ka pa la 

26. rt rl rt ga ma ri-ga ma ma 

pr Ihu bha jo nam 

27. ma nl pa nl ga ga ga ga 
van de su kha dam 

28. ma ma pa pa dha dha.ni ni'dba ma 
ha ra de ha ma ma la 

29. dha dha sa nl dha nl pa pa 
ma dhu sQ da na su 

30. rl rt rl rt ma pa dha ma 
U jo dhi ka su 

31. nl nl nl nt dha pa ma ma 

go ti JO 

32, ma pa-ri-ga ga ga ga g« ga ga’ 
nim 

0. 3'I^R: 

(i) 

mn: i 

Ifnrf: gjf: ilU®H 

^ smtci i 

irttCTmii^tn 

H4snrcigr o 
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D. G>ncluding Remarks : 110-I15b 

(i) General remarks with regard to jati-s : (110-113b) 

Wherever not specified, the tala would be threefold, 
viz. ekakala etc.' set in the «’/ra, vrtti and dakfina mSrga-s and 

the mSgadhl, sambhavita and prthula glti~s respectively. 
(110-lllb) 

The number of kala-s as introduced by us, pertains to 
the dakfina marga, which should be known as double in the 
vartika and quadruple in the cUra. (11 lc-112b) 

The aesthetic deligJit (rata) may be understood to be 
determined by the fundaiiientul note® in all the Jati-s. 
(112cd) 

The elements of the derived rBga-s are traced* by the 
specialists among the parent Jati-s. (llSab) 

The author having described the individual characteristic features 

of the eighteen jilhs is now offering some concluding observations on 
this topic. 

Wherever no specific mention of tula etc. is made in the above 

description, the author lays down a general rule with respect to tila, 
marga and glti to be applied in all such cases. 

The/>rartara-s of jati-s have been modelled on dakfina marga. The 

author is here laying dotvn the rule for singing in the other marga-s 

and gUi'S as tvell. If, for example, fadjl has twelve kala-s of eight 

taghu’S each in dakfina marga, it will have twenty-four kala-s of four 

laghu-s each in vartika and fortyeight kala-s of two taghu-s each in citra 
marga. In any case the time taken by the song is the same. 

1. That is, ekakala, dvikala and eatufkala caceatpu{a. 

2. Such as, sa and ri as fundamental notes are said to be condu¬ 
cive to heroism and so on. 

3. It has been mentioned in some of the jati-s as described above, 
that such a raga is seen; varatl for example is seen in sa4jl. 
Ragama is defined by ‘K’ as “an integral part of another 
raga. Such elements of the other raga-s are seen or perceiv¬ 
ed in the jati-s because they are derived from them either 
directly or through the grama-raga-s. 

DfijanU (lit. *are seen') is Interpreted by *K' as udbharnante 
which may be rendered as “are intuitively lelt.’* 
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(n) snfinnma 
5Ei«Rsng^i: 

am snewt i 

(ii) The esoteric value and nature of jati-gana : (11.3c-115b) 

These (Jati-s), if properly sung with tlte verbal texts 

formerly composed by Brnhnia in the etiology of Lord Siva 

(can) redeem even the sin of slaying a bralimin.' (113c-l 14b) 

As the hymns of the Ijigvcda, the Tajurveda and the 
Samaveda are not otlierwise uttered (except according to the 

rules), so also tlic Jati-s* that have originated from the 

Samaveda arc in conformity with the veda-s* (114-115b) 

The author here is trying to bring out the importance and the 

value of ya/i songs. In the first instance he points out (vide II3ab)to 

their historical value from the point of musicology; and this constitutes 

a perceptible benefit (dtf{aphala), since the study and practice of jati- 

songs and their music is helpful in undtrstanding the contemporary 

raga-s that are derived from them. Secondly, he also points out an 
imperceptible benefit {adff^a-phala) abo, viz. its potency for accruing 

religious merit and for absolving one Irom the greatest of sins. 

The author is particular in pointing out that by his time jah'-gaRd 

(singing of jati songs) had crystallised Into unalterable forms, and was 

cast in lules no longer open to amendment. 'I'his ntay even suggest 

that jati-gana was already out of date in his time. That is perhaps 

why he sanctifies it in association with the vedic hymns as an ancient 

tradition. 

1, Considered to be the greatest of sins; if that can be redeemed 
through Ja/i»gano, what else cannot be accomplished. 

2, That is, in contravention of the rules or in the violation of 
their charactei istic features described above. 

3, The implication is that, it is sinful to sing the jati-s except in 
the form in which it is ordained by tradition. 
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It is well known that the vedic hymns are chanted strictly in 

accordance with the rules for pronouncing the vowels and the conso> 

nants in them and with the specific accent, and they cannot be changed 

in contravention of those rules. liikewise, ja/i-r are also to be sung 

according to their rules since they are derived from the Sunuaiia; what¬ 

ever tonal structure, tile and literary text (pada) etc, are prescribed 

for them cannot be violated in 

"N 

(i) 

(^») wramsiiPi 
9% I 

Tmi ll^ll 

1. 

crs3ft s sqfOT^ft sfesrg nsft i 

aioqr fvrfnm fr:, n^ii 
efff i 

' . o 
Section 

Giti-s 

(i) The kapala and tlie kambala songs : I-14b 

(a) The kapdla-gHna : (I-IO; 

Now, I am to describe the kapilars that have originated 

from the suddhn juti-s. The rnga-s of the parent jdti~s bear a 
resemblance* to tlteir respective kapsla-f (1) 

(1) ^Sdjl-kapala 

kapdla is declared by the experts^ to be that in 
which the initial, the fundamental and the semilinal note 
is fadja and (he hnal note is gHiid/iSra; gUndhdra and madJiyaiiut 
are very profuse, ffablia, paheamt, nifOda and dha ’tvala are rare, 
jiabha is to be overstepped and the kal&s are said to be 
twelve. (2-3 b) 

1. *K* interprets *samn!t&lp ot text as **sadfsii‘trif^ praityanU", 
i. e. they appear to be similar in form. 

2. GUavedi literally would mean those who arc the masters of 
vocal music, but it seems to be used in a wider sense. 

24 
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2. 
•v 

S‘?ft sq?8rm> *ft S5cft ^fqW^g^aT II^M 

sc^TFit SBS^ ci?fmc^qi5f c^^ftncHT i 

3. 
»rct|*ft SJfft ^ Kiwt sq?qi?ft ^Wcft ar|: iivii 

^?ll5qT: «ftnT ^ I 

?aic?P5nsc2jpfe^fimTr iiscu 

4. 
s'9ft fnf^nqT: ?^cqT I 

jfWTtwjrjqi^r ii^n 

5. 
wnt ^ f5rmi«3!n«jic<n»ii I 

^Rf q*«r^5nrcigncRRff^5r f%|: iivan 

(2) Arfab/ii-kapQla 

The kapilla in which the fuiKhiinenlul and the semifinal 
note is f^abha, the final note is madhyama, and gindhara, nifdda, 

paheama and dhaivata arc rare, ia{lja is very rare and that 

which has eight kala-s is related to nriabhl. 3c-4b) 

(3) G&ndhSrl-kapUla 

Where the fundamental, the initial, the final and the 

semifinal note is madhyama; dhaivata is profuse, fadja^ ffabha and 
gindhSra are rare, the pentatone is formed by the elimination 
of ffabha and paheama^ that is ghndhttrl-kapula composed of 

eight kalis. (4c-5) 

(4) Madhyami’kapila 

In the view of Sarhgadeva, the madhyami kapila is that 
which has madhyama as the fundamental note, where nifi da, 

ffabha, gindhira and paheama are quite rare and where the 

kalis are nine. (6) 
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6. 
•s. 

qiqior cI5q?in: ^^gllSCg^H nt;|| 

7- 

<5) Pahcaml-kapila 

riie kapila with ffabha as the fundamental note, fadja 

as the initial note, nifida, fadja, gindhira and paheama as the 

rare notes and having eight kalis is known to be derived 
from paheami Jilt. (7) 

(6) Dhaivatl-kapila 

The kapila with very rare ffabha and gindhira, with 
paheama as the final note, and with profuse madhyama and 

dhaivata, which Is like fadji (in other respects) and has eight 
kalis belongs to dhaivatl. (8) 

(7) Naifidl-kapila 

I’hc kapila pertaining to naifidl has fajja for its initial, 
fundamental and the final note, rare ffabha and gindhira, 

very profuse nifida, dhaivata and madhyama and eight kalis. (9) 

(8) The value of kapila-gina 

Thus, singing (tiiese) seven kapila songs as composed in 
verse and set to tune by Brahma in the eulogy of Lord Siva* 
one attains the supreme good*. (10) 

Lit. the consort of F&rvatl. 

Kaly^va lit. means good fortune, prosperity, happiness, good 
and so on. Incidentally, it indicates worldly prosperity and 
spiritual good as the reward for singing kapila songs 
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H5C s !Fft s«Ftrw: ft: I 

Ht Hiwt »!^mr€nTTfc5[c«l^ *lcW IIHH 

sftci: »ii^fiTa ^ i 
3^ 

(n) 

fioi grtiz n ^ 11 iRii u^ii 

(b) JCambala-giina : (11-13) 

Where the initial note, the fuiulamcntal note and the 

semifinal note is panciuna, xi<ihhu is profuse, is the final 
note and inadhyuma, Jliahutu am) gilitJIulra are rare, that is 
accepted to hckambala. It has ori-iiiaied from \\\c pahcaml 

jSti. The ancients have spoUen of many ofits varieties based 

on the rareness and the pr*itn>ion ol notC'. (11*1-) 

Sometimes in the past bntl Siva, being propitiated by 

thckambala (song) bestowed a boon upon (nSga), 

and therefore even today, he is propitiated by them (t. c. t le 

kambala-songs). (13) 

(c) The verbal text of the kupala songs : (14ab) 

We shall now speak of the verbal text of the kapala 

songs as originated* in due order. (1 lab) 

1. The iadjl-kapsla song 

3ha,lm,jba,num' (I) kl«,(Me«Jlu,r<m (2) <lmlrilc«r»hm 
sT chsiRaj, Vol. I, |>. 059 for greater inforinalion regarding 

6. toiteeM/e lit. » »“•« '>V 
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cffewfjn^ iDfii ^ i|) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ tun 

lUii ^ ^ titsii ^ s 

^ ^ ^ @ luii tut I ^ i ^ g 

uxoii ii v ji wiPiN 

»?i^«PTr5i'i?iOT n^ii 

sToj mi It? 11 5'EffiJKTivni ii^n crf3??r- 

lUII ^ ImI grgrfH- 

fg*r lun lun iivsii wfir 

llcli lUll 

ia^itsadrsajikvam (4) liau hau hau hau hau hau hatt liau (5) bahu- 

TUpavadattam ghanaghoranadam (6) hau hau hau hau hau hau hau 

hau (7) Qh B/i hr&n raun haun haun haun haun (8) njmu^4amanditam 

(9) hun hUn kaha kaha h&n hUn (lO) kjtav{ka{amukham (ll) 
namamidevam bhairavatn.^ (12) 

2. I’he ar^abhi-kapala song 

Jhatf^umjhaiffum khatvahgadharam (I) damftrakaralam (2) 
taiitsadjsajihvam (3) hau hau hau hau hau hau hau hau (4) varasu~ 

rabhikusuma (5) carciiagatram (6) kapalahastam (7) namami devam* 

(8). _ 
syllables form a part of an ancient tradition and even Bbarata 
mentions them .it various places (cf. O. O. S. Vol. IV, pp. IQ7, 
108, 112, 118, etc. and XXXIV. 32). All such words are 

recounted by Sar.'igadeva in Talidhjija (cf. S. R, Ad. 
ed. Vol. III,^ p. 129). These are also called slobkikfara-s. 
Ohkira and A in conjunction tvith vowels or consonants is also 
included among the stobhakfara^s (cf. Brihaspati, Bharat ki 
SangU SiddhUnta pp. 251, 252). 

8. The Sanskrit text purports as under : 

Obeisance to Lord Bhairava, holding a club with a skull 
on the top and having terriiic teeth, a tongue resembling light¬ 
ning, a face with many forms and a tumultuous sound, who is 
decorated by human skulls and bears a terrible countenance. 

9. The Sanskrit text purports as under : 

Obeisance to the Lord holding a club with a skull on the 
top, and having terrific teeth and a tongue resembling light¬ 
ning, whose body is anointed with the best of the fragrant 
flowers and who bears a skull in his hand. 
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wxw u^n 11^II ftsar 

§ imi Tigt: 3 iiKii ^ngsii^jiii^n 

«n iicii iipmO*mti'i?Tf*T ii^ii 
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3rft5T5^i?rT ll^ll ll^il »n«?ftP>TcI ll^ll 

II nmi R ii^ii iivsii 
?mts?§ ^ llqll ^^cft5p9ri5rq?lf5T 11^11 

ii\ii qifiiBig^f^mfii ii^ii 

ll^ll f^iRf^WJ^n? IIVII IlKII 51 TO’i 

lltill ^ 5I ^ ^ ^ ^ l|t ^ ^ ^ ^ 

I mil sftftr 11^11 qcimwiqivrwif’T luii 

5W ll?U ^R5I5I33^ ll^ll ^T^WWSI 

ll^ll f?5yC3t^ ll>fll IIKII 

ii^ii ^ IIV9II ^?iT«ni Hell 5%*!®^% 

list! I 

3. The gUndhm-kapnla song 

Calattarahga (1) bhahguram (2) anekaref}u (3) pinjaram 

su (4) rSsuraib susevitam pu (5) nStu j&hna (6) vljalani (7) mint 

bindubhih}^ (8). 

4. The madhyami-kapila song 

Silakapila (1) pitfilrtpuravinist (2) iaiihkadhiriQam (3) 

trinayanatrisilam (4) satatamumayi sahi (5) tarn varadam (5) 

bau hau hau hau hau hau hau hau (7) hau hau hau hau hau hau 

hau hau (8) naumi mahidevam^^ (9). 

5. The pancaml-kapila song 

Jqya vifamanayana (1) madanatamtdahana (2) varaojrfabha- 

10. The Sanskrit text purports as under : 
Let the water of the Ganges, tremulous with the moving 

waves, tawny with the innumerable particles of sand and 
partalfon by gods as well as demons, purify me with its 
drops. 

11. The Sanskrit text purports as under : 
Obeisance to MahSdeva (the great God) who holds a 

spear with a skull on the top in his hand, who destroyed 
Tripura and who bears the crespent of the moon, whiro three 
eyes are his tridents, who is always in the company of Umi and 
who is benevolent. 

5fTfnt II?II irii 

11^ n JT»f ci ftisr nvn gos- 

IIV.11 q>qior*ir9?fTgfj*i ii^ii 

iivaii fuf 5i ^ «TT4fifr^g 11 Cl I ffcT wu'tqj’TmqsriffT iivsn 

^ «ccT II 

gamana (3) tripurada/iana (4) natasakalabhuvana (5) sitakamjla- 

vadana {6) bhava me bhayaharat^a (7) bhavasara^am^* 

6. The dkaivatl-kapila song 

Agnijv&li (1) iikhivall (2) milAisasin^ita (3) hhojini (4) 

sarvihiri {b) ifi nimitUte (6) camamtt^d^ (7) nama-astu (8) 

7. The naiiidl'kapila song 

Sarasagajacarmapalam (1) bhVnabhujahgaminaddhajalam 

(2) kahakahedmiikjlmkftamukham (3) nama tarn iivam karamajitam 

(4) cat^atutf^omajeyam (5) kapilama^dilomukufam (6) khmadar- 

pavidhvanisakaram (7) nama tarn haram paramasivam^* (8). 

12. The .Sanskrit text purports as under : 

Victory, O! the three eyed one (6iva), the burner of 
Cupid’s body, the rider of the bull, the destroyer of Tripura, 
saluted by all the worlds, having a white lotus face, liberator 
from the phenomenal involvement (thou) be my shelter. 

13. The Sanskrit text purports as under : 

O ! the fleshless Carmamupda (Durga), the incessant 
succession of the flames of blazing Are, the devourer of flesh 
and blood, the destroyer of all, salutation to you. 

14. The Sanskrit text purports as under : 

Make obeisance to that benevolent unconquered Hara(^iva), 
who is attired in a fresh elephant hide, who has braided his hair 
with a huge snake and has disfigured his countenance by the 
kuAkfti (nasal pronunciation) of (the sound) kaha kaha : 
obeisance to that supremely benevolent Hara, who is (like) the 
fierce dart, invincible, bearing the crown of skulls, and the 
destroyer of cupid's pride. 
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The word kapUla lUerally means the skull bone^ a piece of a broken 

jar, a beggar^s bowl, a cup, ajar, etc, KallinAtha explains this name with 

reference to the first two meanings,-^echnically, kapUa is a roodifica* 

tion of a Ittddhn^ jnti from which it is derived. It has the characteristic 

feature of reflecting the rUga as derived from its parent jfl/i, because 

it bears a close resemblance to it in form. In a way if a jAti can be 

said to be a melodic type giving rise to many rUga-St kaps^la is a cross 

section of a particular jnti that embodies the sectional features of a 

particular derived ruga. Therefore, kap^la is explained by firstly on 

the analogy of a broken jar which points out to the jar. Secondly, he 

relates a mythical story : **Once Lord Siva, while he wandered as a 

mendicant, was singing in ^^djx etc. and he was so blissfully absorbed 

in it that the crescent of the moon on his forehead melted releasing 

nectar, drinking which the skulls (kapnh^s) of Brahma that he was 

carrying fastened together in a garland around his neck came to 

life and began to sing along with him; that is why these songs are called 

kap^U•s.** 

There are seven iuddhU j&ti^s and correspondingly there arc seven 

kapjXla songs. Though the chapter is entitled ^GUi*s* in accordance with 

the synopsis (see Section 1) the Kapala and the Kambala songs are dealt 

with to begin with. 

(») 

ifmqt swn sfftn feetm 

1- nift: 
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(ii) The definition and classification of^i/t-j: 14c-25 

The act of singing* cmbelJislicd by (various) patterns 
of tonal movement (varifa) etc.*, and couched in verbal 
phrases* set in musical speed (tempo)*, is called gllL It is 

said to be fourfold by the enlightened ones*. The first is 

known to be msgadhl, tJte second is ardha-magadhl, (the third 
is) sambh&oita and (tJie fourtJi is) pjthuli. We shall describe 
their characteristic features. (14c-16b) 

1. Magadhl 

Having sung a verbal phrase ipada) in the first kala in 
the slow tempo, and then in the second* tite same’ along 
with another phrase in tJic middle tempo, if in tire third 
they* are sung along with the third phrase in the fast tempo, 
sucJi (a giti) that thrice repeats a verbal phrase® is called 
magadhl by the enlightened ones*®. (16c-18b) 

Thejd/i songs are meani lo he sung in particular so the 

author now introduces this toj>ic and gives first of all a general defini¬ 
tion of ^1/1 and then goes on to define their particular forms. 

GUi is defined primarily to be a gina-kri^i, *thc act of singing* 

which is moulded and shaped through the use of particular patterns 
of tonal movement such as ascending, descending, stable and circu¬ 

latory (i.e. aroAl, avarohl, sthaj/i and sahcarl parpa-s) and is enriched 

1. Gnna-kriyi in this context is restricted in its connotation to 
mean an act of singing. 

2. The suffix arfi (etc.) is meant to include, according to ‘K* the 
sixty-lhrce alaitkira-s spoken of in Section 6 ante, sudi as 
prasannUdi and so on. 

3. Pada. in this context, is a meaningful word with grammatical 
terminations. ITius, a pada is not only a word, since it also 
IS qualified to indicate a relation. Pada is therefore more than 
a word and yet not a sentence. As such, it has been Uans- 
lated as a verbal phrase to distinguish it from a tonal 
phrase, lechntcally, pada signifies the verbal structure 
of melody. 

4. Lajta is tempo, i. e. relative musical speed. 
5. This refers to the earlier teachers of the subiect 
6. The second katd,. 
7. The phrase of the first kali. 
8. That is, the phrases of the first two kali‘S. 
9. Viz. devam. 

10. The ancient authorities of safiglla^iAstra. 
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fOT s4mn€ff sn|; 

For example : 

(i) ma ga ma dha 
De vam 

(ii) dha-ni dha-ni sa-ni dha 
de mm ru dram 

(Ui) ri-ga ri-ga ma-ga ri-sa 
devam rudram van de 

2. Ardha-mUgadkl 

When the latter half of the previous*'(verbal 
phrases) is sung twice> then it is called ardha-migadhl'*. 

(18c-19a) 

by certain tonal phrases {alahkira't). Furthermore, such melodic activity 

is accompanied by literary composition and is set in rhythmic patterns 

of musical speed. Lafa (musical speed) is known to be threefold, viz. 

&st tempo (dnta), middle tempo (madhj>a) and slow tempo {vilamiita), 

(14c-16b) 

It has been said that there are four gUi-s and here, the author is 

describing the specific characteristics of each. It may, however, be 

11. That is, the of the first and the second ke/S'S. 

12. Literally, half-way mUgadhl. 

iittcliuu U : Ciitl'S 379 
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3* iftRi 

ewtoWT \\\%\\ 

*WI~~ 

observed that the fourfold gUi that it described here ts, what is called 

padidriti gUi (i. e. tbe^l/i based on the verbal structure) which may be 

distinguished from tilsirita gUi (i. e. the gUi based on tila) and reora* 

irite-gUi (i. e. the glti based on the tonal structure). The first two will 

be dealt tvith shortly in this Section and the last in Chapter II {Riga), 

The migaJhi gUi came into being in the province of Magadha in 

eastern India and is therefore called migadhl as explained by 'K* on 

the basis of the derivation of the word given by MataAga. Migadhl 

14. That is, it also admits the use of short syllables. 
-15. Ad. ed. of S. R. reads: ri ga (as two ffl8/ra*r) which seems to 

be a misprint. 
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HPcvifc<<isTT<i?i 5^511 ?icn*T \ 
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m «ri 

T 

m m jft 

3 *T vT 

qi 5RT ITT 

51 IT IT fl 

4. Prthuld : 

P[t/iul3y according to the learned, has verbal phrases 
(pada-s) with many short syllables. {20ab) 

For example : 

(i) ma r\ ga 
su ra na ta 

00 sa dlia<iu dha dha 
ha ra pa da 

(ui) dha sa dha Ill 
■yu sa lam 

Ov) pa ni'dliU'pa ma ma 
pra {fa ma ta 

and other are illustrated by the author with an example in which 
each kali is supposed to bo of four malri s (units). This is elucidated 
below in the light of KallinAtha's commentary. 

The first kali is to be sung in the slow tempo, which indicates 

the rest period ratio of 4:1 with reference to the fast tempo in 

singing a verbal phrase (pada). In the given example the phrase 

devam is sung in the first kali in two syllables, de and vam, each 

of which takes two unit measures (milri-s). In the second kali the 

phrase rudram is added to the first one (viz. devam) in two syllables. 
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5* 

H5I wBnsmk ^ 5^: ««m4rt4?i n^on 

agsu ^irnic^Rw i 

^^^fessfefti: iR?ii 

srfin% 5RT i 

^4 ^ 3’*’^ ^^imgcT ^^l ii^^ii 

a»<aimwl^*nyqt ^i m^tvfm i 
m: ^ srgsu^M^^u 

w ^ssf^fwsrfMfe^^FWg^if if I 

an snnn«ft ^ I agniHFci^®^ irvm 

nfe% ^ i 

M§c8p^ ’RH iRKn 

^ sw^ ?stnrai«Ji4sBni aVfasrspnni iic;ii 

^ncaai^iia: wa: i 

5. Gl/w based on ts!a : 
Alternatively, if Uie initial two gurus of the namewise 

I yathiksara) caccatputa'^ (M/a), having been employed one by 
one in the citra ma>ga^\ are converted into ra-^atw and 

nt and dram. Thus, the phrase devam is sung for the second lime and 

the four syllables are sung in four lu&iris (units). The number of 

notes >a»»»n in one mitri (unit), whether one or two, is immaterial. In 

the third kali the first and the second phrases are sung along with the 

additional third, viz. oande which is split into two syllables, oan and de. 

Thus, the first matr# of the third kali is sung with the phrase devam, the 
second with rudram and the third and the fourth with the syllables van 

anddr making for the phrase vande. The third 4a/a being in the fast 

16. Tagma is ra«a/Att(a. 
17. Citramirgirkam seems to be the reading of the t«t available 

to *K* as it is evident from his commentary which is supported 
ako by the interpretation presented by *S^ The Ad. cd. of 
S. R. reads dtramirgidi which does not grammatically fit in 
the verse to be adequately meaningful. 

18. That is, each guru to be sung in four mitris by the virttka tttUrga. 
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then being provided with eight natras (units) are employed 
in the dakfi^ mirga with dhruvako}", etc. then the gf// is 
called nagadhl. (20c-22b) 

When, the third laghu of the caccalpufa’^^ (Jila) is aug¬ 
mented by half the chu'-ga^a*^ and is used witli the initial 

tempo is the quickest in action as well as rest with reference to the first 

and the second. Also in the third kali the phrase devam is sung for the 

third time. In this way, because in this gUi a phrase is sung for three 

times, it is called tririvfttapadi. (16c«lUb) 

Ardha-migadhl is obviously a modification of migadhl. When the 

second half of the first two phrases respectively is repeated successively 

in the second and the third kalis of migadhl, it becomes ardka migadhl. 

The ptocess of its formation is illustrated by an example according to 

which the first kali is like that of migadhl with the phrase : Devam 

(dflroam); in the second kali the phrase is rudram (ru+vom); which 

is preceded by the second half of the the phrase of the first kali, viz. 

vam, reading on the whole as vam rudram. Similarly, in the third kali 

the phrase is vande Cvamwhich is preceded by the second half of 

phrase of the second kali, viz. dram, reading on the whole as dram vande. 

However, the author quotes another opinion as well. In this 

view, just as migadhl is called IririvtUH, i. c. the one in which a pada 

(phrase) is sung thrice, so ardha-migadhl is dvirivtUi, i. e. the one in 

which the two padas (phrases of the 1st and the 2nd kalis) are sung 

twice. Accordingly devam is repeated in the second kali and rudram 

is repeated in the third kali. However, ‘K’ points out that according 

to MataAga, some consider the twice>repeated phrases also to be charac* 

teristic of mSgedAt. (18C'19b) 

Sambhiviti is said to have abridged phrases, by which it is meant 

that the padas used are few and far between. Moreover, they consist 

of long syllables: a syllable is considered to be grammatically long 

Dhruoaki, sarpivl, paliti, etc. are the names of the actions of 
hand to be explained in Chapter V. But 'K* gives, the follow¬ 
ing as pertaining to the three steps spoken of above. 

1st step : Dkruvaki and patUi 

2nd step : Dhruvaki, sarpinl patiki and prUiti 

3rd step : Dhruvaki, sarpinl, krfj/i, padminl,vUarjiti,vikfipti, 
patiki and patiti. 

Tathikfora is understood. 

That means, three miiris. 

20. 
21. 
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two and the lust two mUtras^* and if, after that, die pluta 
(extra long) is augmented by one and Jialf the (said) ga^a** 
and is used with the eight mSiril-s such as dhruvakH and so 
on**, twice repeating the last two of them**, then it is ardlia- 

mUgadhi. (22c-2‘lc) 

when it implies twice the effort necessary for pronouncing a short vowel 

or a consonant with it, 'Fhere arc (|uite a few conditions that determine 
this measure of tifort which need not he related here. To understand 

the given example^ however^ in tlie first kal'd of four mUtriX s (units) and 

five notes only two syllables arc taken^ vi^s, which is long in view 

of tlie succeeding conjunct and ktya wiiicli is long by itself The other 

kald*$ are similarly fashioned. 

Here, it may be observed that seems to have a different reading 

of the portion 19b which leads lum to take it as a part of the delini* 

tion o{sambhCLoita^ rather than that of ardhu uulgadhi as taken in uur text 

as well ashy Indeed the text*variant of Juiraufttupadam parch 

recorded in the foot note of the Adyar edition as dvirdv(ttapaddnlarc 

which means : **the one in wliicli a phrase {pada) is sung in the following 

phrase for the second time*^ and wliicli is taken by to be cjualifying 

sambhduUd. (I9cd). 

Ptihuld is in contrast witli sanbluXvita^ whereas the latter has abrid* 

ged pada^s with long syllables, the former has many pada^s with short 

syllables. That is perhaps why Matauga* derives ramO/idviia as that 

in which the abridgement of paJths i> expected {sambhiwjfale) and pn/iuld 

as that which is enlarged upon prufusioti of pada-s] for, pft/mla literally 

means large or broad. (20ab). 

Having described the four types of giti as based on pada (verbal 

phrases)^ the author describes tliem as based on tdla; and thus, he deals 

with taldsrita-gUL 

Detailed information regarding ItUa is to be found in the 

i. e. Chapter V, but here it is necessary to observe a few 

things. The three types of caccaipu{a\ viz. ckakala, doikala and catufkala 

22* The initial two are dhruvakd and sarpinl and the last two are 
patdkd and patitd. 

23. That means, nine //la/ra-x. 

24. The eight mdtrd^s otcaccatpu{a^ i. e. from dhruuakd to paiild* 

25. In order to occupy the last four (9-12) malrd^s. 

• This is based on the references of in his commentary on 
the above text. 
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TJiese*® two rnay also similarly (be conceived) in 

other*’ tnla-s. (24c-24d) 

Sambhavita is accepted to be widi many long syllables in 
the dvikala (caccalpufa) by the vdrtika marga and pjthula is 

with many short syllables in the catujkala (caecatputa) by the 
dakfi^a marga. (25) 

Here ends CJiapter I of safigita^ratnakara entitled “Treat¬ 
ment of svara^^ composed by ^arhgadeva who is free from 
doubt, the son of Sri Sodlialadeva, tlie faultless reveller of 

scholarship and the master treasurer. 

have already been mentioned* Of these the first one is CdWadyathdk^ara 

which corresponds in terms of unit measures (mdtrds) to those indicated 

by its name, and that is why it is said to be namewise (yathdk^ara); and 

its measure is two guru*s followed by a laghu and a pluta making in all, 

eight mdird-s. 

Laghu has already been explained as the duration of time required 

for pronouncing five short syllables; or, as it is alternatively expressed, 

the duration of time taken by the winking of eyes for five times. Two 

laghu^^s make for one guru. Three laghu*s constitute a pluta. 

Thu laghu is written as (l), tlic^iiffi as (S), and the pluia as (s') 

and the last letter of caccatputal}, viz. {afy is pluta. So, now it will be 

seen that the namowisu (yathdk^ara) caccatpula is vrniien SSis'andhas 

eight mdird^s. Mdird is another expression for laghu. 

Reverting to the text, the first two gurus have the value of two 

mdtrds each and as such they should, in indgadhi^ be sung in the citra 

mdrga in the ckakala eaccatputa, Ca^gana^ as it will be described in greater 

detail in Chapter IV, viz. PrabandhUdhyUya, is a grouping of four mdtras. 

So, the second step is to enlarge upon the two initial gurus so as to 

enhance their value to four mdlras each, and thus sing the pain as 

dvikala by vdrtika tndrga. The third step is to enhance the value of each 

of the two initial to eight tualras and sing by dedifina mdrga in 

caiufkala eaccatputa. Thus, the essential feature is the repetition of the 

initial two gurus as required by the expression ^UriravtUapadd** and so 

on. The second step, as described above, is implicit as pointed out by 

(20c-22b) 

26. MdgadhX and ardhamdgadhlt 

27. Such as pancapdni and so on. 

25 
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Ardha-mtigadlA distinguishes itself from mngadhi in so far as it is 

more concerned with the latter part of the namewise {yathnkfoia) 

taeeaiptt(tt tita, viz. with the third laghu and the fourth plula (extra long) 

out of its four matrll-s, viz. sSiS" (gtati, gum, laghu and pluta). 

What is suggested is that, in order to formulate arMa'inUgadhi, the 

third matr3 oft he j’aMftirfard eaecatputa, which is laghu, be augmented 

with half of cha-gana, i. e. three mJttrn~s; that is, its value should be 
increased from one laghu to four (matrar). And then having thus in¬ 

creased its value to four tna/ra*s it may be sung with the initial two 

and the last two (of the eight) ma/ra-rof cactatpu{a, viz. dhruoakgund 

sarpi^l and patikn and patilH respectively. This forms the first step 

as it were. 

In the second step the fduta that is following the laghu is required 

to be augmented by one and half the durga^a, Cha»gana is a grouping 

of six mlltrJi‘S. So, to the three mitrU'S of pluta, nine more are added, 

making twelve in all. Of these twelve ma/rB'S, the first eight are sung 

with the eight milri'S of eaceatputa in due order, and the last four by 

repeating the last two jna/ra>r twice in due order, i. e. with patnki, 

p^iti, palikH md politic This process forms ardlurmigadhl as based 

on tila. 

SamhhnoUn and ptthuln are conceived on the same lines except 

that the former is set in doikala and the latter in the eatufkata eaecatputa. 

This end" the Section on gUi’S and also Chapter One constituting 

Volume I entided the Svaragat^dhyiya. 

The End 

APPENDIX I 

PARALLEL REFERENCES FROM CARAKA AND 

SUSRUTA IN THE CONTEXT OF HUMAN 

EMBODIMENT (PlI^pOTPATTI) 

Sangtta— 
ratnSikara 

Caraka & 
Susruta 

I 2 23-25 ^ Sf*T^r Caraka Sa. 
Stha 4.911 

fgatJr »iif?r 3^ 

fqag: 5^3;, *14^ **4^^*I i ifit® 

^ Hfftl H3r?2inf«r ?Rt^r3tl3T93 tftti. 

I •<^1U 
SI«I^ fTife \ Susruta, 

Stha 

tiq: ^rsiRd; qfe fqos: 5*irn, 3.18-21 

t(iift ?iq?f4 I 

tp^ ? ac5«IR?3T3j *TI53- 

di'Oid, “3 dlOi 

I.2.30cd.32^9R^ ^ ^ 3*26-34 

mm *Tfnnq fmt r ii 

j'i^eiqgdAiiflnjq®nfe5 ^5Tc( i 

arSqjitM 3«r ^rferer m sr^q^ ii ^r\9 

arpqir i 

^diMftRiqt 5 qiqqtq*n[ii 

^ atlH^dia^TT f|3T?fl5i 51^ II 
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*ftwnn<ns5i% 5^ 53^ 1 
w 5 am 11 ^1^0 

Ta>«f 1 
ana^^rrara^amr^r r^i arnica ga^ 11 
anrffgJH?aa^ra am aaat ga*( 1 
aartfmaaaa ^Rmfta a afaTi?rn 
ajcftsj^ ar ar^ aafawnFa • 
art^rraRala: ar aaia aaftcafa 11 
a»w *^fea spalaf^sa 5aala i 
am am aaatara 11 

I.2.33-39ab q^mt aifa aaw aiaatfaataaat aacarmp- Caraka, 
qgilTat ar^:, a^aragr afaat qjwaarqa^ ^a. Stha 
^iiiQa I 4.21-26 

ms mfa aaw aiaatfaawam mRafaa*- 
a«Nt m<lTtr:, afaiaar afmfl aaaa^r^- 
awa^fa^i^ 1 viq^ 
amJr arfa aa: aaaiamcaizaa, a?ataaf 
afmft aafqnt: aaRram aafa 1 
aiiszir arfa mwa aiaat aaaaa arar ^amff- 
jfrta: amffjftfa^f^: qxan:a anaai^ 
aawi^maia, awiaar afaat g§ag«|ar^tii[ 
aafe 5i^aa »aiaf miai am aa: 1 tRaraar 

a ^afaaalaai5sa araamafacara^ 

faar: 1 
afta^feaaifaasn^sfa aaa aiaijaTaia 
sraaanafa^nimsiaaifarai^, qaraFmw:, 
a^feifiaara: at fjsnaa^ara a^a 1 
mraamss35pafsfafiia^ f’jft 1 
qsa^aa; afefsat aafa 1 \\\% Su$nita, 
acs i ^a. SthS. 
ata% aaf^aca^faaia: sfsqffi^: \ ^1^0 3. 35-39 
msi^sfta^aeata:, aa aiai!%?r at%f?r- 
ttsRcaifWaaiacaRa, aat afw arateaa?^ 
aia^i 
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aaaaaa^aasiaaraTawiaaftaa ara^, 

aa'ispaar faaatt aa% i 

1.2.39 cd-aig?5 ’si^ Taairat atiar a^ifaar^ ibid 3.40 
40 ab afaa^^r, aisfa ai^^i^iTTaalaaraatf^ i 

&ala5%|ai?aTfaa/saafa i aaaiai^aea^- 

afaaraaifaa^Ta aafa aaattTiaaai5- 
aiftatai Taai^iar faaaaaRt aaataT^a^lt 
ataaFa i 

I. 2.44 aa aafa FqgaaTaafaafcaaafaaaic^aai^ ibid 3.43 
aitfframFa anaarfaia: i a^ ^awa^- 
ataiFfaa^a5aFflRTfaT5aaatta: - snja'tfa 
Ffarrfa faaaiFa, ataa'tfaa^rataaafaiFaa- 
fccatiPa^aaaatFa a|Fa araaifa, atftt- 
aaat aa aa: tfaFa^f^a famfa, i^sarfa 
srta faaraai^: 5^|:mfaaf aicaai^, afa- 
aFfaTa aaanr:, ^aaitFa aaaat *tar a 
afc«iaiFa i V' **^ 

1.2.54-55 atfaaanf§—aia^ifa aFam^Faar FaFaem ibid 1.19 
aat aa aiferaa aia fFsaai fafaa faw- 

aiaRiif§—|:®a|aaissaataaisaFa^^K 
aiaf^caa^ima awn aiat ^a: aaa: asiaaaj 
aiaaTff—f^iFafa aiFfaaaaaaifTaai f3- 
Fatt^saia |Wf«aaa>a9ftaai Faai^ca 
%fa m% 

siaaaaaar a^si maa: 5^* • Caraka, 
—ao, mo fmo tiu Stha. 1.15 

5m: an1t jfaat FaFa^iftafira a \ araf: . 
insaraat atam Faam jai: i ibid 1.30 

1.2 56 cd. aaaraa: a^faar ‘«Ta»’ ifa ma am%; Caraka, 
jf^—qfaraqiq^liat ai^fTaaif a^ arsaa;- Stha. 5.4-5 
fmirer qa a asmaa: agfaar ‘jaa’ ?Fa ma 
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arnr: 
fne^ant, sriaft, 

sancw, qqr ^ .i 

9rtt^ ^qr^f^qqiorq ^ratj ibid 7.16 
s^jRWPT 37tq«rfqsqrcq%qti)rq rrqr ^ ^fq- 
wqwq 5nftTqi^5T, utra qqqftrqT qr^ 
fqf^qqfq, q^ cqqsq^ qwnrer qqlqqqsq 
q^qtwmrsjq^ ^ftq^lTqt fqwTcR?%^r5q- 
qqi'qtfe’, qqTs^siiTnif, qqi^qq: 
jqfq^RqftwnqqrqVqq Tq ^rq«r^, aroy 
qrtflraW, qtq ydqw, q^^sq^:, q^q fq^rfq, 

qfqRt ^q, qqt qfliqr;, ^ ^q:, qqjy qqq:, 

qftq«^€qrqi»q^:, ^qqq qiq^q qqnq, 
qrq^q 3f%wiq?qyqq 
gqw I \9i?^ 

1.2. 75-77 ^ qqrq qfkfqr^fqqiq: i qqqr—gt qi^, Caraka, 
ab g qfwqy, ftRlqtqq, ai^fqf^fq qg^q^q I 6a. Stha. 

V9llt 7-5 

ibid 77 ab mz 5qq;, qqqr—qefqrqTT ?qqqi^r, ibid 7-4 
feflqi tqq^wRr, ^dhlT fqeqfqiqTqqi^r- 
f^rqi, qgqf qfffssq^qqrfq^srqr, qs^q^qq- 
5ft%fqqn?qTfq«5rqr, qe^ 5 qwr fe{qrqi 
qnqqpq fq q qq: qfqqfq, qf qigifa^r- 
qT#(q 3nq% qq^ fWRqq^ 

%% qs 5qq;, qq^- 

qrflqqqqw (d«sPd i vsiif 

ibid q?q 9?|qsiqfT¥q ^qlfqq^ifqq^- Susruta> 
qRW akfilq q?d^w: q«q 5q^ qqp^ I 6a. Stha 
qrqt qqqisqqrftrqt qnr, qr qqq^qfqqqiqqpq 4. 3-5 
qsqfqqt q sjrqt qq>Rrqfq, qr qy|^s&[<(iiqiq- 

qqnqi feeqqqrw^rrfq^srqr; fei^qr ?ft^qr 
qnr, ^cilirr q^ qnr, q^ qrfrr qiq, qgqdt 
%fcfy qnr, q^ ’df^q'y qnr, qcqqt qtqqiqr 

. qnri 

• See Suhruta 6ft. Sthft. 1.20 
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q^qr qeqfq qcq qqqpq mcqmqpqT- 

qqfqr: I viv 
qqr % mx: qires^ feqqi^^ q?q^ i Suiruta, 6a. 
qqr qrgF^ qt?J^ qsfql H VlJt Stha 4-5 

1.2. 81-82 qfqiqq:, Prqrqq:, q%6qiqq>, TxSTqq:, ibid, 4.5 
ab arrqrqq:, qqqiqqi, ^rqq:, ?qjoTT qqf- 

qq'tscgq 5fq I Jtivj 

ibid 88-90 qiqFqTTRUqftqqiqifq q?^qr qfqrfT ibid, 5,11 
qcqrfr, qifq qfqqpqj^qjqfqqrrq 
fqq^rfq qTqTTqftqcgrFq qRifqrqqrfifrqrrq 

%fq,qqqifqrqfqqqft^q I Kin 

ibid 92 qW^?5 quitfr^ i ^ qrqr ibid, 
^qc^qfe:, trqftqqfe: qftcs, ?fyqr qf^eq 5. 28*32 
’qqtPq: i v.i^^e; 

q qfqqisKgfqqr:—qil^qqqqr^qq- 

qqK5?r?lrq?Tlqrqq5<igqii3qq^iqq|: | ^qr- 
qffjfqqfqqjqjj^qiqr^^q^^ qrtTT: q?qq:, 
qfwiq^’qqjq^qqqqr:, afqqis^qqqfqqi^l 

qT5^:» qtqiqcsqqq'r: qq^f:, fijR; qs^^qrq^ 
5?T%q?q:, ^q^qiiqqfj qrqq^^?:, qrisfqq- 

^qqqtqqrsTj qo^qr:, «ftq’'i^r?%5 q^r- 
qqf: I ^qr qjqfq^qrfqq; qfJior sqi^qrqr: i 

vn 

1.2. 94 ab q?«qt 5 q?qqt ^ %qqr: qpHftfqqr; i ibid, 5. 33 
^qtfqi^qrrqf 5qp^qq^^qr q fqq^ 11 Kin 

ibid 98cd. 3Tq?q«i^ qq^T:—qrqf qqtrsTqfqrqt g, 5^-ibid, 5. 51 

P<T% qr^ q ^ ‘qqNwPqqrftq^r:, 

^q^qqq^ftiJqPqr^r trq 1 PitTqqqrqqqy^ 

qqqzqr, qq qqf^qGjpq 1 kiK? 

ibid. tH^qTTqryfirqffqf^qrqqf qr q^lRiqr I ibid, 5. 

99-100 qfqnF|qt^ cqrqq qqqzqr qPqpKsqr n kiKK 55-56 

qqr "dfgqqcfq^q ^ qqfq qqq: | 
q?q?qrqt qqr^q qqqjqf ^f^qr: 11 kik^ 



ibid 107 ^<rr: ibid, 9.4 

writ I grR5 f^irPnsrwftwr 
3riii%, ?nft?ii?rcr i crmt f scigPra^osuftMti- 
T?iH ?s ^§cnFciT?!ff ?(rs?^fl*p«ri*i^rf’r 

jTRil «iT?rr ^fid qrofcr. 
?iwtT sife|ai^, i i ?er«r 

Tiim5ra^:, cn??%aif^9R{ «(4»inrr 
»iremcrT: i q^frftr^ 

^ \ 51'tf 

1.2.1 lO-l 13 36^»nire| ^Tirfwl^rT^f l ibid, 9.5-8 
3nit*mi?5 ^ cirar qqrq^nr ii 
3rdl*Ri?55ri?r^[?i3;flq5ipra^if^«Jt^|fi^ i 
5TR5 fWwni-sureaim: ii %\\ 

aidSnnf^ \ 
firf^rr: dsRJf^nfiT ^rar n«rm*( ii ^iva 

5 ?ram ?rpr^r 
cfr€cf?r5^iTr:, 5nf>TfT5 

*i^if<icr ^«r5*fra?f errffi 
^*TW!lfe95Tf5T, 4: ^ 

^qimpcr:?r(l?:qfVrqfii'ra^ cqf^ fqqqqrfJT, 

?q« 
?Rit ?rq!^n?iT: ?rFqw»rr«TiWT^: ii ^ic; 

ibid 116 bw^fnpaifjf, f Wft«f%, Caraka, 
^cqiOt ^ijraiFr, *nf9Rr, s jjt: ^a.Stha7.15 
91%, f%9r5?r^wTf«r qq ^ urtiFt 
fincmsftqiqiTw: qf%>r»q*inTi?rT ^^raqftmwf, 

%9r6ii>.j5i>Trjft?%5i?iqfq?#®iTd 5qq» 
?9mT, 3i5rr qt grqq^r; q?r|WTfq ^ 

APPENDIX n 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PSYCHOPHYSICAL 
CENTRES TO MUSIC 

The author has specifically mentioned tlie particular 
psychophysical centres and tlieir particular petals that are 
positively or negatively related to the cultivation of musical 

arts. The following chart illustrates tliis relationship and 
also presents the whole picture at a glance. 

Psychophysical Centres as Related to Music 

s. Name of Psy- No. . S, No. Fruits atten- Relation 
No. chophysical ‘ of of dant upon the to Music 

Centre Petals Petals i 1 petals 

1. Foundational 
Cycle 
(Adliilra-cakra) 

2. Self-abiding 
Cycle 
(Svad/iifthUm- 
cakra) 

3. Navel Cycle 

{Mat^ipUraka- 
cakra 

4 

6 

10 

1 
2 

3 
4 

1 
2 
* * 

4 

5 
6 

1 

2 
!) 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Supremo bliss \ 
Spontaneous j 
happiness Non-conducive 
Heroic joy 
Divine unity ' 

Courtesy 
Cariosity 
Cruelty 
Freedonr from 
pride 
Stupor 
Disrespect 
and distrust 

—do— 

Dreamless 
sleep j 
Craving j 
Jealousy 
Fault hnding 
nature 
Bashfulness 
Fear 
Hatred 
Stupidity 
Impropriety 
Dejection / 

—do— 

26 



4. Cycle of the 
uninanifest 
(AnShata-cakra) 

Freedom from 
fickleness 
Clear thinking 

Repentance 
Hope 

Light 
Worry 
Desire for ward¬ 
ing off evil 
Equanimity 
Vanity 
Mental insta¬ 

bility 

Discernment 

Will 

Conducive 
Non-conducive 
Non-condudve 

Destructive 

Non-conducive 
Destructive 

Non-condudve 
Condudve 
Non-conducive 

Destructive 

Conducive 

Conducive 

5. Cycle of purity 16 
{Viiuddki-cakra) 

1 Pratfava 

2 Udgltha „ 

3 Humpha4a » 
4 Va^a^ „ 
5 SvadliS „ 

6 Saiha „ 

7 Pfamah t* 

8 Nectar Conducive 

9-15 The seven tones 
etc. ,, 

16 Poison Destructive 

Non-conducive 

6. Lalana-^ra Arrogance 
Haughtiness 1 

Affection 
Sorrow 1 

Agony 

Greed 
Disenchantment 
Emotional excite¬ 

ment 

Non-conducive 

Destructive 

Non-conducive 

9 

10 

11 
12 

7. Cydeofthe 3 1 
supreme Command 
{Ajna'cakra) 2 

3 

8. The cycle of 6 1 
the mind 2 
{Manas-cakra) 

4 

5 
6 

9. Cycle of the 16 1 
moon 
{Sonu’Cakra) - 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 

15 
16 

The basic urge 

for living m 
Devotion Conducive 

Satisfaction 
Cleverness Non-condudve 

Sattva ^ i 
fpurity) i 
Rajas (acti- ' 
viiy) I Non-conducivc 
Tamas (dull- i 
ness) 

Dreams \ 
Palatal 
enjoyment i 
Olfactory | 
sensation —do— 
Perception 
of form 
Touch 
Sound 

Grace 1 

Forgiveness 
Straightfor¬ 
wardness 
Forebearance 
Detachment 
Patience 
Cheerfulness 
Mirth t —do— 
Horripilation i 
Tears of fixed 
gaze 
Stability 
Profundity 
Endeavour 
Purity of 
heart 
Generosity 
One pointed-1 
ness j 
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10. Thousand 1000 Immortality Most conducive 
petalled Lotus 

{Sahsrhra-cakra) 

It may be observed from tlie above chart that of the 
ten psychophysical centres mentioned, only four are said to 
be related to the cultivation of musical arts, wholly or partly, 
positively or negatively. In the terms of the chart, the 
centres or the petals not related to music positively or nega¬ 

tively are described as non-conducive. The centres or petals 
that are helpful in the advancement of musical arts are 

described as conducive and those of them that are harmful 
are described as destructive. This has been done in view of 

the author’s statement (vide 144c-145b) that concentration 
on any otlier centres or petals is not helpful. 

The first tliree centres are not related to advancement 
in music, probably because these centres are related to gross 

manifestation (cf. Sir John Woodroffe’s views cited in Uie 

comments on 124c-126b ante). The next three centres viz. 
the cycle of the unmanifest, the cycle of purity and LalanS. 

cakra are partly related to musical arts. Tiiese three centres 
are located in the heart, the throat and the back of the neck 

which exactly correspond (except for the last that corresponds 
roughly) to the situation x of the three registers of human 
voice, viz. the heart, the throat and the head. The next 
three centres are related to the mind and its powers and 
functions, while the last one viz. SabasrUra is the gateway to 
supreme bliss and immortality; and consequently, concen¬ 
tration on this centre is considered to be wholly beneficial 
to the cultivation of musical arts. Thus, six of the ten centres 
are non-conducive, three partly conducive and partly non- 
conducive and one wholly conducive. 

It will be interesting to observe tlie fruits of concen¬ 
tration on particular petals us conducive and destructive in 
terms of the positive and the negative. 
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The positive and the negative fruits of concentration 
related to Music. 

SI. Psychophysical 

No. Centre 

No. Positive fruits 

of of concen- 
petal tration 

No. Negative 

of fruits of 
petal concen¬ 

tration 

Total 
No. of 

related 

petals 

4 Cycle of the 1 Freedom from 4 Hope' 

unmanifest fickleness 

{AnUhata-cakra) 8 Equanimity 6 Worry 7/12 
11 Discernment 10 Mental 

12 Will instability 

5 Cycle of purity 8 Nectar 

(Visuddhl-cakra) 9-15 Seven Tones 16 Poison 9/16 

5 Lalanarcakra 10 Devotion 1 Arrogance 5/12 

11 Satisfaction 4 Sorrow 
5 Agony 

10 SahsrJira full 

Shorn of its metaphorical framework, the whole 

scheme seems to suggest that for the cultivation of musical 
arts one should concentrate on the positive qualities and 
avoid paying attention to tlie negative qualities as shown 

above. This abstract makes the whole idea intelligible. 

1. Hope has been described as destructive perhaps because hope 

and disappointment go together. 



APPENDIX m 

THE CONCEPT OF SRUTI AS RELATED TO SVARA* 

The concept of smti as related to that of svara forms 
the very basis of understanding the grUma-mUrcchani 

system, as originally propounded by Bharata, expounded by 
Matanga and represented by Abhinavagupta, ^&rbgadeva 
and the subsequent writers such as Kumbha etc. It seems 
that historically the perception of svara is prior to that of 
srutiy and that the concept of sruti was necessitated by the 
need for an adequate apprehension, analysis and appreciation 

of tonal phenomenon, both for the sake of understanding 
and for an effective and creative endeavour. Music is as old 
in the history of civilization, as speech, if not older; and iu 

significance in the development of human personality from 
prehistoric times is of no less importance; for, the revelation 
oftlte Vedic hymns was almost immediately accompanied 
with the need for their employment in the sacrificial form, 

giving rise to SdmagSna. Tracing the origin of ^ifjfs&stra^ 

Bharata states that the creator ^‘extracted the pa(hya (verbal 
text) from the Hgoedat gUa (music) from the Sd^maveda, 

abhimya (action) from the Tajurveda and Rasa (aesthetic 
delight) from the Atharvaveda**. And it was in the perspec* 

tive of the origin of dramatic arts, that the phenomenon of 

music and dance was first comprehended. Consequently, 
aesthetic delight was recognised at the outset as the distin¬ 
guishing characteristic of musical sound. Therefore, when 
a scientific study of music was first made, prevalent practice 
and the natural perception of tone on the basis of delight¬ 
fulness formed the primary data for investigation, systematic 

• Paper read by Dr. R. K. Shringy at the annual conference of 

the Madras Music Academy, Madras, Dec., 1972. 

TamsTORPr ii?»n 
N&tya SSstra Ka shi Ed. 1.17. 
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formulation and adequate comprehension. It is quite in this 
context that Bharata’s statement—“Tones {svara-s) are 
organised into the grQtna through jsti^s and sruti-s**— 
becomes significant. Thus what was spontaneously perceived 
in the jSti-gSna was tonal movement i. e., the svara-s, which 
after an analytical investigation yttrp organised into grUma 
on the basis of tlieir frtt//-content.^o, we find that tlte con¬ 
cept of irud was formed as a means of precisely measuring, 
relating or comprehending pitch relations spontaneously 

perceived as toncs.^ 

That tlic tones arc spontaiieomly perceived is 
alfirined by all the musicologists right from Matanga who 
says, “Because it is perceptible by itself, it is called svara*'.* 
Since dclightfulness was already impfieil as the essential 

quality of tone, Sarhgadeva, improving upon the definition, 

as it were, made it explicit wJien he said : “Immediately 

consequent upon irut/, creamy and resounding, the sound 
that delights the listener’s mind by itself, is called svara."** 

The essential fact is that whereas svara is given to 

spontaneous perception, sruti is 
subsequently lor oruanising tli^ 
scale called grtluiaT^ This has been done on the basis of 
certaiirbTjscrvabltrfacis; but since those facts can be observed 

only by trained cars, the question whether this concept has 
any objective validity or not always keeps on hanging fire. 
Another reason for the controversy raised (m this point is the 
fact that the concept is nut almost as universal as the concept 
of tone obtaining in the various systems of music in the 

world today. It is obviously peculiar to Indian Music, 
specially the ancient Indian music; for, even in India there 

" N. S., K. ed. 20.5. 

wnf lit awRT i 
Brhaddeh. 
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svdra-s into a perceptible 

SaAglta-ratnSkara L 32*4-25 



are people who think that they can easily do away with the 
concept of sruti altogether ancT yet be able to^^plain the 
structure and the technique of modern Indian music. Strange 
as it might seem, iruti does not find any signlHcant mention 
in its technical sense in the Pauranic tradition. Grima^ 

mUrcch<m&, j3ti and svara etc. constitute musicological 
terminology for tlxe Vayu Pur3t^a^ Markai}4^a Pura^a and 
the Viimdkarmottara Parana* This would suggest that 
there had ever been two different traditions of musicologists 
with reference to tlxe concept of sruti—one considering it as j 
the pivot of grarm-marahana system and the other ignoring/ 
it completely. 

This does not, however, mean tixat the concept of sruti 
has absolutely no relevance to Indian music today, but this 
view rather points out the necessity of a fresh inquiry into 
the true significance of the concept of sruli\ and this can be 

done by investigating into the relationship of sruti and svara^ 
and thereby determining the true function of sruti in the 

grama system. Such an enquiry may enable us to reassess 
tlxe value of the concept in its proper perspective. 

Indeed, a lot of work has been done to explain and to 

^ reinterpret the relevance and validity of the concept of sruti 
i 'in the context of Indian music, in tlxe recent past; but, tlxe 

subject is so abstruse that any attempt from a different an^ 

P can always be considered helpful. Tlxe subject is indeed 
multidimensional, and tfxerc are many intriguing questions 

challenging our attention. For example, we find tliat the 
authors of medieval India have allocated different number 
ofsWi-J to the same Ax>ara-j; or, if^rc is enough scope for 
Sudying^he outlook of ancient writers on music such as 

1 Bharata, Datiila and Mataiiga etc. to formulate the right 
opinion regarding the sruti-s being equal or unequaf._ I'Hese 

' questions are quite formidable and merit an independent 

inquiry; and moreover, all the secondary questions, such 

v~AIain Danielou, Texts dcs PtirSpa Sur la Tbcoric Musicale. 

as these, can be satisfactorily answered only when tiie funda* 
mental concepts are properly understood. It is, therefore, 
intended here to bring out tlxe significance of the concept 

sruti as related to svara by studying its function audits 

relationship to svara as expounded in the traditional works 
of Indian music. We shall first try to arrive at a tentative 
definition of tlxe two terms and then arrive at a conclusion 
by investigating their relationship. 

1. The concept of Sruti: 

The word sruti, as it is well-known, is derived from the 

Sanskrit root sru, to liear, etymologically, by Matahga* as 

well as Sarfigadeva ** ^'Srayate.-iti-srnti i. e., that which is 
heard is sruti. Now. wJiat is it that is lieard ? Does it imply 

that whatever is audible, musical or unmusical, is sruti ? or 
docs sruti, in whatsoever general terms it might be defined, 
have a particular signification ? Bharata speaks of sruti in 
the context of the constitution of grama’, so we have to look 

to Matanga and Sarngadeva, to answer this question; for, 
even Abhinavagupla ccJxocs Bharata when he says : “There 
are two grama-s, and madfiyama-grama; and 
twentytwo sruti-s are established here, in one tone-cycle 

{\. c., saptaka)”.'^ Incidentally, it may be ixotcd that he too 

considers tixat the function of sruti is to constitute grama. 

Matahga seems to present tlxe concept of sruti in a 
systematic way, for obviously in Jiis time this was perhaps the 
burning issue itx the field of musicology. He begiixs with the 
literal meaning of the term; ^Srayante-iti srutqyal/, the sruli-s 
are so called because they are heard. So primarily, huti to 
him, denotes sound, the object of hearing. Then he refers 

H—uieft: ^ i 

stnwftsii gsaxt: : 
iJrlxaddeh' 

irar: 
Saiiglta-ratnakara 1.3.8. 
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to the fact that sruti is either considered to be one or many", 
implying that it all depends on the connotation of the term; 
for, the word sruti was quite differently understood by diffe^ 

rent scholars or schoolmen as it appears from his discussion 
with regard to the number ot sruti-s. 

To Matanga, tlterefore, sruti, as undertood in its 
primary sense of *tlie audible sound’, is one only.® And he 

supports his contention by quoting Visvavasu who says that, 
because it is perceptible by the sense of hearing, sound only 

can be ira/i.'" hut Visvavasu docs not seem to be limiting 

the connotation of the word sruti to its primary meaning; 

rather he lends it a meaning wJiich makes the word technical 
m the field of musicology; for, lie says that sruti is twofold 
according to as it is associated with tJie standard notes and 
the intervening {anlara-svara s) ones.” But tJiose who 
consider the sruti to be tlireelbid eilJter on Uic ground of 

tJtree registers or iJjreefold perceptual insensitivity as quoted 
by Matanga” do not seem to make an advance on the one 
sruti theory from tl»e musicological point of view, since the 

first opinion makes no important distinction as the very same 

notes are involved in all the iluce registers; and the second 
view relates to tJie quality of voice i. c the timbre and not 
the pitch. However, tJie theory referred to by him, that 
considers sruti u* be fourfold Oii the basis of the different 
physiological conditions makes some advance upon the tliree* 
fold sruti view in so far as it affects the wJiole structure of 

ei 1 
lirba<iduh. 

il>id. I 

ibid. 
11 #PtPT fern ^Jif it 

ibid, 

fiiflwf Hjfir wsp# i 

ibid. 

musical sound. But yet it does not seem to depart absolu¬ 
tely from the primary meaning of the term sruti and there¬ 
fore fails to accord distinct individuality to different sruti-s. 

Bharata has spoken of three types of tones viz., having 
four sruti-Sy three sruti-s, and two sruli-s, in the context of 
wind instruments with refcrcice m the technique of playing 
upon the'ii.*® Prcsumablyj>u this basis, some flutists, accor¬ 
ding to Matanga, consider sruti-s to be nine only. VVe are 

not presently so mucli coTicerncd with the actual and true 
number of sruti-s as with the true significance and the actual 

function of sruli-s. It is obvious that to the flutists only 

nine sruti-s were real, for they could produce the notes of 
the octave with this underst.tncling. TJiercIbre, once again 
we find that ir/z/Z-.y arc conceived in order to produce the 
svara-s accurately and for obtaining their modified forms such 
as antara and kdkali referred to earlier in the tv/o-sruti view. 
But, however, apart from the technique of the wind instru¬ 

ments, Bharata Jiimself implies tvventytwo sruti-s in a scale; 
for there are three notes with four sruti-s, two with three and 
two with two sruti-s each in sa^jagrama. 

It is interesting in this context to consider the view of 
Dattila whose work is believed to be earlier than Matanga 
and who is considered to be a close follower of Bharata. He 

says : “Higher and higher notes in the high (tara-sthana) 
(register) are on the vl^a lower and lower. Thus the differetues 
of sound are called sruti because of their auditive perceptibility. 

With some of these (sruti-s) one sings in all songs. Those 
(snai-s), however, which have become notes will be consi- 
dered here.*’” Thus, auditive perceptibility of differences in 

t*rT «f*inrai: fro: 1 

Natyatftstra (G. O. S.) 3.2. 
tv—1 

f^Tatrr 11 ^11 
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pilcli lorniii uie cssenuai ciiaracteristic ol' the tonal perception 
called sruti by the ancients. And then it is also notable that 
in a given scale of notes, it is some of these very minute 
intervals that are recognised as svara^s. This view enlightens 
us regarding the relation of sruti and svara. 

Then Matahgu quotes Kohala, who is even earlier 

than Dattila. He allirms that sruti'S arc twentytwo in 
number, also considered ns sixiysix by some : or otherwise, 
they are inhnitc.^’ Thus, us far as the difference of pitch as 
determined by auditive perceptibility is concerned, the one 
prominent view held by distinguished musicologists was that 
of twentytwo sruth; because all other views are either parti* 

ally applicable or not based on pitch-value, and therefore 
^on-musical in their orientation. The view of sixtysix sruti-s 

is only a projection of the former and is obviously superficial. 

Alternatively, if sruti is a just perceptible difference in pitch, 
there can hardly be any limit to such sounds. So, the view 
maintaining an infinity of sruti-s called for a need for a clear 

and precise definition of the term in the essential sense of 
perceptible difference in pitch. Of course sruti-s cannot be 
considered infinite, for the function of sruti-s is to constitute 
the musical scale and to determine tlie position of the seven 

tones in it: so if tlie sruti-s have to discharge this function, 
their number has to be linfit^'ftfien^onlythey cairbe used 

as units of a group. 

But, how is it that the /mh-interval came to be per¬ 

ceived ? i. e. in other words, do^ the name sruti correspond 
Kumbha, who is in a way, a 
las pointed out two different 

aspects of the connotation of the word sruti. He says, the 
word sruti can be derived from the root sru, either as an 
abstract noun referring to listening, or as a verbal noun, 

referring to the object of listening. In other words, sruti 

^cTSifwfirai^wi; i 

Brbadde^t. 

to an objective perception ? 
rammentator of ^arhgadeva, 1 

also denotes a perceivable difference of pitch. This was 
derived in the first instance in tlie form of the difference of 
pitch-value between the Paucama of $a4ja-grama and that 
of Madhyama-grama by Bharata.* ® And this difference of 

auditive perception was designated by him as Prama^a-sruti. 
In other words, in the perception of that difference in pitch 

value, he found a proof of the perceptible existence of a 
tonal factor that constituted tones or determined their posi- 

-4ion in the scale. Consequently, Kumbha, echoing Abhinava- 
gupta, points out that the function sruti is to distinguish in- 

between the grama-s. Matahga perceives in this difference 
"^of pitch a measure of tonal content called sridi. Thus the 

discovery of the pramai}a sruti set(^e bail roUm^, and it was 
found that all the tones were actually to be arrived at 
through two, three or four perceptible factors, bringing the 
total number of such tonal factors to twentytwo in a scale. 

Regarding the objective validity of die concept of sruti 
Dr. B. C. Deva has. referred to a laboratory experiment 

""conducted by Ellis, in Engjand in I9th Century. Tiy experi- 
“Tnenf’proved that, “the number of rough steps of pitch which 

MuT^gllistiBguished^in alToctave are ^out 227*^^’ and also 

‘^hat the differencelh any sensation which can be perceived 

depends on the sensation already present in a person.” The 
effect of this (accumulated sensation/ was known to our 

ancients, or was taken into account in formulating the con¬ 
cept of sruti. Abhinavagupta calls it “JCramika-srutijanita- 
saAiskara-vise^a** ^arhgadeva is also aware of this process, 
when he himself poses the question, “Indeed if such sruti-s 
as the fourth etc. are admitted to be the cause of svara-s 
how can the other sruti-s such as third etc. be considered as 
their cause ?**, to which he answers, “Such a sruti whether 

fourth or third etc., is determined only with reference to 

.aw snftsR i 
siraa ii^oii 

Sailgiu-raja II. 1.1.90. 
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the preceding sruH-s; therefore, they too constitute the cause 
ofspam-r.”*® 

Following Matahga in spirit, S&rngadeva too consi* 
ders the sruti-s to be the modifications of musical sound i. e. 

So, sruti for him is essentially a musical sound. 
We can see the crystallisation of the concept. Anotlier 
evidence of liiis process is to be found in Sarna^ldeya’s 
statement to the effect tJiat nada arising from theQiavd is 
differentiated through twentytwo situated uTtlic 
region of the heart, the throat and the head. It is not 
understood in what sense he uses the tenn nndi. liTtKc 

Symrvedic terminology, it is generally identified with vein^ 
_artfiries or nerves etc. So, if by he implies observ* 
able objects, then such twenty-two nsdl-s have yet to be 
identified by physiology. However, if he implies some yogic 

meaning, then obviously it would ever remain a subjective 
. phenomenon. What is quite apparent is an attempt at 
I fixing the number of sruti-s at twentytwo oiTa tangible basis 

to set the controversy at rest bey^d all doubt. And perhaps 

he did succeed in his endeavour to do so; since no subese- 

quent writer seems to have challneged him. After him 
twent^wo sruti-s are almost taken for granted. 

\ It is noteworthy that\ Bharata enumerates the concept 
of sruti in the contexTot subjects related to plpfl, but not 

among those related to the human instrument.^®* This 
implies that sruti is one of those subjects of musicology that 
can be well demonstrated and best exposed exclusively with 

the aid of Therefore, SSrngadeva’s graphic descrip- 
tion of twentytwo na^l-s in order to show the genesis of 

w#it l^f 1 
ir^ii 

wau: ai«i5r |cra; 1 
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sruti-s seems to highlight the Tantric influence on musico¬ 
logy, the seeds of which can be found even in MaTangiT 
Tantra combined Yoga, and the concept of n&da is closely 

related to the philosophy of Tantra and the practice of 
Mantra-yoga. Probably this can explain ^arhgadeva^s 
hypothesis. 

Although, as already slated, Visvavasu and Matahga 
both consider ^Dhvani’ i. e., mere ‘sound’ to be the essential 
content of rVa/z, ^arhgadeva considers nada i. e., musical 

sound to be the substance. However, it is worthwhile to note 

that he does not consider each sruti to be a musical sound; 
what he implies is that, sruli-s do give rise to svara-s that are 

essentially delightful, resonant etc. This implication is clearly 
brought out by his commcnlator, Kallinatha while he 

comments on his definition of srup^-^>Az.,..^ravan&t srutayo 

i. e., ^‘sruti-s are so called localise ontheir auditive 

perceptibility. He says : “Auditive perceptibility is common 
to such extensive sounds as well as svara and tUna etc., tliat 

are essentially resonant apart from sruti; so therefore, here 
indeed irahsignifies only the sound that is produced by the 

blow of wind etc. in the very first instant, which is free from 
resonance.”^" TJius, wc find that sruti is conceived as a 

factor of musical sound in the form of just perceptible diffe¬ 
rence of pitch, that is free from resonance. So according to 

^arhgadeva, as interpreted by Kallinatha, “sruti signifies a 
pitch value which contributes to the musleality of tone, and 
is yet by itself devoid of tonal ^lour”. Now', since he recog¬ 
nises twentytwo such pitch value.s, as indeed they have been 
recognised by Bharata, Dattila, Matahga and Abhinavagupta 
before him, it is also implied that the audible musical sound 
free of resonance, that a sruti is, should be capable of indivi¬ 
dual perception and recognition, and therefore of being 

a«rr qq qrecn«n|?qq^fltq?tsi«rqfsh>iqaf «iqqqiq- 

qtzqsq^ wfatqfqra^ 1 
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reproduced; for otherwise they cannot be employed cons* 
ciously. This leads us to the question what the significance 
of sniti is with reference to svara. But before one can 
investigate that, one must be clear about the concept of svara. 

To yum up the deliberation regarding tlie concept of^ 

sruti, it may be concluded that, ‘^sruti is that audible musi¬ 
cal sound which ispree Iroin resonance^and is capable of 
being individually perceived, recognised 'and reproduced.*', 
It also follows that tlierc arc twentytwo such sruti-s in a 

given scale which are the same in all the three registers. 

Tliis very conclusion is corroborated by tlie process of 
Calultsiraijd initiated by Bharata, resliaped by Aiatahga and 

pedantically expounded by ^arhgadeva. So also Kumbha 
has defined very clearly the threefold function of the fourfold 
string-movement called Calult-sara^n. He says, “The delimi¬ 
tation of the number of sruti i, graduation of pilch with 
reference to tones and the comprehension of kskali etc. (cons¬ 
titute) the functions of the string-movements (sarat^ias).^' 

The process need not be restated here; but it confirms, by 
actual demonstration, the number of sruti-s being twenty- 

two, and also the fact that srutis are musical sounds just 
audible. 

2. The concept of Svara 

The concept of svara does not confront us with much 

difliculty; probably, because of the universal recognition of 
the tones, and also due to the inherent qualities that distin¬ 

guish it. It has already been pointed out that the concept 
of svara was as naturally formulated as spontaneously it was 
perceptible. Dattila, as already pointed out, has said tliat 

some of the sruti-s are considered as svara-s. If tJiis is read 
in consonance with Bharata’s concept of three types of tones 

constituted by four, three and two sruti-s^* weareledto 

w^CTiPtqftsTR aPt«iRr mww 
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think that some of the sruti-s attain the position of svara-s. 

Thus, although no categorical difference is conceived bet¬ 
ween sruti and svara, it yet remains to be defined in wliat 
way they are different, or perhaps they are neiiher categori¬ 
cally different nor even identical. 

^arhgadeva has told in a peculiar way, how the svara-s 

come into being. He says, “From out of the srutis arise the 
svara-s**,^* and this may be read alongwith his statement that 
all tlie sruti-s pertaining to a particular svara are responsible 
for its manifestation.'* 

Obviously he does not imply iliat sruti-s are the cause 
and svara-s ilieir effect: iJie cause having ceased giving room 
to the effect, and the cause preceding the effect. He seems 
to suggeest that svara-s arise by the cumulative effect 
brought forward from the preceding svara-s to the ‘note- 
sruti* i. e., the sruti that becomes the svara; in c)ilier words, 

by samskara-pradana i. c. by the inheritance of ifie residual 
effect. It is notable that arise out of in the 
groups of two, three and four; but they do so only in groups, 
in other words, no single sruti can become or produce a 
svara. 

In fact, Sarngadeva’s statement is ratiier vague in so 

far as it does not pronounce the relationship obtaining bet¬ 
ween svara and sruti, and also because it is capable of being 

interpreted variously. One can roughly interpret that, as 

sruti-s give rise to svara-s, they are the cause; or for example, 
one can say that svara-s are different from sruti-s, being their 
product; This however involves the whole question of the 
nature of relationship in svara and sruti, which we shall deal 
widi presently. 

^Arhgadeva defines svara, detailing its different chara¬ 
cteristics—“Immediately consequent upon sruti, creamy 
and resounding, the sound that delights the listener’s mind 

Sahgita-ratiiakara I. 3.2J. 
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by itself is called svara Resonance, softness and self^sustained 

deligtfulness are the essential features of svara. 

It is also notable that the two commentators of SSrA- 

gadeva harbour a difference of opinion with respect to the 
Inxt I Ivnm irr .'filu* KallinAlha (liinks lhat in case of 

1 , . 1 .* t ^ 1 . *' M I'fS; 

srttlyamitlamhhavi (inuncdialcly coiiscfjucnt upon the sruti) 

the icnii i»h// h Ici . lo tli.U |MHicul.iv suiti which is capable 
of resounding into note, and which is teclinically called 
svaraslftSna. Simhahhupala, Jiowcver, would consider Ute first 

sruti bereft of resonance as sruti and tlic fourth sruti giving a 

rise to resonance, a svara.^* 

However, tiic suffix ^bhSvV in this expression is sugges* 
tive of possibility and refers to possible resounding vibrations 

of a ir«//and therefore precludes any interpretation to tlie 
effect that every sruti can resound or be a svara. The 

difference of opinion between the two commentators leads us 

to two theories. 

(i) That svara manifests itself as the resounding 

vibration of the fourth sruti of futlja, and therefore 
svara can be said to be the clfect of sruti and is 

therefore to be conceived as dilferent from it. 

(it) That the fourth sruti of ya(//V/ is itself svara, since 
it is capable of resouiiding. 

To SiihhabJmpala, there arc four distinguishable sounds, 

the first three being devoid of rasonance and the fourth one 
being capable of it. Therefore, the resounding sruti, for 

him, is not quite different from svara. 

S. R. p. 82. 

ibid. 
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So, we have two types of sruti-s, the resounding iruti-s 

and the unresounding sruti-s. R. Satliyanarayan in his 
paper entitled ‘^ruti, the Scalic Foundation’ identifies these 

two types with svaragata and anlaragald sruti-s of Vi^vavasu. 
IImi, h WMiild Ih' ifrliiii» .rillv' to identify llic 

u r . 1 • ^ . IM.( i4 I« f* I * » ihrr 

iiKiWiV i. *4 > 4..^ '#..4, 4** 

blishing a proper uiidcrslatiding oi" the relaiiotisliip of sruti 

and .wara. 

Dclightfuiness indeed is related directly to resonance 

that brings about spontaneous perceptibility: and therefore, 
the tonality of the notes is primarily in resonance. Matanga 

derives the word svara from the Sanskrit root Rsjr, to shine, 

with the prefix sva (itself), meaning tlmt which sJiines by 
itself’*® i. e., which is spontaneously perceptible and needs 
no other means to rnaui.fosl it. He then defines svara as 
delightful sound*’ and cites Kohala in his suppori to the 
effect that ‘'colourful sound Is known ;is tonc.”*“ So we 

have spontaneous perceptibility, delightfulness and resonance 
(i. e the overtones, the sound vibrations immediately follow¬ 
ing the notc-ir////), and softness as the four essential ele¬ 
ments, aspects, or dimensions of svara. 

Now the question is, how many of these effects are 

shared by sruti ? Spontaneous perceptibility, resonance and 
delightfulness are positively denied to it, while softness may 
be attributed to it since it has musical sound for its content. 
Then, how do these attributes manifest themselves, when 
svara-sare said to arise from sruti-s ? One explanation is 
Sanskira-pradSna i. e each sruti transmits its residual effect to 

^VL—Saogeet Nst^k, ^ruti the Scalic Foundation—No. 17. p. G2. 

lit TTsitr nfirtti a€in^5i • 
Brhaddeh. 

ibid. 

^<2-—RpfrWK m I 
ibid. 
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tile next and the attributes of svara arise as a result of the 
cumulative effect of all the srutis of a note climaxed by the 
'note-fftf//’. Thus, we may conclude that even though no 

single sruti can manifest by itself the attributes of svara, tliey 
are never-Uie-lcss produced by them cumulatively. Svara 

is therefore neither identical with, nor different from sruti. 

But svara can however be identified as the sum-total effect 
of tiic ira/Z-j of which it is constituted; in other words, a 

number of srutis together produce the effect which is called 

svara; or otJierwise, a group of sruti-s in temporal sequence 
manifests svara. In that sense, tonality may be conceived as 
inherent and latent in the srutis, which manifests itself 

according to the manner of their grouping, just like the atoms 

coming together to form into a molecule. Each sruti may 

thereby be considered to be charged with tiie power potency 

of tonality. 

Our ancients have already considered tiie question of 
relationship between sruti and svara thoroughly; and it will 

be wortiiwhile to examine critically the views put forth by 
different schools. 

3« The relation of Svara and Sruti : 

Matahga relates five different views with respect to the 
relation of sruti-s to svara-s in the following verse :— 

“Of the sruti'S (as related to svara-s) they characterise 
(the relation) as identity, appearance, resultant, trans¬ 
formation and manifestation.”**’ 

(i) Identity : 

The contention of this view is that, since there is no 

need for any spacial tactile relation for perceiving the two, 
both sruti and svara being perceptible tltrough the sense of 

hearing, they are essentially identical like the relation obtain* 

—ttRRnt % i 

" Br. D, 
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ing between the genus and the species.*” Thus, the identity 
of sruti and svara, in this view, is based on the same source 
of perception and is illustrated through the relation of the 
general and the particular. Obviously, this view is absurd 
on the face of it, since all the objects of one and the same 
sense cannot be so related. Mutatiga rather points out that, 
since sruti and svara are two different concepts and are 
related as the supporter and the supported, the foundation 

and the structure, the relation of identity cannot be 

established.*^ 
{ii) Resultant : 

If sruti and svara, being made of the same material, 
cannot be related in identity, then perhaps the sruti-s can be 
taken as the cause of svara~s, and sv ira as the result of sruti. 

This view implies a relation of cause and effect, the effect 
^eing different from the cause. Matahga illustrates the point Cby the analogy of a pot being produced from mud with the 

|ielp of a rod.*® Mud is considered to be the material cause 

and the rod to be the efiicient cause of the pot. Now, it is a 
well-known fact that the material cause coexists with its 

effect, and Matahga argues that sruti-s cannot be conceived 
as producing svara in this sense as srutis do not coexist with 
wflra**; i. e., in other words, svara manifests only after the 

sruti has ceased to be. This contention justifies the inference 
derived by Kallinatha that tonality lies in the resonance of the 

trWTOT ll^tll 
Bf. D. 

cngicgf ii^tii 
ibid 

—Rtrar %f^ ^9% f? i 

* ibid. 
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note-sruti. Tlius, smti and svara cannot be related as cause 
and effect. 
(m) Appearance 

iruli and svara cannot be related as cause and effect, 
it is obvious that rt;ara is not a product at ail; and yet the 
phenomenon of svara is there : Can we therefore say that 
svara is only a projected image of the sruti just as face b 
reflected in the mirror ?“* The face reflected in the mirror is 
merely an appearance and has no existence of its own, being 
the image of the object outside the mirror; but, svara is 
perceptible by itself; svara therefore belongs to the same 
order of reality as inUi. Matahga, therefore, concludes that 
thb view does not accord with facts; for, if a svara is taken to 

be a projection of sruti it cannot in any way be different 

from it essentially and moreover, the perception of svara 

would become illusorywhereas it is observed in fact that 

svara is categorically different from sruti. 

As a matter of fact tlic appearance theory is based on 
the VivartavUda of Advaiia Vedanta which is concerned with 
explaining the fact of phenomenal world as a whole; whereas 
the perception of sruti and svara b essentially relative and 
empirical and cannot therefore be explained in terms of the 
relationship of the absolute and the relative. However, the 

essential feature of Vivartavnda is that it explains change 

without admitting any modification in substance. This 
would accord with Sudhakara’s view that the note*iruh* itself 
becomes manifest as svara, so that svara, though appearing 

to be different from sruti, b yet no different from it in sub¬ 

stance. But, Matanga seems to consider the change invol¬ 
ved to be substantial as he contributes to the transformation 

theory. 

sRWi si ^ MtraH i 

afirsife W («t) 
Bf. D. 

ibid. 

(iv) Transformatton ; 
“No doubt” says, Matahga, ^‘Sruti s undergo a sub¬ 

stantial transformation in the form of svara, as milk b trans¬ 
formed totally to form into curds.”®* Obviously, in this view, 
svara b considered to be essentially different from sruti. It 
is only the protagonists of SrambhavSda i. e. the Xaiyiyikas 

who admit the effect to be different from an inherent cause 
(i. e. Samavdyikara^a) which is thr same as the material cause. 
Others admit the effect to be different from an efficient and 
aggregative {sathyoga) cause Here Matahga seems to be 
advancing the view tliat sru/i and svara are in Samavaya 

relation, for samyoga, a mere aggregate of j.////.*, cannot 
produce svara, as pointed out by Kumbha. The sruti-s have to 
be in a particular order of succession In order to produce a 

svara. Moreover, \vc cannot have an aggregate of sruti-s like 
a bundle of llircads, since they always occur in a temporal 
sequence I’lie samavaya relation implies that “the effect 
inlieres in the material cause as a quality may be .said to do in 
a substance. I’hc insistence that produced (hiug.sare not only 
in time and .space but also abide in draiyas is noteworthy.”®’ 
If, therefore, svara-s are conceived to be inherent in the 
sruti-s, they could as well be called (he manife.station of 

sruti-s 

(w) Mani/estatim : 
Trairsformation implies the capacity to change, or in 

other words, a latent pos.sibility When the latent becomes 
active, the effect is called its manifestation. So, Matahga 
declares that, “(he .seven tones called fadja etc. are ever 
manifested by the sruti-s like a lamp manifesting the objects 
concealed in darkness.”®* Thus, what is implied in thb view 

is that the svara-s e.xbt in their own right and are highlighted 

laxniaianai 
Sat'igita*raja II 1.I.I36. 

—Htryanna—Tiic Outlines of Indian Philosophy; p. 239, (1970 ed.) 

ap^giRftqai »5a ii^Ku 
Brhaddeh. 
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by the iruli-s. This viewpoint is Iiowevcr rejected by 

Kumbha on the ground that it implies co>exisience of the 
manifester and the manifest, which is in contradiction with 
the observed fact. 

Kumbha has discussed tJiis relation from the point of 
view of almost alJ the schools of Indian philosophy including 
the Buddhists, but witiiout going into smaller details; what 
is observed is that all tliese theories are applied to determine 
the relation of iruti and svara on the basis of change, for all 

these are the theories of causation attempting to explain the 
phenomenon of change. The concept of change is funda* 
mentally twofold—one view is that reality is a Ilux, a per¬ 

petual change, and the otlier view is tliat reality is eternal; 
the former view does not in cflect admit any cause-elfect 

relation; for it holds the dissolution of one whole to be the 
creation of another whole, while the latter view admits this 

relation. The first view is held by the Buddhist and the 
other is held by the orthodoxy of Hindu Philosophers, in one 

form or another. The Buddhist view has to be rejected for 
it precludes the study of all relations; the Hindu view is 

represented by three important viewpoints viz., i) tliat 

creation implies a substantial change, ii) that creation 
implies transformation or manifestation of the inherent or 
iu) that creation represents the appearam;e of the real The 
last of these views cannot probably be applied to explaining 

the relations witliin the empirical held. So, we are left with 

only two alternatives viz., that of substantial change and 
transformation or manifestation. 

The theory' of substantial change implies that sruti-s are 
evolved into svara-s, while that of transformation implies 
that svara-s are involved into srutis. This analysis resolves 
the problem. There seems to be no categorical difference 

in the two viewpoints that describe the same relation in 

different terms, from the two different ends. Therefore, the 
utility of bringing in these theories for explaining the rela¬ 
tions of svara and sruti can as well be questioned. As a 
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matter of fact, sruti and svara are no absolute entities and 
both have musical sound i. e., nllda as their substance. So, 
there is no difference as far as tlieir substance is concerned. 
Therefore, it will be irrelevant to conceive of any sub¬ 
stantial change taking place in-between them. Nsda, as 
modified into twentytwo forms called sruti-s variously cry¬ 
stallises to appear as seven tones. Therefore, sruti-s arising 

into different groups in temporal sequence give rise to self- 
perceptible tones. Since sruti-s are not substantially different 
from svara-s, any attempt at relating tJiem as cause and effect 
will be irrelevant To understand the true significance of 

this relation, one must not lose sight of the fact that funda¬ 
mentally we are dealing with wflrfa. Sruti and svara are only 
two different forms of n&da, related as the digits of the same 
\pgure, every digit contributing to the formation of the figure 

in a spatio-temporal sequence. 

Dr. B. C. Deva’s definition that, "‘Sruti-s are Udditiv^ 

measures of pitch relations in music,”®'' seems to highlight the 

functional aspects <jf the relation oi sruti and svara. Aspects of 
this relation can be defined, but no definition would perhaps 
be adequate; for sruti .'ind svara are related as the constituent 
parts integtated by a temporal sequence into the dynamic 
whole, and are neither different from nor identical with each 

other. 

-B. G. Deva, Phycho acoustics of Music & Speech p 121. 



INDEX-CUM-GLOSSARY 

OF TECHNICAL TERMS AND ALLIED CONCEPTS 

(The references are to page numbers)* 

Abhinavagupta—9 

Abhifudgat^^ a mUrtchan^L of 

gf^ma—168, J69; as also accord¬ 

ing to Narada—179 

Abhjuccqya, an embellishineiU of the 

ascendant tone-pattern—245,246 

Abhjudaja^ a hexatonic combination¬ 

al note-series of madhj/amagriifna 

-*226 
Acyuta (unmoved) —141 

AdhJira^cakra, the foundational cycle 

-85 
AdilyJiyana^ a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madhyama^ 

gr^ma—225 

Agnicit^ a hexatonic combinational 
note-series of madhyamagritma— 

226 
Avni^ioma^ a hexatonic combination¬ 

al note-series of ^adjagrhma-^22^i 

224 

AjnH-cakraf the cycle of supreme 

command —93 

Akfepa, an embellishment of the cir¬ 
culatory tone-pattern—249, 250, 

_253 
Akfipta, an embellishment of the 

ascendant tone-pattern—245,247 

Alaiiknra, (pattern of tonal phram) 

—3, 13,16; tonal embcllsshmeot 

(the definition of) 236, 264 

Aliip^yix m^rcchanli of g^ndhiiragr^ma 

— 178, 179 

Alnpint, a variety of Aiartinfl iVu/i«clasi 

—137, 138, 139 

Alapti (the delineation of rd^a)—14, 

17 
Alikrama^Alisamirita—14, 18 sU4<tsA^ 

14, 18 
Alpatn (rareness)—281, 294 

Athia (the fundamental note)—281, 

283 

Anabhynsa (non-repetition)—249,29S 

Anlihata<akra (the cycle of the 

umnanifest)—91, as related lo 

music—96 
An^hata-nUda (the unmanifest sound) 

— 104 

Andhnn-Z\2, 313, 315,316 

AndhX 'an associate modified jdli) 

—273, 274, 277, 279, 2i:0, 290, 

291, Characteristic features— 

355-359 

Ahga (integral part of a musical 

composition) 14, 18 

« In this index the Sanskrit-terms too are written in the Roman 

scfipt, and hence it is the order of Roman alphabet that has 

been followed excepting where the order is concerned only 

witli the sibilants, the Roman providing the same letter for 

all the ihrce. P.r in that case only the order of Devanigati 
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AhgirU, a pentatonic combination 

note-series of fodjagrUma--226 

Afijaneya—9 

Antaf^^karana (the internal organ) 

—50 
Antara (gl^ndbnra)—142; svara, defi¬ 

nition—173, 174, 231, 320 

AntarabhnfU^\3,16 

Aftiaramnrga^28}, 282 definition of 

—295. 296 

Anupndl (assonant)*- 148, 149 

Apiina (onyv)—57, 60 

Aparty&sa (semi-final note)—281,290 

ApUrna-kUlatQna (incomplete permu- 

tational note* series)—186, 107, 

188 
Apydyanl^ a mnrcchartll of madhyama* 

grama, according to NSrada— 

178, 171 
^rrfAamagarfAl-gWi—376, 377, 370, 

382, 384 
Ardha^aviirlj a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madhyama* 

grama—225 

Arjuna—8,9 

droAa (ascendence), of notes (in 

mOrccAana)—167 
ilraAl-aaraa (ascendant tone-pattern) 

—245 

iirfoAAi (a iuddh^ ja/t)—266, 273, 

274,275, 279,280, 290, 291— 

characteristic features—305-307 

iir/aAAi-tapa/a—370, verbal text— 

373 
Aiaya^s (receptacles) —67 
Ascendant tone-pattern (drohi varna) 

—245 
i4;{aAa^a/aAa, a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional notc*serics of madhyama^ 
grama—227 

Asthi (bone)—39, 73 
Astki-sandhus (bone-joints)—74 

AivakfUnta^ a mutcchann of fadja* 

grama—268; as also according 

to Narada—178; a hexatonic 

combinational note scries of fad* 

jogrhma—224 

Ahamtdha^ a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fadja^grJima 

—223, 224 

Aivapratigraha^ a pentatonic combi¬ 

national note-series of fadjagrUma 

—226; hexatonic combinational 

note scries of madhjamagrUma— 

225, 226 

/liWara—8, 9, 278 
/hWn—177, 178 

Atman^ the intelligent substratum of 

self- 30, 69 

Atyagnifiomcg a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note series of fatljagrlkma 

—223, 224 

Audtwa (pentatone)—282, 296 

i4aftea-/a/ia(penta-tonic note-series) 

—182 

Aoahhftha^ a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madhyama* 

grJkma—227 

AvalokHa^ an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—250, 

260 

Auaroha, descendence of notes in 
mfir^rAa«a-r—167 

Avarohl (descending tonc-pattren) 

—235 

AvariakOf an alahk^m (emboliish- 

ment)-261, 262 

AvidyJi (nescience)—25 

AyaiHf a class of huti^s—137, 138 

Bahusauvarna^ a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fadjagrama 

—224, 224 
/?aA«<aa (profusion)—281, 293 
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Bathi^ a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of madhj^amagrUma— 

225, 226 

Bhairaoa, a pentatonic combina-* 

tional note-series of madhjama- 

grdma—^227 

Bharata--8^ 9 

Bhnratl^Bl 

S/idfa—13,16 

Bhdf^iiga—13, 16 

BiiSLskara, Grandfather of ^^irhga- 

deva—4, 5 

Dhum—14, 20; mental state—39; 

six substances of the physical 

body according to Ayurveda— 

51; Uimaja (self created)—51; 

mntfja (maternal;—51; pitfja 

(paternal) — 51; rasaja (serologi¬ 

cal)—51 (self-adapted) 

—51; sativa^sambhava (mental) 

~Sl 

Bhavmtn (motivation)—50 

Bbillatnu, Patron of So<)hala—1, 6 

Bhoja—9 

Bltukii (enjoyment)—103 

Biftdu, an embellishment of the 

ascendant tone-pattern—245, 

246; an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern - 249, 
250,254 

Binduraja—9 

Bitones—193, 196, 197, 19B 

5raAma—8, 9, 32,33,108, 109, 177, 
178; as the presiding deity of 

^adjagf^ma—166 

Brahma^granthi, the centre of the 

body-1, 98, 99, 100 

Bralman (Ultimate reality), the 

nature of—24 

Brahmaproktapada—367 

Brahma^randhra (the cerebral 

aperture)—97, 98, 100 

BrahmayajHa, a hexatonic combina¬ 
tional note-series of ^adjagruma 

—223 224. 

Breath, ten modifications and their 

functions—59 

Buddhi (Intellect)—50 

Caccatputa (nta)~Z(i5, 307, 308, 

310,312,313 

Cala^vlnn (variable rina)-^12I, 122 

CUndratnasi^ a mUtrcchanJi of madhyama* 

griima according to NSrada— 

178, 179 
a mUrcchaM of madhyama* 

grUma according to Nftrada— 

178,179 

Catu^UranH^ the fourfold string 

movement—120, 121 

C'aiurmiksya^ a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of ^adjagrama 

-224 

Cerebral aperture (brahma- 

raiidhra)—101 

Cetanastkiina (seat of intelligence) 

—60 

Chanda (metre) —13, 15, 153, 156 

Chandaka-g iia (song-pat terns I >ased 

on (nla)—14, 19 

Chandovall^ a variety of iruti* 

class—137, 138,139 
Circulatory lone-pattern {sahe^ri 

varna)—249 

Ciira (marga)—299, 301, 365, 366 

Citravaii^ a murcchanH of gUndhUra^ 

gr^ma—178,179 

CiVrS, a mUrcchanJi of gandhUragr^ima 

—178, 179; a hexatonic combi¬ 

national note-series of ^adja- 

grtkma—224 

Classification of voice—17 
Co-fundamental note (pafynyUdiia) 

—293 

Cdi/nitmVtia—317, 319 
Cok^a^Udava—312, 313, 315, 316 

Cok^as^dhlkrUa —320, 322 

Combinational note-series —227, 
228 

Consonant—293 

Cycle of creation and destruction 
—29 

Cyuta (lowered) ^a4ja—141 

Dak^ina 299, 301, 365, 
366 

Daria, a pentatonic combinational 

note-series of ^adja-gt^ma—226 

8, 9 

DqyJlvail, a variety of Karunli iruti^ 

class—137, 138 

Denominative note {n^masvara)— 

267, 289 

Drii, a sahglta in contradistinction 

with mUrga^ characterised by 

flexibility of rules, having enter¬ 

tainment of people in general 

according to their regional 

tastes as the objective—10, name 

of a ragfl—306, 308, 310, 312, 

313, 315, 316, 317, 320, 322, 

324, 326 

14, 20 

Deoatu (presiding deity), of the 

notes—153,156 

Dhaivata^lZQ 
Dhawait (ja/i)—266, 274, 275, 

279,280, 290, 291; characteristic 

features of—317, 320 

Dhaivaii^pnla^Sll, verbal text 

—375 

Dhamanl (artery)—78 

DkUtu, a section of a musical com¬ 

position—14, 18—supportive 
tissue—66 

DhUtu^prakrii—62 
DbrtaUi (song)—310, 313 

DAruvitgnna —308, 312 

Dfiruva^i^nn (invariable rltia)—121, 

122 
Dhmni-^l 11 

a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of madhyamagrima— 

225, 226 

Dlptu. a class of sruti^s—137, 138 

Dohada—39 

DurgHiakii—8, 9 

Dv^daluha, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madhyama- 

^rama—225, 226 

Dvayopeta (inclusive of both, kakall 

and aniara) a type of mfintcchanlL— 

173 

Dvikfdayd (twin-hearted)—39 

Ekakala—U, 19, 365, 366 

Embellishment—238, 264 

Enjoyment, as the objective of 

musical arts—103 

Enlightenment, the objective of 
musical arts—103 

Final note (nyJisa), definition of— 

281, 289 

Foetus—38 

Fourfold string movement and the 

No, ifuti-s—124 

Fundamental note (amia)^ defini¬ 

tion of—281, 282, 283, 284 

GajacchUya^ a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madhyama- 

grama—227 

CajakrUnta, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fat/jagrnma— 

224 

Gamaka (shaking of tones)—14, 17 

Gana, in the context of combina¬ 

tional and permutational note- 
series—228 



CUnakriyii—ilQ 

GundhUra—MO, tbe prominence of— 
165. (30 

CindhiragTima-~\S^ 

Gindhirapancama—308, 310, 324 
326 

Ci/idh&rapancaml (an associate 

modiOecl jnti)-~273, 274, 277, 

279, 280, 290,291;characteristic 
features—352-355 

Cindhirl (jnti)—2^, 273, 274, 

275,279, 280, 290, 291 j charac¬ 

teristic features—308-312 

Cindhirl-kapnla~—310i verbal text— 
374 

CindhirodlcjiaDi (an associated 

modified ja/iV—273, 274, 275, 

277. 279, 280, 290, 291, charac¬ 

teristic features—334-337 
Candharva—177,178 

Cindharvo —3, 17, in the context of 

permutational and combina' 

tional note-series—228 
Carbha (foetus)—36, 39 

Gilraoatna, au embellishment of the 

ascendant tone pattern—245 

Gaoimqyam, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madJtyama- 
grbma~'225 

Gij/anafy (songster)—13 

Gijml—11 

Gtj/a, the materials of music—104 
(?«a-2, 10, 11, 12, 21 

Gltaka , song-pattern based on 
/8/e;—14, 19 

GUihga (Melodic aspect)—14, 20 ' 

C?M/, the act of singing, comprehen¬ 

ding the tonal, rhythmic and 

the verbal structure of a musical 

composition—13, 16; definition 

and classification of—376,377 

Godehana, a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of madhyatnagrtLtaa^ 
225, 226 

Gosma^ a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of /arfiagrama—223, 
224 

Graha (the initial note)—281, 282 

GrSma—3, 13, 162; definition of— 
160 

CrAma-indicative pancama—196 
GrUmaraga—13, 16 

Group performance, definition of— 
17 

Guna and dofa (excellence and 

blemishes) of gito (vocal perlbr* 

mance)—14; of voice—14, 17; 

of the songster and songstress — 

14, 17; of ^Srfra (timbre)—14, 
17 

Guru (measure of time in tnia)—14, 
19 

fdorittnivs, a mBrcchana of madhya- 

magrama-168, 169, 170 

ffasita, an embellishment of the as¬ 

cendant tone-pattern—245, 247 
//<rma, a mBreehani of madhyama- 

grama, according to NSrada— 
178, 179 

Hexatonic note-series—181, 198 
Hexatonics—190 

fIi(t4olaka-~324i 326 

HtBdamina, an embellishment of 

the circulatory tone-pattern— 
250, 260 

HttyakB^umBrcckanB of ma^ama- 

grama—168,169; a mareehant of 

the fOifjagrama according to 
Narada—178 

Hmhphat, a non-inflectional vcdic 
syllable—91, 92 

Hunkiro, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—250, 
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Ida rnadi;—too, 101, 102, 103; a 

pentatonic combinational note- 

series of ^adja^grJima—226 

Imniortality--87 

Incomplete permutational note* 
series—186» 188 

Indicated note«serics (uddi^ta)—214 

Initial note (graha), the definition 
of~2«2 

Intellect^ functions of—53 

Immortality of the soul, inferred— 
49 

Instrumental music—21 

Ipi, a pentatonic combinational 

note*series of 226 
Jagadeka—9 

3Alas (plexuses)—72 

Janaka^jaiis (parent jaii-s)—309 

JantnabhUmi (land of origin)^153^ 

154 

Jati—43; as caste—13; as caste of 

notes—153; classification of 

prabandha*s-^l4, 18; as melodic 

type 13, 16, 266,865, 366, 367; 

characteristic features <—281 

JUti-sndhUra^a (overlapping in Jati^s) 

13, 16, 233 

Jtva (transmigratory soul)—26, 27, 

30, 36, 99 

Jhnna (pure intelligence)—50 

JA^nendrija—50 

a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fadja^grttma 
—226 

JTflt/ifai—142, 144, 232 

KaUiki (an associate modified jati) 

—273, 274, 279, 280, 290,291; 

characteristic features—341-345 

JTaAo/i—142, 173, 174, 230, 231 

Knkalt and antara. the application 
of-231 

Kakalikalita (AaA;j/i-inclusive), a 

type of 173 

Kakali^ni^ada (a modified note)— 
141 

Kbkalyantara—13, 16 

K nkalyantarasbdhnrana—230 

Kola (the inaudible movement of 

the hand)—14, 18, as a phrase 

in alahkaras—243 a phrase mea¬ 

sured in terms of td/a—365, 366 
Kalala (a gelatinous substance), 

foetus in the first month—38 

Kalopanatu, a m&rcchanH of madhya-^ 

tnagftma^\6Z, 169 

KHmada, a pentatonic combination* 

al note-series of ntadhyamagrUma 
—227 

Katnbala, name of an ancient musi- 
cian— 8, 9, 278 

Kambalagana^\3, 16, 372 

Kandarpabalaiatana, a pentatonic 

combinational note-series of 
madhyamagrama —227 

haiJia, a pentatonic combinational 

note-series of faJjagrama—226 

Kapala (songs)~13, 16, 369, 372 

Kapardini, a muruhanO, of madhyama- 

grhma, according to NOrada— 
178, 179 

A dra pentatonic combinational 

note-series of ^adjagrama—226 

Knrmaravl (an associate modified 

jati)—273, 274, 275, 277, 279, 

280, 290, 291; characteristic 
features—348-352 

Karmendriya (organs of action)—50 

AVuna, a class of 137, 136. 
139 

Kaiyapa—8, 9 

Kaunapajana, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madkyama^ 

i'ra/«a—225 

Kha^emrru (perinutation-iodicator) 
—13, i5, 208, 209 

Klrtidkara—9 
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Kohala—0,9 

Krama {murcchanH-senes)—175| 176; 
an embellishment of the circula* 

tory lonc'patiern—230, 251 

Kranufftcita, an embellishment of 

the steady tone'pattern—^238, 

243 

Krodhn, a variety of /ra/i-class 

— 137, 138, 139 

KfelrajHa, the self aware intelli¬ 

gence—36 
Kfttrar&ja—9 

Kjiti, a variety of mjdu ira/i-class— 

138, 139 

Kfobhinl, a variety of madfyi iruti- 

class—138, 139 

Kula (Lineage), of the notes—13, 

IS, 152 

Kuimdvall, a variety of dj/at& sruli- 

class—137, 138, 139 

Kun^alinl, the creative power—85, 

86 

K&rci (cluster)—72 
JtB{aiaaa (permutational note- 

series), the definition of—183 

K&iatam prastira—204 

Laghu (measure of time in tala)— 

14, 19 

LalanS-ralrra—92; as related to 

music—97 

LalitasBara, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—250, 

259 

Lahghana (overstepping)—294, 295, 

305 

Laya (tempo or musical speed)—14, 

19, 376 

lAitga-iarira (subtle body)—28 

Lolla{a—9 
Loka^ranjana, popular entertainment 

or peoples' amusement—104 

Lower pitch-range (maadra), defini- 
don of—281, 288 

Madantika, a variety of koruna inUi- 

class—137, 139 

Madhukort—306, 307 

Madhya (medium or middle register) 
—114, 141 

Madhya, a class of iridis—137, 138 

Madhyanta—130; the prominence 

of—165 

Madhyama (jati)—266, 273, 274, 

275, 278, 279, 280, 290, 291; 

Characteristic features—312-314 

Madhyama-grama—162; definition 

of—163 

Madhyama-kapala—370; verbal text 

—374 

Afadhyama-sadharana—232 

Madhyamodlchyopa (an associated 

modified jati)~-273, 274, 275, 

277, 279,280, 290. 291, charact¬ 

eristic features—345-348 

Magadhl (glti)—299, 301, 365, 366, 

m, 377, 382, 383 

AlahabhtUus (great elements)—58 

Mahaorala, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fadjagrama 

—223, 224 

Maheieara (§iva), the presiding 

deity of the Gandhara^grama— 

166 

Matin, a mOreekana of madhyama^ 

grama, according to Nftrada— 

178, 1/9 

Mana (mind)—50 

Madtsadhara (skin)—65 

Maihsarajjtt (fleshy band)—72 

Manal’Cakra, the cycle of the mind 

—94 

Atanda, a variety of mfdu fnitf- 
class—138, 139 

Mandra (low re;»ister)—114. 141, 

/Hower pitch range in the context 
I of alahkaras—239. 240; as a 

feature ofjaftt—281, 287 
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Mandradi, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—^249, 

250 
Mandramadhya, an embellishment 

of the circulatory tone-pattern— 

249, 251 
Mandranta, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—219, 

251 
Mandrataraprasanna, an alaiikara 

(embellishment)—261, 262 

Manifestation, of sound in the 

body, the process of—111 
ManipBro'Cakra, the navel cycle 89 

Afarga, a form of Jflitglte—10; span 

ofta/u—14, 19, 365 

MBlakrama, the original series—189; 
original order—204 

MBlaiira (Primal bloodvessels)—79 
MBrechana, 13, 175, 202, 203, 228; 

definition 167; the classsfication 

—173 

MUrcchana'Samkhya (the serial 

number of mBrcchana), the 

method of indicating it—175 

ACada, primordial sound—1,2, 108, 

111, 121, 122: as audible sound 

120; classified as ahata and 

anahata (produced and un-pro- 

duced)—23; musi-cal classifica¬ 

tion—112, 114; derivation—113, 

as related to iruti—121 

Marga-kalas—14, 19 

Marga-talas—14, 18 
Margl, a mBrcchana of madhyama- 

grama—168, 169, 196 
Marjani, a variety of madhya iruti- 

class-138, 139 
Marmasihana-s, the vital parts—82 

Matauga—8, 9 

Matrgupta—8, 9 
Matra (fixed unit of time in tala)— 

14, 19 
Matsarlkfta, a mBrcchana of fa^ja- 

grama—168 

Mind, the functions of—53 

Missing note-series {nafta)—218 

Mokfada, a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madhyama- 

grama—227 
Monotone (note-series)—194, 197 

Monotones—198 
Mfdu, A class of iruti-s—137, 138, 

139; a synonym for mandra in 

the context of alahkaras—233, 

240 

Mukti (enlightenment)—103 

MBla—3, 9 

Nada-brahman— 108 

Af adasambhBti (voice prod uction)—13 

115, 116 

Naga, as a deity of mBrcchanas— 
177, 178 

Afagapakfoka, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fa4jagrama 

—224 

JVai/Bdt (ia/i)—226, 274,275, 279, 

280, 290, 291; characteristic 

features—320-323 

Afaifadl-kapala—371, 375 

Afaifkramikl {dhruva)—299, 301 

Afamasuara (denominative note)— 

267 

Afanda, a mBrcchana of gandhara- 

grama—178,179 

Afandayantl (an associate modified 

jati)—273, 274, 275, 277, 279, 

280, 290, 291, characteristic 
features—359-365 

Afandl, a pentatonic combinational 

note-series of fadjagrama—^226 

Nandikeivara—^9 

NAnyadeva—9 
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Nlrada—8,9, 177 

Martaaa (dancing)—14 

(the nu9sing*note>serie9)~13, 
217 

Navel—89 

Nescience—31 

J^rgtt^a [Brahman), the attributeless 
reality—104 

130 

JWfior/fl, an embellishment of the 

ascendant tone-pattern—245 

Mifk&jita, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—250, 
236 

JffUa (a dance form)—10, 11, 21 
JVySra (the final note)—^281, 289 

Objects of mind—53 

Ojas—39, 45 

Organs of human body—63 

Original series [m&labrama)—lB9, 

190, 196, 199 
Overlap (rBd&are(ie)—230 
Overlapping (sadASro^e)—229; of 

AaAe/l—230; of arOara 230; of 

ta4ja—2i2'i of mod^nma—232; 
of ja/tr—16, 233; of notes (in 

iitfw)—278 
AnAt—376 
Phdahhiga (a unit of two or four 

gurus forming a section of a 
fafe—14, 19 

Pmeama—130 

PaScaml (ia<i)-266,273,274, 275, 

278, 279,280,290,291; chara- 
ctenstic features—314.317 

PuBcaml^iapsia—SJOi verbal text— 
374,375 

i*<afimpa(il—299, 301 

Taramardi—9 

Paramuman (supreme-self)_^29 
P^ent yattf—369 

Pofwerta (ropetition of A<tds.<livi8ion 
in fa/A)—14,19 

Parivartaka, an embellishment of 

circulatory tone-pattern-249, 
250, 253 

Patynynriiia, (co-fundamental note) 
—293 ’ 

Passion, the seat of—88 

Pa/a (audible movement of the 
hand)—14, 18 

Phtakalh-vidhi (technique of sound¬ 

ing and unsounding action in 
/a/a) 14, 19 

Pauratd, a mOreehana of 

grama—168,169, 195, 197 

Paurnamasa, a pentatonic combina- 

note-series of fadjagrattu 

Pentatonic note-series—182, 196 
Pcnialonics—191, 198 

Permutaliunal calculus [prastara)~— 
204, 206 

Pcrmut^itm-mdicator (khap^anuru) 

Permutational note-series, 183, 196, 
199, 222, 228 

Pell (muscle)—77 

Pi^a (human body)—23 

Pi^atpatti (human embodiment)— 
23 

Pihgala (na^l)-100, 101, 102, 103 
Plata, in the context of aiahkaras^ 

240 

Prabandha (musical composition)— 
14, 17 

Prajapati (foremost creators of 

human race)—32-34, a hexa- 

tonic combinational note-series 

of fodjagrama-223, 224 
JVapo (vital breath)—2, 3, 57, 59 

Pratfttva, Oiikara—91 

Prasadtt, an embellishment of the 

steady tone-pattern—^238, 244; 

an embellishment of the circu¬ 

latory tone^pattern—249, 252 
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Prasanna, in the sense of maadra in 

the context of alahkaras—239 

Prasannadi, an embellishment of 

steady tone-pattern—238, 241 

Prasannidyanta, an embellishment of 

the steady tone-pattern—238, 
243 

Prasannamadhya, an embellishment 

of the steady tone-pattern—238, 
243 

Prasannanta, an embellishment of 

the steady tone-pattern—238, 
242 

Proraripi, a variety of ayata iruti- 

class—137, 138. 139 

Prastara (sequential permutation) 

r3, 15; an emb^lishment ofthe 

steady tone-pattern—238, 244, 

an embellishment of the circu- 

latory tone-pattern—249, 251; 

^elaboration of the basic structure 

oO’a/»x—338,340. 342, 344, 345, 
547, 3487351, 352, 354 

Pratyqya (formula for discerning the 

different aspects of/a/a)—14, 20 

Prehkha, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—^250, 
256 

PrtidthUa, an embellishment of the 

ascendant tone-pattern—245, 
247 

Presiding deities, of mQreshana-s~ 
177 

Priii, a variety of mfdu iru/i-class— 
138, 139 

Profusion—293 

Pf/Aiila-gl/t—299, 301, 365, 366, 

376, 377, 381, 382, 385 

Ptti}4ar\ka, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fadjagranta’— 
223, 224 

Parfia~kB[atana, complete permuta¬ 
tional note-series, their No.—184 

Purufamtdha, a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of (adjagrataa 
—226 

Puftikjt, a pentatonic combinational 

note-series of fodjagrama—226 

Raga—lS, 16, 366, 369 

liaga rn/a—365 

Ragahga—13, 16 

Rahula—9 

Rajanl, a m&rechana of fadjagrama— 

168, 170, 178, 195, 197 

Rajas (activity)—55, 56, 93 

Rajas&ya, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fodja-grama 

—223, 224 

RiAfa, (presiding deity of mArrr- 
banas), 177 

Raktagandharl (an associate modi- 

fiedja/i)—273, 274, 275, 279, 

280, 290, 291; characteristic 

features—338-341 

Rakti, the capacity to delight—104, 
265 

Raktika, a variety of madhya Irutu 

class—138, 139 

Rambha—8, 9 

Ramya, a variety of madhya iruti- 
class-138, 139 

RaHJanl, a variety of madhya iruti- 
class—137, 139 

Ranjita, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern-250, 
258 

Rareness (Alpatoa)—294 

Rasa (aesthetic delight) 14, 20; that 

of the notes—153, 157; that of 

the ja/i-j—365, 366 

Rasavakinl, arteries carrying lymph- 

chyle (raxa)—80 

Rathakranla, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fo^jagrama 
-224 
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Ratiku, a variety of mjdu /rtt/t>class 

—198. 139 

Raudra, a pentatonic combinational 

noie>series of madhjmmagrUma— 

227 

Raudri, a variety of dipti iruti~c\av& 

—137, 138, 139 

RSvapa—9 

Repeated note>series, the total 

number of—199 

^gotdttr—367 

ftfobha—130 

Rfi (sage)—13, 15, 153, 155 

Rudrata—9 
iahkhaetia, a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-feries of madhyama- 

grima—227 

SaAkuka—9 

ianlikU, a pentatonic combinational 

nole>series of fadjagrima—226 

Sarddla—8, 9 

&Mro (timbre)—13, 14, 17 

Siva—8, 9, 108, 109, 177, 178 

iruH—St 194, 105; iu number 

— 115; the primary de6nition 

and measure—121, 122; as the 

source of iMrn—130, 136; classi¬ 

fication—137, 138 

iruti’jati (The generic groups of 

iro/i-r)—13 

Srtdt-subclasses (as distributed 

among the SMror)—139 
^uddhAt a type of mArukanA’S—173 

&uddhi jAtis (primary melodic types) 

—266,369, definition—266, 267 

iuddka^madhyi, a mAreehaitA of 

madityamagrAma—168, 169, 195, 
196 

iuddha-eOfechanA (standard mOre- 

<&w8)—179 

&uddha‘ta4jA, a mOrcekanJl of faijo' 

grBiM—168 

Sarfflanaro (standard note)—13, IS 

&uddhald, the definition of—267 
iuddhatim (specific combinational 

note-series)—179, 180,223, 227 

ij/eita, a pentatonic combinational 

note-series of /od/agrBma—226; 

an embellishment of the circu¬ 

latory tone-pattern—250, 256 
(hexatone)—281, 293 

$i4<‘^a-tana (hexatonic note-series) 

—181 
$a4ja—130, the prominence of—165 

^a4ja~gfAma—162, 163 

^adjakaiiiiA (an associate modified 

jati)-273, 274,277, 279,280, 

290, 291, characteristic features 

-324-327 

^adjamadhyami (an associate modi¬ 

fied ja«)—273, 274, 278, 279, 

280,289,290,291 Characteristic 

features—331 -334 

^adjasodhira^a —232 

$A4ji (e iuddhA jAti)—266, 273, 

274, 275, 277, 279, 280, 290, 

291; characteristic features— 

299-303 

i&4ji'kopdla—S59; verbal text—372 

$a4jodltyaot (an associate modified 

jaii)—273, 274, 279, 280, 290, 

291; Characteristic features— 

327-331 

$o4ail, a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of ta4jagrim~-22S, 
224 

Sadftliva—8, 9 

SidhAraffa (overlapping)—141, 142, 

229 

Sahasrapatra^cakra, the thousaod- 

petalled lotus—95 

Salvation—103 
Samap an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern-249, 

250, 255 

Santana 57,60 
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Sumaveda—367 
SambhAoin (giti)—299, 301, 365, 

366,376, 377, 880, 382, 385 
Samtp a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of madhyatnagrAtnar^ 

225, 226 
5<aiiipfa<fano, an aloAkAra (embellish¬ 

ment)—261,263 
SadtsargajA-oikflA (associate modi¬ 

fied (jAtis)—273 
SadutkAp a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of fodjo’grAma—224 

SanioAdi (consonant)—148 

joRcan (circulatory tone-pattern) 

235,236, 261 
SandhipiacchAdana, an embellishment 

of the ascendant tone-pattern— 

245, 248 

Sandlpottlp a variety of AyatA iruti^ 

class—137, 138, 139 

Saagoti—299p 301, 305 

Sakgltam (musical arts) gltam, 

bAdyam and nfttam all the three 

taken together—10 
SaitgUa-ralnAkara—8 

SaanwtttakaproBfUaka, an embellish¬ 

ment of the circulatory tone- 

pattern—250. 253 

SannyAsa, the concluding note of tlie 

first sub-section of a musical 

composition—281, 291, 292 

SAntarA (antara-iiiclusive type of 

mArtclutttA)—173 
SaspAyottOf hexatonic combinational 

note-series of modhynmagrAnta— 

225 
Sanasvadakfi^ap a hexatonic combi¬ 

national note-series of madhyama' 

grAtna—225,226 

Sonedobkadrop a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madkyama' 

granw—225 

Sttttoa guna (purity)—50, 55, 56; 
mind or consciousness, 93 

SaubkAgyakftp a pentatonic combi¬ 

national note-series of 

grAma—226 
Saubhara, a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fodjdgyAma 

—226 
SauirAma^l, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of faljagrAma 

—224 
Samlrlp a mAreckanA of madhyama- 

grama—168,169,170; according 

to NSrada a mArcchanA of /aj/ja- 

grAma—178 
Siivilrl, a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of tnadhjamagrAtna— 

225 

Semifinal note (apartyAsa)—281, 290 

Siddka—]77p 178 

Sunhan—3\7. 319 

Sikghana—4, 6 patron of Sodhala 

and SArtigadeva 

SirA (vein)—78 

Slmnl (suture)—72 
Skhalita, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—249, 

250,253 

SnAyu (Ligaments)—39, 75 

Sodbala—4,6 Father of Sariigadeva 

Soma, a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of madkyamagrAma— 

225, 226 

Soma’Cakra—94 

Some»a—9 

Sonant—^293 
Songster—17 

Songstress—17 
Specific combinational note-series, 

the definition of—179,180 

Srotas (canals), the elimination of 

bodily impurities—71 
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0 

SrHisaMara-prmiha (the cycle of 

creation and destruction)—29 

Standard fflflrcrAoaa—179 

Steady tone-pattern, definition of 
—235 

Sikina (register)—13 141; in the 

sense of IldhSra->iruti or sikttya— 
228 

StAaya (specific feature of tonal 

rendering)—14, 17 

(steady tone-pattern)—234 

Subtle body, its constituents—28 

SQ4a, ehijulaga—14, 18; sUda-~l4, 
18 

&ikhi, a taBrtekmi ofgindhiragrima 
—178, 179 

Sumukkl a mBreehann of gnndhira- 

gram~l78, 179 

Sun—178 

Supti (drowsiness)—50 

SarjakrUnla, a hexatonic combina* 

tional note-series of fadjagrama 

- 224 
Sufumni—99 

Soadhi((kaBa-eakra, the self abiding 

cycle—87, 88 

Soahakira, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of medhjama- 

grama—225,226 

Soapna (dreaming state), definition 
of—69 

Sacra (tone or note)—130; defini¬ 

tion—134 classification—148 
SjMr8d^«13,17 

Soara‘jnantt (tonal perception)—265 
Saarc'sadhara^a, overlapping in 

note-intervals—13, 16, 229; 

overlapping in (jatis)—276 

Svati—9 

Svif(aktt$ a hexatonic combinational 

note^eria of fc^jagrama—223, 

224; a pentatonic combinational 

note-series of madhamagramc— 
227 

Tala—365 

Tana (note-series), iuddha (combi¬ 

national) and k&ia (permuta- 
tional)—13, 15 

Talahga (rhythmic structure)—14- 
20 

Tamos (inertia)—55, 56, 93 

TanUnapaf, a hexatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of madhyama- 
grama—225, 226 

Tara, a variety of aada—141, in 

the sense of pitch range (high) 

—239, 240, 281, 285 

Taramandraprasarma, an atankara 

(embellishment)—261, 262 
Tetratone—196 

Tetratonics—192, 198 

1 etratonic-series—197 

Tiara, a variety of dteta im/i-class 
—137, I3« 

Trailokyamokana, a penUtonic com¬ 

binational note-series of 

mad/iyamagrama—227 

Tritoncs—193, 196, 197, 198 

Trioarfta, an embellishment of the 

ascendant tone-pattern—245, 249 

Tumburu—8, 9 

Twin-hearted, a woman in preg¬ 
nancy—43 

Ueeatana, a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fat^agrama 
—226 

Udana (payu)—57,60 

Udbha(a—9 

Udbkid, a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of fa^jagrama—224 
Uddif{a (indicated note-series)—13, 

214 

UdghaHiia, an embellishment of the 

cireulatory tone-pattern—250, 

257 

lndex*t2uin*Ulos3ary 

UdgUa^ an embellishment of the 

ascendant tone*pattera—245, 

248 

Udgltha^ the second part of sjiman— 

91 

UioUhiiat an embellishment of the 

ascendant tone-pattern—245, 

248; an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—249, 

250, 254 

Ugrn^ a variety of diptn imh-class— 

137, 138, 139 

Uktha, a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of —224 

UUdisita, an alahk^ra (embellish¬ 

ment)—261, 264 

Umbilicus—80 

Upacaya (fattiness)—50 

Upalolcg an alaiikftra (embellish¬ 

ment)—261, 264 

UpHmiu^ a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of madhyamagfUma— 

225, 226 

UpfkUga (sub-organ) —13, 16 

UpQfligC’^Hp 16 

UpHsanfl (worship)—108 

tJrmX, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—249, 

250, 255 

Uttaramandra^ a murcchanlX of 

gr^ma—168,195, 196 

UiUuavarn^t a mUrcchantl of fadja- 

grUma according to NSrada—178 

Uiiar9yiUllj a mUrcchann of ^adja^ 

griima—168, 195, 198, as also 

according to Narada—178 

V^dl (sonant), definition of—148, 

149 

Viidyam (instrumentation)—14; in¬ 

strumental music—10, 21 

Vnggy^nra—13,17 

Vainattya^ a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of fa4jogr^ma 
—226 

V^ijapeyCg a hexatonic combinational 

note-seri^ of 223, 

224 

Vajra^ a pentatonic combinational 

note-series of 226 

Vajrikh^ a variety of dipit ifiiti-class 

—137, 138, 139 

Valabhit^ a hexatonic combinational 

note-series of ^adjagrUma^22^ 

302 

Varna—3; colour—13, 15; colour of 

notes—153, 154; tone-pattern, 

definition and classification— 

13, 16, 2‘4 

Varnthga (tonal structure)—265 

Vtfttika 365, 366 

Variioft {Pail)—178 

Va^aikaia^ a pentatonic combina¬ 
tional note-series of madhyama 

grama—227 

Vailkutana^ a pentatonic combina¬ 

tional note-series of ^ailjagrama 

—226 

8, 9, 177, 178 

Vayu'vikjii^ (ten) modifications of 

breath—57 

Vedas-32. 34, 367 

Fe/aw/I—308, 310, 320, 322, 324, 

326 

Vetil {Pfthagv€{il) an embellish¬ 

ment of the ascendant tone- 

pattern—^245, 249 

an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—250, 

259 

r/Mafa—13, 16 

Vidart (sub-section)—290 

VidhUia, an alahkara (embellish¬ 

ment)—261, 263 
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Vikttijiti, the definition of—268, 

269 

ViktUt-tutra (modified notes)—13, 
15, 141 

Fips—120 
(application) of notes'—13, 

15 

Vv^tksa, the note at the end of a 

pada (i. e. a word).—281, 292, 

293 

Vipraktr^ (pro^aiuAa-r)—depend* 

ing on Jflrfa—14, 18 

Fira, a pentatonic combinational 

note-series of madhjfomagrima— 

227 

Virnj (initial manifestation of 

Brahman)—31, 32 

Vitokhila--8, 9 
VUhla, a mOrcthani of gUndhira- 

grlima—178, 179 

Vifou—108, 109, 166 

Fi/nttiiraahi, a bexatonic coinbina* 

tional note*serics of foi/jagrima 

—224 

Vifffuoihrama, a pentatonic combi* 

national note-series of madhyama- 

gr«ma—227 

Viiuddhicakraf (the cycle of purity), 
as related to music—97 

Viiiajit, a bexatonic combinational 

note-series of fadjagrima—223, 

224 

Viivahfli, a m&rcehani of madhyama- 

grama, according to Narada— 
178, 179 

Viivaoasu—8, 9 
Ftfl(r(ia, an embellishment of the 

ascendant tone-pattern—^245 

Vioadl (dissonant)—148, 149 

Vfddhi (growth)—50 

Vjttda, a group of musicians—14 

Vr?agaoa—4, 5: Progenitor of 

^Sri'igadeva's ancestry. 

V{Ui (marga)—299, 301, 365, 366 
Vyana {pOya)—57, 60 
fysvTUa, an embellishment of the 

circulatory tone-pattern—249, 
250, 252 

Tqjuroeda—367 
ra*/a-177 
Ya^iika—8, 9 
Tati (order of /tp'a)—14, 19 
Yugma—Uaecatputa, a form of tala) 

-14, 19,382 
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